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PREFACE .

or the doctrine designated by that title, has
been prominently before the public for the past fifteen years: or
more, during which time it has attracted much attention, and
has gained thousands of converts from all classes, the educated
and uneducated, Christians and unbelievers in Christianity.
It is a fact, admitted even by many Spiritualists, that very
little-beyond the important truth that we continue to exist after
the death of the present body, and that those who have departed
into another world can still communicate with us- has been
learned or demonstrated by this intercourse with the other world
-or what is believed to be such. Not even the laws governing
the intercourse have been fully or rationally explained; and most
of the communications purporting to·come from the other world,
are false, as well as illiterate and unmeaning.
The silliness of the communications, and the trifling character
of other phenomena-performed usually under a table, or in a
darkened room-have induced many-probably a majority of the
ruost intelligent-who have investigated the subject, to come to
the conclusion that what are called "disembodied spirits" can
have no agency in the matter; although it is now generally con,.
ceded that all other explanations which have been given are
unsatisfactory.
To explain the laws governing this intercourse, and the several
phenomena commonly called spiritual, or supernatural, and thus
to show why it is that the communications, and the performances
in the presence of ''mediums, '' are of so silly and trifling a
nature, and why so little has been learned by the intercourse, is
the main object of this work.
SPIRITUALISM,
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PREFACE.

Extraordinary aml improhuble as the content:=. of the "'olume
111ay ~CCHI to tho~c not prP\ iou~l y convittcctl of the ultramnntlaue
natnrc of th e phcnonH'lla del'cribed, the writer would ask the
reader to lay asiJ.e all prejmliees, 0 1· pre-conceivctl notions a::; to
tho other world and our future cond ition, so f~tr as h e is aware that
they are merely the effects of education, or a-.::;ociatiou, anJ. are
ltn:--H}l})O I'ted by uuy known £<tcts; and to weigh the theories ~et
forth , with an unbiasscd mind} precisely as he would those
relating to any ot her .!:lnr~ject
And the writer \VOtd<.l e:spccially ask the li terary reader, who is
competent to discriminate between a narrative of facts anJ n.
work of fiction , to consider whether it is probable, or even possible, that this work can be entirely the product of the writer's
own brain.
The word "spirit." is not used in the work, because th ere is no
more propriety in applying it to those of the other world than to
the men and women of onr own.
cbstcr's definition of the
woru is, "Literally, breath; hence an immaterial intelligent
being, as the soul of man, &c." The definition is somewhat
vague, but as the inhabitants of the other world hM·c bodies
composed of the 3nme matter, and as substan tial as our own, the
word, if used, wonlcl couvcy a falf'e i<lea t o the m ind of the
reader.
The words "death'' and ''cliecl,, arc retaiued, as every one
UtH.lcr~tands that what is m eant by th e use of them when applied
to a human being, is ~-limply the death of th e present body. The
expression "Left the f<n·nt," which Spiritua1ists have substituted,
llaR no meaning whatever as applied to the phenomenon.
The initials of indiviauals, given in tite work, are, for obvious
rea~ous, mostly fictitious.

"r

Nt:w

YORK, Jfm·cll.,

1867.
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THE lNVISIBLES.
CHAPTER I.
NARRATIVE OF THE AUTHOR'S EXPERIENCE.

~1 Y

first visit to a "spirit?.tal rnediu;m"-or to a person
that pretended to be such-was made about thirteen
years ago, when visiting New York. Passing along
Broadway one evening, I noticed an illuminated sign,
indicating that spiritual seances were held ·in an upper
room of the building. Paying twenty-five cents for admittance, I entered the room, and saw a girl about
fifteen years of age, sitting at a smal1 table, which she
:vas tipping to and from her; while a sedate, clericallooking gentleman, was sitting at the opposite side of
the table, writing questions, in the gz:avest manner possible. Three tips, as I understood, were an affirn1ative
reply; and one tip, a negative.
I inferred from the gentleman's remarks, that the
answers were-as might he expected- correct about as
often as eiToneous; in the latter case, the mother of the
girl, who was present, would tell the gentleman that the
answer was from a "lying spirit," which seemed to me
quite probable.
7
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After witnessing the gentleman's " inYcstigations" about
fin~ 1ninutcs, l left, not caring to wait for my turn. The
impression I then had, I am still satisfied was the correct ·o ne; namely, that a girl tipping the table in the
ordinary way, was all there was of the "phen01ncna."
Some three or four years later-now residing in New
York-I was invited to accompany a party of acquaintances, to a seance with a celebrated medium-one of the
well-known Fox family.
At this time I had heard little about spiritualism,
except in the way of ridicule. I was convinced, however, so large a number of intelligent persons as believed
in it, could not be entirely deceived; that it was not all
jugglery; but I thought it prohable- n.s is usual in such
cases-that n1ore or Jess of trickery was mingled with
physical phenomena, not yet understood. As to disembodied spirits having any connection with the phenomena, I had seen no reason for such a belief.
This first seance did not change 1ny opinion. That
some of the manifestations were not jugglery, was perfectly evident; bnt as to others-those which I had not ·
so good an opportunity of examining-! was far from
being satisfied. They were altogether too astounding
upon any other hypothesis than that of jugglery. Besides, I had-or thought I had-cause for suspicion.
Part of the manifestations \-Vere touches-always under
the table-by what were st.'l.ted to be "spirit hands."
vVhen I was touched, I hastily put 1ny own hand under
the table, and felt what purported to be the spirit hand.
It was a bare touch that I obtained, as the pretended
hand was instant1y withdrawn; but that momentary
touch showed me that it was nothing like a hand; there
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were no fingers at all; it felt 1uore like a foot covered
with a stocking, than a hand; and although it did not
feel precisely like the first, I suspected it was the medium's foot; as she had changed her seat, taking· one
directly opposite me before I felt these touches.
I subsequently visited this medium several titnessometimes with the same party-once alone, there being
no person in the room but the medimn and 1nyself.-and
became perfectly satisfied that with this lady there was
no trickery or deception of any kind whatever; that she
was perfectly honest and sincere in the matter; and
willing to give 1ne all the information and light in her
power, which however was very little. I was convinced
she did not understand the subject herself.
I also visited other persons claiming to be 1nediums
of various kinds; some of whom were sn9h, others I
concluded were impostors; but as these seances and tnanifestations have been described so often, I will not
detain the reader '"'ith a repetition.
I have never conversed with any person upon this
· subject, who professed to have given it a full and candid
investigation with one generally recognized by spiritualists as a medium, who was not convinced the phenomena
were not jugglery, though they may not believe it to be
of spiritual origin.
As for myself, I wa~ unable to arrive at a definite·
conclusion. I was unable to conceive of any physical
laws which could cause the phenomena; but at the same
time there were strong, if n9t overwhelming reasonswhich have often been stated by others-for doubting
the spiritual hypothesis.
~iy investigations were n1ostly 1nade within a few

'
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tnonihs, when finding I made no progress, anti that those
who had in\·cstigatcd for years, k11ew no more about the
s ubject than myself, I discoutinued my visits.
Other~ who commenced their investigations at t.he
same time with myself, were fully satisfi ed that they
received communications from departed fri ends. I received tho same kind of communications and ''tests" of
identity, bnt they failed to satisfy me. They· were
astounding and unaccountable, but bore what may be
called 'internal et,idence that they were not from the
JJarties whose names were given. And the very fact
that eyery one visiting these n1ediums could receive
what put·ported to be communications from their friends,
or fr01n almost any one they wished to hear from,
seemed to me strong evidence that the communications
did not come from the other world.
Visitors would not only receive communications from
any friend, but also from George \Vashington, Benjamin
Franklin, or almost any one called for.
In the year 1863, I was residing at T
, about two
hours' ride by railroad fr01n New York; and came to the
latter city i.n the fall to pass the winter.
Having now plenty of leisure time, I determined to
make another effort to at least satisfy myself as to
whether these so called spiritual manifestations were
such or not.
Since my former investigations I had read considerable upon the subject, and although it was as dark and
unintelligible as ever, I was inclined to the belief that
disembodied spirits did visit and communicate with our
world.
Shortly afler 1ny arrival iu New York, I called on
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Miss Fox, and made an engagement for a subsequent
day.
_ On the day fixed she was unwell, and being disappointed the second time, I abandoned the idea of a
seance with her.
I visited two, not very well-known, "imp1'essible" mediums- at least they pretended to be such-but the
interviews were not very satisfactory.
These medi urns both told me that I was t;nyself a
medium, and that I could get more satisfactory communications from my departed fi·iends, by sitting alone,
than through any other person.
I had been told the same during my former investigations, and had then n1ade the experiment without any
success.
I - now renewed the experiment; and I found that
while holding a pencil on paper, as in the act of wi·.i ting, there was a slight foreign influence guiding my
hand. It was very slight, almost imperceptible; and
required the nicest observation to determine in which
direction my hand was inclined to move; but that there
was an influence outside of myself, was sufficiently evident.
From this time I devoted about an· hour each day to
sitting and writing in this way. For a loug timenearly a month-nothing but proper names were written,
and even these with great difficulty. Frequently during
a whole hour's sitting not even a name won!d be written;
merely crooked lines, circles, etc., executed.
I was born, and passed the most of my life at C,
Ohio. The names written were- with very few exceptions- those of persons who had resided there; some were

12
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intimate acquaintances, others were not, a.n d I had
entirely forgotten them; and of these latter, I have since
learned some arc still living in our \Yorld.
Some names were incorrectly spelled, appearing to be
written in accordance with the sound.
The first name written was that of a verv intimate
"
friend who died at C
the preceding year.
\Vhen the first nmne of a sister of mine, who had died
more than twenty years previously, was attempted to be
given, it was written partly according to sound. It was
a name of fonr syllables, only two of which were given,
these two forming a name somewhat common. Of
course I did not snppose that the person writing claimed
to b~ my sister unti l so informed.
I continued this practice in New York until 1\fay in
the succeeding year, (1864,) when I returned toT-- .
Even llp to this time, the writing of a short sentence
was a very tedious process.
The two longest sentences written were- one from a
female who said she had lived in Albany, N. Y.; had
been seduced by a n1an who was then at one of the
large hotels in New York; (which she named), and that
her body was in the cemetery at Albany, without any
tombstone. She wished me to see the man, and ind nee
him to erect a tombstone. I think she did not give his
name, and I did not ask for it.
Tho other communication was from an author, who
said he had w~·itten a book called, "All 'tound the wotld /'
that the manuscript was left with a publisher in New
York; and he wished me to have . it published. On
asking for the name of the publisher, he gave that of
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Howa·rd. I think there is no publisher of that name in
New York.
,
The communications at this time were very ungrammatieal; "Be we," for example, would be written instead
of are we.
Before leaving New York, one of the other world,
giviug the name of an intimate acquaintance of mine; a
rne1nber of one of the most respectal?le families in C-;
himself well educated; and who had died about twenty
years previously-appeared to have got control of the
writing, to the exclusion of all others.
This person also .spel t the first name of the gentleman
apparently according to the sound, and not as it should
be written.
He was very vulgar, as well as illiterate. I endeavored
to revive some feeling of manhood in him, but it was of
no avail. lie said he knew he was a niiserable degraded
creature, but he had no expectation, and no desi1·e to
be any ·better. I then · tried to induce him to leave,
and let some one of my r~latives, or some other person
write, but without success.
·
He ·would personate my siRter; put his style was so
coarse that I detected the imposition; then he would adnlit it; but in. a short time repeat the attempt. No
reasoning, coaxing, or appeals to his pride and self-respect would induce him to leave.
-· So far there was nothing materially different from
what I had witnessed at other mediums. But on the
main point, that of communication with persons formerly inhabitants of our world, I was satisfied. At
a later period, the idea occurred to me, whether these
2
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might not be a different species of beings from ourselves,
who from being constantly with us, and able to read our
minds, had become familiar with our language, and acquired sufficient knowledge of individuals to be able to
persow1te them. And if it might not be possible these
beings had originated the belief in "demons" and" devils."
Tint very slight reflection convinced me this theory
was inadmissible.
I determined to continue 1ny practice until the writing could be executed with 1nore fadlity.
On resmning at T
, there was a change of characters. The names given purported to be those of soldiers
who had lived in that vicinity, and who had been killed
in battle, or died while connected with the a r1ny. They
wished to communicate with their friends in our world
through me. I did not intend acting as a public medium, and took no steps to·wards ascertaining the accuracy of these communications. ~
I left New York on 1\:fonday, and the writi'ng purported to be mostly by these soldiers until the succeeding Friday. -On that day the name of a l\Ir. B,
who had boarded at. the same hotel as myself, the past
winter1 was written.
As I had seen the geutlmnan on the preceding Sunday, this would appear to be a very sudden death. Still
there had occurred at the same hotel during the past
winter, two deaths about as sudden; one of them more
so; and as 1\:fr. B--, had met with a se~ere accident
from which he had not entirely recovered when I last
saw him, his death did not seem so very improbable.
The statement was that he had taken a severe cold, from
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tl1e effect of which, in_connection with his injury, he had
died the day after'I left New York.
This was in the evenh1g. The next day I found New
York papers, and examined the obituary notices of each
day since that on which it was stated he died; but fotmd
no notice of his death.
lVIr. B--- , (for brevity I will designate the personator by this name), came again in the evening when I sat
down to write. I told him I had examined the New
York newspapers, and found no notice of his death. He
insisted on the identity, and I made such tests as I was
able. The questions I asked were answered correctly,
but I did not know enough about him or his affairs and
connections to make a very thorough test; besides, I
was aware that these inhabitants of the other world
could to some extent read my mind, and might thus get
the answer; so that the tests were not entirely convinc.1ng.
A day or two after the first visit of ))Ir. B- -, I was
visited by one of the other world, giving the name of
Ellen - -. The surname I could not read, and as
she did not profess to have been. an acquaintance of
mine, I did not ask it to be written a -second time.
Ellen said she was born at Unadilla, New York;
(a place I never visited), and that she died there; but
that she had passed part of her life at Albany, New York."
She was very illiterate and vulgar: she acknowledged
she had li v~d a depraved life at A lbany; but felt no remorse or shame on account of it; said she was just the
same now, and had no desire to reform.
For several days Ellen and ~Ir. B- - did most, if
not all- the writing. A few days-- after Ellen's first
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visit, Mr. B- - info~·mecl me that a young lady with
whom he had been acquainted in N ~w York, and who
was the daughter of a New York banker, had come with
l1in1, and would like to 'vrite.
1\fr. B - - also advised me to have no further communication with Ellen, as she was a very low, vile
person.
The individual that ~Ir. B - - brought, gave the
name of lJHss Annie Allen. She said her family resided
at No. - East 22d Street, New York; that her fh,ther
was a banker, dealing in foreign exchange, but she coulLl
not give the name of the firm.
Her family, she stated, were intimateJy acquainted
with l\1r. and Mrs. B- - ; and she had died about four
years previous.
Two or three days after l\1iss Allen's visit, I received
a visit from a young girl- about twelve years of agewho said she had Hved in lVfarion, Ohio; and she askecl
if we were then in lVIarion. I believe she gave no name.
As I was not aware that any other persons of the
other world were present, I asked her how she had found
me; as she did not seem to know even where I was.
She replied that she had heard of me at a rneeting in
her world, and that a very old man had brought her.
The man, she said, had died so long since, that he
could not write. In reply to my question ~s to the
length of time he had been in the other world ; she
stated, about five kandred years.
The object of thjs girl's visit-according to my recollection-was to inquire about her mother. As I was
not in 1\iarion, I could give her no information, and she
did not repeat her visit.
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Shortly.after the visit ~f the yomJg girl, a ].frs. Arnold
came. She had lived, as she stated, at South Bend,
Ohio, and had died young. I don't recollect, if she
.. stated, how long previons.
I told her I was a native of Ohio, and that I was
quite confident there was no such place as South Bend
in the state.
She then at first said she might be mistaken as to tile
state, but was positive as to the nan1e of the vilJage; but
finally insisted she was correct as to its being South
Bend, Ohio.
She could not tell in what county it was situated, but
said it was on the Ohio River.
Neither she, l\'Iiss Allen, or Ellen, appeared to have
any particular object in coming, other than the amusement of writing; but these three continued their visits.
Others made single visits, or came two or three times,
but the names have no particular connection with the
narrative.
I wished to get rid of Ellen, she was so excessively
vulgar and ignorant; and would not knowingly, (and I
could usually detect her style), allow her to write. This
of _course made her very angry.
As I was passing along the street one day, soon after
forming this determination-and which was shortly after
l\fr. B - - advised me to take that course, which probably had some influE'nce-I felt what appeared to be a
slight blow, in the region of the stomach; and later in
the same day, while standing on the piazza of the hotel,
I received two more in the san1e locality, delivered in
quick succession, and rather more severe than the first.
Suspecting these to be caused in some way by Ellen,
2*
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I took pencil and note ·book in my hand, to allow her to
write.
She wrote, "I dicl it with rny foot;" and she proceeded
to state that she meant to kill me.
I felt that it would be a ver y serious matter if those
shocks were continued, but she was so ignorant I
thought I might possibly- deceive her as to the effect.
So I told her she could n ot injure any one in our world;
and holding the pm:cil in the palm of my hand, I said
she could not move that. She expressed surprise that
she could not, and I felt I)O more of the shocks.
Both 1\Ir. B-- and l\Iiss Allen urged me to call on
1\'[rs. B--, so that the former could communicate with
her through me, or at least write to her. T he former
gave me incidents which he said would satisfy her that
the communication was from him. They were some of
them of a private nature, and I told bim I should
not write matter of that kind, if certain that be was
l\fr. B- -.
He replied, "For God's sake write just what I tell
you, and then she will know it is me; and she will not
be at all offended.''
It finally occurred to rne that there was an acquaintance of JYir. B - at T - , who would be likely to
know if he was dead. I mentioned this to l\Ir. B - ,
and he requested me to see the gentleman, as he would
undoubtedly have heard of his death.
I decided to do so, bnt as I had frequently met him
in the street and at my hotel, in the expectation of soon
seeing him in this way again, I postponed calling on
him for this special purpose.
It was several days before we happened to meet;
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when we did, I mentioned having heard of the death of
l\1:r. B- -.
- ·
The gentleman said it must be a mistake, as he l1ad
/ not heard of it; and he had seen him quite recentlynaming the day, which was subsequent ~ that on which
I had been told he died.
The gentleman added that he was going to New York
that day, and should probably learn as to the death.
On stating-later in the day in my room-this conversation to the person professing to be Mr. B- -, he
insisted that the gentleman was mistaken as to the date,
and requested me to see him again when he returned
from New York.
1\rfiss Allen said she had been acquainted with this
gentleman, and the next clay she informed me that she
had just seen him in the street, not far from 1ny hotel,
and
.. requested 1ue to go out and see him. Mr. B- was not at this time with me.
I should have stated before, that by this time these
persons were able to write nearly as rapjdly as I conld
myself in .the ordinary way; and they SOmetimes \Yished
to communicate when I had not sat down in 1ny room
for that purpose.
Shortly before leaving New York, I l1ad been told by
them that a great change was to take place in 1nyself,
and tl1at I would know w~1en they wished to write. ·
This signal now was, feeling one of tbe1n clasp my
hand; at least this was the sensation.
On going into the street to see Mr. B's friend,
~'Iiss Allen informed me he had gone into a certain
bank, and I waited two or three 1ninutes for him to
come out, as he would have to pass where I was standing.

20
\Vhen the person came out that 1\Iiss Allen indicated
as being the gentleman referred to, I told her there was
some resemblance, but that the latter was several years
older; that it was several years since she had seen him,
according to her own statement, and the gentleman had
changed some in the mean time.
'
Later in the day, when again at my hotel, as. lVfiss
Allen continued nrging me to see the gentleman, I told
her that if she would go to the gentleman's hotel, and
ascertain that he was in, I would call on him and make
t he inquiry.
\Vhether she could do this or not, I did not know. I
was led to make the proposition from her having said she
had seen him in the street, and to enter the bank.
She said she would do it, and in a few minutes informed me that she had been to the hotel~ and found
the gentleman in. I asked her what he was doing. She
replied that he was sitting at a small form, but that she
did not notice -or could not see-(I am not certain
which of these expressions was used), what he was
doing.
This hotel was situated in a street crossing at right
angles that in which mine was located, and the distance
between the hotels-following the streets-was about
two hundred yards.
I went to the gentleman's l1otel, and looked in the
two principal rooms, without seeing him; then took
pencil and note book, when J\1iss Allen wrote that he
was in a small room, back of the one last entered.
Looking in the small room, I saw a gentleman-the
only person in t~e room-sitting at a sm.all fm'1n, reading
a newspaper.
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Bnt this person was as much older than the one I was
looking for, as the first was younger; and there was no
striking resemblance between either of them, and l\1r.
B--'s acquaintance. All three had full beards; the
first not changed at all, and I told l\1:iss Allen, on seeing this gentleman that the beard of the person we were
looking for, was slightly changed-or grayish; that of
the gentleman found at the hotel, was quite gray.
Shortly afterwards, I saw JYir. B
's acquaintance,
and he informed me that when in New Y o;l<, he called
at l\fr. B
's office and was told that he had just gone
out.
The invisible person _claiming to be hi1n still insisted
that there was some strange mistake, and gave another
incident to identify .himself; he gave the substance of a
conversation I had with his wife, whieh he said the latter had repeated to him. He did not give it precisely
corn~ct, yet, if not Mr. B--, I could not perceive how
he should know anything about it.
I inquired if he had a brother, thinking the n1istake
n1ight have occurred in that way.
He then wrote that he now perceived how the nlistake occurred; that be had a cousin of the same name
(surname) as hilnself, who was . connected with him in
business; that when his friend inquired :;tt the office for
Mr. B--, the person of wh01n he inquired, supposed
that he knew of his (the Mr. B
present) death, and
that he inquired for his cousin.
H e said I ought to take the slight trouble of either
going or writing to New York, and I ·felt that he was
right; especially as if not ~1r. B
, I could perceive
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no motive for his requesting me to do what would expose the deception.
In the latter part of 1\Iay-two weeks or more after
the first visit of this person- I wrote to the proprietor
of the hotel in which 1\Ir. B-- had boarded j stating
that I had heard of the death of the latter, and requesting to be informed as to the fact; also requesting that
if not correct the proprietor would not mention n1y inquiry, as some persons were very sensitive about such
matters. There was another reason for the latter request, which I did not state; which was, that as 1\Ir.
Bwas not, what might be called an intimate acquaintance, I bad no good reason to give for making the
. .
tnqtury.
The reply of the proprietor was, that lVIr. B
was
living, and still boarding at that hotel.
This ended that pP-rsonation, and also for awhile, the
visits of 1\'fiss Allen.
But 1\{rs. Arnold and Ellen continued to visit me. I
asked the former why she had suffered me to be deceived.
She replied that she was deceived herself; that it was a
man who personated Mr. B- -, and she supposed it was
the latter person j and she now gave what she said she
bad ascertained were the n1otives for the deception; whieh
were briefly as follows :- Ellen had been acquainted
with 1\{r. B
, when the latter resided at A
,
New York;* she had cause (which need not be stated), for
hating hin1 : at a Tecent visit of his to A-- , she (now in
the othm· world),. also visiting there, had seen him, and
followed hi1n to New York; there she had seen me at
the same hotel, and followed n1e to T
, : her scheme
*' Mr. B-'s former place of residence, but not Albany.
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was by personating lVIr. B
, to induce me to write to
his wife, when an explanation would of course be necessary, and she would h~ve an opportunity of upbraiding
1\iir. B--, aud stating her cas~ to his wife, which would
further mortify him. l\Hss Allen having been acquainted with lVIr. B--in New York, was persuaded.
by Ellen to assist in the personation.
This explanation I understood Ellen to assent to at
the time, but -she afterwards contradicted it. I did not
like to let her write, aud therefore received no other
explanation.
I had understood that Mr. B-- for1nerly resided at
A
; but if Ellen lived at UI}adilla, I could not see
how 1\Ir. B - should happen to have been acquainted
with her; for although I did not know in precisely
what part of the State Unadilla was, I knew .it was
not near A- -. Besides, it did not appear probable
that lVIr. B- - would have been very intimately acquainted with such a low creature as Ellen.
Mrs. Arnold said she understood Ellen had not lived
in Unadilla, but inS--, New York. This village I
had heard of, and my itnpression was that it also was at
a considerable distance fr01n A
I had no map. at
the time to examine, but have since found that I was
under an erroneous impression; S . - is an adjoining
village of the city of A-But if this explanation was correct, I could not
understand why I had been advised by one personating
~Ir. B-- not to let Ellen write; nor why I had been
urged to take steps, such as calling on ~Ir. B-'s
acquaintance, and writing to the hotel proprietor-for

.
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the latter had been assented to when I proposed itwh ich would show n1e the deception.
:&Irs. Arnold stated in . explanation of the latter point.,
that l\Iiss Allen regretted having suffered herself to be
drawn into the d~ception by Ellen, aud fearing that the
_latter would induce me to write to :&Irs. B-- , she had
taken the above course to prevent this; and the inference
was, that it was lVIiss Allen who had ad vised me not to
let Ellef1 write.
About the last of :&fay I bec.ame quite unwell. l\1rs.
Arnold was at this time my most constant visitor,
though n1y sister came frequently, and others occasionally. l\Irs. Arnold appeared to he very kind, and to
have had-as she professed-considerable experience
with invalids. She advised me to live mostly on tea
and toast, which diet I had adopted, having very little
appetite.
She brought one day an individual of her world to
see me, who stated that she was the daughter of a physician of whorn I had heard, and that she bad herself
studied medicine. This female stated that there were
alarming symptoms in my case, and that she should
bring a male physician of her world; and she inunediately left - as represented-for that. purpose.
In a short time she returned with the physician, who
gave the name of ''Professor A~rbuokle, late of the Royal
College of Stuyeon.s, Dublin, Ireland."
I-Ie told rne to sit up strajght, so tl1at he could make
an examination, and that I must be prepared to learn
the truth about my situation, for if my illness was a
.
dangerous one, he should tell me so.
A.fter an examination of two or three minutes, he

\
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wrote, "Nothing the matter, sir; nothing at all the
matter. Take an a1·senical decoct-ion and you will be all
right."
Presuming the prescription was son1e kind of a prepaTntion of arsenic,* I thought it was rather too strong a
dose, especially if there was u nothing at all the matter"
with me; and I told him I thought the prescription
was never given in this country, as I had not beard of

it.
"'rheu," he wrote, "take senna-take four doses of
senna ;-good bye."
"He is gone," the female physician then wrote; "he
l1as an immense practice in our world, and could only
stay a few minutes."
I asked why she had not brought an American physician, instead of one fr01n Dublin, of whom I had
IJever heard.
She replied tlJat be had been very celebrated, and
expressed surprise that I had not 11eard of him; and she
added that he was now considered one of the best in
their world. ~ n reply to my question, she stated that
he died about twelve ye.ars previous.
Although senna is a well known drng, I had never
taken or seen it, and knew nothing of its properties;
and I told the female physician I did not like to take a
prescription coming fro1n her world. She explained its
}H1)perties- as I ba ve since ascertained correctly-but I -·
did not take it. On sending for a physician of T ,
l1e gave a very similar prescription.
The T- - physician, however said that I needed a

* Mrs. Arnold a.fterw3rd informed me that it was a vegetable p reparation, known by th e above name.
3
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more generons diet th~n tea and toast. Of course I said
nothing to him abont his rival practitioners.
I have never been across the Atlantic, and never
before heard of Prof. Ai'buolde. I subsequently inquired of a gentleman somewhat acquainted in Ireland,
and h e informed me there was s nch a person in Dublin
-a1\ EngHshman-of considerable celebrity; and he
thought he had died about the time stated. As to his
connection with th e institution named, the gentleman
was not informed, and I neglected to ask hin1 if there
was an institution in Dublin of that name.
During this illness I acqnired the fitenl ty of h earing
those of t.he other world speak. I l1ad become able to
understand then1, by their merely i1n·itatin,q writing.
By moving my finger on a table, or anything-in the
dark- imitating writing, I understood what they wished
to communicate. This was a 1uystery to me, and they
said it was also to them.
One day dnring my illness, 1\:frs. Arnold placed h er
lips to mine,-(at least s be so stated, and I could feel a
magnetic touch), and I understood perfectly her communications, although I heard no sound. She and others
continued this practice, nntil finally I distinguished
fitjnt sounds, 'vhich increased in d istinctness until they
could talk through my ear in t he ordinary way.
At least they said they did, and I so supposed.
I had received no fnrt.her annoyance from Ellen since
th e pencil experiment -which I have described-until
after I had written to New York, nnd ascertained the
deception relative to l\f1~. B- - .
Shortly after that, I wag awoke in the middle of the
night by what felt precisely like a hand grasping my
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throat, and trying to choke me. E11en informed me
that it was her, and that she meant to choke me to
death.*
I again told her-as in reference to the blows-that
she could not injure me; but this time without the same
effect ; she contin ued her efforts
choke me.
I soon perceived, however, that she could not compress the windpipe at all, or in the least affect my
breathing; and therefore cared little about it.
She continued this several nights in succession. It
was very disagreeable-slightly painful-and disturbed
1ny sleep considerably. I could prevent it ahuost
entirely, by putting my hands around n1y neck-no
other covering had any effect-but trying to sleep with
my hands around my neck, was rather inconvenient;
and I thought the best course was to let her work until
she became tired of it.
Of.
After this had continued several nights, I again
awoke, finding that my lower limbs were nearly parallyzed, and I had violent palpitation of the heart.
Ellen now informed me that she had changed her
tactics, arid had been operating by her magnetism on
my heart during the night; and she said that if she
had had one hour longer, she "would have stopped its

to

beating."
This, I confess, did frighten 1ne, and as it was nearly
morning, I slept no more that night.
The attempt to affect the action of my heart by her
magnetic power, was now renewed by Ellen every
night.
l\1y sister, lVIrs. Arnold, and sometimes other friends,
~At

this time I could hear them talk.
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came and stayed Yvith me all night, to counteract as far
as they could her magnetism; but they stated that they
were unable to entirely prevent her influence, as her
111agnetic power was tremendous. The latter fact I was
well aware of; none of the others seemed to have half
her power.
l\Iy condition \Yas uow a very distressing one. I
'must sleep, and yet the idea of sleeping, with this creature constantly attempting to affect the action of my
heart-the palpitations of which were excessive-was
horrible; and soundJ refreshing sleep, was out of the
question. I began to feel that I should ultimately be
worn out.
"\Vhat I am now about to narrate, will doubtless to the
reader appear very silly; as it did afterward to myself.
But at the time, I was mentally and physjcally exhausted from want of sleep. A nother great cause of
my credulity at this time was, the direct influence these
persons were able to exercise upon 1uy mind, which I
did not .discover until long afterward.
After E llen had continued her magnet.ic efforts several
nights, J\Irs. Arnold said one evening t hat she would go
for 1ny father; that he was strongly en 'rapport* with
1ne, and would be able to protect me.
In a short time she returned with my father, and
another person, formerly a very intimate -acquaintance
of 1nine.
These now stated that if Ellen did not leave me, they
would kill her.
I was instructed to sit up, and fix my mind intently
on my father.

* I give the term she used.
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My father died when I was young, and had been
tnore or less of an invalid for a long time. I therefore
now naturally thought of him as such. But I was told
that would not do; that I must think of him as being
powerful, and that in fact he was now powerful.
I supposed I wonld haYe to sit up only a short time;
but by telling 1ue occasionally that she was dead, then
t hat it was a mistake- she had revived-they kept me
sitting up thinking until daylight; then they said she
was really dead, and I laid down to sleep.
I did not sleep very soundly, however, and in about
three hours, I was told that another fiend about as bad
as Ellen was operating on my heart~ that my friends
were so much exhausted they were unable to protect me;
and I was advised to leave my room an(l walk in the
.
open an\
Feeling the palpitation of n1y heart again increasing,
I took their advice and went ont. 1\Iy father then said
that if I would again think of him as before, he would
try to kill this fiend also.
I walked about a mile and a half, when I was told
t hat this one was dead.
vVhHe thinking as described, I bad not so much
noticed my fatigue, but I now found myself thoroughly
exhausted.
I rested awhile at a house in the vicinity, ·and then
rode back to my hotel and laid down.
But I was in such a nervous condition that I could
not sleep. The succeeding night was one of horror.
1\iy friends of the other world told n1e that I was so
exhausted that I must die.
'Vhen sleep did steal over me for a few minutes at a
3 ·:It
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time, it seemed unnatural, and I would be told it was
the approac~ of death. 'fo add to the horror, the
palpitation of my heart continued violent, and I was
told it was cansed by other fiends like Ellen, who were
now surrounding me, and tlu1t n1y friends were so
ex hausted they could no longer protect me. 'fl1ese
fiends \Vould by their mag netic power, canse my lower
jaw to drop, in imitation of death. This however I
could, and did, by sligh t effort stop. But altogether the
scene was so horrjble, that my mother (also in the other
wodd) who was present, said that she could scarcely
bear to witness it.
Towards morning, my friends told me that I mig!tt
possibly live after all ; and I bad arrived at the same
conclusion. The succeeding night, I slept tolerably
sonncl, and next 1norning felt comparatively \Yell. I did
not entirely recover from this, however, for several
n10nths.
Abont a week after the above "killing" affair, I was
visited by one of the other world giving the name of
"~It·. N- - ," and who stated that he \vas formerly
president of one of the \YaH Street Banks, in New York.
I had been for a short time engaged in business in
\Vall Street, but had no acquaintance with the officers
of t.he Bank he named. I now thought however, that
I recollected the name he gave, as connected with that
institnt.ion ; but whether as president or cashier, I had
no d istinct recollection; and had not heard of the death
of either officer.
In reply to my question, he .stated that he had died
in the year 1860 or 1861 :-I am not certain which date
he gave.
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I asked him how he happened to find me ; as he said
nothing about there being any one witl1 him. He replied that he had he~rd of me from my sister.
H e proceecleJ to state, that when in our world, he had
been interested in the snbject of "spiritualism ;" had to
a slight extent investigated it; and that since his death
he had visited mediums, bnt had not before found one
with whom he could comn1unicate; that he was ·satisfied
I differed from all other mediums, and he felt very much
interested in me. He requested me to cease intercourse
with the trifling females that visited me n1erely for
a1nusement, and to let him take charge of communications from his world.
On subseqnently examining a bank-note reporter, I
fonnd that a 1\Ir. N-- was now president of the bank;
and at his next visit, I mentioned this.* He understood
me to refer to reports of the bank, and l'eplied that the
Directors had said they would continue hi1n presiJent,
whether alive or dead; and that perhaps t-hey were continuing to use his name.
I explained that I referred to what are commonly
called "counte-1jeit detectors."
fie th en, after a little hesitation, said it rhust be his
son that was now president; that he had a son who was
a d irector, bnt he had not. supposed he would be made
presiclent; and he wished me to make the inquiry.
As I had given him the initialst of the present president, this was all rather strange: that he should first

* I believe I ha ve not before

stated-thinking it unnecessary-that
in conversi ng, it is not necessary that I speak aloud-merely forming
the words in my mind, is sufficient.
t I believe he had only given his surnallle.
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think llis name was used, and then be in doubt as to
whether it \Y::tS his son or not.
Although 1\Irs. Arnold appeared to be very kind, I
had ascertained she was a great liar; this and her silliness had c..·u1sed me to become very tired of her company
before the Yisit of the President.
" Then she came, she wonlcl ask me to place a chair
for her to sit on. During the tronble with Ellen, after
watching all night, she would profess to be exhausted iu
the morning, and request me to pour a little Cologne
water in the pahn of my hand, and hold it for her to inhale. She said that revived her very much. Sometimes
she would ask me to open the window in the morning
that she might pass out ; as she was so exhausted by the
contest with El1en, that she could not pass out unless
there was an opening.
She would personate my sister, and when I detected
the fraud, would frankly confess that it wa,s her; but in
a short time repeat the personation ; so that although I
believed my sister had visited n1e-the acquaintance
manifested with C -- and our family satisfied me of
that-yet I did not feel certain at all times when she
was stated to be present, whether it was her or not.
l\1rs. Arnold once brought, as she stated, two or three
relatives of hers from her world, who wished to write
letters to their friends in this. I wrote for each at their
clictatiou a short letter, and when I asked for the address
they gave for one, P~ttsburg, Pennsylvania; hut for the
others the only address they could give was, "Ellensville,
near So1.dh Bend, Ohio;'' so I destroyed them all.
At another time she told me that her husband was
still living in our world; that a gentleman was now,
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or had been courting her; but he had become suspicious
that she had been a widow; and unless she could satisfy
him on that point, ~he said, the gentleman would not
marry her. "For a.s a gerw1·al rule," she said, "gentlemen
in mtr• world don't like to rnctrry JmnaleJs wlw have been
young widows in you1·s." And she stated the reason,
which I must omit.
She wished me, therefore, to ascertain that her husband
was still in our world, that she might bring the gentleman who had been courting her to see me, and become
satisfied that she had not been a widow.
I thonght it hardly worth while to make the search.
She came to me one evening, before I had learned
that she was such a trifler, and told me that an acquaintance of mine at C- -, a married lady, had jnst died.
Next morning she came again, and informed 1ne that
she had been mistaken as to the person; and gave the
name of an unmarried lady-of t he same place-also
an acquaintance of mine.
I wrote to my brother at C
J inqturmg if this
lady had died. He replied that she was still living,
and appeared to be enjoying very good health_.
JVIrs. Arnold professed to be surprised at the answer;
she said there was a death that night at C
, and
that she had been told the name of the lady was the .
one she had given me; she said she would exam ine into
t.he matter herself, and give 111e the correct name.
At her next visit she sajd she had ascertained the
lady's name.
vVhen _she gave the nan1e, I recollected there was
such a fa1nily at C- - when I left-which was nine
years previous-and that there were two young ladies
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in th e family. I had seen them in the street, bnt had
uo ncquaintance with them, and had therefore not
t hought of them since leav ing.
I conld not perceive how l\Irs. Arnold got this name,
nnless in the way she 's t~ted . At all events, to test her
accuracy, I decided · to write again to my brother,
inquiring if a lady of that name had died at the date
which I gave; telling him I would explain my motive
for the inquiry at some future time.
H e replied that there was a lady of that name now
residing there, but that no one of the name had died at
t he date referred to.
This reply I received about the time of the Bank
President's visit; and this deception, with that relative
to 1\Ir. B - - and the personations of my sister, showed
1ne how liable I was to be deceived, and the inclination
of these beings for deception. For the personati0n of
~fr. B~ a motive had been g iven; but I could perceive none whatever for the deceptions of l\Irs. Arnold,
other than the love of it.
To guard against these deceptions in future, the
President, (for brevity I will call him such), informed
n1e that he had engaged :Niiss Allen to remain with me.
He said that she was a. very amiable person; that she
had been drawn into the deception relative to :Thfr.
Bby Ellen, and was very penitent on account of it..
As sbe was en 1·appo1·t with me, he said it would be
better to employ her, than one that was not.
The night after the "killing" affair, when told that I
was dying, I was informed that ~fiss Allen was present,
and deeply regretted the part she had taken in the
personation of l\1r. B - . She said nothing herself,
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and that was the only time I had heard of her since
receivi~g the letter from New York relative to :Nir.
B.
She now came and informed me that she had been
engaged by the President to remain with me day aud
night, to guard me agaillst the deceptions of others of
her world. "\Vhen I retired at night, she said she
should, as a matter of propriety, leave my room, but
would remain in the vicinity, so as to be able to obserye
if others came.
The President made frequent visits, sometimes alone,
sometimes with others. Among those accompanying
him one da)~, he gave the names of Ho,yard, the English
philanthropist-DaboJl, the arithmetician-aud a former
resident of one of the Southern states, who was a person
of some notoriety, but I had not heard of his death.
He said he had died recently at Paris. There was also
another New York bank president, who died the preceding winter or spring, while I was in New York, and
a New York stock broker, with whom I had been
acquainted, and of whose death I had first heard the
preceding winter; though he died before my arrival in
New York. As this broker has considerable connection
with n1y narrative, I will call him Mr. J - .
The visit-or pretended visit-of Howard and
Daboll, excited my suspicions. I remarked to 1\Ir."
Howard that I had read of his frequent visits to mediums. He replied that this was his first visit to any
since his death. But neither himself, Daboll, or the
Southern gentleman, ever called on me again.
There happened to be at the hotel where I was boarding, at this time, a gentleman recently returned fron1
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Paris, and I nsked him i f he had heard of the death of
t he latter person.
1-Ie sajd that the person I referred to was n ot dead,
but that his son-whose first name was the same as
the father's-was ly ing quite sick in Paris when he
left.
I had not heard that the father was in Paris, nor that
he had a son. The President at a. subsequent visit said
that it was the son th~t came with him; but I have
made no effort to ]earn as to his death.
\Vhen l\Ir. J
the stock broker, inquired if I had
h eard of his death, I told him that I had not seen any
published notice of it., bnt that I had heard he had
committed suicide. I added, however, that my infornlant was not an acquaintance of his, and did not profess
to know much about the circumstances.
On being told this, l\Ir. J - - appeared to be very
indignant; saying the report was fal se, and that hjs
death was accidental. But after the President had finished what he wished to say, be informed me that 1\!Ir.
J
wished some private conversation, and that the
rest of the party would retire for a short time to the
farther part of the room.
~Ir. J - - then told me that what I had heard as to
his death was t.rne; that he did commit suicide in consequence of pecuniary embarrassments. But as I had
seen no one that knew much about it, nor any notice of
it in newspapers, he requested that I wouJd, when next
in New York, n1ake inquiries of his acquaintances,
as to whether it was generally thought that he had committed suicide.
Being in New York sh ortlv afterward, I made the
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inquiry of an acquaintance of his, and was told that it
was supposed he had committed suicide in a fit of temporary ·derangement. I did not at the time, nor have I
since, inquired whether J~e was pecuniarily embarrassed
or not. I told :l\1r. J - - what I l1ad learned, at his
next v isit.
The object of the President's repeated visits was, to
induce 1ne to go at once to New Y orl~; take rooms and
act as a public medium. He said I was the only one
with whom the better class of his world could · comm unicate, and therefore I ought to do it. Besides, he said
it would be pecuniarily more remunerative than the
business I was then engaged in, for wealthy people would
be willing to pay very liberally, if they could hold undoubted and satisfactory intercourse with their departed
friends; as tlJey could through n1e.
This idea he urged with great persistence; but I told
hhn I could not conveniently go to New York then, and
did not wish to until fhll ; that I was then going there
to pass the winter, and would occasionally evenings
serve as a medium without charge, bnt would not devote my whole time .to it, nor become a public medium.
With this proposition he finally 1)rofessed to be contented; but he sajd he wished to be n1aking arrangements prior to my going to New York; and wa11ted to
write to a gentleman living there.
So one day-it was now about the first of July-!
held the pencil for him to write. He preferred this
course to dictating and letting me write, that he might
state in his letter-as he did-that it was writtm1 by
him.
He had not told me who h•e intended writing· to, but
4
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when he wrote the name I t.honght I had heard it. I
am not now certain that I ever had.
Th e letter reminded the gen tleman-whom I will call
l\fr. 1{--, of tl!eir having investigated spiritualism in
company about four years since; stated that the writer
bad now fonnd the right kind of a medium, and asking
if he would not now co-operate with the writer in t he
matter.
It was signed, a Jos. N-- , late of the old - - Bank."
\Vhat kind of co-operation was desired, the wri ter did
not state, either in the letter or to me; and I thought
the letter was not very explicit, or one exactly calculated
to inspire confidence.
This letter the writer wished me to enclose in one of
my own, requesting an answer sent to me.
I refused to do this, or to make myself known in the
matter at all, until satjsfied of his identity; but finally
consented to give a fictitious name, and to call for the
answer at the New York Post Office. For I had so
n1uch doubt as to its being the President, that I did not
like to even give my residence.
The letter was written in the evening; next day I
took it to my office, and enclosed it with a copy- (for I
feared ~fr. K - - would not be able to read it)- in one
of my own, stating the circumstances. I intended stating
in my letter that t he name I gave was fictitious, and it
would then be optional with ~Ir. IC- -, whether to
answer or not; bnt that if he chose to reply, and I
learned that he had ever investigated spiritualism
with ~Ir. N - , and the latter had died, I would then
give my true name and address.
I hag actually commenc~d the sentence to thjs effect,
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when to my surprise-for I was not aware that any of
the other world were present-! was interrupted by the
President, who requested n1e not to state ·that the name
was fictitious. I therefore turned the sentence into something ~lse, and let the letter go without saying anything
about he name.
Having occasion to se11d that day a package to a correspondent in New York, I enclosed my letter containing the other, directing it to be dropped in the Post
Office.
A day or two after the President had written, 1\rliss
Allen said she would like to write a lett€r to a friend,
and I held the pencil for her.
Soon after commencing it she stopped, and said the
President had just come into the room, and prohibited
her writing. After a little delay, however, it was agreed
that she might finish the letter, but the President advised that no more should be written until I went to
New York.
lVIiss Allen's letter was addressed to "Dear llfolly ;"
it referred particularly to their having worked together
in water-color drawing; as a test. of identity the writer
reminded " JJfolly ," that she once offered to sell the
writer's drawings to some person that called, for much
less than \vhat she (the writer) thonght the1n worth;
and I inferred from the letter that IHiss Allen had come
in before the bargain was completed, and stopped the
sale.
The writer stated that she was still engaged in the
same employment, "only with different materials."
~1iss Allen told me to direct the letter to " Mary },for~
ford, care of .Llforforcl :Jfilbank, New Ym·k," and to take

"·
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it with me when I went to ~cw York, and drop it in
the Post Office.
She did not know :\Ir. 1\Iilbnnk's present residence in
the city j but stated that 1\iiss niorford, whose parents
were de.."td, was a relative of his, and lived with ]' im.
I suggested that. if she had not seen the lady re ·ently,
she might be mnrricd.
"Oh no" she re}Jlied "she will never marry· she
' au
is one of ' those kind 'of girls that never have
offer."'l\fy sister, although she supposed the person professing to be the President was that individual, yet disapproved of my having any connection with him. She
said he was an irreligious man; besides, be would want
me to act as medium so 1uuch that it would injure my
health.
I told her that I would be careful my health was
not injured; and-after the letter to l\Ir. I{told
her that he had written to-and proposed having associated with me-a well-known, religious gentleman of
New York.*
She replied that perhaps then he was a better man
than she had supposed.
The President on his part said, that although my
sister was one of the best beings in their world, she was
not a person by whose advice I ought to be guided·;
"for," he said, "she saw but little of your world before
her death; and soon after entering ours, she unfortunately became connected with a small and narrowI was in error however as to the identity of this person; I had in
mind a person of the same surname. but first name different;
whose name I hn.d seen with the title Rev. prefixed.
ii<
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minded sect, who still hold pretty much the same
opinion relative to J esns Christ- exqept of course as
to the resurrection- which they did when in yout·
• world."
.J\fy sister never happened to come at the same time
as the P1·esident; and I concluded I would not question
her about her religious belief at present.
\Vhen I went to New York for 1\Ir. I { -- 7s reply,
having J\fiss Arlen's letter with me, I stopped before
reaching the Po~t Office, to look in the directory for the
name of "r.:Iorford lVI:ilbank ;" but did not find it.
The President and lVfiss All~n were with me; -and the
latter said she must have forgotten the name.
I then went to the Post Office, but there was no letter
from 1\fr. K - -, which the President tbought very
strange.
At this time I could hear those of the other world
about as well as people of our own- perhaps better; for
n1y natural sense of hearing is defective.
On entering the city I observed-as I had before in
the case of others-that the President saw very imperfectly. He wished me to advise him when we got into
Broadway, and when in it, said it appeared comparatively deserted. I told him it was about as thronged as
usual as that season of the year; and asked him how far
he could see; jf he could see the buildings on the oppo- ·
site side of the street. He replied that he saw the1n,
and that was about as far as he could see.
After visiting the Post Office the President requested
me to go into \Vall street.
I entered the United States Assistant Treasurer's
office,- formerly Custom House; next the Bank of which
4!11
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he had been president; then the present CustOin House,
- formerly l\1erchants' Exchange.
On coming ont of the latter, the President ask ed
me what bankers and brokers I was acquainted with.
I mentioned several, one of which was a prominent
firm in Exchange Place.
H e requested me to call on this firm and engage·in
conversation with the senior member on business topics,
a.s he wanted to hear him talk.
I did so; and after conversing a few minutes the
President asked me to inquire if his son was President
of the Bank. Rather thoughtlessly, I asked the banker
if the present president of the
Bank, was a son of
l\1r. X- -, the former president.
The banker replied that it was the same man- that
there had been no change.
I supposed this wonlcl end the personation, but on
going out, the personator of the President said JHr. had given a very strange reply; that he knew better;
and requested me to inquire again.
In \Vall street I met another hanker, that I thought
would be likely to know. Putting n1y qnestion properly
this time, I was to1<1 that l\Ir. G -- · was the former
president; that he had died, and ~Ir. N--, the former
1
cashier, had succeeded him.
On hearing this the person pretending to have been
the President, seemed really confused. He said, " TVe
will have to give 'l't up, won't we, sir f."
If he had said t hat he would "have to give it up," I
should haYe thought the remark more approprjate.
I replied that "I did not intend to givP- it up;" that I
had met only deception so far in my intercourse with
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those of his world, but that I meant to persevere, and
endeavor to get some truth.
He said he was· so "overcome," that he must go home
at once.
I determined to take these deceptions as coolly and
philosophically as possible; but it was a mystery to me
as to what great amusement there could be in the1n.
In the personation of 1\Tr. B- -, the reported deaths
at C- -, and this personation, each had been persisted
in as long as possible; and in each case I had been
urged to take such course as ·would inforn1 me of the
deception.
In this last personation, it would seem the personator knew a president of the bank had died, and as I
had not learned this fact on my first inquiry, urged me
to inquire again that I n1ight do so.
These were my reflections at the time; but the motive
inducing them to take all this trouble, and spend so
much time in this kind of trifling, was beyond my comprehension.
The same evening, while sitting on the hotel piazza
at T , the
, person claiming to be the late bank president_ came again, and still insisted that he was that
person.
This surprised me, for I supposed I ,had heard the
last of that individual.
I-Ie now said that he had been "home" and learned
that his name when in our world was G- -.
Strange as it might seem he said, he had forgotten
what his name was; and when I was told that his name
was G
, "I felt," he said, "as if I was not myself b1d
some other man.''

•
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At that time I had nothing upon which to base an
opinion on this subject, and could conceive it possible
that after death some persons might forget what their
nan1es had been; though the supposition seemed very
improbable.
But I now recollected-what did not occur to me
when l1e asked me to make the inquiries in New York
-that on coming out of the Bank, I asked him if he
saw his son there, and he replied that he did; leaving
me to infc1· that his son was acting as president.
I now reminded him of this.
"\Yell," he replied, a I suppose I must have been
mistaken about that too."
He said he was glad to find me so calm- that if he
had been in my position, he sl~oulcl have bee~ jn a
terrible passion; and all he asked was, that I woula
suspend my opinion until I went to New York in the
fhll, when he would satisfy me that he was ~fr. G·- I hardly knew now, what to think of this; evidently
this person had not-as I had supposed-asked rne to
make the inquiries in New York that I might learn the
deception; but was himself mistaken as to the name of
the former president.
As he did not expect 1ne to take any further trouble,
it made little difference whether I suspended my opinion, or not; and I told him I would do ~o.
But I afterward told J\fiss Allen- who continued
with me--that whether ·he was, or was not, the late
president, if they could not recollect their former lives
better than that--if they forgot even their names- there
would be no use in trying to satisfy others of their

•
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identity; and that I was not disposed to make the
attempt.
She replied that l\1r. G - was a very singular n1an
in that respect-an exception to the general rule; that
she could recollect her whole former life-every incident-as distinctly as she ever could. B~tt she added
that as they had now learned how forgetful some persons were, when I acted as medium, every one who
came to communicate wonld be cautioned before coming
to refresh their me1nory; and there would be no further
mistakes of that kind.
The President continued to visit me, but nothing
further was done in reference to my acting as medium.
He had brought 1\fr. J - - the stock broker to see
me, and the latter had come several times. The President had heretofore manifested no antipathy towards
him.
But one day, not long after the last named visit to
New York, the President wanted to know what it was
that l\1r. J - - wished to converse about so privately,
at the time the rest of the party had retired to the
farther part of the room; aud also questioned me about
my acquaintance with l\fr. J - . He said the latter
had informed him that I was an old, and intimate
acquaintance of his-that we had been acquainted before
going t.o New York to reside; and that the private con- ·
versation had reference to old affairs.
I told the President that I first saw 1\fr. J - - in
New York, and wlJat tJ1e private conversation was.
He said he had known Mr. J - - in New York, and
that he was a great "r·ascal ;" and that he was now "a
poor rn:iserable devil.''

..
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I replied that I had considered 1\Ir. J - - to be about
as honest. as the average of stock brokers; that I had
given him some business, and thought it had been transacted L'lirly.
He said stock brokers had a ·way of making their
transactions appear all right; that he understood the
whole business; and repeated his assertion, that lVIr.
J - was a rascal.
lie had intended, he said, in consequence of Mr.
J
's asscl'tion that he was an old acquaintance of
mine, to have him associated in this business; but as I
now contradicted his assertion, and he was "such, a poor
miserable (freature," he would have no connection.
1\{iss Allen subsequently spoke of 1\Ir. J
in about
the sa1ne terms; and I received no more visits from him.
On the 18th of July, I went to Long Branch, New
Jersey. The day previous to leaving T- -·, l\Hss A.llen informed me that she should not go with me, but
would meet me at Long Branch on the evening of my
arrival.
Shortly before leaving T
, l\1rs. Arnold came
again- the first visit of hers for some time. She 'stated
that she had also been recently engaged by the President
to assist 1\Iiss Allen, and that she \Vas going with me to
Long Branch.
'Vhen on making n1y inquiries in New York, I was
told that l\ir. Gwas the forn1er president of the
Bank, conchiding this was simply another deception,
and that that would terminate it., I had made no inquiry
as to the date of the president's death.
But on the ·way to Long Branch, when in New York,
I made this inquiry of a hank cashier. The ca::~hier '\vas
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not positive as to the precise date, but I learned that the
person claiming to have been president, had been substantially correct in this particular. I also learned that
a 1\'Ir. G-. was a Director of the Bank, but whether
a son of the late president or not, I did not learn, and
have not since inquired.
The first evening after my arrival at Long Branch, I
was visited by three 1nale persons of the other worldas represented-who wished me to agree to serve as a
medium for them instead of the President, when I went
to New York; and made very brilliant promises of what
they would do for me if I would consent. One of tbem
I was told had been a New York broker, and knew me
there, but the name given I did not recollect.
I believe I was not told the names of the other two,
aud did not inquire. They appeared to me rather a low
set, and I declined having anything to do with them.
They soon becatne very abusive, and, using vulgar
language, threatened to kill me. I had been frightened
a~ the idea of Ellen's magnetizing, and affecting the action of my heart; but these threats of killing me, without giving any plausible idea as to how it was to be done
-especially as I was now in a less nervous conditionmade no very great impression.
"\Vhat had alarmed me before was being told by my
friends that I was in danger. These persons now personated n1y friends, and told the same story as to my
danger, but the personations were poorly executed, and
I detected them. They contrived however by their
talking and magnetizing operations, to keep me awake
a great portion of_ the night.
1\fiss Al1en was not pi·esent this night; and I don't

•
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recollect what part ~Irs. Arnold took, or what she said.
I was so sleepy, that in the morning my recollection of
the incidents of the night was not very distinct.
In the n1orning ~fiss Allen came, and accounted for
her absence the preceding night, by saying that she
thought I was going to Newpm·t, Rhode Island; and that
she had gol1e there. She said I ought to have known
better than to believe that J\Irs. Arnold ''ras employed
by the President, and intimated that the former was in
collusion with the. three male persons.
These three persons were around me al1 this day, and
as soon as I had gone to bed the succeeding night, they
again co1nn1enced their disturbances.
After this had continued some time, 1Hiss Allen said
that if I would go out and walk, tldnking of her as being powerful-as formerly of my father- she would kill
these tltree individuals.
The former "killing" affair had never been explained.
\Vhen I inquired about it, the reply had been that Ellen was literally killed. At all events, I felt satisfied
that by the operation-whatever it was-I had got rid
of Ellen, for I had 110t heard from her since. I ·was
therefore willing to go out and walk, if that would rid
1ue of these; but it seemed rather hopeless for Miss
Allen to undertake the task- one female against three
1nen; and her magnetic po\ver was so much less than
Ellen's, that I had always thought of her as beiug comparatively feeble.
She now told me that although her power with myself was weak, in her own world she was powerful, and
she would therefore be so in a contest with these per-
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sons j and if I would tkinlc of her as such she could kill
them.
. I thought that at all events a walk would enable me
to sleep better, and went out and walked on the bluff:
It was a fine 1noonlight night, and I walked nearly an
hour, when l\fiss Allen said one of the three was dead,
and another had left.
On returning to my room, I ·was informed that 1\.iiss
Allen was so exhausted that she was dying. I supposed
that it was herself that so told me ; but in a few minutes
she informed me that another person had temporarily
got the control, and tried to 1nake me believe she was
dying. She said she was not injured at alh
Next tnorniug 1\Irs. Arnold told me that she had been
acting with the party opposed to the President, but she
was satisfied they could not succeed, and \Vas going to
leave them; and she took, as ·r supposed, her final leave.
But frmn this time there \vas always one, or more,*
of the other world constantly with me, who appeared to
be opposed to l\1iss .Allen and her party. I was told
there \YaS
opposition party organized to prevent the
success of the President's party, and that they had now
employed females in place of the males, a.r; the former
had more power with me- to stay constantly with me,
and do all they could to prevent the P1·esident's party
having free communication with Ine, and in every way ·
possible to embarrass them.
But few of the other world visited me at Long

an

* It is impossible for rue to distinguish whether there are more than
two present or not; but of coUl'se if there is opposition in writing I
know there are at least two; and I wns now a.dvised to rely mainly on
writing, as my thinking gave in this the control.
~
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Branch; there were howeyer two or three. Among
them was a 1\[r. R - , form erly of New York, with
whon1 I l1ad a very slight acquaintance.
Shortly before going to Long Branch, ~Iiss Allen had
informed me that JYir. R
was associated with the
President in this matter; that he had left his family in
rather needy circmnstances; and that he, as well as the
President, wished his danghter (a young lady whom I
had met, but with whom I had no particular acquaintance), to be associated with me. .
Their idea appeared to be this; that I would yet be
induced to take rooms and act as a public 1nedium; that
I would be visited by a. great many ladies, and it was
proper there should be a lady to receive them.
I could see no propriety in this suggestion, as I
stated to lVIiss Allen ; but sh e con tinned to urge it; and
1\fr. R - - ca1ne to Long Branch to see me upon the
subject.
I made some tests to ascertain how well those of the
other world see objects in ours. I found that although
they could write, they cou ld not J'ead writing; nor even
the title page of a book. One day at Long Branch I
requested ~-!iss A llen to go and count a party of ladies
and gentlemen; from my position I could not see how
many there were. Sh e gave me the number-six I think
-and I then went and counted them) and found her
correct. I have however made bnt few tests of this kind.
On the 15th of August I returned to T- - . Soon
after arriving there I received a visit from one of the
other world representing herself to be the daughter of a
wel l-known citizen of the place.
I was but little acquainted in T
; I had heard of
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the gentleman, but neyer seen him that I was aware of,
and did not know where he resided.
This person stated that his residence was opposite
certain public grounds, in wi1ich, she said, she used to
play when a child. She requested the privHege of
accompanying 1ne when I took a walk-as I was in the
habit of doing eve1·y evening-and asked me if I
would not walk in those grounds. I compHed with
her request, as in fact I was accustomed to walk in that
direction.
On inquiring 11ext day, I learned that the gentleman
resided where she stated, but that he had not lost any
daughter.
On telling the personator at her next visit what I had
learned, she said she was the daughter of poor people
of the place; and tQld me where they lived, but would
not give the name. The ]ocality she named was near
the public grounds, but in an inferior street.
Her reason for giving the name she did was, she said,
that she feared if she told who she was, I would take no
interest in her.
A bout this time the "opposition'' commenced the
annoyance of frequently touching my lips. I did not
mind it for awhile, but it was so frequent that it became
at length exces.si vely provoking.
The President had not visited me at Long Branch,
bnt now came again. He said he did not wish to do
anything until I went to New York; but that as soon
a9 I went there the i~dividuals who were annoying me
would be removed by legal measures, if that course beca\ne neces~_ary.
On the 3d of September I went to New York,
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expecting to remain there d uring the fall and winter. I
lwd been told that I would be relieved of the annoying
indiyjduals immediately upon my arrival. But under
Yarious pretexts, thi:5 was debyed from day to day,
unt.il, on the 14th of September, I was· unexpectedly
obliged to return to T- - and remain there until the
close of the month.
I was now told by the President, th.a t I would certainly be relieYed on my return to New York.
One night, after my return to T- -, I had a slight
attack, somewhat similar to that experienced in the
spr1ng.
Some one of the other world that I supposed was the
"oppotiit~on" tried to alarm me, and anoq1er to calm
n1e. For some reason I had an impression-! hardly
knew why-that the latter was not J\Iiss Allen; and on
inquiring, was told that J\1iss Allen was not present,
but that another female had temporarily taken her place.
This person refused to give her name. She said she
had seen me at C
, Ohio, but that we had not been
acquainted.
I returned to New York the 29th of September.
Again there was pt~ocrastination in relieving me of the
annoying individuals, the period for doing so being fixed
several times a few days in advance, and various excuses
given for the delay.
At one of the Presirlent's visits, I asked him for the
number of his former residence; the street I had accidentally learned. The answer was, I found-although
nearly correct-not entirely so. He then said the answer was not given by him, but by one of the opposing
individuals.
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The power of the opposing party appeared to have
increased so much, that it was now with difficulty that
the· Presidellt or J\Iiss Allen could write, even with the
aid of my thinking; and I could not place any reliance
as to identity upon hearing, not being able to distinguish
voices. I y.;ished therefore that the "opposition" should
be removed before they undertook to satisfy me as to
their identit.y.
I soon became con'r--inced however that lVIiss Allen .
had never lived in New York. Until this time I had
great confidence in her.
Nothing being done towards "relieving" me, or in
reference to the great seltem.e they had talked about, I
became con vincecl that the pretended President and :Nfiss
Allen were impostors; and this being the case, it was a
reasonable inference, that all other names given, had
been personations.
I now doubted if I had ever received a communication from any relative or friend in the other world.
A.s my thinking appeared to have so much effect, I determined to sit and write for a short time every day;
fixing my mind first upon one, then another of my
friends, .until I got a satisfactory communication.
vVhen I commenced this practice, my father cameas represented-to identify himself. I had never at
T- - made any "tests;" having at the time no doubt
as to my relatives visiting me.
~iy father, as I have stated, diecl when I was young.
The person professing to be him, now narrated several
incidents of my boyhood, all of which had been known
by my father.
They were all incidents which I had not entirely for5*
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gotten. I had thought of them many times since their
occurrence; but was not aware that I had thought of
them si nee either of these beings of the other world had
been with me.
The test therefore was satisfactory. I was satisfied at
the time that it was my father. He advised me not to
sit and write 'vhen none of my friends-which included
the P resident and l\fiss Allen-had anything to say, as
it was injurious to my health to write so much; and besides it increased the power of the opposing party, unless 1\Iiss Allen constantly labored to prevent it.
'Vhen writing in this way, there were always two
hands grasping mine-at least this was the sensation;
one, the "opposition," trying to write; _the other, J\1iss
.A11en, trying to prevent it.
The opposition would sometimes try to personate my
friends, but always unsuccessfully.
The President had stated as the cause of the delay,
that they were expecting to get a Oha1'ter from their
world; or rather from their a Department," giving them
exelusive control of communications through any medium they might find or develope; the idea being' still
advanced that there was no other than myself with
whom the better class could communicate. He had not
anticipated any t.ronble in obtaining t~is, he said, but it
was a new idea in their world, and they had me.t unexpected difficulties. He did not wish to take any steps
to remove the opposing party, until this charter was
obtained. ·
This state1nent was now confirmed by my father. He
said that the charter would soon be granted, and ad-
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vised me to let the President have the management, as
this would be for my interest.
. I requested that a definite time should be n:amed, when
I might expect to be relieved; which was ·done.
It ·afterwards occurred to me as being very strange
that my father should have happened to narrate only incidents which I had not forgotten; especially as they
were trivial ; and when the time fixed _for relieving me
had elapsed, I concluded he had been personated, and
the incidents obtained in some way from my mind. I
therefore resumed the practice of writing as before.
A person professing to be 1\llr. R, 'vhose visit at
Long Branch I have named, now can1e to identify himself.
I felt that if 1 could be certain any one whom I had
known, and who was a respectable person, confirmed the
story of these individuals claiming to be the President
and lVGss Allen, I could then have faith. But it was
not solely or maio ly the anuoyauce of the others that
now made me discontented; it was the doubt as to my
having heard from 1ny friends at all, and anxiety to
hear from them.
The person claiming to be Mr. R- -, said he had
heard I was becoming uneasy, and that he had come to
identify himself. As a proof of his identity, he mentioned his visit to me at Long Branch.
I replied that I thought it very probable he was the
person who had visited me there, but that was no evidence he was 1\1r. R.- '' Oh well, I wi11 satisfy you of that," he said; and he
then narrated an incident whicl1 did satisfy me.
I had been out one evening, and on the way to my
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hotel, stopped at a saloon for a glass of ale. And in
the saloon I saw l\fr. ll
The fact of stopping at
the saloon, and seeing him, had made no impression on
my mind, and I had entirely forgotten the circumstance.
Bnt 1\ir. R
now 110t only mentioned my calling
at the saloon; he also stated where I had been, with full
particulars, which he said I had told him at the time.
I could not recollect having had any conversation
with l\lr. R
, or any other person in the saloon ; my
impression was that I had taken a glass of ale, and left
at once; but I concluded the statement must be correct,
aud my memory defective.
Another period was nbw named-the time I don't
recollect-within which their charter would be obtained.
That period also elapsed, and although 1\1iss ~t111en
endeavored to explain the delay, the 1110re
reflected
upon the incident purporting to be given by lVIr. R----,
the more convinced I became that I had no conversation
whatever with him in the saloon.
I concluded that either I must for many years have
been followed by one of these beings ; or else that everything of which we have ever been conscious, made an
impression on our 1uemory which they were able to
read.
· I again resumed writing, and continued it for some
time without any special result: lVIiss Allen constantly
"holding on," to prevent, and the other party trying to
write.
~his made it mostly "scribbling;'' occasionally 1\{iss
_>\Hen would write a little, to induce me to stop; and
sometimes the opposing party would succeed in writing
a few words; but the latter were always of a trifling
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nature, and I gave them no attention, continuing to
thin!~ of some friend.
About the middle of Novembe1~, my father-as represented- came again. He now stated that the President's party had fitil ed to get the Cllarte1·, but that they
had obtained a "Decree of the Court," authorizing hin1
(my father), to appoint a certain number of persons, who
should have the management in my individual ease; and
he said he should appoint the President and his associates, as tfiey would be of more benefit to me than any
other party.
He stated that he was to render his decision to the
court on the first lVIondav in December: and that I
might expect to be "relieved/' and free communication
opened with his world in about a week fro1u that dateor, by the second I\1onday in December.
I made no further tests of identity, but concluded to
wait patiently until the time named.
Several days prior. to the expiration of the time above
named, the President said they would like to have n1e
go to England soon after being "relieved;" and a day
or two after mentioning this, he came again, and advised
m~ that a certnin person, whom I will call the Duke,
(though that was not the title), and who died in England
in the year 1861, was coming to sec me that evening at
an hour named.
He said the Duke wished me to go to England as
soon as possible; and it was desired that Miss R- should go with n1e: that as a matter of pi·opriety, a lady
n1ust accompany her, and he (the President) wonld like
to have the daughter of an acquaintance of his,- a lVIr.
M- - go, but would prefer the suggestion should come ·
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from me. Therefore he requested, that when the Dnke
spoke about .1\·fiss R-- going) and asked me who I
wonld like to ha\re accompany her, that I would name
t.he young lady he had designated.
I did not like this }Jl'OJ1osition, and asked the President what he expected me to say, in case the Duke
inquired if she was an acquaintance of mine, and why
I proposed her.
"In that case,"-the President replied-" tell hi1n
that I suggested her."
I saw no particular objection to this, and consented to
do as reC]_nested. The gentleman whose daughter the
President muned, is a well-known banker in New York,
bnt I have no acquaintance with him-don't know that
I ever saw him-nor whether he has a daughter.
The Duke came at the hour appointed, and at once
entered upon the subject of my going to England, and
l\iiss R-- going wit h me ; and asked who I would
prefer to accompany-· her.
As requested by the President, I proposed the danghter of his friend; provided of course I went, as to which
I had not decided.
The Dnke said he got the impression from n1y manner of proposing the lady, that there was something
wrong, and made inqniries as to my acquaintance with
her.
I then told him that I had no acquaintance with her,
and that s,he had been proposed by l\1r. G- - .
He intimated that he was very n1uch dissatisfied with
n1y course in the n1atter; and I in turn became· vexed;
for I could see no propriety in the President's asking
me to propose the larly, nor much in the Duke's remarks-
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upon the subject. I told the latter, that if he was dissatisfied, he had better drop the subject of my going to
England at once, for that I had no particular desire
to go.
After a short interval, he said he had got the impression from my manner that· the lady was a bad character,
but that the matter had been satisfactorily explained by
1\Ie. G--.
I then wanted to know the object in taking ~Iiss
R--, telling him it had not been explained to me,
and that I could perceive none.
He said he wished, if possible, to accomplish his
object quietly, and without being compelled to resort to
legal measures; and the idea · conveyed by him was,
that ~Iiss R - , aided by the influence and instrnctions
of himself and others of his worlcl, would be able so
completely to captivate a certain gentleman in England,
(who by the vi·ay is a 1narried man), that he would consent to the proposition made him.
This being t.hc scheme, it would seem hardly worth
while that the Duke should be so very particular about
1\-fiss R - ' s companion.
The Duke then narrated a very strange story, and
ended by making a proposition, which if carried out
vvould be of great importauce to myself, but a direct
fraud upon anothe1· party.
. I tolcl him I was unwilling to enter into the scheme.
H e replied that he was very glad I had declined; that
he: had only made the proposition as a test of my honesty, and that he wonld now tell me what he djd wish
to accomplish.
The communication of the Duke was of such a nature

•
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that ·w hether true or untrue it must be omitted. I can
only state the purport, which was, that he had connived
at a great wrong, and was now anxious to remedy his
error. He wished me to go to E ngland to enable hitn
to do this, and proposed that. I should remain there four
years, though this was not essential. He stated what
advantage I might expect to receive by going.
If the staten1ent as to the facts \Vas correct, what lie
aimed at could undoubtedly be acc01uplishecl, and the
accruing advantage to myself seemed probable; but I
did not feel prepared to at once say I would go.
Of course he did not expect that, even if willing to
go, I would take any steps until fnlly satisfied as to his
identi"ty.
The Duke stayed about two hours, and then made.an
appointn1ent for the next day. As soon as· he left J\iiss
Allen expressed great surprise, that I had not at once
accepted his proposition.
Next day the Duke came ngain according to appointment. It was so difficult for him to write, in consequence of the opposing party, that I inquired why, if
they had power to remove these at al1, they did not
bring force enough to keep them away frmu me while
he was writing. ·
1\Iiss 1-Hlen said, "'Ve don't pull and haul as you do/'
and the reply was in substance, that they could not be
removed until it was done permanently.
.
The Dnke now wished me to go to England, to reside
there permanently; and made a 1nagnificent proposition,
but one which appeared to me very difficult of accomplishment.
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H e again stayed about two hours, and then made
another appointment for next day.
At his third visit, 1ny father and mother- and I
think sister-came with him. Only the two former
wrote anything.
The time within which I was to be "relieved"- as
formerly stated by my father-expired this day, and he
informed me I would be relieved that evening.
The Duke next wrote for some time, and left without
contradicting 1ny father's assertion that I would be
relieved that evening, or in fact, saying anything about
it.
L ater in the evening, I was told that a party, including the Duke and my father, bacl come to remoYe the
opposing party; bnt that it would take some tilne to
accomplish it; and I went to heel at my usual hour.
And now-for the first time since the Long Branch
affair- ! experienced another night of disturbance.
They continued talking and magnetizing me all uight.
It was stated that it was Yery difficult to remove the
opposition; and finally, ·when I was so nearly asleep as
to be incapable of reasoning, I was told that the opposing party , as well as niiss Allen, bad become physically attached to me, in such a way that they cou1d
only be removed by k illing them; Miss Allen, it was
stated, had voluntarily attached herself to me in this ·
way, to protect me against the others; knowing that she
would have to be killed as well as the others when they
undertook to remove the latter.
In my half-sleeping, half-waking state, I had a horribl e imagination of invisible ligaments attaching these
beings to my person.
6
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In the morning, thinking over the events of the
night, in conneetion with my past experience-the imp robable story of the pretended Duke, and his brilliant
p romises at his second visit-! concluded the devils
were all in collusion, and that they were trying to n1ake
me crazy.
I told 1\:fiss Allen this was my belief. She replied
that if I lost confidence in her, I would become deranged.
A little reflection convinced me, that whatever her
object might be, H was nothing of that kind; and that
there was real opposition among these beings.
The Duke came again in the afternoon, and said he
had forgotten when leaving the preceding evening that
I expected to be relieved that night, and therefore had
said nothing about it. T heir arrangements, he said,
were not ent irely completed. He confirmed the statetnent .1\ilss Allen had made, that the opposition had
taken advantage of 1ny expectancy to create the disturbance. .1\Iiss Allen said she had tried during the night
t o undeceive me, but was unable.
As there had been opposition during the night, I
thought this explanation might be correct.
I procured what information I could about the
Duke, and found that the statements purporting to come
from him were con·ect so far as they related to that
individual, but one or two statements relative to the
familv,., were incorrect..*

*

I could, however, understand-ir'his oth er statements were correct
-why he should be reluctant to give full particulars as to the family,
until I had decided, with the assent of my friends in his world, to g9
to England.
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Evidently, however, the person claiming to be the
Duke knew more about him than I did, and rnore than
most persons in this country.
After waiting awhile) finding nothing was clone toward relieving me, I again resorted t.o writing while
thinking of my friends; rather irregularly, however, for
I was becoming discouraged.
It was about this time that I first discovered the
power these beings possessed over my mind.
They not only could influence my miud to believe
their assertions; (it seemed to me that I could literally
feel this influence), but they also had power to preventmy re~soning, or thinking clearly upon the subject.
When I would attempt to reason about the probability
of their assertions, or to compare them with their past
statements, there would b~ a .pressnre, or what felt like
such, exerted upon my brain; making it almost impossible to think ~Clearly upon that subject, but the moment
my attention was directed to ordinary affairs, my mind
would be as clear as usual.
As soon as I noticed this fact, fearing permanent
injury to my brain, I adopted the expedient of notthinking at all at the time of the communication, but
simply noting it, and reflecting upon it afterward.
Various expedients were now resorted to by J\fiss
Allen to keep me quiet; and sometimes with success for
several days at a time. Sometimes a week or two
would elapse without my writing at a:ll; and the constant talking of the opposing party had been so annoying, that I had endeavored to extinguish, at least
temporarily, the faculty of bearing them. "\Vith Miss
Allen's assistance, I had as I believed, partially sue-

'
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ceeded in this. Althongh knowing that 1\Iiss Allen
was a great liar, l did not at this time thiuk she was
disposed to annoy 1ne, or to have me annoyed by
others.
She one day- about the 1st of JYiarch, 1865-announced a visitor- before giving the name-by Paying,
"A ]ady has called to see you, who says you once
requested her to purchase a nwi1·e antique dress for an
acquai ntance of yours living in the country; and she
thinks it very strange, that after asking her to make
the purchase, you did not give her 1noney for the purpose."
This was not precisely correct, though very nearly so.
I had mentioned to the lady-whose acquaintance I
had made in New York- that an acquaintance of mine
wished me to send her a dress of the kind, and she had
offered to make the purchase. The conversation had
taken place seven or eight years previous, and I had not
seen or l1eard of tl1e la(ly in the past five or six years.
I may as well mention here, that without taking any
particular trouble, I afterward learned she was still li ving in our world, but not in New York.
I at first thought it must be the lady, notwithstanding
n1y past experience in tests of this kind; but on reflection I was aware that I had thought of the conversation
since its occurrence.
Before this, I had co1ne to the conclusion that the
only way to testJithe identity of individuals of the other
world, was to have them give some information regarding themselves of which I l1ad never been possessed,
and then ascertain its correctness.
Even thifi I felt wonlcl not be infallible, for the person
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claiming to be the Duke had done this; but a reasonable amount of this k ind of evidence I thought would
satisfy me.
The Duke could give no more evidence of this kind,
as to which I conld ascertain the correctness. Neithe.r
the President or my relatives could giye any, without
rendering it necessary that I should make personal
, Ohio, which I was not ininquiries, or write to 0clined to do.
But one day, some time after the first visit of this
lady, during a visit of the pretended Duke and Bank ..
President, it was stated that this lady was also present.
It occurred to me that there was one test of her identity I could easily make. She had a brother residi ng
in New York,- a we11-known citizen-with whom I
was not acquainted. I knew in what avenue he resided,
but not the locality.
I now asked the person professing to be the lady, to
give the number of the gentleman's residence; or if she
could not do that, to state between what cross streets it
was situated.
lt was then admitted that the lady was not present;
and the person claiming to be the Dnke, said, that as I
was so ve:ry impatient, he would relinquish the management, and let my father take charge.
He said that I was acting contrary to my own interests; that he was the Dpke, and that he conld perceive
I had doubts myself as to whether he might not be that
person.
"
It had been admitted some time previous
to this that
the "Decree of tlz.e C01wt" was a fiction, that none of
my relatives, aud in fact none other than the party con·
6 tii
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nected with the Duke a nd President- asid e from the
opposing party,-( and I believe the ." opposition" was
now reduced to ·a single person), had been to see me.
The pretended visits of' my father, mother and sister,
were adm itted to have been personations; but all "for
yo·ur own good," it was said, a favorite expression of
theirs-this and, "It will all be explained 'When you are
1·elieved," being frequently used.
The difficulty was now stated to be with my father.
He knew, they said, that I was a medium, but n ot where
I was, a nd could not find me. I-Ie was selfish, they
added, wanting to have the tnanagement himself, which
would be against tny interest .
I had req uestec1 that my f..-tther and other friends be
brought, and I relieved f1·on1 the other invisible beings,
have free intercourse; then I could deso that I conld
,
cide for myself as to who should have the management.
They had replied to this, that they wished to spare
me the pain of deciding against my father; and that if
I would give them a little ti1ne, they would be able to
make son1e arrangement with him.
'\Vhen the person claiming to be the Duke, now proposed relinquishing the Inanagement, and letting my
father take chargP-, I told him that I did not feel positive as to his not being the Duke; but that if he would
bring my father, I would be content to forego any advantage I rnight otherwise have received; and the understanding was that he should at once be brought.
~fiss All en now. requested that I would have my father employ l1er in the business. In what way she
wished to be employed, she did not at this time state,
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but some time afterwards she said she wished to be eznployed as a messenger.
She acknowledged having lied a good deal, and practiced much de<:eption, but, "only for your good," she
said.
I told her I would give her case as favorable a consideration as possible; but that I could not decide in the
matter until I understood all the facts.
That was all she asked, she stated; that she should
have a fair hearing.
Bnt my father was not brought, and in a day or two
after the agreement to bring him, ~Iiss Allen informed
me that the Duke bad decided l}Ot to relinquish the enterprise.
The annoyances being continued every night, I became suspicious that :Niiss Allen had something to do
with this; although she constantly affirmed that it was
the opposing party, and that she did all she could to
protect me.
Every night on going to bed, I had to place my hand
on my mouth, and hold it there until I fell asleep, to
prevent their touching my lips; even then, I could feel
the magnetism on my tongue. This was not the worst;
my person would frequently be magnetized all night;
so that it was almost impossible to sleep; and I again,
for the first time since the "killing" of Ellen,-began
to feel considerable concern; not as to their directly killing me, but lest I should be worn out from loss of Rleep.
When Miss Allen informed me t1Jat the Duke had
changed his mind, decidin.g not to relinquish the business, she admitted the Bank President was a personation; that 1\{r. G - had never visited me; and she
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further admitted that. the Duke had sometimes been personated when he was not present, but affirmed that he
bad yjsited and eonvcrsed with me.
I asked her which of the pretended visits she now
claimed were real ones; if the first trfo were the ones;
for I thought if he had conversed with 1ne at all, it
must have been on t hose occasions.
This question she d eclined answering.
No reason was now given for the delay, other than the
very stupid one, that an arrangem-ent could not be made
with my father. I therefore continued my writing, although having no enconragement to do so, except the
fact that l\1iss Allen tried to prevent it. Her constant
and strenuous efforts in this direction, both by holding
my hand, and using various expedients to dissuade n1e,
caused me to .suspect she had s01ne other reasons for her
conrse, than those she gave.
On Sunday morning, 1VIay 21st, l\Iiss Allen informed
me .that the Dnke was coming to see me that afternoon
at three o'clock; and she said she would bring Mr.
R- , who she still affirmed was connected with thmn;
and that I might test his identity in any way I pleased .
I therefore made a 1nemorandu1n of several questions
- such as I conld most easily ascertain the correct answers to. I was aware that l\1iss Allen would know what
questions I had prepared, but it did not occur to me that
she could obtain the correct answers.
B efore the hour named for the meeting, lVIiss Allen
informed me that l\1r. R- - could not be present. She
said J1e thought that he had sufficiently identified himself, and that it was not convenient for him to come
that day.
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The Duke came at the hour named, and with him a
person that had not before visited 1ne, whmn I will call
J\fr. Y .
This gentleman had been the senior member of a
prmninent banking-house in vVa11 street, New York;
with whom I had a very slight acquaintance. He had
died about four years previous.*
111·. Y had very little to say; I think ii was
represented that he was now connect.ed \Vith the Duke; .
but the ostensible object of this meeting I don't recollect.
After the Duke had finished writing, I was told that
J\fr. R~ had decided to come; that he was present
and I might test his identity as proposed.
J\IIr. R-- had been in business in .Broadway, his
store being located about one 1nile from my hotel.
He had sold out anti retired from business some time
before his death.
The first two questions on my list were as to the
number of the store, and name of his successor.
It \~as with tl1e greatest difficulty this person could
write, and therefore when I had got answers to these
two, I decided to postpone the remaining questions.
I knew in what block the store was situated, and on
going to the office of the hotel and examining the Directory, I found no such uarne as that given (only the
surname was given), for the successor, in that vicinity;
and looking in the street Directory, I found the number
given was in. . the next block south of that iu which 1\:Ir.
R- -'s store was situated.
I

*

I could not conveniently test the identity of this person, but should
probably have attem pted to do so if I ha'd not been told Mr. R-had come.
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1\fis.."l Allen asked how near he had come to the correct
number; and when I told her that the number given was
not in the same block, she tried to 1nake me believe they
could not recollect such things; but without success.
About an hour later she mude an effort-without saying anything-to influence my mind. I can't explain
the feeling, or how I perceived that a foreign influence
was being exerted upon my mind; but I did perceive
this, and told her it would be of no avail to make the
effort. The influence then instantly ceased.
Before retiring for the night, J\fiss Allen said that she
would now tell me the whole truth in reference to my
experience with herself and others of her world. Her
narrative was as follows:" l\iy nmne was Annie JJim:ford. I lived at A ,*
New York, and am an aunt of 1\irs. B. J\1y death
occurred about five years since. At a visit of :Nir. Bto A - - since my death, I was there, sa\v him and followed him to New York, where I saw you. I perceived
that you could be made a medium, and for this purpose
brought Ellen who had 1uore magnetic power than
n1yself.
'' l\1y object was to communicate through you with
1\fr. and J\irs. B
, but Ellen, who had the control,
preferring personations and deception, would not allow
me to do so. I then bronght l\frs. Arnold to assist me,
but she proved as deceptive as Ellen, and sided with her.
Finally I entered into the schen1e of l\1r. Y - - and
Nir. ~1:--, t who personated the Bank President, and
*Mr. B-'s former reside:o.ce.

t The father of the young
t<> England.

lady who was to accompany Miss R -
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the Duke. They first tried to obtain a Charter as stated;
failing in that, they have been trying to effect a negotiation with the Duke, substantially the same as that propc.sed to you in his name. They hoped the Duke would
be able to get the Charter from his Department; which
is not the same as that in which you are now. The
Duke has at one time thought favorably of the proposi,..
tion, but they have not been able to effect any satisfactory
arrangement with him."
Such was her story; no mention was made as to the
killiug of Ellen, or what had 9econ1e of her; and it did
not occur to me to inquire.
1\Iiss A.llen (I 1nay as well continue "this name) now
promised to bring my father next morning at nine
o'clock, and again requested that she might be employed;
to 'vhich I made the same reply as before.
I went to bed in the full belief that the Duke. as well
'
as the Bank President had been personated at each
pretended visit. But at the instant of waking next
morning, my mind was :fixed upon this subject; and I
perceived, as I thought clearly, that it must have been
the D uke, himself, that had conversed with 1ne. I was
a~vare that I\iiss Allen was influencing my mind, but
only, I thought, that I might perceive the truth; and
when she asked in a few minutes after I woke- if I
would give them three days more; that is, if I would
omit w1iting, thinking of my friends, for three days,- I
agreed to do so.
I can't give the reason for my faith in the Duke's
visits, without stating the conversation; but when I
reflected upon this, it sometimes seemed to me impossi-
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ble that he was personated the first two evenings when
he was represented as present.
1\'liss Allen admitted. that 1\ir. R was not present
on the preceding day, and that another person had gone
to find the store; but again affirmed the fact of the
Duke's visits, and t.hat consequently her story of the
preceding evening was mainly a fiction.
\Vhen passing down Broadway this day, I looked for
1\lr. R 's late store, and the number that had been
given for it. I found them similarly situated; being on
the same side of Broadway, and each sjtuated in about
the centre of the b1ock; the number given being in the
block next south of his store. And I now perceived
the name which had evidently been attempted to be
written. It was a name of five letters, the first four of
which had been given correctly, but the last letter was
incorrect. The name however was not over the number
given, but over the adjoining store.
lVIiss Allen said the mistake in the final letter of the
name was caused by the interference of the opposi11g
party, which seemed probable; but the blunder of giving a name that was over onestore, and a number that
was over the adjoining one, she conld only explain as
being a 1nistake of the person that went to find the
store. This it was thought could be done, she said, by
getting the location fron1 n1y 1nind; at another time it
was stated that I had noticed the store when passing a
short time previous, and one of then1 being with me at
the tin1e, had observed it, and thought he could find it
.
again.
The three days, asked for by 1\tiiss Allen, and a week,
passed, and nothing was done.
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On the evening of the succeeding Sunday, (~fay
28th), I concluded to see if I could not learn something
from the opposing party.
She had occasionally been able to write a sentence or
two, but it was never anything sensible; there being
a marked difference iu this respect between her and :1_\,fiss
Allen.
I now decided however to give her a fair trial.
On getting) for the first time, a description of her person, that I might think of her correctly, I found it was
a girl about fifteen years of age.
As soon as I commenced writing, I felt a sort of
dread, or horror stealing over me, which I supposed was
caused by JYiiss Allen to make me stop.
The young girl was scarcely able to write at all, but
I persevered for more than half an hour.
I had some time previous inquired of the pretended
President, or Duke, why-if they really had any such
scheme as represented, and 1ny friends did not know
·where I was-t}Jis opposing person did not bring them,
and thus secure their favor; and the answer was, t~at
. she could not leave; they were keeping her a prisoner
near me, this being the most convenient place.
The substance of the girl's communication now was
a confirmation of that statement. She said she was kept
with me a prisoner; that if I would write, thinking of ·
her, until she became en rappm·t with me, she could free
herself, and would then go and bring my friends.
I could see . no sense in that, and stopped writing.
But the terrible dread continued. It was not fear, for I
would have continued the writing if it had appeared to
be of any use.
~

7
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It was entirely an affection of the nerves, which the
will had not power to overcome. Probably no other
person in onr world has ever experienced anything like
it; at least not to the same extent. l\Iiss Allen admitted
she had caused it, of course for my goo<l. I did not get
over this horror until I J1ad gone to bed and fallen
asleep.
Two or three days after this, l\Iiss Allen. explainedwhat had always been a mystery to me-the frequent
suggestion that l\fiss R-- ~as to be in s01ne way connected with me. The explanation was, that they wanted
'to make a mediun1 of her.
l\Iiss Allen now stated that neither the Duke nor l\.fr.
Y - - had visited 1ne ; and again affirmed substantially
the narrative sJ1 e had given in the evening after trying
to find Mr. R--'s store; except that she now stated
the personators of the Duke and Bank President, were,
the first an Englishman, and the latter a person who
had lived in New York; but neither of them being 1\{r.
Y - - , or the other banker, l\1r. ~I
, whose name
sh~ had given that evening.
·
Her two male associates now came-as representedto see 1ne, and stated that they had been trying to effect
an arrangement with the Duke, which '-yould have been
of great ad vantage to Ine. But they had failed in their
efforts, and would now bring my fl'iends.
They said ~Iiss R--conld be made a medium like
myself; one with whom the higher class of their world
could cmnmnnicate; and they requested that I would
aid in developing her. She would be under the charge,
they said, of lVIr. Y
; another gentleman whom they
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named, with whom I had been acquainted at C·--,
Ohio, and her £'lther.
I asked the~ what course they expected me to take; if
they expected I would call on the lady, and propose developing ·her.
They replied that they did not expect anything of the
kind ; that soon after I became known as a medium, a
respectable gentleman would make the request on her
behal£ I inferred the lady would be influenced to make
the request.
I then told them that I certainly should never aiel in
placing any person-and e~pecially a female-in the position in which I was; that the persons named as the
one~ to have charge, I should have had confidence in,
if they were still in our world, but that I could give no
decjsion in a matter of this kind, until after having had
for some time fi·ee intercourse with my f1·ien(ls and acquaintances in their world.
The truth is, ~1iss Allen had given me cause for suspicion that J\{r. Y
had been connected with the
matter all along, and I had begun to think that some
persons underwent a great change for the worse, after
death.
\-Vhen these . persons left, they promised that my
friends should be brought, and the question of assisting
in the development of another medium left to my future decision. Bnt my friends were not brought.
Being convinced that our atmosphere was dark to beings of tbe other \Yorld, it appeared to me quite probable that J\1iss Allen and her associates told the tn1th
when they stated that I had been seen by very few of
their world. And it also seemed probable that as so
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many spiritualists had passed into the other world, some
of them would occasionally revisit the mediums and
"circles" where they had been in. the habit of meeting
and where they knew their friends of our world still
met. I thought they would feel interest enough to come,
even if unable to comm unicate with th eir friends; and
was satisfied they could see well enough to find any faIuiliar locality.
I therefore now determined to commence viRiting mediums and circles; hoping that I might thus be seen by
some of t.he better class of the other world, and intelligence of my situation be conveyed to my friends.
I haJ no acquaintance at present with any spiritualists in N e'\v York; the party with whom I had formerly
v isited mediums having all left the city. So far I had
said little about my situation. To the physician, and
one or two auquaiu tances who had visited me the night
when I ·was so ill at T
after the u killing" of E llen, I
had said something upon the subject. The physician
informed me, when I had recovered, that I had suffered
a slight sun-stroke the n1orning I took a walk, and was a
little " wild."
I reflected that if our positions were reversed, I should
undoubtedly entertain the same opinion . in reference to
him, and did not think it worth while to contradict him.
T he letters to 1ny brother at C-- , inquiring about
the d eaths there, seemed to require explanation, and ashort. time previous to the date of which I am now writing, having become doubtful if I should ever know any
more about the subject until after my own death, I had
writ ten hiln as brief an explanation as possible.
Of course he also, being an u tter disbeliever in spiritu-
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alism, conclnded that I was laboring under some derangement of the physical system.
Besides these parties, I had said nothing whatever to
any person about my sit.nation.
It was ahout the 1st of June, when I came to the
determination to visit circles for the purpose named, and
I concluded to commence, by visiting on the succeeding
Sunday, one of the spiritualists' 1neetings, which were
ad vert.ised every Saturday in the newspapers.
I had occasionally visited these meetings several years
previous, during the investigations referred to in the
c01nmencement of this narrative, but fonnd thetn neither
instructive nor entertaining. The addresses, at least a
large portion of them, are stated to be delivered under
'< inspi1'·ation /' n1any of them being by females j and of
all the many stupid "lectures" that I have listened to,
these "spiritual'' ones are the most vapid. It is vossible some of then1 may be jnspirecl by a being about on
an intellectual level with Ellen. I determined 110w
however to go simply with the ol~ject named, and if I
found this of no avail, then to visit circl~s.
But on the next Sunday n1orning, I received information which made necessary an immediate return to
T- -, and I left New York the same day.
Shortly after returning to T
, l\tliss Allen's male
associates agajn visited me, and renewed the request that
I would agree to assist in the development of another
medium; to which I made the same reply as before.
Some time aft.er this, I requested ~tfiss Allen to give
n1e an explanation as to how I differed fro1n other mediums; and how she and her associates differed, as she
pretended, from those who could communicate with
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other mediums. I had asked this before, and she had
n'plied as usual, "It will all be explained when you are
relieved." She now said she would e•p1ain the matter.
I-Icr explanation was simply that the lower class of
the other ·world were n1ore magnetic than the hjgher
class; therefore the former con ld communicate with persons whom the latter could not influence.
She had stated formerly-or at least I had so inferred
-that tbe ol~ect of herself and male associates, was
partly a pecuniary one; that this was their object in
wishing to develop another medium. I now asked
again, if this was so, why did not the opposing party or
some otber one, (for she stated I had been seen by
many of the lower class), bring n1y friends, and thus
secure some advantage to themselves.
She replied that making money, as we called it, was
not what they were aiming at; it was more like what we
called office, or distinction: which the low beings kne1v
they could not possibly attain.
Recollecting Ellen's magnetic power, 1\fiss Allen's
explanation relative to other n.1edinms seemed plausible
iu all but one point: this was relative to reading. I
asked her how it was, that while she could not read
writing at all, others could read sealed letters ;-for example, those sent to mediums from a distance ;-was this
n1erely owing to the £.1.ct that the lower class were more
magnetic? She replied in the affirmative.
After thinking a short time, I told her this could not
be the true explanation ; that I was satisfied she was
lying again ; and she admitted she had not given the
correct explanation, but declined doing so.
I then asked again, as I hall often done before, what
I
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was the use of so much lying; telling her it appeared to
me that it was almost impossible for either her or her
associates to tell the truth ; at least lying seemed to be
more natural to them than telling the trl_lth, for they
would lie when I could see no possible mo~ive for doing
so.
She replied ''I did it," (i.e., gave a false explanation),
"to make you stop writing; I would do anything to
make you stop writing."
'Vhile at T - - I ·wrote ont a narrative of my experience with these beings-not for publication, but to
}Weserve for m.y own future reference. I had however
another object.
wished to compare the various incidents and sayings of these persons that I might form an
opinion as to whether they really had any scheme, or if
it was all 1nerely the trifling of two or three females;
for I could lwrdly conceive it possible that men, well
informed-as these persons evidently were-could be
such triflers. I thought that if any men were concerned,
and tbey had any scheme, the matter would some time
terminate; either by their success, or abandonn1ent.
Aside from the occasional persecution-which at this
time was intermitted-the ·constant })resence of these
beings, day and night, had become extremely irksome;
and if there was no scheme whatever, I saw no certain
prospect of being relieved from them until .by death.
On reviewing my intercourse with them, I soon became convinced that at }east one of the party was a man.
The reply of the personator of the Bank President,
when I told him a Mr. N-- was now president, was
not snch as would be made by a fe_male knowing nothing
about such matters.

+
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At one of his first visits, I had asked hitn about their
employments; if they were similar to ours. l-Ie replied
they were not. "For example," be said, "we have no
rail-roads or canals; no labor-saving machinery of any
kind; and yon will see what a difference that fact alone
.m ust make in our employments."
These and other remarks which I recalled, were not, I
was satisfied, made by a female. I don't 1nean to say
they could not have been; but some of them were made
when the speaker was not "on- gua;rd," as I may express it.
As to there being any scheme, it was difficult to form.
an op1n1on. There seemed no reason to 'donbt that thP-y
were at first anxious to have me go as soon as possible
to New York, and act as a medium; but when I had
gone there, they were equally desirous of preventing 1ny
acting as such ; and in this latter respect my case differed
entirely from that of other mediums, for through the
latter smne one of the other world was always ready to
communicate.
Then as to the Duke, if that '~as a personation, it
differed in manner fron1 tl)e others. The testing 1ny
honesty, and apparent hesitation about telling his story,
seemed altogether too real to be a personation.
In reviewing the occurrence at Long Branch, I for the
first time perceived, that either lVIiss Allen and 1\irs.
Arnold were one and the same person, or else they were
in collusion. The story the former told about going to
Newport, I had now no faith in. I was inclined to the
opinion that the two nanles were given by the sa1ne
person, although t.wo very different characterR were well
sustained. 1\Irs. Arnold was all nonsense and trifling,
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while Thfiss Allen appeared to be a "stJ·ong-mincled" wolnan, having a definite object in view. As to the object
of the Long Branch affair, however I could form no
conjecture, and n ow asked Thfiss A llen what the object
was.
She said the personator of the President wished to
test whether I would leave him in case I received such
an o'ffer from other parties; he had therefor~ allowed
othel's to make the offer, and they had got for awhile
the control, so that she was unable to prevent the annoyance.
The idea of making a test of that kind seemed _to me
rather silly.
AH to what had become of Ellen, I could get no satisfactory explanation. For some time it had been asserted
that she was actually killed; her death being precisely
like our own; afterwards, finding I was incredulous
upon that point t hey stated that they had effected a
ch~nge in her, which they called kil ling, but that it was
not like death with us.
I returned to New York the 3d of October, and
shortly afterward had interviews with two of the most
prom inent spiritualists in the city.
One of th ese gentlemen believed that ly ing spirits
did sometimes visit us, but had not the slig htest doubt
· as to his having received truthful communications, a nd
from the parties ·whose riatnes had been given him. 'Vhen
I mentioned the personation of 1fr. B- - at T- -, he
still living in New York, the gentleman said the latter
fact was no evidence_ of deception ; that Th1r. B- -'s
spirit might have visited and communicated with me,
althongh he was still in our world. The gentleman
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belieYed that wh ile one 1\fr. B-- was in New York,
engaged in business or conversation, his spiritual body
could,. leave and also engage in conversation with 1ne at
T--, then return (why, I coul d not perceive), and
resume its former position; t be l\Ir. B - - tbat remained in New York knowing nothing about the temporary absence of his spiritual body, and neither the
spiritual or the natural body suffering any inconvenience
from the temporary separation. This the gentleman
stated was of freq ueut oceurrence.
It appears to me this theory supposes there to be in
every person two beings, at least partia]}y distinct,
both in body and min cl. For the l\fr. B ·who
remained in New York experienced no loss or d iminution of his thinking fac ulties during the absence of his
spiritual body, and when I spoke to him of the visit,
he was much surprised.
This is certainly a strange theory. .According to it
there would appear to be no entire identity between the
two beings, and the death of one body must, jt seems to
me, be the annihil ation of one exi~tence.
This theory of a spiritual body, within what is called
the natural body, is a universal one with spiritualists,
and when they receive a communication from the other
world, purporting to be from a person who they afterward find is still in our world, this theory satisfactoeily .
accounts for what would otherwise appea1· to be deception .
Sweden borg probably got the idea from theNew Tes/
tament and enlarged upon it. He could, as stated, go
into the heavens and converse, not only with spirits but
with the Lord. Our modern seers, who copy Sweden-
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borg even ~n the peculiar arrangement of his writings,
visit, if their stateme~ts are to be believed, other planets, and describe minutely their in habitants.
The second gentleman upon whom I called, believed
in this theory of a spiritual body, but differed from the
nr;:;t on oue important point. The second did not
believe that lying communications were ever given by
the spirits.
"In an experience of thirteen years," he said, "I
have nevet· known an instance of the kind." And he
requested t.hat I would not accuse them of lying.
He assumed that not only myself, but. the many
thousands, who have asserted that they received fa]:::;e
communications from the other world were deceived in
some other way.
He said that he did not in the least doubt my statements; but when I mentioned being directed to the
gentleman in the hotel at T
, and beiHg told of
deaths of which I had not otherwise heard, he accounted
for thg facts by saying that I had remarkable intuitive
powees; that there having been such :t death, I perceived t.he fact intuitively.
Of the few pel'sons with whom I have conve1·sed on
the subject, this gentleman was the worst deceived. I
refer to the' conversation to show how the sn~ject has
been investigated.
I think, however, that but few spiritualists hold the
opinion of this gentleman. ~Iost admit that the spirits
do sometimes lie; but all without exception, so far as I
have conversed with them, believe• that they have received truthful commnnications from departed friencts.
Nly be1ief at this time was that-fi·om some cause
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which I Jid not understand-none but lying beings
could communicate with ns; and my conversation with
these two gentlemen, confirmed me in my t.heo1-y.
1\Iy main object in calling on these gentlen1en was to
learn who they considered the most reliable medium;
for I determined now to visit one for the purpose
before named. As the first gentleman that I saw was
now residing out of the city, I said nothing to him
about this.
The other gentleman informed me, that the lady
named in the commencement of this narrative, as being
the first real medium I had visited, was still considere<l
the best, and I therefore called on her.
The "spirits'' were not very comnn1nicative through
her. In reference to the constant contest of two opposing parties in 1ny case, the - oracular communication was
given. "This contest will soon cease;" nothing 1uore
.
was g1ven.
I-Iow the ::-3ecoiH1 spiritnalist that I visited would reconcile even this brief communication through his"favorite medimn with his theory, I am unable to perceive; .
for if I had direct comiuunication with spirits, they had
lied; if I was not a mediutn at all, as he believed,
they lied now. The latter was the fact in either case,
for the contest has not yet ceased; it being more than a
year since the interview.*
I have stated that spiritualists universally beHeve that they receive
from their friends in the oth~r world. I am by no
means sure. however. that mediums themselves, through whom messages
are delivered for a great variety of persons, have not at least a suspicion as to their genuineness.
During my earlier investigations, I once asked a celebrated medium
if be had ever received for himself a message purporting to be from a.
deceased friflnd, as to whi<'h he had no doubt. He replied frankly,
;;t

communicati~ns
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I next visited a :1\ir. Conkling; a well-known writing
n1edium; but the "spirits" were not disposed to be more
communicative through him. A brief co1nmunjcation,
purporting to be frmn my mother, stated that she was
unable to "control.'' Apparently she could ''control "
without difficulty, to say that she could not; but was
unable to give any real information.
I had not expected to learn anything through these
mediums, having visited them as stated for another
purpose.
But no result follo·wed, and I concluded it would be of
no use to go any more. I had now done, I thought, all
t hat could be clone to solve the mystery that surrounded
me, or to bring n1yself into communication with my
friends in the other world.
I now decided to cease entirely all writjng or conversation with the "spirits;" and so far as possible divert
my mind from the subject, hoping that they would at
length conclude to leave me.
A fter several days' adherence to this purpose, I
thought I was going to succeed in getting rid of them.
The only annoyance I was subjected to now, was the.touching my lips when in bed; and I had so long practiced
th at he never had. Yet he was daily delivering messages which satisfied others.
At the intervie1v with the lady above referred t.o, I asked her the
same question, stating my own belief. She sa.id she though t she had
received messages from h er friends; b ut spoke with some h esi tat.ion,
as jf having doubts. Her husband, who, though not a medium, must
be very famil iar with the subject, remarked, that if no medium bad as
yet got inlo d irect comm unication with good and truthful spirits,
perhaps ,c;01ne one hereafter would. A very significan t rema.rk, which induced me to t~ink h e had a pretty correct understanding of the ·s ubject.
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placing my hand on my mouth when I went to bed, that
it had become a habit. l\1y mind was becoming diverted
from the subject so far that ·it was only occasional ly I
tbonght at all of the a spirits.''
But on the evening of November 23d, I was subjectcd to a new, and more terrible trial, than any I had
y et experienced. Formerly my person had been frequeutly magnetized so as to keep n1e awake most of the
night.
This time it was my b1·a'in. As soon as I laid down
i.n bed, jt seemed as though a powerful galvanic battery
was placed in communication with my head, and the operation ·continued withont a moment's intermission the
whole night. Sleep was altogether impossible.
I had ft strong i1npression duriug th is and subsequent
nights, that my relatives were present, bnt having had the
same impression before, did not attach very great im p ortance to it.
Next morning I received a letter from my brother at
C - , Ohio, informing me that another brother, who
had been sic~\: for some time, was much worse; and it
occurred to 1ne, recollecting my strong impression during
the night, that this letter might have some connection
with that affair.
I thought that either my relatives might ha\re been at
C- - when the letter was written, and .thus found me;
or if they had been with me previously, they might
have known that I would receive the letter in the morning, and wished during the night to influence me so far,
that on reading the letter, I would decide to visit my
brother at once; which I did, as the letter conveyed the
idea that it was very doubtful if he survived long.

.
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l\Iagnetizing my head was continued every night during my visit at 0 - - , and after my return to New York,
only about every alterpatc night, would I be able to
sleep, and then not soundly. I took medicine prescribed
to cause sleep, but it had no such effect.
I made no inquiry about the matter of the invisible
beings until after it had continued several nights. I then
inquired of J.\Iiss .Allen the cause. She said that when
I had given up writing, she had left me for a short
time, ' and thus the "opposition'' had been able to get
control.
I knew that was false. Her statements sometin1es
aided me, as I thought, in guessing at the truth, by
ad vising me what was not the truth; for before this
period I had become satisfied that it was safe to assume
that any statement made by her was not the precise
truth.
Bt1t her reply on this occasion gave me no light upon
the subject.
The operation continued with more or less i!1tensity
every night, though not so severely as at first. About
the middle of January, (1866), I determined to try other
mediums again. I thought it possible to at least learn
the cause of this persecution.
I first visited a roorn in Broadway, where I had
learned various mediums assembled; and found there an
impressible medium, as they are called. These are a
class of mediums whom persons of the other ''rorld can
only communicate with by producing an impression
upon their mind; not being able to write, rap, or tip a
table, with them.
My questions were, merely as a matter of form, ad-
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dressed to my father. I was satisfied it made no difference who the question was addressed to; it would be
answered by the person in control of the m ecli nm.
The n1edium gave the name of my father, but that
was all; she could not answer my questions, which, as
the reader probably understands, were not shown to her.
She said there were disturbing causes present which she
did not understand; and-what was very unusual with
h er-she could get no distinct impressions. But she
said if I would give her a sealed letter to take home,
she would return me an answer. I gave her the sealed
letter, but that she sent, purporting to be an answer, had
uo pert.inency ; not c\·en the signature was now correct;
initials only were gi\~(m, and I did not recognize the1n
as being those of any acquaintance.
I nex t wrote a series of nearly a dozen interrogatories,
which I thought it would be impossible to answer without giving some information, and at least a slight clue
for the sollltion of the mystery.
This letter I enclosed in a car efully sealed envelope,
and left it with a :l\fr. l\Iansfield, a well-known medium
for answering sealefl letters.
The letter was returned in a. day or two, with the seal
unbroken, accompanied
by what purported to be an,.
swers to every interrogatory, written in the order of
rotation in which the questions were given. But there
was not the slightest information to be obtained from
the r epJies.
As this is a celebrated medium, I will give an extract
from the com munication.
To the interrogatories ns to why the spirits stayed
with me, when I did not wish to hold intercourse wjth
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them; and why they annoyed me, the following replies
were gtven.
"Because they find in your magnetism som eth~ng
that attracts them; you do not desire them to come to
you, and yet they do; alike attracts alike-be it in that
or :in this world. You desire not their counsels, and consider them fantastic spirits,-they feel indignant."
All who have visited mediums, or read communications made through them, will recognize the ~ty le.
Even when they purport to come from persons the
most distinguished for learning and talent when in our
world, they are all s ubstantial1y the same pompous nonsense.
I never received anything quite so stnpid even fron1
Ellen; an~ l\1iss Al1en always gave some plausible
reason for her ·course, as any person of sense in our
world would.
The same annoyance continuing to some extentthough now greatly diminished-! d~termin ed one
night--abon t the first of February-to make another
effort the next day, to leatn something from the young
girl. I t did not happen to be convenient to sit for the
purpose until evening.
vVhen I then a~ked her, she as usual, pron1,ised to tell
the truth. As I did not like to write n1uch just before
going to bed, I only asked her why it was that my
fri ends could not communicate with 1ne.
Her reply, written with considerable difficulty, was,
"Because they are so 'much better tltan you.''
R ecollecting I\iiss A llen's for1ner explanat ion as to
why only the lower class of her world could cominunicate with other mediums, it struck me that the truth
s*
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was contained in t his reply ; but it was so difficult for
her to write, that I did not at t he time seek further explanation.
Next day, to test her veracity, I asked her if Miss
Allen had been acquainted with 11r. B- -, and if so,
to give me her true name.
Her r eply was, t hat ~Iiss · 1\..llen's true name was
E llen C
; that she had li ved in S- -, N .Y., which
she stated \Vas near ·t he city of A
, where J\fr.
B
had formerly resided; and she said that they h ad
been acquainted.
1\fiss C- -, aZ.ia.s 1\fiss Allen, sh e sairl died about ten
.
years prevwus.
I now for the first time examined the map, and found
she was correct as to the location of the village of

S-

.
~11'.

B- - had, smne time previous, learned of my
inquiry as to his Jeath, but I had not as yet explained
the matter. I now did so, and asked him if he had been
acquainted with a person of the name of Ellen C
,
r esiding at S-- .
_
fie replied that he had been acquainted with a young
lady of that name, who resided near S- -, the residence bein~ between that village and the city of A- -,
where he resided at the time. He had not heard of her
death, but did not recollect having heard anything abont
her within the past ten years. IIe after·ward said that
he was not sure tbe lady's first name was Ellen; that
she was usually called Nell, and what the first name
really was he could not recollect.
I stated t he substance of what I had been told about
himself, and localities in the vicinity of A- - , and al-
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though not heretofore a believer in spirituaJis1u, ]\fr.
B- - seemed now to think that the information must
have been given me by one who had lived there and
known him. At all events, he felt interest enough to
write and inquire as to the lady's death.
It was some time before the reply was received, and in
the meantime, believing tl:iat the young girl had now decided to te1l the truth, I sat down nearly every day to
get an explanation of my experie~ce.
fler narrative contained some of the facts which will
hereafter be given, but there were so many contradictions, and so much nonsense was n1ingled with plausible
statements, that I becmne satisfied the narrative ·was
mostly fictitious.
For example, she stated that as soon as she saw me,
which was shortly after my return toT
in the spring
of 1864, she at once brought my friends; bnt afterward
made a statement which contradicted this assertion.
Then again, she repeated the nonsense about the efforts
·
to obtain a u Charter," etc.
And before her narrative was completed, lltir. B- received the reply to his letter, which stated that 1\iiss
C- - had left S- -, but that she was li ving :five years
since, which was the latest intelligence the wri.,t er h~d of
her; and 1vir. B- - now informed me that her first
name was not Ellen.
I could readily understand that the yonng girl might
be unwilling to give the true name of ~1iss Allen, for
fear that the latter would give her own; but I asked her
what motive she had in giving me a fictitious narrativf!
-as she had not represented herself in a very favorable
light.
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Her reply was to the effect t hat the Duke had finally
succeeded in his scheme, that she wished to be connected
with him, and that her obj ect had been to produce as
favorable an impression as possible in order to induce
me to "kill" the power of JHiss Allen. \Vhat the
''killing" of E llen was, she had explained in her narrative.
I told her that I did not believe her story about t he
Dnke, but that if she ·would give me a correct explanation of my experience, as w-ell as of the phenomena
called spiritual, I would try to kill t he power of lVIiss
A llen, by increasing hers.
1 thought.t his young girl was not quite so much of a
devil as 1viiss Allen, and that if I could get rid of the
latter by increasing the power of the former, it would be
a gam.
T he. young girl again promised to tell the truth, and
I commenced by endeavoring to get explanations of the
phenomena. These were as nu10h of a mystery to 1ne
as ever. I could not even understand how they wrote with
my hand when they could not with another person's, nor
how they talked with me when they could not with
others. A nd I could see uo reason why she should not
be willing to at least explain the phenomena.
Her explanations of the phenomena were about the
same as those generaJly believed in _by spiritualists, so
fhr as t he latter have any theory at all upon the subject,*
but when I asked for minute particulars as to each phe;;: The theory of spiritualists, that we have a spiritual body, which
leaves the other body at death, was confirmed both by Miss Alle n, formerly, and now by this young girl ; but neither of them ev er tried to
make me believe anything quite so silly as the idea that the spiritual
body could leave the other before death.
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n01nenon, it became evident ~hat she was again lying.
Some of her explal1ations were rather ingenious, others
qnlte absurd.
I asked her if indi viduals of her world had power to
1nove each other; "for example," I asked, "could my
friends by physical force remove 1\fiss Allen from my
vicinity?" '
•
She replied that they had such power, but that it
would be a very tedions operation. The only operation
in our world that she could compare it to, would be, she
said, the building a railroad under her and moving her
on that.
F inding that no truth was to be obtained from this
girl, and the annoyances during the night continuing to
some extent, some time in April, 1866, I determined to again try sitting and tkip]dng of my relatives, while
holding the pencil for writing; for l had a strong iinpression that they must be present.
I tried by thinking of several to ascertain if they were
present, and if so, which had most power to write.
There appeared to be most power when I thought of my
father, and I was told to continue thinking of him.
After my fonner experience, I did not think it worth
while to institute any tests as to his ident ity, but concluded to rely upon the probability of th e narrative
which he was to give me.
It took about a week for the person pretending to be
my father, to give an explanation of my experience, in
the most condensed form possible. It was somewhat
similar to the narrative which will be given, and most
of it, though not all, seemed highly probable.
In reference to the occurrence on the night of Novem-
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her 23d, 1865, it was stated that my father was first
brought to see me at the third visit of the Duke, (who
it was again stated had visited me), and that he had
found 1ny situation so unpleasant that he conc1nded to
wait until I was relievefl of those en ?'apport with memeaning l\iiss Allen and the young girl-before bringing
my 1nother, ot· telling her where I "\vas; but that my
mother being with my sick brother at C- - had found
me by means 'of the letter which my other brother had
written,* and which I received on the 24th of November: and that it was her impetuosity which produced
my. distress on the above night. ~Iy father--or the one
pretending to be him-stated that he had been gradually
o~et·coming the power of ~1iss Allen and the young girl;
and would have entirely succeeded, without occasioning
n1e any distress, bnt for the action of my mot.her; but that
seeing I bore the distress so well, my friends had decided
to continue the course taken by my mother; and that I vvas
now almost ''relieved," and wonld be entirely by about
the 1st of l\1ay. There was no power, he said, to remove them by physical force; it could only be done in a
mode similar to that by which I had got. rid of Ellen.
This explanation was the most improbable part of the
narrative, but I had a strong impression that it was not
written by n1y father. As however I w~s not asked to
do anything, and it appearing to be impossible, ]f this
was not -written by my father, to learn anything, I concluded to wait patiently un~il the tilne na1ned for relieving me had expired.
vVhen the time named had expired, and I found that

* The brother who was ill
the letter.

was in the house of the one tha,t wrote
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these beings were still with me, for I could feel occa..:
sionally their magnetic tonches; though the annoyances
at night had nearly ceased, I felt I was destined to
be cursed with their presence while I remained in this
world; but why they remained with me I was utterly
nnab1e to conceive.
I sat down-without thinkin,c; of any one in particular
- to see what explanation would be given of this last
personation, when some one wrote, "Now sir, you have
been again deceived for your own good-,'' and was
proceeding to give sotne kind of an explanation, but I
had heard enough about being deceived for my own
good, and stopped the writing.
The next day I again sat down to see what I could
learn, when one who stated that he was the person that
personated my father, now represented himself to be
1\{r. Y- -, the banker, which was the first time this
individual had been represented as present since the
preceding spring-about a year previous. This individual-purporting to be ~11-. Y- - now made a statement very similar to that which ~1iss Allen had made
on the Sunday evening in the preceding Apt·il, after· the
attempt to find JVIr. R - -'s store, namely, that the
Duke had not visited me, but that he, .rvfr. Y--, was
endeavoring to effect an arrangement with him (whieh
was stated) which would be for my benefit; and he said
I must give him time to accolpplish his scheme, even if
it took a year lon,qer; and he advised me in the meantime to stop writing entirely, and to engage in some kind
of hllsiness which would fully occupy rny time and
thoughts, and divert my mind from this su~ject.
This advice was directly the reverse of that which the
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personator of the Bank President (who I was now given
to understand was ~!fr. Y-), and Miss Allen had
given me ·when they first proposed my acting as a public
1nedinm. They then wished me to .at once give up all
other business.
I asked this person-as tests of identity-two questions, the correct answers to which I did not know, but
~1r. Y
would. The test would not have been entirely satisfactory, even if the answers had been correctly
given, as they were known to 1n~ny. But they were the
only questions that occurred to me, the accuracy of the
answers to which I could readily ascertain. One of the
answers given-which could not have been guessed-!
found to be correct, the other was not.
I was satisfied the answers were not given by l\1r.
Y --, but even if t he person giving them had been
really him, the idea that he had been so long a time
endeavoring to effect son1e arrangen1ent with the Duke,
and now wanted a year longer in which to accomplish
it, would have appeared very absurd, and I should have
had no more confidence in l\ir. Y than in 1\.fiss
A llen or the young girl.
But I knew that there must be some strong reason for
the change in the conduct of these beings. During my
earlier experience they wished to converse nearly all the
time; now, 1\iiss Allen at least, seemed to wish to stop
all intercourse between her world and myself, and
appeared to be staying with me for no other purpose.
I had never heard of any other medium similarly situated.
The only cause ~hat I could conceive of, for this course
\Yas, that my friends had found me, aud were endeavor-
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ing to communicate with n1e, and I determined to make
further eflbrts to learn if they were present.
l\Iy father and sister had been many times personated,
but I had been only told twice, so far as I could recolleet, that my mother was present-once, the night after
the killing of Ellen, and again, at ''!hat was represented
to be the third visit of the Duke.
It now occurred to me that. there might be a reason
for this- that perhaps my mother was the one having
most power to communicate with me, and I determined
to try more perseveringly than I had done, thinking of
her, while holding a pencil for writing.
I had not tried thinking of my mother with any
perseverance, for the reason that as soon as I comnlenced, some devil of the other world- represented by
Miss Allen as being the opposition- wonld fill my mind
- sometimes by speaking, sometimes hy impressiouwi~h all sorts of obscene ideas.
·
If I had then understood- as I ought to have donehow differently those of the other world view subjects
which we consider it immodest to converse about, t his
would hn.ve given me little trouble. But, aside from
thiR, I had not thought it probable that my mother
would have as much power as my father.
On Sunday, 1\Iay 6th, I sat down to make the trial
of thinking of my mother. As her death had occurred
between six and seven years previous, I thought she
could, if present and able to write at all, satisfy me as
to the identity.
Both the young girl and th~ subsequent personator of
rny father, had in their narratives stated that ~{r. Rr--was present when the incidept which convinced me of
9
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the fact was given. I was satisfied this must be trne,
for from more than two years' experience I felt competent to judge as to what they could, and what they
could not, obtain f r01n my mind.
I now requested that my mother would, if present,
nan·ate any trivial, unimportant incidents, such as
would not be likely to have made any decided impressions on my mind.
It was with the utmost difficulty that anything was
written, but I at length became satisfied beyond all
doubt, that my mother was present.
A~ an illustration of what I shall have to say hereafter about irupressjonal apparitions, I wHl narrate one
of the incidents as given. The following incomplete
sentence was written : - ''I bono·ht
* * * * * and broke it the same dav."
0
"'
That por~ion of the sentence for which asterisks are
substituted, I could not read. It was mere scribbling, no
words being formed at alI. It is not. essential, in order
that I may understand the com1nunication, that the
writing should be very legible, or such as any other person could read, provided there is no interference. But
the same power that by interfering prevents the writing,
prevents n1y comprehending it, when entire1y illegible.
After several unsuccessful efforts by the person trying
to vYrite, to state what the article was which had been
broken, I saw, on raising my he.:'ld after an attempt of
the kind, apparently at the distance of about two feet
fron1 my eyes, suspended in the air, a ffuuiliar tea-potone which had been used in our family for many years.
As I now saw it, there appeared to have been a small
piece broken off t.he spout; bnt I could not recollect
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that the tea-pot had actually been broken in that way,
nor could I perceive any connection between it and the
unfinished sentence, for it certainly was not brok~n on
the day it was bought. It had been in use a long time
unbroken, and I could not recollect that it had ever been
broken.
At length there was brought to my recollection,
another tea-pot entirely different both in sl1ape and.
color from the one which hac1 been presented to my
vision, which had been broken precisely as the first
appeared to have been; and I now recollected that at
the tr-a-table when the accident occurred, my mother
remarked that she had purchased the article that day.
It will be perceived that while t.his was an incjdent
not likely to make any impression on n1y mind, it
would probably have that effect on the mind of my
mother.
The vision was aftenvard explained as having occurred
from the fact of my n1other having the fami liar tea-pot
in her mind at the mo1nent the impression was produced,
although she knew it was not · the one which had been
broken.
Becoming fully satisfied as to the presence of my
mother, and her ability to ·write-though with great
difficulty-! once more con1mencerl the attempt to obtain
an explanation of my experience with these beings.
I was now informed that the young girl was assisting
my mother, but understood that I was to continue
thinking of the latter.
On asking for the name and former residence of the
young girl, I was told that they did not wish at present
to give her name, but that she had lived and died at
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C
, Ohio. l\iiss A.llen, I '"as now informed, had
never been acquainted with J\1t'. B--, but got. a few
facts relative to him from another person. I did not
therefore at t.his time make much effort to get her true
name or former place of residence.
So excessively·diffi.cult was it for my 1nother, assisted
by the young girl, to write, in opposition to 1\fiss Allen,
~hat it took about. three months, working several hours
each day-as many as labor of this kind could be
enclur~d-to complete the brief narrative, the snbstance
of which will follow this; and to partiully explain the
n1ost prominent phenomena.
vVhen the narratiye \Yas finished, I \YUS told that 1\Iiss
Allen had been acquainted with J\fr. B- -, she having
Jived at S--, New York, and that her real name was
Baldwin; and I was given to understand that the
former statement, to the effect that she had not been
acquainted with him, was 1nade by her, she having tern:
poraril y got control.
As this had frequently happened during the writing of
the narrative-sentences being written which were afterward contradicted-! thonght the statement probable.
On now asking if they were disposed to give. the
name of the young girl, I was told that they did not
wish then to give it, but was informed that her first
, Ohio,
name was Julia, and that she had died at C
about six years previous, (in the year 1.860), aged about
fifteen years.
There appeared to me to be some slight inconsistencies
in the narrative, but I supposed this was owing to the
difficulty of writing and explaining, and upon the whole
it seemed to 1ne very truthful.
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I therefore proposed proceeding and getting a more
full explanation of the phenomena than had yet been
given me. But on sitting down for this purpose, I was
surprised to find that the power of my mother to write,
which had seeineJ to increase toward the close of the
narrative, appeared to have almost entirely left her. It
was impossible for some time to write a single word.
On seeking for an explanation of this, I got the idea
from a few words which were finally written, that the
Duke aud l\fr. Y - - had been assisting 1ny mother,
but that when the narrative was finished they had insisted that I should at once aid them in rleveloping l\frs.
Y; this my friends had opposed, and consequently
. the Duke and l\fr. Y
bad refused to assist any further, and it was impossible for my mother to write, even
with the assistance of ~Tnlia, without their aid. The
power of the Duke and J\1r. Y - -, I had been told in
the narrative, was owing to their having written considerable previous to the coming of my friends, and the
consequent quarrel with l\1iss Allen.
I had thought, previous t,o this, of publishing my
narrative with the explanation, and also explanations of
the several phenomena called spiritual, bnt on being told
the above, and finding after several efforts that not another line could be written, I concluded to abandon the
idea; for the phenomena, the explanation of which
would be the most important part of the work, were
as yet imperfectly understood by me, smne not having
been explained at all.
\Vhen I was told that the real name of 1\Iiss Allen
wasl\iiss Baldwin, that she had lived at S-and been
acquainted with lVIr. B - , I wrote to this gentleman,
9~
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who was then residing ont of New York, inquiring if
he had been acq nainteil with such a person. His reply,
received after the explanation given as to the loss of
power by my mother, inforn1ed me that he had never
known a lady named ·Bald win at S - Evidently then that name was not given by my
mother, for I was convinced that she would not; situated
as I was, give 1ne a name without being certain that it
was the right one.
A.fter thinking the matter over for some time, recollecting that I had at the commencement of the narrative been told that l\1iss Allen was not an acquaintance
of 1\fr. B--, and considering the statement that the
Duke and 1\Ir. Y
expected me to aid in developing
another 1nedium in my present situation, very improbable, and yet feeli-ng quite certain that my mother was
present, I came to the conclusion that the young girl had
been treacherous; that she had assisted n1y 1nother to
write for a while, and then turned against her.
I had, to avoid the difficulty of even writing "yes"
or "no," adopted the expedient of having my hand
moved in a certain direction as an affinnative answer,
an<l in the opposite as a negative.
On now asking if my suspicions were correct, and
seeking for an answer as above, while th-inking as intently
as possible of my mother, I became convinced that they
were.
Then, recollecting the apparent inconsistencies in the
11arrative given me, I was uncertain as to how nu10h of
it was correct, and felt no more inclined to attempt the
completion of my work than before.
But I found that by continuing the attempts to have
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something written, my mother's power increased slightly,
so that she was able at times to write a few words, and
at other times to convey by impression what she wished
to communicate.
On learning that. it was the wish of my friends in the
other world, that I should complete and publish the
work; and that the narratiye which had been given me
was substantially correct, also that I had a tolerably correct idea as to the phenomena, I concluded to persevere
and finish the work as completely as possible under the
circumstances.
As writing was excessively terlions and almost impracticable, most of the subsequent information given
by n1y mother \YUS by impression, but as ]\:Iiss Allen and
the young girl conld also give impressions, I had my
hand moved a.s heretofore described, after each communication, until satisfied as to whether the impression was
from rny m.other, and whether I understood her correctly.
In consequence of t.his difficulty in communicating,
there may be some slight errors in the three followiug
chapters, so unimportant that my fi·iends have not
thought it worth while to attempt their correction.
The real name of the person calliug· herself 1\fiss Allen, has, as I suppose, been given rne, but as I could not
very well among strangers institute inquiries about. her
without giving reasons for doing so, I have made no attempt to learn anything about her from persons of our
world. I will continue to call her l\Iiss Allen in the
following chapter.
The name of the young girl has also been given me.
I was once told at Long Branch, aft.e r l\1rs. Arnold had
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as represented, taken her leave, that this person was present. At first I did not recollect having ever heard of
her, but afterward I had an indistinct recollection of
having heard that such a person had died at <?
,
Ohio. As I was never afterward informed that she was
present, I had concluded that it was merely a personation.
The family of which this individual was a member,
was one of the most wealthy and aristocratic in C- -7
but she died when I was a child, and I have no recollection of having ever seen her. Neither have I any very
distinct recollection-further than of hearing about thern
--of h er father or mother, as they also died when I was
quite young. I am therefore unable to state from my
own recollections what kind of training this girl would
be likely to receive from her parents.
The fact of a person who died when I was a child
being with me, exp]ains what before was something of
a mystery, namely, that many of the personations previous to the visit of the person calling himself the late
Bank P resident, were of individuals whom I conld
scarcely recollect.
I will continue to call this person Julia, though that
was not her real name.
'Vhen I cotn1nenced the atten1pt to get an explanation
of my experience from my mother, 1ny narrative up to
that date was written, and I merely asked for explanations of the same as I read over the manuscript; and
afterward I read over the narrative thus given me, asking after reading each paragraph if it was correct, and
when the reply was in the negative, getting the correction.
It will be necessary therefore tl1at the reader have my

..
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narrative fresh in his recollection in order to understand
the explanatory one.
Owing to the condensed and disjointed manner in
which the latter was necessarily given me, I shall uot
attempt to repeat the precise words, but will faithfully
give the substance.

•

CHAPTER II
EXPLANA'l'ION OP TRE PRECED ING NARRA.TIVE, GIYEN
Br JJIISS JULLJ., AND THE A .U'l'IIOR'S JJIOTHER.

" 1HEN

I visited 1\fiss Fox in the fall of 1863, I was
followed from her residence by E llen and 1\Iiss Allen.
They thought I could be made a medium, and followed
me for that purpose. And when I aftcnYard visited
other mediums, they had me told through these that I
could get communications direct from my friends, better
than through others, in order to induce me to sit in my
own room for the purpose.
Ellen was formerly a con1mo~ prostitute in New Y ork.
She had been in the other world about three years when
she first 1net me.
·l\iiss A llen was born in Unadilla, New York, but
died in Albany, New York, in the year 1858, aged about
twenty-three years. The comm unication written shortly
before I returned to T--, in the spring of 1864, purporting to be written by a tCJna1e who died at Albany,
was written by her, a1id was partly applicable to her
own case. And the communication I afterward received
at _T- -, which I supposed was by Ellen, stating that
the writer was born at U nadilla, and had lived in Albany, was written by 1\Iiss Allen, although she knew
that I though t E l1en was writing.
l\1iss Al'le~ was of a respectable family, had received
106
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a fair education, and is intellectually superior to any of
the other worla who have heretofore been able to comm unjcate with what are called mediums.* She visited
the mediums from curiosity, and to assist in the deceptions, but had never found any one of our world with
whom she could directly cmnmunicate. She thought
she would be able to communicate with me, but why she
thought· so, I do not fully understand, further than that
she perceived some peculiarity in n1y nervous organization.
'Vhen I commenced sitting in my romn for communications, there was a contest between 1\1:iss .1\.llen and
Ellen for the control, which was the reason that somet imes only crooked lines, circles, etc., were executed.
Ellen, however, had the most. power, and gained the
control ; apd most of the writing, previous to my return
to T - - the following spring, was by her; !Iiss Allen
being able to write only when Ellen permitted her.
Some of the !James giYen were taken from my rnind,
others were obtained from individuals who had lived at

C- -.
\Vheu I returned toT- - in the spring, 1\iiss Allen
undertook the personation of l\Ir. B--, as a means of
gaining control. She induced Ellen to enter into the
scheme for amusement, and to allow her to write, under
the idea that she was n1ost competent to carry out the
deception~ She was obliged to invent some scheme of
the kind, as otherwise Ellen would permit her to write
very little. The only reason for selecting 1\fr. B- for the personation was, that Rhe had seen him at 1uy
hotel, had learned that he was an acquaintance of mine,
f!

This matter

\Vill

be explained in "Expla.nat.ions of Phenomena."
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and had also been ahle to learn from one of her world
who forrncrly lived in A--, New York,-in addition
to what she had learned from my mind,-some few facts
which would serve for the pnrpose. Her intention from
the first scmns to have been, to take about such a course
as she did-that is, to have the principal blame for the
deception attach to Ellen, but the "killing" process she
did not understand until later.
'Vhen by writing as lVIr. B- -, she had gained considerable power, she contrived to have E ll en absent, and
took advantage of the occasion to introduce herself,
(personating 1\!Ir. B), as the daughter of a New
York banker, and to advise me to cease intercourse with
Ellen.
It will be recollected that previous to this personation
neither of them had in any way identified tl~em'selves;
but it seems to ~ave been a part of lVIiss Allen's scheme
to have Ellen identified in a certain manner; and when,
as 1\;Ir. B
she advised me to cease intercourse with
her, she introduced herself, thinking I would be interested, in conversing with a female part of the time.
She called herself the daughter of a New York banker,
in consequence of having learned from n1y mind that I
had been engaged ]n that business there.
'Vhen Ellen returned and perceived what had taken
place, she was of course very angry, and the apparent
blows were delivered by her. They were, ho\vever,
electric shocks, and not physical concussions, as I at the
time supposed. This I afterward understood, having,
some time after the visit of the Duke, ex11erience-d in
the night shocks much more severe.
As I would not permit Ellen to write, she could not
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undeceive me relative to the personation of l\fr. B- - ,
even if she had wished to. 1\!fiss Allen had the most
power when I thought it was Mr. B- - writing.
'Vhy this was so, I do not fully understand, but suppose
it was partly owing to the fact that she '"·as more nearly
on the intellectual plane* of 1\fr. B -- than Elle~,
partly because she had written so 1nnch in the character
of that)ndividnal, and partly because it was impossible
for Ellen to imitate his style.
But it appears that E llen made no attempt to expose
this deception; she supposed that I would soon learn the
truth, and would then cease intercourse with l\1iss Allen.
I had by this ti1ne been seen by many of the other
world, one of wh01n was Julia; and 1\1iss Allen permitted her to write, in order to secure her assistance
against Ellen, and also her aid in personations of inclividnals who had liyed at C. She is the only oue
that lVliss Allen permitted to gain any control.
Julia's first personation was that of the young girl
who had lived at Marion, Ohio. She afterward assumed
the character of 1\frs. Arnold, thinking I would be
more interested in conversing with an adult. vVhen
she na1ned South Bend as the place of her former residence she was under th~ impression there was such a
place in Ohio.t
At this time neither 1\Iiss Allen, Julia, or Ellen, fully
understood or appreciated the effect of my thinking, or
forming correct impressions of them in my minrl. But
the former, at least, soon perceived this, and she then
urged 111e to take steps to learn as to the death of lVIr.
*A matter which will be explained iu ('Explanation of Phenomena."

t

There is a place in Obi(l ca ll ed North Bend.
10
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B--; knowing what effect the cat-rying out of her
. scheme would have on Ellen, and what the consequent
effect wonkl be on tnyself.
It was not lVIiss Allen, but Julia, and a person who
had lived in T--, that went to the hotel to look for
lVIr. B--'s acquaintance. JVGss A.l len and Julia were
with me when I met t he gentleman t he day previous,
but if they had not been t hey could have got his likeness fr01n my m ind. lV[iss A llen could not leave me,
on account of the presence of Ellen, Julia not being
able to prevent her commun icating.
As J?lia and her companion were proceeding toward
the hotel, they met the gentleman* whom they first
mistook for the one they were in search of. .Afterward
t hey went to the hotel and found there the person whom
they again mistook for the acquaintance of 1\'[r. B- -;
misled to some extent this time probably by my remark
that the gentleman was older than the first they had
found.
l\liss ~llen's idea in pu tting n1e to the extra trouble
of seeing this acquaintance of l\fr. B - -, and then of
writing to New York, seems to have been to enrage me
as L'lr as possible against Ellen; bnt this part of the
program me was rather silly; as learning of the deception
in any way would have had the same effect.
\Yhen I received the letter from New York, advising
me that l\Ir. B- - was sti1l living there, and lVIiss
Allen with the connivance of Julia, succeeded in casting
the blame of the deception on Ellen, and by personating
my sister retained control, Ellen Lecame furious, and as

*

Who in going from his offire to the Bank at the sa.me time would
pass them.
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she could not injure lV[iss Allen or Julia, she commenced
persecuting me.
I had not deceived her relative to the p1·evions electric shocks, by the pencil experiment; she could read
my mind, and perceived that I felt the shocks would be
a very
. serious matter if continued:, but at that time she
did not wish to do me any serious injury, presuming
that I would soon be undeceived relative to ~Iiss A1len,
and hoping that she would then be allowed again to
hold intercourse with me.
Now, however, she would have injured me if she
could, and such was my condition at the time that
she might have done me serious injury through my
nervous system, but for the interference of 1\tliss Allen
and Julia.
But she could neither choke me nor directly affect
the action of my heart. I had a correct idea as to the
former attempt at the time; what I felt was mere]y a
magnetic impression; but I was at the ti1ne deceived,
as I became some time afterward convinced relative to
her power in the latter respect, namely, to affect the
action of my heart.
Owing to the deranged state of my nervous system,
the circulation of my blood had become irregular, and
on the night when I awoke in the condition described,
and thought she had produced it, I had been lying in a
cramped position, which was the cause of the trouble;
and my apprehension that she was then, and subsequently, operating upon my heart, increased its palpitation.
It seems, however, that Ellen was so stupid as really
tu believe that she could choke me, and when she per-
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ceived my condition the subsequent night, she thought
she was effecting, or at least increasing the difficulty.
This persecution was what l\Iiss Allen and Julia
wished. They were present at the time, and did all
they could to excite my apprehensions, and get n1e into
as llen'ous a condition as possible. The advice to live
on tea and toast, 'vas for the same purpose. They now
understood the effect of my thinking, and designed the
"killing" operation, and the n1ore nervou~ I could be
made, the better for their purpose.
How the name of P rof. Arbuckle, late of Dublin,
happened to be given, I do not understand. l\{y mother,
if I understand her, does not know 'whether there was
such a person or not. Julia stated that the name was
given by a native of Ireland, who was present, and that
J\tliss A1len having heard of the celebrated Dr. Abernethy, of whom she presumed I had also heat·d, mistook the name for that of the latter individual. And
J lllia seemed to believe that there was such a person as
Prof. Arbuckle.
Since coming to New York, I have examined a work
in which the name should appear, if there was such a
person of much celebrity, without :finding it. I a1n
therefore of the opinion that there was no such person,
and that they were mistaken in the name, intending to
give that of Dr. Abernethy; but if so, the gentleman
of whom I iuquit·ed in T--was as badly informed
upon the subject as these persons of the other world.*
One of n1y difficulties, as my physician afterward in* I can imagine that both might be mistaken as to the date of Dr.
Abernethy's death, (he di~d in 1831), but not how they got the idea
that he lived in Dublin.
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fnrm ecl me, was dyspepsia in an aggravated form, and
since commencing this work, I have l earne~l that a
preparation of arsenic is sometimes prescribed for this
complaint. T his l\1iss Allen \vas told, but when she
perceived how I viewed the prescription, and recollected
what a deadly poison arsenic is, she thought thei·e must
be some mistake, and then prescribed senna, and I have
found her explanation of its properties, as to which I
knew nothing, to be correct. I suppose that relieving
rne to some extent of dyspepsia, would not have materially interfered with her ptH'})Ose, otherwise she would
not have given these prescriptions, which I now understand would have been at least slightly beneficial.
\Vhen I had passed three or four nights in the way
described, getting very little sleep, and becoming excessively nervous, and willing to do almost anything to get
rid of E llen, the "killing" operat ion was undertaken
by l\Iiss Allen and J nlia; t he former personating my
father, as she feared I would not tlt1.:nk of my sister as
being sufficiently powerful.
It will be recollected that lVIiss Allen could not now
give her own name, on account of her connection
with the personation of 1\ir. B- - ; and the personation of my father aided her, as she is more nearly on his
intellectual plane than Ellen. .This is the best explanation I can give, for I do not fully understand the subject myself.
The operation consisted simply in inducing an energetic and long continued action of my mind or will, by
means of which some change, the nature of which I do
not understand, was effected in 1nyselj, not in Ellen.
The directions given me the next morning about walkto

lit
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iug, were for the purpose of more fully accomplishing
the object-exercise of the muscles facilitating the operation, and the keeping me awake the succeeding night
was for the same purpose.
l\Iiss Allen and Julia, having now pretty effectually
''killed'' the power of Ellen, wished to induce me to go
, to New York and act as a public medium; their idea
being to personate the friends of visitors, ~s is done
through all other mediums.
As soon as I had nearly recovered my health, 1\fr.
J - - , the stock-broker was brought, to personate late
bankers and brokers, and other late prominent individuals of New York, and persuade me to go there for the
purpose named.
But when J\fr. J
came, they
changed their plans for a scheme entire]y ne·w, and for
the following reasons:lVIiss Allen, as stated, is by fur the most intellectual
being of the othet· world, that has hitherto been able t.o
communicate (except occasionally by faint and unreliable impr-ession.s) 'vYith any of our world. In the case
of all other mediums only the lowest, vilest and most
unintel1ectual class of the other world-such as Ellen, or
even lower- can communicate directly; if any of t.he,
better class communicate at all, it must be done through
one of these vile creatures.
Now, the latter class prefer lying and deception to
telling the truth, or making themselves useful; and ju
the other world no pecuniary or other motive can be
brought to bear upon them so as to induce them to act
honestly. l-Ienee, the better class of the other world
fear to come and identify themsel \·es to their friends in
our world through one of these lying creatures in con-
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trol of the medium, not knowing what lies and deceptions might afterward be practiced upon their friends by
personating them.
vVhen JVIr. J - - came, and perceived that t.h e better
class could communicate directly with me, he suggested
the scheme which }hey have attempted to execute. This
was, to have some one of the other world, who would
have the confidence of my friends there, as well as my
own, to act as manager, he agreeing that lVIiss Allen,
Julia and ~Ir. J should be connected ·with the busmess. Their interest in the 1natter was to hold intercourse with onr worlJ, and it seems that upon the whole
they would have preferred hn.viug the better class come
and communicate with their friends, rather' than continue
the personations. But they feared that if one of my
relatives or intimate friends was brought, he would
refuse to allo·w them to be connected with me, and they
thought that another individual could in some way secure
the assent of my friends and n1y own consent that he
should act as manager.
Mr. J
knew that ~fr. G--, the Bank President.,
was in the other world, as he passed there before himself,
and he thought this individual would have my confidence.
He appears to have supposed that I knew n1ore about
lVIr. G- - than was the fact.
l\1:r. J- - therefore personated the Bank President,
anrl proposed acting as manager, to see how the idea
would strike me, intending, if I received the proposition
favorably, to speak to 1\fr. Gupon the subject.
The nonsense and deceptions of 1\:Iiss Allen and J uJia
- , for they were both engaged in them-subsequent
to the receipt of the letter from New York, relative to

.
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, and previous to the "killing" of Ellen,

were partly-so far as regards the nonsense-owing to
the natural inclination-of J ulia especially-for trifling;
but there was an object in most of the deceptions, such
as telling me of the deaths at C- -, and inducing me
to write to ascertain the truth; and the personations of
my sister were sometimes purposely poorly performed,
in order that I 1night detect them .
The names of the ladies, stated to have died at C- -,
were given by au indi vidual who had lived there. The
one first named had married after I left there, and after
the death of the individual who gave the name. J u1ia
gave me the maiden name of the lady-a fact wh\ch I
have not stated in my narrative-but on giving it,
learned from me that the lady was married. She seems
to have feared on learning this (recollect it was a young
female), that I would not feel sufficient interest in the
lady to \Vrite, and therefore she procured the name of
the unmarried lady, which she gave me next 1norning.
And when I learned this lady was not dead, I was given
the name of another unmarried lady, to inquire about,
who did not) however, happen to be an acquaintance.
The oLject of these deceptions was, to have me perceive how liable I was to be imposed upon by those of
the other world, and as they had learned t.he effect of
my thinking, they designed assuming again their true
characters (of lVIiss Allen and a young girl), and proposed
remaining with me to guard me against deceptions.
The blame for these deceptions was of course to be cast
upon 1\Irs. Arnold, which cl~aractcr was to be abandoned.
~Iiss A llen was obliged to assurne again that name, as I
had a pretty correct impression of her, and she feared I

..
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could not receive precisely the same impression if she
gave another name, and made 1ne believe it was a different individual.
But when l\!r. J came, and the new scheme \Yas
formed, the assumption by J ul i~ of her true character
was postponed, and Nir. J- -, as the President, only
stated that he had engaged l\Iiss Allen to stay with me.
It would of course be necessary, if I was to act at all
as a medium, that some one of the other world should
remain constantly with me, to preYent deceptions. But
in addition to this necessity, there is, as I now understand the matter, another reason ·why one en ?'apport
nmst .remain \Yitb me. The truth is, that any and every
one of the other world could not come and at once communicate with me, either by writ ing or talking, unless
they were assisted by one already en ?'ctpport. The
nature of this a3sistance has not been fully explained to
me, and probably could not be; but I suppose it is very
similar to what takes place in our world, when a mes.. merizer place as third person en 1'G1Jport with his patient.
This position then was the one Miss Allen and Julia
wished to occupy. It seems rather strange they should
have expected to be allowed to do so, as greater liars are
not to be found. But there is this difference between
mvself and other mecliums. \Vith me the better class
"
could communicate directly, while in the case of other
n1ediums the message must be en trusted to a lying being of their svorlcl. And those of the other world cannot at will read the minds of each other,* at all events

* I do not understand

to what extent they can do this.

1
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not without taking the same course that they do to read
ours, which woulcl not be permitted; nor can the better
class of the oth er world usually become sufficiently en
'rappo'rt with individuals of ours to read their minds, as
the lower class do. Therefor e, if the better class undertook to communicate through an ordinary medium, they
con1cl not be certain as to what messages were received
and delivered. With me they would deliver their own
messages, and as they could read my mind, they could
not be deceived as to the message from our world.
Both fi1 iss Allen and Julia state that lVI:r. J - is
excessively st.upid. I rlo not understand this, as when
in our world he was call~d a pretty sharp broker. But
a t all events the personat ion of the bank president was
very stupidly done. 1\fr. J
mistook the name of
the cashier of the bank for that of the president, and
did not even recollect more than· the surname of the
casl1ier, whieh was all he at first. gave, and when by examining a bank-note reporter, I ascertained that an individual of the same surname was then president of the
bank, l\Ir. J - concluded it must be a son of the
former president.
The personation of Daboll, Howard, and others, was
a lso rather stupid; especially that of the Southern gentleinan, who it was stated had died in Paris, as lVIr.
J
should have J{nown that I wonlcl.Iearn of the
deception. The apparent coincidence of the gentleman's
son being sick in Paris was accidental, as ~Ir. J - knew nothing about his son. He knew the gentleman
had gone to Paris, or to Europe, and that was all he
knew about him.
It was perceived that the g·iving of these names ex-
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cited my suspicion, and therefore nothing of the kind
was again attempted.
nfr. J - wished to learn whether it was generally
supposed by his acquaintances that he had committed
suicide, and he was with me when I made the inquiry
in New York.
At one of the first visits of lVI r. J - - as the hank
president, I inquired of him if he had met ~Ir. Y - ,
the banker, in the other '\Vorld. * I suppose I happened
to think of l\1r. Y - -, because I had learned that he
had been a spiritualist, and as he had beeu a prominent
banker, I presumed the president had been acquainted
with him. The reply was that he had not met him, and
I neither said nor heard anything more abont ~Ir. Y - uutil as mentioned in my narrative.
· Bnt in conseql.1ence of my inquiry, the idea occurred
to J\!Ir. J- - of engaging 1\Ir. Y- - to act as manager, instead of the bank president, the latter individual
not having yet been spoken to upon the subject. 1\'Ir.
J- - had been better acquainted with 1\fr.· Y--,
than with l\1r. G- -, and he knew that I had been
slightly acquainted "vith the former, while he now perceived that I had not boon at all acquainted with the
latter.
JVIr. J - therefore tnade the proposal to :1\'Ir. Y - who accepted. it, and afterward they included a gentleman whom I will call Mr. L , a former acquaintance of mine, in the arrangement. •
This Mr. L
does not appear at all in my narra-

* This is not mentioned in my narra.tive. As the most of it was
written before I received a correct explanation, some things are omitted which are essential for an understanding of it.
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tive. It was one of the many names given when I first
commenced writing in New York, but was never given
aftCl~ my return to T--, until Jnlia stated in her narrative that he had been connected with the matter. He
was one of the most prominent men in Ohio, with whom
I was well acquainted, and whom I respected, but was
much older than myself, and not 'What wonld be called
one of my most intimate acquaintances. Both ~{r.
Y -- and 1tfr. J - - had become acquainted with him
through certain financial operations, the former intimately; aud they thought l1e would have my confidence, ns '"e11 as that of rny ft·iends in their world.
Neither .Thir. L - m; .Thir. Y
were at this time
told where I was, and the former never learned until he
came with my relatives. So far as 1\!I r. L
is concerned, therefore, the only point npon which he can be
censured, if at a11, is, that he did not at once advise my
relatives of my situation. They would probably have
found n1e if they had known the facts. The apology
given for 1\fr. L
is, that he was not advised of the
real facts, and supposed they all were acting for my best
interests.
The substitution of l\1r. Y - - for the bank president, would be a difficult matter to explain satisfactorily
to me, and it was decided to continue for awhile that
p ersonation, and when the arrangements were completed,
have JVIr. G - - associated with them.
l\fiss Allen was so apprehensive that she would not
be allowed to occupy the position desired, that she
would not have either Mr. Y
, 1\1r. L
, or any
of my friends brought unti] an arrangement was made.
But it will be perceived that this was a very difficult
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matter to accomplish without first bringing my relatives.
lVIr. Y- - seems to have been as much interested in
the project as either of the parties, and in order to
secure for himself the management, the idea occurred to
~im of securing the co-operation of some individual
of good standing in our world, before saying anything
to my relatives; . and he therefore decided to have a
letter w1·itten to some such individual.
It will be recollected that he had to use the name of
the bank president, and therefore had to write to au
acquaintance of the president, instead of to a more intimate one of his own.
1\Ir. Y- - had been a spiritualist, and he knew that
l\1:r. K
had visited mediums in company with 1VIr.
G- - , * and as he was a gentleman of good standing
in our world, he decided to have the letter 'vritten to
him.
As Miss Allen would not permit 1ir. Y - to be
brought, the latter had to entrust the writing .o f the

* When Julia first told me this, I wrote a note to 1\fr. K - , he then
residing out of New York, to ascertain its correctness; a,nd the first
note not being answered, I wrote a second, more fully explajning the
reason for my inquiry. As neither were answered I infer that the
statement i s conect, and that he did not like to write upon the subject
to a stranger. For if incorrect, he would probably have so advised
me. I kne w nothing about lVIr. K - , b e having pretty much retired
from business when I came to New York to reside. But on making
inquiq I learn that he was form erly president of one of the l arge New
York banks, and that he is well known to the older residents of the
c ity.
I also l earned accidentally that Mr. G-'s physician was a prominent spiritualist, and it therefore seems probable that Mr. G - would
have learned enough of the subje((t to becom.e so far interested as to
visit mediums and witness the phenome-na.
11

"'
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letter to l\1r. J - , who seems to have acted very
stupidly in the matter. lVIr. Y
merely gave him
the purport of the Jetter to be written, and l\ir. J--'s
mistake as to the name of the president seems not to
have been corrected in his interviews with 1\Ir. Y- -,
although the latter knew the correct name.
\Vhen l\Ir. J - - first attempted to personate the president he only recollected the surname of the cashier.
The name Joseph, with which he signed the letter, it
seems he got fr01n my mind. I recollect that when he
signed t.he letter, I told him I kuew a gentleman of the
same name, connected with a "'\Vall street insurance
company; and I am now informed that I had previously
-after 1v1r. J
had given the name of N- thonght of this gentlen1an's n~nne; and thus lVIr. J - got it fixed in his n1ind that the name of the president
was Joseph N
But one would suppose that if he
got the impression in this way, my remark when he
signed the Jetter would show him his mistake.
\Vhen J\II.iss Allen afterward commenced a letter,
she intended writing to an acquaintance in Unadilla,
signing only her first name. The interruption was
occasioned by ~fr. J--. (who was present when she
commenced it, and did not happen to arrive just then),
suggesting that she had better defer it until the arrangements were COinpleted.
If she had simply told me that she would defer writing the letter, that would have served as well as the
course she took, but anything like a straightforward
course would be unnatural to her, and therefore she
finished a letter, giving a fictitious address.
The personation of my sister during this period, was
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to carry out the deception; they thought it ·would not
do to have me imagine that none of my relatives were
visiting me.
It appears that 1ny relatives, in the other world, lost
track of me, when I left New York in the spring of
1862. In the fall of the same year I took up 1ny residence in T- -, and when subsequently in New York I
have not stopped at the hotel at which I formerly
boarded. 1\fy fi.·iends would probably have ultimately
found me through some one entering their world, but
had not yet done so.
~either had I been seen since I became a medium by
any of the better class of the other world. At the
surface of our earth it is co1npara.tively dark to those of
the other world,* and their proper home is at the surface
of their world, above our atmosphere. vVhen they visit
their friends in our world therefore, they must first
know where they are, and they generally come ancl
return djrect, without wandering about here in the dark.
The foregoing applies to the better class. There is
another class-the class who communicate through mediums-who spend most of their time here. I had been
seen by many of this class, but they would have no
motive for informing my friends, and Miss Allen had
told them that if she retained control my mediumship
should be confined to the deli very of messages, without
exposing the deceptions throug·h other 1nedinms, and
they knew that if any one of the better class obtained
control, this wou]d be done. I should have supposed
that Ellen would bring my friends, out of revenge toward 1\tiiss Allen and J nlia; but it appears that she felt
* Yet when it is entirely dark to us, they can see.
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as revengeful towards me as toward them; besides she
did not wish the deceptions exposed, and was altogether
too mueh of a devil to do any. good action.
\Vhen I went to New York, for the reply from 1\tlr.
I{
, M iss Allen and Julia, as well .as l\fr. J ,
were with me; and when, on inquiring of the banker if
the present President of the Bank was a son of the forIner President, he repl ied that it was the same personthat there had been no change-lVIr. J , knowing
that the President had recently died, concluded of course
that the gentleman 'vas mistaken, and requested me to
inquire again. 'Vhen I made the second inquiry, and
was told the natne of the former President, the mistake
of 1\Ir. J
was perceived.
l\fiss Allen and Julia-in consequence of this blunder,
and of having perceived, as the latter states, that ~Ir.
J - - was stupid-now decided to have lVIr. Y - come and take the place of 1\Ir. J
Julia therefore
went at once with lVIr. J
to see l\Ir. Y
, and,
first requiring him to agree that he would not bring any
one until the arrangement was made, conducted him to
me. It was Thfr. Y -- thetefore, that visited me the
same evening at T , and requested me to suspend
1ny opinion until I went to New York, in the fall. He
saw no way to satisfactorily explain the blunder to me,
and thought the best course was to continue the personation.
1\fr. Y
however, on coming and learning the facts,
told Miss Allen and Julia, that he did not believe my
friends would permit them to occupy the position they
wished.
The idea then occurred to then1 of endeavoring with
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my assistance to develop another medium like myself,
with whom JVIiss Allen and Julia would be allowed to
remain; and in consequence of this scheme, it was decided to postpone saying anything about the matter to
my friends until after I had gone to New York.
1\Iiss Allen was with me when I happened to be in
the company of Miss R-- the preceding winter in
New York, and she thought that lady coald be made the
kind of medium desired.
It was thought best not to say anything to me at this
time, about developing another medimn, but as it would
be necessary that I should be a good deal with the 1ady
in order to accomplish the object, to see how I would
like this, the idea of having her connected with me in
some way- never clearly explained- was suggested.
It was not expected that the lady could be made a
medium before bringing my friends, but ~1iss Allen
wanted the arrangement 1nade with her father before
they were brought, and that the process of developing
her should be commenced immediately after. The idea
of Miss Allen and of Mr. Y-- was, that when I had
become fully satisfied of the presence of 1ny friends and
of ~fr. R- -, I could be induced to deliver a message
from the latter to his daughter, giving the latter my own
narne in connection.
from bringing my friends, or
To prevent 1\ir. Jtelling them what had transpired, it was agreed that he
should be connected with Miss R- -.
1\fr. Y knew that I could not be induced to send
another letter to Mr. K - -, or to · any one, while in
doubt as to his being Mr. G
, and he devised another
expedient for securing the management; taking the oc11

~*
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casion of my going to Long Brauch, (which was nine
days after he came), to make the experiment as to how
the proposition would be received by me. The scheme
has heeD explained to Ine, but it is unnecessary to state
it further than to say that it involved the personation of
a gentleman lately a resident. of New York, and now in
the other world, who, if I received the proposition favorably, was to be brought afterward to see me.
JYir. Y
wished 1ne to suppose that neither ~{r.
G
or 1\Iiss .AJlen were with me, and it was thought
that t.he occasion of my going to Long Branch would
furnish a good opportunity for making me believe that
the latter was absent. 1\Irs. Arnold (Julia) was to have
assured 1ne of the iudentity of the individual, and that
the proposition would be carried out; and it was tl1e
intention that. the proposition should be made early in
the evening, after which l\fiss Allen was to announce her
arrival.
But in the attempt to carry out this scheme, Ellenwho was still, with me, and whose power was not
entirely killed-got the control, and therefore the proposition was not made. It was Ellen that did most
of the talking th.e first night. I am informed that she
told me, when I was in bed, that she was present, but I
was so near asleep that her words n1ade no distinct impression, and in the morning I did not recollect what
had been said.
In the morning l\iiss Allen succeeded in 1naking me
aware of her presence, and regained control- though
not so completely as before; and th~ killing the succeeding night was simply a repetition of the first. She was
now at liberty to have me think of her, which was
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better for her purpose than personating my father; but
as I was not now in the same excessively nervous condition, this killing was not so effectual as the first.*
vVhen I returned to my room, after the killing, :tviiss
Allen, to ascertain fully 1ny feelings towards her, and to
have 1\ir. Y - - perceive the same, told me that she
was dying. It was thought that it would not do to
have me understand that lVIiss Allen was present the
first night, and could not prevent my being deceived,
therefore she told· me she had gone to Newport; and as
they did not wish to tell me that Ellen was present,
they gave me to understand that there was an opposition
party, and that 1\irs. Arnold had been treacherous,
having been employed by the opposition, and not by
1\fr. G- -.
Julia, therefore, now-pretending to take final leave
of me as 1\irs. Arnold- abandoned that character, and
concluded to assume no one in particular until the arrangenlent was made so that she could assume her true one.
The personation of a daughter of a citizen of T- after my return there from Long Branch, was- as explained at the time- by a female who had lived therethe sa1ne who went to the hotel with Julia to look for
J\lfr. B--'s acquaintance.
The annoyance of touching my lips, which was commenced about this time, was by Ellen, who had discovered how sensitive the lips are to magnetic impres-

.

810118.

l\'f1·. R-- was not spoken to about making his
daughter a medium, until I ·went to New York, and

* But as I understand, Ellen was not afterward able to talk or write
when Miss Allen was present-she could only interfere.
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then he was not, at first, given n1y name. The delay in
bringing him to see me, was owing to the difficulty in
procuring his assent.
After I had, unexpectedly, returned to T
, about
the middle of September, lVIiss A llen went to see Mr.
R- - ; and she was absent when I awoke in the night
at T
, feeling distressed. Julia was with me, but
after what she had said at Long Branch, she could not
give the name of lVIrs. Arnold, and therefore did not
.
give any.
The opposition hitherto had been Ellen, who now had
not power to interfere seriously with the communications. But when 1\'liss Allen returned from her visit to
Mr. R --, she told Julia that she had been unable to
make any arrangement for her. lVIr. Y - , however,
h1formed Julia, that Miss Allen made no effort to have
her included in the arrangement. Julia, therefore, in
order to make it necessary that she should be included
in the arrangement, determined to maintain, and increase as far as possible, her power with me; and this
she could best do by exerting her will when Miss Allen
or Mr. Y
were writing. Tbe principal opposition,
therefore~ from the time of my return to New York
about the close of September, until my friends came,
was Julia.
Mr. R
's consent was so far gained, that shortly
after my return to New York, as above, it was thought
best to give hin1 n1y name, and bring him to see me-- .
he first agreeing not to inform my fHends about me. It
seems that even Mr. L
was kept in ignorance as to
where I was.
Mr. R-- was informed that he had been personated
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at .L ong Branch, and he thoughtlessly stated that he
had visited me there, as a test of identity. The next
test--the one which satisfied me-occurred in this
way:I-Ie recollected having seen me enter the saloon and
drink something, (what it was he did not know), and
intended mentioning the circumstance, and saying, in a
jesting way, that he was much surprised at the time, as
I had the reputation of being very ternperate. One
reason for mentioning this petty 4ncident was, to show
me how well he recollected his fonner life, a.s he had
been told that I had cause foe doubting whether those
of his world could do this. \Vhen he had written so
far as to describe my entering the saloon, this brought
to my recollection where I had been that evening, and
he- reading 1ny Inind-on the impulse of the moment,
stated that I to1d him where I had been. It was his
intention to have given other tests, but as this fully
satisfied me at the time, he proceeded to converse about
his daughter.*
JVIr. R- - would have been pleased to have his
daughter made a medium with whom the better class
could commnnicnte as proposed, but there were certain
conditions named by Mr. Y - and 11:iss Allen, which

*' The tests given to identify my father, as well as the con versa tion
about a moi1·e antique d ress, were taken from my mind. That the latter
inciden t could have been so obtained, appears to m e very strange, as
the lady was not an intim a te acqua intance, and I had not seen her for
several y ears. I am conscious, however, of having thought of the
conversation since it occuned, and suppose I must h ave done so while
Miss Allen was wi th me. Ev~ry on e knows how some p etty incid ent
of the kind occasional1y comes to th eir rem embrance. Mis.s Allen did
not know the name of the lady until her mention of the conversation
brought the name to my recollection.
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he hesitated about assenting to, and after some delay, he
declined the proposition.
Efforts were then m de to find another person who
appeared capable of being made the right kind of a medium, and whose relatives iu the other world would assent to the conditions; but the relatives all objected to
the conditions, as Mr. R-- had done.
J\tfr. Y
£nally deciderl to have the attempt made
to develop his widow. He had found she was impressible, and thought she could be made the right kind of
a medium. He was unwilling, however, that Niiss Allen should have the control of lVIrs. Y
; and yet
nothing could be done about developing another medium, until some arrangement was made for l\fiss Allen.
He therefore devised a scheme which he hoped would
meet the difficulty.
The individual whom I have called the Duke, gave
his real name or title, and the statement which he gave
me was substantially correct. The facts were known in
the other world,* and it was also known there that the
Duke would now be glad to re1nedy hjs error, if this
were possible.
l\1r. Y
therefore, informed the Duke about me,
and the following arrangement was made, to be carried
into effect if possible.
I was to go to England and aid the Duke in accomp1ishi~g his object-the rectifying of his former errorand was to remain there, the Duke having the management of co1nmunications through me, for it seems he
had the same ambition in this respect as lVIr. Y--.
Miss Allen was to re1nain with me, and with my assist-

* They are such as would be likely to be known there.
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ance, ]}frs. Y
, if possible, if not then some other
person, was to be made a medium, of whom :1\tir. Y - was to have the management, and Julia was to remain
with this medium.* The Duke was to n1ake such a
proposition as would, it was thought, induce me to go,
and secure the assent of my relatives in their world to
l\fiss Allen's remaining with me.
The Duke was then brought to see me, as he wished
to converse with me,- part.ly in order to learn my disposition- before my friends came.
The D uke wished me to go to England as soon as
possible, and it was the intention that 1\frs. Y - - should
go with me for the purpose of being developed. As a
matter of propriety it woulcl be necessary that a lady
should accompany her. This suggested to lVIr. Y - -,
an expedient for showing the Dnke that I was not incl ined to be deceitful.
It will be recollected that nothing had been said to
me as yet, about developing another medjum. I had
only been told that they wished lVIiss R- - to be in
some ·way associated with me.
, the Duke being
I was therefore told by 1\Ir. Y
present at the time, though I was not aware of this, that
he wished 1\'Iiss R-- to go with me to England, and
1vfiss 1\ti-- to accompany her, bnt that he clid not
wish the Duke to know that the latter suggestion came
from him, and therefore wished me t.o name Miss 1\1:- as though it was my own desire that she should go; a
slight deception as will be perceived, hut a very shallow
test, as ~fr. Y - - should have known; for I knew

* But Julia was not fully advised of the arrangement, therefore she
continued to exercise h er will when the Duke came.
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that the Duke could, to a certain extent, read my
mind.
The next test, which the Duke made, was perhaps a
more serious one, for although I afterward concluded he
had been personated, at the time I believed he was present.
The Duke was not prepared to at once state his proposition, . and therefore at the first interview 1nerely
proposed n1y going to England, and aiding hiJn in the
accomplishment of the object named, and remaining there
four years.
\Vishing to converse further, he appointed an interview for the next day, and at the second interview made a
proposal somewhat similar to the real one which was to
be submitted, but which was deferred until my relatives'
assent was obtained. He of course knew that I had
been decejvecl, but lVIr. Y - - did not inform him of
all that he knew relative to the course taken by lVIiss
Allen, and the Duke consented that she should remain
with
if my relatives did not object.
My relatives were then told of 1ny situation, and the
proposition submitted to them, but of course no consent
would be given until they saw n1e.
The next day therefore, they were brougl1t, and J\IIr.
L
, who had not before been told where I was-·
came with them. They were with me for some time
previous to the hour which had been named for the interview, and had decided (in which J\llr. L - - coincided)
that Miss Allen should not be allowed to occupy the
position she wished.
On the third evening, therefore, 1\iiss Allen would allow no one to write. The writing was all done by herself,

me,
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she personating my father and mother, as well as the
Duke. And all the subsequent comnumications purporting to be made by the Duke, the President, and
Nir. Y ,were by her or Julia-the latter now aidi11g
Miss Allen.
\Vhen Miss Allen, on the above evening, told mepersonating 1~y father- that I . would be "relieved" that
evening, she probably hoped that my friends would
n1ake some arrangement with her, but as they refused
to do so, she and J ulia took advantage of my expectation of being relieved, to annoy and keep me awake
during the night, in order to show my friends their
power.
After this exhibition of her fiendish character, of course
my friends would not think of permitting l\liss Allen
to occupy the position, and they set about endeavoring
to get the control, or to overcome the power of her and
Julia.
In this they were assisted by the Duke and 1\fr. Y - who in consequence of having written considerable had
obtained son1e power.
For this purpose my friends endeavored to influence
me to sit and hold the pencil for w-r:iting, while thinktng
of one of my relatives, and 1\!liss Allen tried to prevent
this; and when I listened, trying to hear some one speak,
:Nliss Allen or JuHa would annoy me by talking nonsense for an hour at a time,. until finally I stopped
listening, and tried to overcome, or get rid of this
perception.*

* When

the sound was faint-as it had become at this time-it
seemed more interi01· than in ordinary hearing, and I listened more
interiorly. When more distinct~ as at one time, the sensation was precisely the same as though one of our world spoke to me.
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Allen and Julia also continued their persecutions
every night, which the forn1er charged upon the "opposition," who of course were 1ny friends.
The discovery which I made about this time of the
power these beings had to influence my judgment, was
owing to the counter influence of' my friends.
It was fonnd that my mother was more nearly en rappo1·t with 1ne than any other of 1ny relatives, and the
efforts were directed towards giving her control. This
M iss Allen endeavored to prevent by all the means in
her power, including the use of obscene lang\lage, (which
was also represented to be by the "opposition"), whenever I wrote thinking of her.
But thinking of rny father or sister increased slightly
my moth~r's power, owing to the fiwt-as explained to
me-that 1\!fiss Allen is very far fr01n being an ajjinity
of mine, she haviug got the control through the extraordinary course she had taken.
It was therefore now l\{iss Allen's constant aim to
make Ine believe that none of my friends had discovered 1ne. She was obliged to communicate occasionally
in the name of the Duke, in order to continue the deception, but soon ~bandoned the personation of Mr.
G--, as she saw I had not the ?lightest faith in it, and
when later I became convinced that the Duke could not
have visited me, she abandoned that personation also.
As my mother gained power, having become able to
prevent in a great measure the annoyances, and lVIiss
Allen perceived that she intended to persevere, she sent
to 1\ir. R
a proposition relative to developing his
daughter,. of a different nature from that which had formerly been presented to him.
I
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l\1r. R - had not been with me, and knew nothing
of what had occurred since he had declined lVIr. Y - ' s
proposition. He therefore partially assented to the proposal which Miss Allen now made him, and she then
appointed the meeting for Sunday, May 21st, 1865;
stating that l\fr. R would be present, and fully .identify hirnself in any way I wished.
l\1y friends, however, were satisfied that 1\tir. R wonld not consent that lVIiss Allen should obtain control
of his daughter when he came and learned the former's
character, and when I pr~pared my questions, they
feared that l\1iss Allen might in some way get the answers fron1 him, to be nsed in case he declined her proposal after coming.
One of them therefore went and cautioned l\ir. R- - ,
advising him at the same time of what had occurred.
On learning the facts lVIr. R-- sent word to lVIiss Allen that he declined her proposition, and therefore
should not come.
But as the meeting had been appointed on behalf of
the Duke, the coming of l\fr. R-- having been re-presented as n1erely incidental; she had no reason to give
for canceling the appointment, and therefore merely told
me that l\1r. R--· could not conveniently be present.
After she had told me that 1\Ir. R- - could not come,
it occurred to her that she might get tl!e answers to the ·
first two questions on my list,- which happened to be
as to the number of his store, and the name of his successor-and make the difficulty in writing an excuse for
not answering the remainder.
One day, after the visit of 1\fr. R--, when passing
the store formerly occupied by him, I happened to think
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of him, and looked into the store, the doors being open,
but did not notice the sign over the doors. 1\:Iiss Allen
and Julia were with me at the time, and they now
thought that from tJ1eir recollection of the locality, \Vith
the information obtained from my 1nind as to the nature
of the business, they could find the store, and thus get
the number and uame of the present oeeupant.
Jnlia therefore went down Bro~dway for this purpose,
l\Iiss A llen, who had the most control, remaining with
n1e. Julia was n1istaken as to the bloek in which the
store was situated, and as she found in the block which
she thought was the correct one, a store similarly situated, each being in about the center of the block, in
which the same kind of business was done, and it being
the only store of the kind in the block, she felt confident
she had fonnd the right one.*
:!H iss Allen told 1\Ir. Y
that if he did not agree
to let her remain with Mrs. Y
, or another medium,
she would infonn me of his connection with the aft'lir,
and when, at the hour named for the meeting, I went to
my room to receive the communications, she, personating the Duke, i~trodneed lVIr. Y
, or told me he was
present, and then wrote a little in his name; but she
concluded to wait and see what effect her personation of
·~~ There is no great similarity in the appearance of the two storest hat occupied by Mr. R - being much tbe la rgest. And he dealt in
two kinds of commod ities- as does his successor-onl y one of which
was kept at the store she found; anJ t his one was the smallest bra.nch
of the two. The store she fo und is, however, the only on e in that block,
in which either of the two kinds of commodities are sold, and both
stores are in about the centers of each block.
I am informed that these )etters a.nd figures are about as small ns
they ca.n read. Th ey a.re a.bout eight inches in length.
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l\{r. R-- had, before telling me of- Mr. Y--'s con ..
nection.
IVIy friends feared that Julia had found the store formerly occupied by l\{r. R--, and resisted l\Hss Allen's
attempt to give the name and number brought by Julia.
But knowing that Miss Allen would persevere until she
had written them at least ve~y nearly correct, they effected the slight errors nan1ed, pres~mi11g that MissAllen would then stop, as she could explain these errors
by simply stating the fact, namely, that they were caused
by the "opposition," which would have appeared to me
probable. My friends thought this was the best they
could do, and hoped that 1 would, finding I was not
"relieved" at the time she wou]d again have to na1ne,
sooner lose my faith as to l\1r. R- - having been present, in consequence of these errors, than if the name
and number l1ad been given entirely correct.
\Vhen I afterwards examined the street directory,
Miss Allen asked me how nearly correct the number had
been given, intending to explain the error as above; but
when' I told her the number given was not in the s~me
block with the store of l\1r. R --, she knew that explanation would not avail, and then tried to make me
believe that individuals of her world could not recollect
such things.
Finding she could not effect this, she invented another
scheme, in pursuance of which she gave me the narrative, a synopsis of which I have given, the same
.
.evening.
It will be recollected tl1at in the narrative it is stated
that the personators of the Duke and Mr. G-- were
1\1r. Y - and 1\fr. l\f--, the latter being the father
12 -~
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of the young lady who was to acoon1pany l\fiss R-to England.
\Yhen l\Ir. Y-- requested me to name 1\fiss 1\f-to the Duke, he told me-quite unnecessarily-that her
father was in his ,world-having died recently-and
wished his daughter to go. It appears that l\Ir. l\'I- is still living iu New York.*
On concluding her narrative, l\Iiss Allen told me that
she was now married to this 1\Ir. 1\f--. It seems that
she supposed he was in her wodcl) and, presuming he
was a friend of l\fr. Y--, her scheme had some reference to him. 1Vhat this scheme was I do not understand. I was not informed in either of the narratives
given, and as lVIiss Allen learned before morning that
l\1r. l\{
was still in our world, and was therefore
obliged to abai1don the scheme, I have made little effort
to learn what it was.
On learning that 1\Ir. l\f-- was not in her world,
Miss Allen saw no other means of preventing my sitting for the purpose of writing, than to again tell me
that the Duke had vjsited n1e, and was engaged in
efforts tQ accomplish his plan, and she conunenced her
operations on my rujnrl before I woke the next 1norning.
All the promises 1nade at various times to bring my
friends, were merely to stop my writing, and to have me
think that they had not found me; and when she proposed that I should assist in developing another medium, she had no definite scheme jn view; as she knew
that this could not be done without the assent of my
friends.

*

I ma.de no inquiry about this, but now find the name in the Direc.
tory for 1866.
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vVhen, on the Sunday succeeding that on which Mr.
R- - was personated, I determ ined to see if I could
not learn something from the opposition) Miss Allen
and Julia succeeded in giving me a description of the
latter, and making me believe that she was the opposition.
It did not occur to me that this 1night be the same
person who about a year previous at T- -, had written
as the young girl from J\1arion, Ohio. J\!Iy impression
at that time was, that the individual writing was
younger than the description now given me; but I had
forgotten her, for Julia had never communicated since
in the character of a young girl.
The dread which I experienced at this time, when
writing and thinking of the young girl, was owing to
the influence of my mother, trying to dissuade me. I
had never experienced this dread when lYiiss Allen tried
to stop n1y writing, because she simply endeavored to
influence roy judgment; but my n1other seems to have
endeavored to alann me, or excite my apprehension as
to the consequence.
vVhen l\1:iss Allen gave me, later at T , ·wJ1at purported to be an explanatio':u relative to other mediums,
she did not fully understand my object in ptuposing to
visit them on my return to New York.* She thought
that I hoped to learn the t.ruth through them, and
meant to convince me that it would be useless to visit
them for that purpose. She did not 1nuch fear that the
truth would voluntarily be told me, but thought that

* This shows that she could not always clearly read my mind, when
I did not design that she should.
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something might inadv~rtently be sai<l which would
cause me to believe that my friends .were with me.
At my visits to mediums, after my retnrn to New
York in the fall of 1865> my friends-knowjng it would
be useless-made no special efforts to have me Jearn the
truth through any other than the impressible female
whom I saw in a room on Broadway. The Duke
attempted .to impress her mind, but was unsuccessful.
The individual in control gave the name of my father,
and would have given some lying communication bnt
for the interference of the Duke. \Vheu the medium
took my letter home with her, a communication of no
pertinency, and with a wrong signature, was given, in
order to dissuade me frem visiting her again.
Ever since undertaking to get control, my mother,
and those aiding her, had a donble task to perform.
\Vhile endeavoring to acc01uplish this by influencing
my mind, they ha.d also to protect my person-especially
at night-from the persecutions of 1\Iiss Allen and
- Julia.
\Vhen I had fully determined to abandon all attempts
to solve the mystery, and to cease entirely- so far as
possible-intercours~ with the other world; and 1uy
friends found that they were unable- having the influence of ~Iiss Allen and Julia against them- to induce
me to sit, thinking of 1uy relatives, for commuuicatious,
they decided to abandon the protection of 1ny person,
and concentrate their power upon my brain.
They came to this decision on the 23d of November,
and commenced their efforts as soon a::; I retired that
evening. 'Vhen J\1iss Allen and Julia perceived this,
they also-fearing that my mother would be able to talk
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to me-concentrated their efforts upon my brain. This
occasioned my distress. The efforts were continued
every night, as but Httle could be effected during the
day when my mind was actively employed, and the
gradual diminution of my distress was owing to my
tnother gaining in power.
lVfiss Allen and Julia knew that some explanation
must be given o:f this, and they decided that the latter
should tell me she was assisting my friends against ~1iss
A llen. They thought that if I was not already convinced that 1ny friends were present, I soon would be;
and wished, as I had lost all faith in 1\Iiss Allen, to
have me write, thinking of Julia, as long as possible.
\Vhen I asked for the true name of lVIiss AJ1en, as I
was still under the impression that she had been an
acquaintance of l\ir. B- -, Julia gave the name of
Ellen C- -, who she had been told was an acquaintance
of his. The person who gave her the name had heard
J\fiss C- - called Nell, and supposed her name was
Ellen.
vVhen, becoming satisfied that the truth was not to be
obtained fr01n J uJia, I sat down again for writing,
thinking of 1ny father; l\1iss ...£\.lien again personated
him, to prevent 1ny trying thinking of my mother.
She perceived, from the failure of JuHa, that she could
not give a narrative entirely fictitious, which would be ·
believed by me; and her scheme seems to have bee11 to
give me such a narrative as would secure my belief, and
thus stop my writing as long as possible. And when)
not being relieved, I became satisfied that it was not my
father who wrote, she again personated l\fr. Y - - , and
tried to make me believe that my friends had not found

..
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rue, and that therefore it was of no use to sit and write,
tl1 inking of them.
But this long personation of my father had slightly
increased my mother's power, so that she was now able
to influence 1ue to sit for writing, thinking of her.
\Vhen I sat down for this purpose, Julia, presuming
that my mothet would now get control, assisted her
against l\Iiss .A llen in identifying herself, and convincing me that she was present. And she also proposed
assisting in giving the narrative in explanation of my
experience, upon the condition that while she should
state. the main facts correctly, she might make them
appear as favorable as possible to herself, as she also
proposefl doing in reference to l\fr. Y
and lVIr.
I_.i.
To this proposition· my friends assented, the understanding being that I was to think of my mother during
the writing. It was thought this would increase my
mother's power about as much as though Julia did not
assist her. The narrative was therefore re~lly written
by Julia, although my mother, to some extent, exercised
her will at the same time.
lVIy mother's power did not increase so much as was
anticipated, both by ,Julia anrl my friends, and as Julia's
object in assisting was the hope of being connected with
another medium-which ohe thought would be developed- she insisted, when the narrative was finished,
t hat this agreement should be made with her, and when
this was refused, thinking now that my friends could
not succeed witl1ont her assistance, she again joined J\fiss
A llen in opposing them.
As l\'Iiss Alleo had again commenced her persecutions
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iu the night, my mother had partially diverted her
power fron1 my brain to the protection of n1y person,
!tnd therefore Julia was able to state that I\1iss Allen
was a former acquaintance of 1\Ir. B- -, and to give
me a false name, before my mother had regained sufficient power to prevent this. And when my mother had
gained power enough to almost entirely prevent her
writing, Julia, assisted by J\fiss Allen, succeeded in
stating that this, to me, apparent loss of power by my
mother, was owing to the treachery of the Duke and
Mr. Y -- .
The idea of l\1iss Allen and Julia in giving a f~Ise
name for that of the former person, and telling me that
she had been an acquaintance of Nir. B- -, seems to
have been, that when I learned of 1\fr. B- - that he
had never been acquainted with such a person, I would
conclude that n1y mother had not written at all, and
was not with me. And when I perceived the loss of
power, at a subsequent sitting, the explanation given
was the only one that-occurred to then1 as being likely
to discourage·me from attempting to finish this work.
It will be perceived that this explanation contradicts
the idea that my mother had not written any, and taken
in connection with the statement last given n1e relative
to ~Iiss Allen, tended- wh_en I had learned the falsity
of the latter- to show n1e that Julia had been treacherous. vVhether it did not occur to ~Iiss Allen and
J u1ia that this explanatiop would defeat the object of
the falsehood relative to the former, or whether they
concluded that it would be impossible to prevent my
being satisfied that my mother was present, I do not
know.
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The most of the foregoing narrative is given as written by Julia, my mother having merely made a few
corrections. It may not, therefore, be precisely such as
the latter would have given if she had written the
whole; but I am advised by her that it is substantially
correct. The narrative as given by Jn]ia did not differ
as to the main facts from the one now given, but in the
endeavor to so state them that the course of herself, lVIr.
Y - - , and :rvir. L - - should appear less reprehensible, there occurred son1c slight inconsistencies, though
no absolute contraJictions.
It is a very extraordinary narrative, and f can hardly
expect that it will be credited by those who-fron1 the
effect of education-believe that we immediately become
entirely different beings upon the death of our present
body. But there are no real grounds for such a belief,
and, aside from any revelations to the contrary from
the other world, it appears to me a very unphilosophical
one.
I have reasons-aside from t.he identification of my
mother-for believing the narrative, which I cannot
give the reader without making ~nown the parties; I
will however state one.
The gentleman whom I have called 1\Ir. L--, was
not one of my most intimate acquaintances, and therefore is not one likely to be named if the narrative was
a fiction, as both lvfiss Allen and J u]]a knew the names
of my more intimate acquaintances in their world. But
1\fr. L - is the person 1nost likt-ly to be selected by
1\fr. Y - - and 1\ir. J--, especially _by the former, for
the purpose named.
But, besides all this, it would, in my opinion, be im-
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possible for any one to invent a narrative which would
so fully .explain my experience with these beings. I
have n1yself spent many an hour in endeaYoring to forn1
some theory which would account for the matter, but
without success.
- The question will })l'Obably occur to most of my
readers, a 'Vhat object conld these parties have had in
view, which would induce them t.o take all this trouble?"
So far as regards 1\fr. Y--, his motive seems to
have been the same as that which prompts individuals
of our world (when the moth·e is not a pecuniary one),
to seek at great trouble and expense to attain some position, or office.
It must be reeoJlected that those of tbe other world
are differently situated from ourselves; they can visit
and see us; and if the facts rclati ve to myself and other
mediums are as stated, the position of manager of communications would be one of much interest and importance; for but a small portion of those of the other
world who would \Vish to communicate with their friends
in this, could be gratified.
The Duke seems to have had the same desire as ~fr.
}:
for the management; but, aside fi·on1 this, he
hoped to accomplish a very important oqject through
me.*
The mot.i ves actuating the male pa1·ties, I can then
understand; but it seems that the three females merely
longed for intercourse with our world, and did not much
eare how this was effected. The first intention of l\fiss
Allen and Julia was, it appears, to personate individuals
of~eir world, as is d~ue through other mediums, though
*yvhich I should be unwilling to Hndertake as at present situated.
13
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when l\Ir. .T-- suggested making arrangements to ha,·e
iucHviduals of the better c1ass t·eally come and converse
with their friends in onr world, they thought this would
be more interesting.
Both ~Iiss Al len and - J"ttlia are very bitter towards
~Ir. J - - , probably because they think that his suggestion caused the defeat of their first scheme. But although they would probably have managed the personations more ski llfu11y than is done through other mediums,
yet I am confident they could not have induced me to
act as a public medium.
It appears that a very large class of the other world spend
most of their time here, and derive their principal gratification from the sl ight intercourse th'ey are able to obtain with our world by surrounding mediums, and personating the friends of those who call on them, or who
sit in " circles." \Vhy this is so, or why their world is
so distasteful to them, I do not fully understand. I
know litt]e more about the other world than what is
stated in this work. D uring the earlier part of my intercourse with these beings I was told little else than
lies, and after the prctiect suggested by ~Ir. J - - was
adopted, I was reqnestecl to wait until I went to New
York, for information of this nature; and after I hart
come, I was told to wait. nntil I was relieved of the
"opposition."
The fact of the two individuals called Miss Allen and
Julia, remaining with me for more than two yf'ars for
the purpose of prevetfting my friends from communicating with me, and their malignancy i n persecuting me in
order to force my friends into compliance with their demanch:_. :u·e, notwith~hmding al l the experience I have
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had, matters almost incomprehensible to tne. There are
individuals in our world who for a f'imilar purpose
would take a similar course for a shor~ time, but they
would soon . be~ome weary of it; these devils, however,
seem to be absolutely, or at least comparatively, tireless.
I am convinced that while some on passing into the
other world become better, others become much worse;
and the latter fact, taken in connection with the longing of this class for intercourse with our world, and their
comparative tirelessness, goes far toward explaining the
course of these individuals.

CHAPTER III.
OJUGI..tY 01!.. SPECIES

I~Y

0 UR WORLD, A...\"'D RIR1'H OF THE

HU_UA.Y SPECIES INTO ANOTHER.

THE subject of the orig·in of species in our world, is
somewhat foreign to the object of this work; but I state
the theory which I ha'\·e received from the other world;
in connection with the explanation of the phenomenon
which we call death, or of our birth into another world,
to show the apparent harmony of the phenomena.
I can barely state the theory, without going at a1l into
details, or attempting to maii1tain it by argument..
In fact, as I have received the theory since commencing this work, it is almost as novel to 1ue, as it will be
to the reader, and I have not had nuwh time for reflection as to its probability. The slight study which I
have given i.t, however, leads me to consider it more
probable than any other-theory which I have read upon
the subject, or of which I can conceive.
The an thor of "TTestiges of tll.e JYatural Histm·y of
C1·eation," supposes that the various species now existing in our world, including the hnman, have been developed by what is called natural generation, from the
lowest forn1 of animal life. His idea is expressed in
the following extract:"That the siruplest and most primitive type, under a
law to which that of like production is subordinate, gave
148
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birth to the type next above it; that this again produced
the next higher, and so on to the very highest; the
stages of advance being in all cases very small, namely
from one species only to another; so that the phenomenon
has always been of a simple and modest character."
The theory of a 1nore recent writer, ~ir. C. Darwin,
may be understood from the title of his work, viz:-.
" On the origin of species by ntea.ns of natural selection,
o1· tiLe pte,~e1·vution of favored ?'aces in the struggle for
life.''
He also holds that the development has been from the
lowest form of animal life by natural generation, but
thinks that the advance has been caused by the higher
class of each species selecting the higher class in mating,
and by the weaker, or inferior class, perishing more
rapidly than the higher, in the struggle for existence.
The objections to these two theories are great, if not
insuperable. I think the number of scientific men who
believe in either is comparatively .small; and the most
of those who have expressed their belief, have done so,
as it has appeared to me on reading their writings, because they could conceive of no other origin, rather than
because the theory seemed probable.
I will now state, very briefly, the theory given me.
The origin of species is, as stated in the two foregoing .
theories, by progression from the most primitive type;
bnt not by, what is called, natural generation.
As there are two modes of propagation for plantsfrom tbe seeds and from the roots-=so there are two for
animals-one called natural generation, the other, by
birth, upon the death of the anhnal, fr01n its body;
13.
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namely, from the center of the nervous system* of inYertebrutes, or brainless anirnals7 and fl·01n the brain of
the higher species.
The origin of a new species, is in the latter mode,
namely, by birth from the brain, or center of the nervous system, of the animal which dies.
The birth of a butterfly from a worm, although not a
precisely parallel case, may be nsed as an illustration.
Every animal contains in the center of its nervous
system, a germ, which, upon the death of the animal,
will give birth to an anirnal of ·a higher type, provided
the conditions are favorable for the birth; if not, the
germ dies with the animal.
To commence then with the lowest form of animal
life. As in the case of natural generation, so here, tl1e
conditions most favorable for birth are unfavorable for
life, and the conditions most favorable for life are unfavorable for birth.
The earth must therefore undergo a change, unfavorable for the life of the existing species, before a birth
can take place from the germ. "'\Vhen the earth has
undergone sufficient change, the birth of a second species
takes place, upon the death of an individual of the
first; bnt as the earth has not yet. become fitted for the
highest life of the second species, the earliest individuals of this species will be of a low type; and when the
earth has become best fitted for the life of the second
species, the first will cease to give birth at their death.
"'\Vhen the ear~h luf-3 undergone a still further change,

*

I believe it is a question whether the very lowest forms of a.nimal
life have, what can properly be called. a nervous system, but my idea
will be as well und erstood by t hat term as nny other.
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the second species will give birth to a third, and so on,
until the present species, including the human, are born.*
The earliest individuals of the human species were
therefore of a low type, but little elevated above the
monkey tribe from which they were born, but still, they
were an entirely distinct species. There never was any
intermediate link between the different species, or between man and the monkey, as is supposed by 1\Ir.
Darwin, and the author of "Vestiges of Creation."
vVhen the earth became fitted for the life of man, and
other existing species, or nearly so, the birth of species,
in accordance with the law which I have stared, ceased;
and as it can undergo no further great changes-! mean
of the kind it has undergone-such births are not to be
expected in future.
If this appears to the reader-as it at first probably
will-a visionary and absurd theory, -let hi1n fully consider the question, as to how t he hnman and other species,
did, or could, have co1ne into existence. I can conceive
of but three modes,-namely, by natural generation, by
the mode I have described, and by the direct interposition of the Almighty upon the creation of each species.
The last idea is, in my judgment, hardJy worthy of
being called a theory.
The theory that man sprang from a monkey, has incurred a good deal of ridicule. Perhaps there were
some grounds for t.his, when the idea conveyed w~s, that
monkeys were actually the father and mother of the first
man; for however slow the advance, this must have been

* To treat of the causes for the variety of species n ow ex isting, would.
even were I prepared to do so, occupy too much space. Properly
treated, the subject would of itself fill a volume ]arger than this. -
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the fact, if the theory of ~fr. Darwin is the correct
one.
But to suppose thn.t. man was born from the brain of
a monkey, does not imply that l1e was ever a monkey,
or that a monkey or its progeny could ever be made
hnman beings; nor is there in the theory anything more
derogatory to the dignity of man, than the idea that he
was created from the dust of the earth, a considerable
portion of which had formed the bodies of animals far
inferior to monkeys.
According to the theory I have given, the care of
father or mother is not needed; the animal quickly arriving at maturity- as, for exmnple, does the butterfly
on emerging frmn the chrysal is- requires no such care.
Before describing the death of the human species in
our world, and their birth into another, it is necessary
briefly to describe the world into ·w·hich we are born
upon the death of our present body.
The other, or upper world, (I can think of no better
term by which to designate it), is not composed of an
ethereal, or higl1ly attenuated substance, as spiritual ists
and many others imagine. It is composed of the same
matter as our own, and is as solid and substantial as our
own; and its inhabitants have bodies as solid and substantial as ours.
The difference in the two worlds consists silnply in a
different combination, or crystallization of the particles
of matter.
To speak of the matter of th~ other world, in distinction from that of our own, would therefore be Iueaningless; and I will designate the particular combinations of
matter of each world, by the word material.
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The material of the other world, extends fron1 the
center of our own to the height of our atmosphere.
Besides the world perceptible to our senses, we are
then in another, equally substantial, not perceptible to
us.
I have briefly described the successive births of higher
and higher species, as the earth became fitted for each,
up to the birth of man.
·
Since the birth of man, our earth has undergone but
slight changes, and- as I have stated-can undergo _but
slight in future, from the causes heretofore operating.
Slight., I mean, compared with those it hat=> undergone
since the first appearance of anima] life npon it.
It is not neces~ary that I should attempt to designate
the difference between man and the lower animals. It
will suffice my presen_t purpose, if I state that the mind
of man-unlike in this respect that of the lower animals
- does not attain its full capacity before the decay of
the body commences; its capacity seems, in fact, to be
unlitnited.
But every one who bas thought at all upon the subject, must have felt that this world, and his present
body-and the latter must of necessity be adapted to
the world he lives in-are not fitted for the highest life
of which he is capable.
Here, then, there is a change in the order of progression. So far as concerns the body, our world is unfitted
for any further advance, and as to the mind, the capacity of man's seems to be unlimited; at all events, it
does not arrive at its utmost limit here, nor can I conceive that it. ever could do so under similar circumstanc-es.
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The next step in the order of progression is, then,
the tran~ference, or birth,-uncler the same law hitherto
governing the progression of species-of man into a
world better fitted for him, n.t the same time preserving
his identity.
The bruin of the human species is partly composed
of the material of the other world, inclosed in '\vhich
n1aterial is t.he genn, (a1ialogons to that in the lower
animals), consisting of the same materiaL This germ,
as \Yell as the bodies of inhabitants of the other world,
are not liable to destruction or injury by accidents as
ours are. vVhy this is so, I cannot explain any further
than by saying, that the fact is owing to the difference
in material.
Upon the d eath of the body, the individual is, for a
short time, in appearance, to the inhabitants of the other
·world, as well as to those of this, really dead. In about
a half an honr tbere are signs of life . in the germ,
and in about three days the individual arrives at his
former stage of development; that is, if he died young,
he arrives at t.he same stage; if he died aged, he arriYes
at a stage corresponding with the prime of life in our
world. As to any future ad\·ance in apparent age, in
the other world, I do not . at present understand the
subject, and therefore will not enter upon it.
If this also seems a fanciful theory, let the intelligent
reader, who believes in a future existence, ancl who
kno'iYS that all the operations of nature haYe a certain
deg1·ee of uniformity, consider how he can exist after the
death of his preseut body, in any other way than that I
have indicated. ....\II vegetable and ani1nal life in our
world proceeds from germs, or cells; and if the fut.ure
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hody is com posed of matter- and I am unable to even
conceive of one which is not-we have no reason for
believing that it will be formed in any other way.*
That the identity can be preserved in such a case, is
certainly very mysterious, but no n1ore so than the fact
that the seed of a plant will produce.a like plant, or that
children frequently inherit, not only the bodily appearance, but the disposition, of one of t he parents.
Spiritualists, as the reader probably understands, believe that there is with in what they call the natural
body, a spiritual borly, and that at the death of the former,
the latter simply leaves it. In fi1ct, they ali, so far as I
am infonned, be]ieve that the spiritual hody cnn, m1d
fi·equently does, leave the natural body duri ng the life
of the latter, and again return and enter it.
This theory appears to be eut i l'ely based upon the
visions of seers, and communications fro m the spiri t_~;
and, as both of these have uniformly confi rmed t h e idea
that the spiritual body fi·equently leaves for a short time
the natural body during the life of the latter, if this
part of the theory is nntt·ne, there is no foundation whatever for the belief in the existence of a spiritual body.
I shall have occasion in a subseqnent pnrt of this
work, when reviewing va rious narratives, to discuss that
portion of the spiritual theory relating to the spirit ual
body leaving the natural body during the life of the*; The reader will, I presume, understand, that the birth of man into
another world, is merely analogous to, not precisely like, in everyrespect, the birth of species in our world. Iu the latter case the birth
was not so speedy, and if the animal which died had not arrived at
maturity, th ere would be no birth at all; a nd, as a matter of course,
then, there is no parallel in the latter case to what I have stated about
man's arriv ing at his former stage of development.
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latter. I will on1y state here, that the idea appears to
n1e excessively absnrd; that it supposes the existence, not
only of t\Yo bodies, but of two minds, in what they call
the same individual; for we cannot conceive of a living
human body entirely <lestitute of mind.
As to the theory having been uniformly confirmed by
the "spirits," this fact is almost proof positive that the
theory is false. This point I shall endeavor to explain
hereafter.
I will g ive the theory of spiritualists as to the phenomenon called death, as explained by two prominent

"seers."
The following extracts are from a lecture by l-Ion. J.
\\T. Edmonds, published under the title of " TVl1.at is
Deatl~ W'

"I recolle-ct on one occasion, I was standing by the
death-bed of my neP-hew. The :6.1ther of the boy, my
brother, had to retire to his bed, having been exhausted
by several nights watching, and I took his place. The
boy died during my watch that night. His step-mother
and his aunt (my sister) on one occasion during the
night came into the romn where I was watching. And
while they stood by his bed-side looking at him, he was
in the state of unconsciousness that preceded death. A
few moments before he died, a beautiful smile came upon
his face, and those two women said: 'How he suffers!'
'Suffers 1' said I; 'he rejoices,' his sight is opened-he
sees where he is going, and who are to be his companions. And yet they Bhrank from a beautiful spiritual manifestation, and interpreted it into an evidence
of his suffering. Had they seen, as I did, who were

.
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hovering around him ready to receive him, they wonld
have rejoiced as I did.
u "\Vhen 1ny nephew thus smiled at the very moment
of death, he saw, as I did, that it was his 1nother, a
cousin, and an annt, who were attending on him, aud
waiting to welcome him to the spirit-life. His mind
was on them, and not on his mortal throes or his mortal
fi,iends who stood by his bed-side. I saw, too, the joy
with which in a little while he joined the1u, and in their
loving company passed away from earth and its scenes.*
"So, to'o, in the case of a brother-i n-law, who died
after a lingering illness, and of advanced age. I saw
who attended his dying moments. I visited him frequently duriug his illness, and at his request, I detailed
to him what I had then learned as to the life after death.
One night, ·when slee1)ing in my own home, I was av,rakened out of a sound sleep about midnight, and saw his
spirit standing by my bed-side. He told me that he hacl
been up there with his sister-in-law, who had been dead
some months, and he had fouud it to be just as I had
told him. I supposed he was then dead, but I found
the next n1orning that he was not, that he had that
morning revived from the nncousciousness that had been
stealing over llim, and told his wife that he had been in
the spirit-world; that he had there met some friends,
whom he named; that he had found it to be as I had ·
told him ;t that he knew where he was going ; that he
was very happy, and wished her not to be distressed at

* I copy the foregoing to show what powers are claimecl by Judge Edmondsj not that I doubt t l1e presence of the nephew's relatives~ or the
possibility of his being imJYI'essed with the fact.
t This was probably an instance of one mind impressing its action
on another, upon which subject I shaH state my ideas hereafter.
14
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his death, for it was all well with him. A few days
after that he died, and he was attended by his son and
his father-in-law·, who had died several years before,
and he and I alike saw them when his departure occurred.
"The next consideration is; what happens i mmediately after death? The first thing, as I understand it,
is the formation of the spirit-body. Connected with
this· snltiect there are many considerations of infinite
importance, that alone would occupy me for several snccessi ve Sundays. I must, therefore, on t his occasion,
content myself with the end ea\·or to convey to you the
general idea in a very brjef statement, and leave yon to
work it ont for yourselves, and see whether I am speaking truthfully to you, or whether I am misleading you._
I ask you to receive nothing of this kind upon my authority . The road thn.t I have traveled, I merely ask
you to travel, .and see whether I have viewed the scene
aright.
"The fortnation of the spirit-body has been beheld
by me on two occa.'3ions, and once, if I reco1lect aright,
it was described by Mr. Davis as having been seen by
him. That was h1 the case of a man who was crushed
by a falling bank of earth. \Vhen we die, the mortal
body decays-passes back to the dust from which it is
snid to come. But the other two parts of the trinity
which I have mentioned*-the electrical body and the
;!: The following is the paragraph refened to:-~> As I understand it,
man is a trinity, consisting, 1st, of the animal body, which is possessed of attributes which h~ shares in common with the whole animal
creation; 2d, of the soul, which has its intellect and its affections, proper to itself; and 3d, of what I may 0all, for want of a better phra.se,
his electrical body, which connects t.he soul wit.h the a.uimal oody, a.n<l
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soul- together pass into the other world. The spirit
forms its body there. ..A. .t the moment, or immediately
after death, it passes out of the corpse in the shape of a
pale, smoke-like flame, and hovers directly over it, an
unformed, unshapen cloud for a while, but gradually assuming the human form. 'Vhen the process is through,
and the electrical body has thus passed from the mortal,
and is hovering about it, it assumes the precise form of
the corpse it leaves behind. And here you see two persons, the dead bony of the person lying on the bed, and
the electrical body hovering over it, and both inanimate.
"I beheld in one instance, the spirit body forming
directly over the body of t.he man that lay dead, and
when tbus fonned, I \Yas struck with the marvelous
resemblance to the earthly form of the individual -who
had thus died, represented in this cloud- body first
formed. It lay there perfect in form, but there ·was uo
animation; suddenly it started into new life. I understood then what. it was-it was the soul entering that
spirit body that was its tenement for the othet· life.
. a The next step after the fm·mation of the spirit body,
is the awakening to consciousness in the spirit life.
vVith some this is a long tirne coming, with others it takes
but a single instant, varying in different persons between
these two extremes, and is produced partly by physical
causes, but chiefly by our moral condition.
"I can be-st illustrate the proposition by telling some
incidents that have enabled me to come to something
which at death leaves the body and passes into the spir_,it-world with
the soul, and there constitutes its form or tenement. As the three
united constitute the mortal man on earth, so the soul and the electrical body togeth~r constitute the spirit in its existence beyond the
grave.''
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like a correct conclusion upon this subject; whether right
or wrong, judge you upon your own examination. I
say, in some instances it is long before consciousness returns. Once, at a circle, I was visited by the spirit of
a yo ung girl-this w-a::;, I think, in the month of ~Iarch
- she "·as the grand-daughter of an English nobleman;
she had died in London, when dancing at a party.
\rhen she awakeued to consciousness she was with us.
She thought she had been carried into tbe green-hou~e,
and that she was the1·c when spcnking to ns. S he hearrl
our voices, and talked with us nnder that impression,
and she was wonderfully surprised when we told her she
was not in London but in America.
''She was surprised to find that we were not saYages, as
she had ahYa) · thought the Americans were, and in the
course of my inquiries I found she had never been awakened to consciousness from the moment that she fc'll
and expired Ulltil that moment. Then tbe inquiry \Yns
how long that unconsciousness had continued. She
could not measure the time, but she remembet·ed one of
the feasts of the Church which occurred just before h£'r
death, and we knowing when that was, \YCrc thus enablccl
to know that she had been in this state of unconsciousness from tl1e previous X oyember until ~larch. During
these four months she had known nothing; she supposPd
that she had merely fainted in the ball-room, and was
then recovering her conscion:::.nc'ss in the green-hom~e
immediately a<ljoining.
"On one occa.sion we were sitting at my h0ttse 011
Sunday afternoon, and enjoying a beautiful day in June,
with our hearts uplifted in joy and gratitude to Gnfl,
and we W(lre laughing. A spirit came and t·eproaclH'd
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ns with desecrating the Sabbath. 'Ve fonncl he had
been a deacon of a church in Alabama. He had been
dead several months, and the only consciousness he had
had since his death had been that every Sunday he went
to that church and was conscious of the services there.
I asked hhu what he bad been doing the rest of the
time- what were his thoughts or actions on the weekdays? He answered; 'I must have been asleep the rest
of the tiine.' lVIonths had passed, and the only consciousness he had had during the whole of those months
had been that he went to the same church every Sunday,
and was conscious of his being there, and there ,~ms
preaching. Thus his consciousness had only been partially aroused.
"I had a friend who died here a few years ago, a
most good-natured, honest, noble-hearted feJlow, but
rather indolent. He was brought on one occasion after
his death, to 1ny house by some spirit fdends, who desired to rouse him from this state of semi-torpor in
which he was involved. Ife had heard it all his life
long preached about the last judgment day, so when he
arrivecl there and began to awaken, he settled down into
a state of dreamy composure and waited to hear the last
trump. He determined he would not stir and ought
not to stir until the trump had sounded. He was
brought to my house by those friends, in order to see if
they could ft1lly awaken him; and when told by those
friends that he was then in my presence, he said it was call nonsense, and sank again into his half-unconscious
condition, anfl refused to be disturbed."
Other instances are given wl1ere the indiv]dual awakened to conscionsness almost immediately after death,
14*
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and also, where co11sciousness was not suspended at

all.
Judge Edmonds states t hat the spirit of his brotherin-law visited and conversed with him before death.
The followi ng must then, according to the Judge's theory,
have been the process. The electrical body of the brother-in-law, on _issuing from the mortal body, hovered
for awhile over the latter, ('an unformed, unshapen
cloud," until finally it assumed the form of the mortal
body, t hen, in some manner, neve1· explained by spiritualists, p rocured clothing-for the u s pirits" never appear
naked-and visited the spirit world, and conversed with
his friends there, next visited the J nclge and had a conversation with him , a nd finally returned to the mortal
body, divested itself of clothing, became again uan unformed, unshapen cloud," a nd re-entered the mortal
body. vYhy he returned to· the mortal body, merely to
undergo the process of dying, is not explained.
Again, as to the Judge's theory of unconsciousness.
How could the girl wh o died in London, find the
Judge's circle in New York, while in a state of unconsciousness? A nd the same may be asked as to the Alabama deacon. And is not t he idea of the spirits bring- ·
ing a man who was waiting for the last t.rump to sounrl,
to the Judge, for the purpose of a·wakening him, rather
ludicrous? One would suppose the best way to awaken
him would be, to blow a trumpet at his ear, telling him
it was Gabriel's.
Now I have not the slightest doubt of Judge Edmonds' honesty or sincerity, nor that he was told by
beings of the other world ·what he has stated. I have
no reason for such doubts, for I have myself, since I
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became able to converse with those of the other world,at least during the earlier portion of my experiencereceived from them little else than lies; though the
communications were generally more shrewd than the
foregoing.
The question will probably occnr to the reader:"How is it possible that an able lawyer, who is skillful
in sifting and weighing evidence given by persons of
our world, can be so easily deceived by those of another
worlrl ?''
There are various causes for this. I will only mention the prominent ones which combined to deceive me,
and which I presume, operated upon Judge Edmonds.
First: ignorance of: the laws governing this intercourse. I supposed, as all spiritualists do, that as one
individual of the other world could converse with a
medium, any one could. Second; facts being given
tending to identify the parties conversing, as being my
friends. Third; the apparent improbability that any
one would spend their time in visiting me, day after
day, 1nonth after month, for the sole purpose of lying
and deception. And fourth, the power these beings
possessed to influence my mind; especially ·when I was
unconscious that they had any such power.
I presume ,Judge Edmonds is, what is called, an impressible medium, and therefore beings of the other
world have the same power to influence his mind.
\Vhile I state my full belief in the tr~1thfulness and
sincerity of Judge Edmonds, I do not ·wish to be understood as having the same confidence in all) calling then1selves seers.
I will next gin~ some extracts from a lecture by
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Andrew Jackson Davis, upon, "Deatll, and tlte After- .
;-t "
L !Je.
"l\Ian is a triple organization. This fact is established
in two ways-(1) by the concurrent observations of all
seers, sensitives and mediums, and (2) by the phenomenal developments of individual men and women.
l\Ian's external body is a casing composed of the aggregate refinements of the grossest s ubstances. \Ve will
name the physical body iron, merely to give it a just
classification and position in relation to mind and spirit.
Next, we find that there is an intermediate organization
-which Paul called the spiritual body-composed of still
finer substances, the ultimation of the coarser elements
which make up the corporeal or iron organization. The
combination of the finer subs1ances composing the intermediate or spiritual body, being so ·white and shining,
may be called the silver organization. The inmost, or
inside of this silvery body, (which interior Paul definitely. said nothing abont), is the immortal golden
image. I use the term golden irnage, because that
metal is just now exceedingly valuable in commerce,
and goes directly to men's uppermost feelings and
interests. Yes, a golden image! You cannot obtain it
from stock=jobbers in "\Vall street. -tlnd yet it is there
when you find yourself there; you may also see it deep
down in the spiritual vault of a brother speculator; for
whomsoever yon meet, and wherever ypu meet, that
person, 1ike yourself, contains, against the lining surfaces of his spiritual borly, the golden image, which,
Jet us thank the Eternal, cannot be barter~d away on
'Change!''
It is difficult for me to form an idea even of the
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silver organization, and the golden image, contained
against the lining surfaces of his spiritual body,-or
si lver organization-is entirely beyond my comprehension. Perhaps the following paragraph will make the
matter clear to the reader; it does not to Ine.
"\Ve call the inmost spirit-signifying the finest, the
super-essential portion of man's 11ature, composed of all
in}personal principles, which flow from the Deifi.c centre
of this glorious universe, taking a permanent residence
·within the spiritual body which they fill and exalt, just
as the elements of the spiritual body live within this
corporeal or iron organization, which is composed of
mineral, vegetable, and animal atoms and vitalities.
"And now, having disposed of these general considerations, I will tell you what I have seen. I will not
give descriptions of phenomena from my supposition or
imagination. I suppose that I need not repea.t that I
have had the periscopic a)'fd claii~voyant abiHty to see
through man's iron coating for the past fifteen years;
neither need I again remark that, within the last twelve
years, the result of the exercise of this faculty has
come to be to 1ne an education. I have stood by the
side of many death-beds; but a description of n1anifestations in one case will suffice for the whole.
"If the person is dying under or upon cotton, there
are signs of agony, ihe head and body changing from
side to side. Never allow any soul to pass out of the
physical borly through the agony of cotton or feathers,
either beneath or in folds about the sufferer."
Why cotton anrl feathers have such an injurious effect, we are not informed. His description of the spiritual body leaving the physical body, is somewhat

•
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similar to that of J ndge Edmonds; I will therefore
omit most of it. The following important items were
not given by the tTudge, and one woulJ infer that he
witnessed nothing of the kind.
"The fine life-thread continues attached to the old
brain.* The next thing is the withdrawal of the electric principle. \Vhen this thread snaps, the spiritual
body is free! and prepared to accompany its guardians
to the Summer-Land.
"The clairvoyant sees the newly-arisen spiritual body
move oif toward a thread of magnetic light which has
penetrated the room. There is a golden shaft of celestial light touching this spiritual bo<ly near its head.
Thnt delicate chain of love-light is sent from above as
a guiding power. The spiritual being is asleep, like a
ju~t-born, happy babe; the eyes are closed; and there
seems to be no consciousness of existence. It is an unconscious slumber. In many cases this sleep is long;
in others not at all. The love-thread now draws the
new-horn body to the outside door. A thought-shaft
descends upon one who is bnsy about the body. This
person is all at once 'impressed' to open the door of
the dwelling, and to leave it open for a fe\Y moments,
or some other door of egress is opened; and the spiritual
body is silently removed from the house. The thread
of celestial attraction gathers abont and draws it obliquely through the forty-n ve miles of air.''
The spiritual body tlten, aecording to 1\Ir. Davis, cannot
]eave the room, until some one of ~>nr world opens the door
or window. If this is true, there must be a great many
"spirits" in our worlrl, who have been waiting thou-

* The other end 1-~ing ~. ttaehed to the "spiritual body.''
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sands of years to be released. But if "spirits" can't
get out until ·the door is opened, l1ow can they get in
when it is not?
And how, for example, did Judge Edmonds' brotherin-law visit aud leave him in the night, when no door
was opened ? Again, if there is so much trouble and
delay at death, how is it that the spiritual body leaves
the mortal body so readily during the life of the latter?
And ho·w can the spiritual body leave the mortal body,
and go into the spirit world, or to any distance, without
the "life-thread'' being snapped, when the latter body
is alive, if jt cannot at death?
"At the battle of Fort Donel~on, I Saw a soldier instan tly killed by a cannon-ball.* One arm was thrown
over the high trees; a pat't of his br-ain went a great
distance; other fragments were scattered about in the
open field; his limbs and fingers flew aniong the dead
and dying. Now what of this man's spiritual body?
I have seen similar things many times- not deaths by
cannon-balls, but analogous deaths by sudden accidents
or explosions. Of this person whose body was so nt-·
terly annihilated at Fort Donelson, I saw that all the
particles streamed up and 1net together in the air. The
atmosphere was filled with those golden particles-emanations from the dead- over the whole battle-field.
About three-quarters of a mile above the smoke of the
battle-field, above all the 'clouds that lowered' upon
the hills and forests of black discord, there was visible
the beautiful accnn1ulati.on fr01n the fingers and toes,
and heart, and brain, of that suddenly killed soldier.
*The ((physical body" of Mr. Davis being at the time in New York,
or vicinity.
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There stood the new spiritual body three-quarters of a
mile abo\·e all the discord and din and havoc of t he
furious battle! And the bodies of many others were
coming up from other directions at the same time; so
that from half-a-mile to three and five miles jn the clear,
tranquil ail·, I could sec spirit.nal organisms forming and
departing thence in all directions.
a Individuality usually returns, in cases of sudden
death, after a few days in the homes of the SummerLand. They are usually guided to some Brotherhood,
to some Hospital, or to some open-armed P avilion, and
•
there they are watched and tenderly cared for, as are all
who arrive from ]ower worlds. 'Vhen the time approaches for the spirit's awakening, then celestial music,
or some gentle manipulation, or the murmuring melody
of distant streams, or something like breathing passes
made ·o ver the sleeping one, causes 'sensation' to retnrn, and thus the new comer is introduced to the Summer-Land."
·'
Probably the reader has had enough of this. It is
really too s illy to be a subject for criticism. ·
The doctrine of death a11d resurrection, co•1monly
called orthodox Christian, is not very clearly defined
even in the minds of believers, as all intelligent ones
admit when questioned upon the subject. They too,
believe in a spirit which retains its conscious existence
and individuality, but as to what this spirit is, they appear to have no clearly defined idea, in fact, their ideas
upon the subject are somewhat ~ontradictory.
Sometimes the spirit is represented as being merely
the mind, and therefore without form; at other times it
is represented as haviug form, and as visiting and min-
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istering to its friends in our world. And their ideas as
to the resurrection are equally vague. The ignorant and
unthinking ·class, believe that the identical body which
was laid in the grave, is to be raised from it at some
future period, when the spirit will return and re-enter it.
But the more intelligent class know that the identical
particles of matter forming the body buried, cannot be
again united in each and every case. It must then be
a new body, having merely the appearance of the former one.
But if this is the case, there is uo reason why the new
body should be formed in the precise spot where the
former one was buried. And as the idea is conveyed
'that the matter constituting the new body, is to be
changed, so as to fit it for another world, there appears
to be no reason why the body sbonld not be formed in
the other world, instead of being formed here, making
it necessary for the spirit to come here for it.
This doctrine seems to me as unphilosophical and
unreasonable us that of Spiritualists. They are both
entirely opposed to all the operations of nat.nre which
we daily witness. Therefore, as stated in reference to
the theory of the origin of species,* I consider the expla-

* I do not fully understand, and, owi ng to the difficulty of getting
communications at present, h ave not endeavored to ascertain, how far
the theory a.s to the origin of species, is based upou what they have
witnessed in the death of the human species, and how far upon oth er
fac ts.
The question m ay perhaps occur to some, on reading Mr. Davis'
statement of what he saw at Fort Donelson, "Suppose the head of an
individual to be shattered by a cannon-ba.ll-what would become in
such a case of the germ described?"
I have stated that the germ was enclosed in material of the other
world, and the material of our world-the cannon-ball-would have
15
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nation given me of the birth of man into another world,
as being far more probable than either of the two doctrines aLove named.
no effect upon this. The inhabitants of the other world pass through
a solid wall of ours, without disturbing, or displacing the pa rticles of
matter composing it; and therefore a cannon-ball would pass through
the material referred to without disturbing it.
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CHA-PTER IV .
EXPLANATIONS

OF PHENOJJIENA, OOJJI.JIONLY OA.LLED

SPIRITUAL.

I HAVE stated in the preceding chapter, that the other
world, and the bodies of its inhabitants, are composed
of the same matter as our own; and that the forn1er are
as solid and substantial as the latter. Also, that what
I have designakd as the 1naterial of the other worldby which I mean the co1ubinations of matter forming it
-extends from the center of our earth to the height of
our atmosphere.
It is difficult, if not quite impossible, for us to
understand how this can be. It seems, at first, a contradiction of the self-evident fact, th~t two bodies cannot
occupy the same space. And the idea that a human
body as substantial as our own, can pass through a stone
wall, or that material as hard and compact as iron, can
pass through iron without displacing· the particles of
either; and that this solid material is entirely imperceptible by our senses of sight and feeling- will, I presume,
strike some of my readers as being very absurd. •
Yet I think most scientific, or well educated persons,
will admit that there is nothing in the statement contra171

dictory of n.ny known fad. The trnth is that we know
nothing as to the real nature of matter. \Ve only know
how its different combinations a-ffect our senses.
"Of the i11timnte nature of 1natter the hnman £<t<.:nlt ies cannot take cognizance, nor can data be furnished,
by observation or experiment, on which to found au
investigation of it. A11 we know or ever can know of
matter, is its sensible properties."*
It would therefore be useless for me to attempt any
explanation of this branch of my subject. And in this
C'Onnection, there are other points which., for the reason
that I do not understand the natnre of matter, are also
beyond my comprehension.
\Ve cannot see the other world or its inhabitants, yet
the latter see onr world and us. \Ve cannot at will pass
through the solid material of our world, yet those of
the other pass without difficulty t hrough the corresponding portion of theirs.t And a point more incomprehensible to me than either of the foregoing, is, that
those of the other world seem to have uo power to 1nove
and confine each other by force, as with us. For example, it appears that ~~Iiss Allen and Julia, cannot be
removed, and confined away from me.
This is to me a great mystery; especially as they have
power to lift and move inorganic material of their
world. But at the same time, if they did not differ
from us in this respect-if several could take hold of
one, move him against his will, and confine him within
wa1ls, or in chains--then, so far as I can perceive, they

•
*<Brande's "Dictionary of Science, Literature and Art."
·r In moving, however, they disp1ace the material of their world,
precisely as we do that of ours.
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would be liable to the same accidents as ourselves, and
would wound and kill each other as we do.
The matter of the other world being the same as that
of our own, the difference in material being merely one
of combination, or crystallization, the explanations of
the most startling manifestations heretofore called spiritual-or those which have attracted most attention-are
based upon the fact, that inhabitants of the other world
are able to so change, for a short time, material of their
world, that it resembles in its sensible properties-that
is, in the properties sensible to us-the material of our
own world; yet there remains a differen~, which I cannot understand.
The agent employed to effect this change, is electricity, or, more strictly, the nervous fluid of individuals
of our world.
The other world and its inhabitants have also their
electricity and nervous fluid, but they di ffer to some
extent fron1 ours, and wil1 not effect the desired change.
The nervous fluid is electricity, which l>y its passage
through the brain has become vitalized,* a::; food doeR
by passing through the digestive ot'gans; and, like the
elements composing the body, the nervous fluid is constantly passing from the system, when it agai~ becomes
common electricity.
But so rapid is the passage of electricity, that the

* This is not in accordance with the belief of any physiologist whose
work I ha-ve read. I n fact, many ph ysiologists doubt whether the
nervous fluid is a t all of an electrical nature. One reason for this
doubt is, th at experiments bave shown that the nerves are not
... good
conductors of elect.ricity. But if the doctrine I have given is correct,
then, the nerves being conductors of vi tal electricity1 experiments
with common electrici ty prove nothing.
15 *
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nervous flnid, if it on leaving the body met a good conductor, would pass to a great distance before losing its
distinctive character.*
The nervous fluid is not nsed because it is better for
the purpose than comn1on electricity; on the contrary,
the change effected by the brain in the electricity, has
made it less adapted to the purpose. ·nut as individuals of the other world cannot manage a galvanic battery of ours, they are obliged to make use of the human
machine.
The nervous fluid dHfers in each individual. That
of an intellectual man differs from that of an unintel1ectnal one; and that of a very inteJlectual man will not
ans,ver the purpose. .A.s I understand the subject, the
brain of an intellectual man causes too great a change
in the electricity; it becomes, perhaps, too much like
that of the other world; while the brain of an nnintellectual person causes but slight- or much less- change.
Hence no very i~tellectna] man has ever been a rapping or tipping medium.
The reader must discriminate between, what may be
called, an intelligent person, and an intelle~tual one. A
dog may be educated by man, so as to become more inte11igent than an uneducated ape; yet the ape is the
superior animal. So there are many educated and wellinformed men, who have but little intellectuality. A
11beral education-in the true meaning of the termdoes, however, have an effect upon the intellect, and but
few weB-educated men are, or can be made, rapping
mediums.

* The bearing of this fact will

be perceived when 1 state hereafter
that the :fluid of some persons will not answer the purpose.

•
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Of educated and intelligent fe1nale rapping mediums,
there are Inany; but it is hardly necessary to state, that
the female sex is not as intellectual as the male. Females, as a rule, have comparatively feeble reasoning
powers; they d~cide by impulse, or intuition, rather
than by reasoning. Of course there are many exceptions to the rule, but the exceptions have never been
rapping mediums.
The quantity of electricity passing through the brain,
when the latter is in its normal state, is not sufficient to
effect the change in material described; hence those of
the other world have to increase the flow, by exciting
the activity of the brain. This, of course, has anexhausting effect upon the medium. Even rapping can
be continued but a certain length of time; and ·when the
quantity of electricity required for other manifestations
is still greater, the time of the performances is usually
shorte11ed.
I once attended what is called, a "dark circle "-the
room being darkened, where the performances were very
violent and surprising-a large number of the other
world probably being engaged in them, and therefore
the quantity of electricity required being great, and in
half an hour or less, the medium was so exhausted that
she had to be conducted from the room.
In order to excite this activity of brain, it is neces- ·
sary that some one of the other world should become
en 1~app01~t wi th the individual of ours whose brain is
to he used.
Here we come to another subject which we cannot
fully understand, until we understand the connection of
mind with matter ; I refer to th~ nature of this 1·apport.

17G
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I can therefore merely state the fact, that only the lowest) vilest, and most uniutcllectual of the other world, have
hitherto been able to acquire any considerable control
of the brain of any one of our world.
It appears that however uneducated a man may be
while in this world, on entering the other, if he is fitted
for it, he becomes unable to exercise this control over our
brains.
It is only those whose affections and thoughts are concentrated upon this world, who are entirely un:fit.ted for
the ot.her, and who would get back here if they couldand only the n1ost unintollectual of this class- who have
hitherto been able to communicate through mediums.
This -remark applies not only to "rapping" and ''tip-.
ping" mediums, but also to writing and all other
kinds; for in all cases it is necessary that the one of the
other world comtuunicating, should be en 'rappm~t with
the medium.
And now the reader can understand why it is that so
much nonsense and falsehood, and so littie truth or inforlnation have been received through mediums, or seers
-for the latter are merely intp1·essible mediu~ns.
1\fy own case is peculiar) and my present situation is
partly the result of accidental causes, as the reader will
perceive from the explanation of my narrative.
At first Ellen, one of the most ignorant and stupid
creatures with whom I ever conversed, had the control;
when she had become able to control my ha.nd so as to
write, l\iiss A llen, who, although one of the greatest
liars that ever existed, and a perfect devil, is far more
intellectual than E llen, obtained the control by trickery.
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Afterward, ~1iss Allen, to carry out a certain scheme,
permitted l\Ir. Y-- and the Duke to write.
It appears, then, that a change of some kind was first
effected by Ellen, and afterward a still further change
by 1\liss Allen; but the nature of this change I cannot
understand. It is nothing that affects my healt.h, for
this is as good no\Y as it ever was.
Nor can I fully understand why l\fiss Allen had more
power than Ellen, ·when during the writing I thought
of ~Ir. B- -, as is stated by Julia, nor how my thinking of my father as being present, assistecl lVIiss Allen
in "killing'' the power of Ellen. It appears, ho·wever,
that my thinking of the individual brings him m· her
more closely en Tappo7·t with me, and the L'1ct that l\Jiss
AIJen is more nearly on the jntellectual plane of l\fr.
B- - and my father than Ellen, is the only explanation I can at present give of the matter.
I presume that my thinking, or forming i,u tny mind
an image of an entire stranger, merely from a description given me of the appearance, would have little
effect, although to a considerable extent the countenance
js an indicator of character; but I received from intercourse with Ellen, l\Iiss Allen, and Julia, as I would
from intercourse v:ith persons of our world, to a certain
extent, a knowledge of the peculiarities of each, which
were associated in my mind with them when thinking
of either.
It appears that l\Iiss Allen made certain discoveries
relative to the e~ect of my tldnking, and other matters,
which she at least did not before understand; whether
fhlly understood previously by any of the other world
or not I do not kno\t.
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At all events, I an1 informed that with my assistance,
that is, by communicating with the individual through
me-a medium could now be developed with whom the
higher and better class of the other ·world could hold
intercourse.
One object in communicating tlu·ough me would be,
as stated, to prevent any one of the lower class getting
control.
Bnt no one can communicate freely through 1ne, at
least at present, while ~Iiss Allen and Julia oppose; and
it does not seem to me probable that either of these
would assist in any very laudable undertaking.
I shall, therefore, not. lend n1y aid to such an undertaking unless one of my friends, or SOlne one in whom
I have confidence, shall become able to communicate
more unrestrictedly with me, and satisfy me that good
will result from the accomplishment of the pnrpose;
and also, that the party (especially as I am told it must
be a female), will not be snl{jected to the annoyances
which I have experienced. And I can confidently state
to any who may think of making the experiment, that
without such cHrections from the other world, there is
scarcely a possibility that any other than one of the low
lying creatures would get the controL
I will now proceed to explain more minutely the
several phenomena; first noticing that class performed
by changing material of the other world, as described ;
and afterward a class of a different character.
I omitted to state in the proper place, that the
material to be changed, is first cl1emically prepared.

Rappii1g. :Niaterial of the other world, which has
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been chemically prepared, is changed by means of the
nervous :fluid of the medium,-but usnul1y not so that
it becmnes visible to us-and the sound is caused by
striking with it on a table or other sonorous body.
lVIany, if not most, Spiritualists believe that the raps
are caused by discharges of electricity. But a discharge
of electricity sufficiently violent to cause the loud sounds
sometimes heard, and the vibration of the table felt,
would shatter the latter, and probably affect more or less
every one seated around it.
Beings of the other world cannot lift or hold material
of our world in their hands, and if that of theirs .
became by the cl1ange precisely like ours, they cou1d no
more hold it. Besides, it appears probable that if the
material became in its nature in every respect like that
of our world, it would remain so. It is therefore
evident that although the material becomes iii the properties sensible to us like that of our world, there remains
a difference which we cannot understand.
A circle of individuals is not essential with some
mediun1s, especially '<vhere only rapping or ti·pping is
to be done; but by creating a current of electricity, it
increases the quantity which can be 1nade to pass through
the brain of. t.he medium.
Individuals have occasionally become mediums of
this class without sitting for the purpose; but a circle
aids in the matter; and besides, the act of sitting and
thinking U1at beings of the other world are present,
seems to have an effect. Hence the number of mecHums, since the rise of modern Spiritualism, has vastly
increased.
The questions propounded for answers throngh me-
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dinms, are understood from reading tho inquirer's mind,
and the answers given are of course frequently obtained
in the same \v'ay.
·
Those of the other wor]d are not able to read ordinary
writing of ours, and the act of writing has no other
effect than to fix the question more distinctly in the
inquirer's mind.
·visitors to mediums are frequently directed to write
tho names of several deceased persons of their acquaintance, and then to ask which of the incli,·iduals is present.
But it is very evident that if either of them was
present, he could announce himself as well without this
process as with it. This operation is merely to give
those of the other world present, an opportunity of
ascertaining who the visitor \rishes to hear from, as in
writing the name, thj~ feeling is usna1ly manifested.
All mediums of this class are surrounded by many of
the other world, but one alone has control of the brain,
the others obtainin~ the questions, and one of them
rapping ont the answers.
It will be perceived, therefore, that if any friend of
the visitor, or any one of the othe1· world who wished
to give t he truth and expose the d eceptions was present,
and attempted to do so, the one in control of the
medium-who is a] ways a deYil-has power to prevent
this by stopping the unusual flow of el ectricity.
There are occasional interruptions . in circles, which
SpirituaJ ists believe are caused, sometimes by a "bad
spirit/' at other times Ly the harmony of the circle
being distnrhed by some one individual present; and it
is not unfrequent.ly intitnated by the "spirits" that a
particular individual must ]eave the circle.

*
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There may be various causes for this. Sometimes the
interruption, or interference, may be by a "spirit" as
bad as those communicating; at others, by a good
"spiritn wishing to prevent the deceptions, anrl determined tbat at all events, a friend present shall not he
deceiyed; and at other times the "spirits" may perceiYe
thaf the individual required to leave is altogether too
skepticaL
I would not wish to be understood as intimating that
no one of one world has ever received a communication
from a friend in the other. But the latter could only
communicate what the one in control of the medium
allowed him to, and thel'efore, for the reason given by
Julia: such communications have been ve1·y rare
1
Suppose that one of the better class of the qther world
should, through a medium, communicate with a friend
in our world, and fully satisfy- as of course he couldthat friend of his identity ;- then throughout the remainder of this individual's life in our world, he would
be liable to all manner of deceptions by the lying creatures of the other, which the friend would be unable to
prevent.

..

T1pping and lifting tables, and other bodies of our wo1'ld.
As the '~hole body of a being of the other world would .
pass through a table, or other material of ours, of course
their hands would do so. The table would offer no
resistance to the passage of their hands, and therefore
would not be n1oved.
To lift the table, thErefore, their hands are covered
with material of their own world, prepared and changed
as before described.
16
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Here again, it is evident that if the material became
precisely like that of our world, it would offer no mol'e
resistance to the movements of their hands than t he
table, a nd ther·efore would not enable them to Uft the
latter.
Any r apping medium can be used as a tipping, or
lifting rued ium, bnt all of the latter class cannot be
used as rapping medinms. The nervous flnid of an individual may so far change the material of the other
world that it will avail to tip, or even lift entirely a
table; and yet not have power to change it far enough
to be used for rapping. It does not become, as we would
term it, hard enough to pl'oduce a distinct sound when
struck against a body of our world. Hence, communications through s uch n1edinms are given by tippiug a
table or some article of furniture.
The remarks nuule in reference to rapping 1nediums,
apply also to t his class and all others, and need not be
repeated.
Noises of various kinds are made by these t wo 1nodes,
nan1ely, by direct percussion with the changed material
of their world, or by moving by means of it bodies of
our world. Those of t he other world have no other
n1eans of making noises sensible to us. B ut t hese disturbances may be prod need j n a different romn fi·om that
in which the medinm is, by 1neans of a conductor of
electricity lead ing frorn t he medium to the mater ial.
This conductor being differently prepared from the material to be changed, is not affected so as to become sensible to us, and the partition wall does not j nterfere with
the operation. D isturbances cannot., however, be made
ut. any great dista nce from the medium.

•
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A?"tificial hands, called " spirit hands." A covering for
the. hanrls is made of the prepared material, which, when
exhibited; is changed as described. In t hjs case the
n1aterial is so fhr changed as to become visible to us,
and sensible to our touch, which can only be done \.Yith
the fluid of comparatively few medinma.
Sometimes a considerable portion of the ar1n is covered; and these exhibitions. present the singular spectacle of a hand, or a hand and portion of the arm, apparently supported by nothing. ·
Sometimes the hand is covered as by a sack, and no
fingers or thurnb are visible; at other times it is covered as by a glove, and a very perfect-looking hand is
exhibited.
These bauds have been seen by thousands, probably
by hundreds of thousands. I have both seen and felt
them.

Art-ificial Apparitions. Spiritualists believe that tl1e
"spirits" have power to change their bodies, so that
they bec01ne visible to our natural sight; and 1nost of
them, I think, also believe that some persons have, what
they
call ' an" interior percer)tjon ' " or '' sr)h·itual
siO'ht"
'
•
0
'
by which they perceive the spirits in their material state,
and also the "spirit world." TJle individuals supposed.
to possess this f.1.oulty are called "seers," and "seeresses."
The inhabitants of the other world have no more
power to change their- bodies than we have to change
ours; and no one of our world ever has, or ever ean,
see them.
l\1ost apparitions are merely of an impressional char-
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acter, in other words, they are mere hallucinations. I
will describe these l1ereafter.
\Vhat I will call nrtifiaial apparitions, are formed in
the same way as the artificial hands. The dress is made
of material of the other world, of the form and colo1·
to be exhibited, a mask for the £<tee prepared in the
same way, the hair, when any is exhibited, being formed
of matet·ial resem bling flax or silk of our world j then
the whole is passed through a chemical process, and
when the figure is to be exhibited, it is connected with
the medium by conductors of electricity, and changed
by the action of t he nervous fluid.
A number of the other world are always required in
these ex hibitions, and much preparation is necessary;
besides there are comparatively few mediums who will
serve for this purpose. Hence this class of apparitions
a1·e very rare. I have never myself seen one, and they
hn.ve heen seen by very few. Still, having seen and felt
the artificial hands, I have no difficulty in believing
t hat the whole figure ,may be produced in the same
way.
These masks, however carefully prepared, will not, of
course, bear close examination by any one at all skeptical, and therefore they are never exhibited in a well
lighted apartment.
As a mask, ai1d not the real face, is seen, the apparition is no evj dence that the individual whose likeness
is exh ibited is present; but it is evident that all connected with the exhibition are liars, for they make those
seeing the figure, believe that they see the real face.
Frequently communjcatjons to this effect are given.
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Artificial flowers, are formed in the same way, and
other things of similar character.

lT-1-iting and d1·awing, without using the hand of a ntedium, playing on cm·ta,in lcinds of 1nusical instruments, etc.,
are perfonued by ·first forming the artificial hand;
wh ich may or may not b~ visible to us.
The blowing and speaking through horns, sometimes
practic~d by mediun1s, is a deception. As these things
are practiced in a darkened room, and the hands of the
medinm are tied, some of the audience are induced to
believe that the "spirits" blow and speak through the
horns. But all that the "spirits" can do is to raise the
horn to the lips of the me(lium, and the blowing and
speaking is done by the latter.
Fo1·n1-ing lette1'S ancl wo1'ds on tl~e arm O')' person of a
medium. These exhibitions are generally limited to a
single word, usually either the first, or surname of a
former acquaintance of the visitor. The letters are
irregular, slightly raised, or convex, and of a purplish
color.
~1aterial is prepared of a drawing nature- somewhat
similar to some plasters used.by us-or which will be so
when changed. In this material-prepa~·ed in the form :.
of a plate or plaster- the name is written with a
pointed instrument, the letters being concave. The
plate or plaster is then applied to the ann or person of
the medium, and the change iu the n1aterial being
effected, by suction the skin is drawn into the concave
letters with sufficient violence to produce the convex
letters on the skin, and the purplish color is owing to
16 ...
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t he same cunse that produces it when a bruise of any
kind is experienced.
The operation is usually, if not always, performed
when the arm or spot is covered, but the dress does not
interfere with the material until the latter undergoes the
change, and this is not effected until it is placed upon
the skin; and when it is to be rc}noved, the current of
electricity is wiihflrawn, and it returns to its natural
state.
As I understand the matter, t hese letters could be
produced ·without the material being so changed as
to be visibl.e to us; but I am not aware that the operat ion is ever performed without the spot being covered.
The medimn whom I visited went through the ceremony of taking hold of n1y hand during the operation.
P robably the spirits had told him to do so, but it has
uothing whatever to do with the operation-

Elecbic Uglds, are produced by preparing material of
t heir world so that the passage of electricity through it
will cause the lights.

T;ying and 'ttniying ropes.

Those of the other world
have power, not only to change material of their world
so that it becomes sensible to us, but also to change that
of ours so that it can be handled by them. The ropes
having been preparerl by those of the other world by a
chemical process, are changed by means of the nervous
fluid of the 1nedium, and then tied and untied in the
same wav
., that '"e would do it.
The ropes used by mediums who exhibit this phenonenon, are carried ·with them from place to place. If
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they were bound with new ropes, not selected until the
time for the trial, there would at least be considerable
delay in unbinding them, and the probability is that it
would not be undertaken.*

lVlty rnost of these

tl~ings

are pe1:{oTmed in partial darkness, or under a table. Spiritualists believe that light,
and the human eye, have an effect to prevent, or hinder,
the phenomena. But this i~ all nonsense. The only
reason for perfol'lning in darkness, or under a table, is •
the fear of detection.
They have feared that if any portion of the phenomena became fully understood, this might. lead to a
solution of the whole, and ultimately to the understanding that we could not receive communications fron1 our
fi·iends through mediums. Then, of course, their occupation, which they dearly love, 'vould be gone.
" I will now explain phenomena of a different character.

Writing by ~tsing the !Land of a 111ediunt.

In this case

also, the individual of the other world 1nust b~come
intimately en rapport with the medium, so that when
the latter allows his will to remain passive, it is con~~ If the mediums were loosely bound. they might be unbound by
means of the artificial hands; for a medium whose fl.ujd will serve to·
change material of our world, can be us'ed to change that of th e other.
But when t he ropes are tightly tied, as they usually are in such experiments, they cannot be untied with the artificial hands, for these are
somewhat stiff and unmanageable.
· I have described writing and drawing-when the hand of a medium
is not used-as being done by forming an artificial hand. This is the
usual mode; but sometjmes the material of our world used ma.y be
temporarily changed, as the above ropes are, when it can be handled
in the same way.

\
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trolled by that of the former. Then t he one of the
other world, placing his hand on, or in (one word is
about as correct as the othee), that of the medium, and
making t he required motions, the hand of the latter
moves with that of t he former.
T h e hand is so placed merely to enable the one of the
other world to properly exercise his own will, which he
cannot d o without making the motions \vith his own
hand.
It will be understood, that h e has no direct control of
the medium's hand, he controls it only through the will,
or brain, of the ri1eclium, t he action of which is governed
by his own:
The rema rks made in reference to the former class of
phenomena, to the effect that no very intellectual person
could be a medium fol' the purpose, do not apply to this
class, as the nerv ous fluid is not used in the same way.
But t he staten1ent that only t he lowest class of the other
world have hitherto been able to gain control, applies to
all clas~es of 1nediums.

Imp'ressional appa.ritions. ~Iost of what are called
apparitions are merely hallucinations, or illusions, produced either by a diseased state of the organs of vision,
or the brain, or by be)ngs of the oth er world. It is the
la tter class only that I have to explain.
They are produced in the · same way by which the
v ision of the tea-pot, described in my narrative, was
proclnced in my mind. T he one of the other world en
'rapport with an individnal of ours) form s the image in
his own mind, and by hnpression it is re-produced in
the mind of the other.
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In the same way visions of scenery and other objects
can be produced; and these hallucinations, produced
either in this way or by disease, are the visions of seers
and seeresses.
It w.ill be perceived that here also, as in the case of
an artificial apparition, the mere apparition, without any
corroborating circumstances, is no evidence that the
person supposed to be seen was really present; not even
when the apparition was produced by an inhabitant
of the other world; for the latter could form in his
mind t.he image of another person, as readily as his own
likeness.
But as these apparitions are easily prod need- the control of the brain being reqnired only partially and
mome11tari ly- those of the other world do sometimes
thus manjfest their presence to their friends in this. It
is not essential for this pnrpose, that the individual
should be, what is called, a medium; the apparition may
be produced once: when bis mind happens to be in an
unnsually receptive state, and never again in the course
of his life.
I have, during the greater portion of my life, been
subject at times to hallucinations, caused, as I formerly
supposed and do still, by a diseased state of the nervous
system; sometimes the visions were of men and women, .
sometimes of scenery; aud I can perceive very little
difierence between those now produced by beings of the
other world, and the former. I don't know that I could
discriminate at all, did I not know that these beings are
with me, and feel ·a slight magnetic influence when the
apparition is produced.
But I never, in either case, supposed that I really saw
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the ol~jects, and although the apparitions may possibly
be more life-like, or apparently real, with some persons
than with myself, yet I doubt whether any person of
ordinary intelligence and pmYers of discrimination, need
be so deceived as to imagine that he really sees the
object. There is a difference-at least so far as my
experience goes-between these hallucinations, and the
perception of objects by the natural sight, which I cannot explain.
In my own case there is this difference between the
ordinary hallucinations, and those prodt~ced by beings
of the other world; the former I never experienced
except in the night when lying in bed, my wakefulness
probably being caused by nervousness; while now, those
of the other world can produce them in the daytime. This distinction, however, would not apply to
every one.
It will be understood from this description how it is
that those of the other world, wl1en they do thus really
manifest their presence to their friends in this, generally
appear, in reference to age, dress, etc., the san1e as they
did when in our world. They form in their minds,
not the precise likeness of tl~emselves as they now are,
but the likeness familiar to their friends.

Talhing with an individttal of our wo1·ld.

This is a
very rare phenomenon, and can only occur \Vi th an individual of a peculiar nervous organization.
Ideas can be communicated to a great many, but it is
generally impossible, even for the individual, to determine whether the idea originated with himself, or was
communicated.
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Again, \vords can be communicated to a considerable
number-called imp1~essible medinn1s-who have no
sensation of hearing the words spoken.
Having been communicated with in both these modes,
I am able to distinguish the difference between them
and the phen01nenon of \vhich I am treating.
In the t1vo former cases, no words are spoken by the
one of the other world. The ideas or words are formed
in his 1nind, and impressed upon the mind of the other,
in substantially the same way that apparitions are produced; and the only difference in these t.wo cases is,
t h at in the second the two indiYiduals are more intin1ately en 1·apport.
But these jmpressible mediums are all liable to be
self-deceived, and to imagine they are r~reiving a comnlnnication frmn the other world, when such is not the fact.
In what I have called talking, the individual of the
other world does actually speak to the one of ours,
precisely a.~ we speak to each other; and the individual
spoken to has precisely the same sensation of hearing as
if spoken to by one of our world; .and .the liability to
imagine that we, hear when \Ve are not spoken to, is
much less than the liability to imagine that an impression from some foreign source is received by an individual who believes such a thing possible.
vVhcn Iny faculty of hearing those of the other World
had become most developed, I could no more 1nistake.
in this matter, than I could as to being spoken to by one
of this world.
Sometimes, when one would endeavor to prevent
another from speaking to me, the la~ter would enunci-
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ate eaeh word slowly, and as distinctly as possible, apparently straining the voice to the utmost.
\Yhile as to visions, I was always able to discriminate
bet"·cen hallucinations and perceptions by natural :;;igbt,
in this matter of hearing my senses entirely deceived
me; and it is impossible for me even now, to realize
when they speak to me (which to the extent of a few
words is occasionally effected), that I, do not hear in the
ordinary way.
But, as now explained to me, no vibration of our
atmosphere is produced, and therefore no sound reaches
my brain throngh the organs of hearing.
I ha.ve stated in reference to writing by using the
hand of a medium, that jt was necessary for the one of
the other world to make the move1nents with his own
hand. So in this phenomenon, it seems to be necessary
that the one of the other world should actually speak,
and when interfered wit.h speak with the utmost energy
in order that t.he individual of our world may have
the sensation of hearing.
But what causes this sensation? This is a question
that cannot be fully and clearly answered, until we
understand how perception reaches the mind through the
organs of hearing; or, in other words, the connection
between mind and 1natter.
It can now be understood how-as stated in my
narrative-J\fiss A.llen and Julia, before they could
communicate by speaking, could do so by merely moving
my hand in imitation of writing. They had become
alrnost able to convey the words by impression, and by
moving my hand in imitation of writing, they thinking
of the words as being written, the impression that they
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were written was made upon my mind. They had
become en rappm·t with me th rough writing; had h.ecome
able to write very rapidly-at length it was not essential
that the writing s~ould be very legible-and finally not
necessary that actual writing should be pedormed at all.
The process was a gradual one. I suppose that if they
had become en rapport in some other Il!anner, the
imitation of writing would not have assisted then1 in
cominunicating.
And it can now also be understood, how my friends
are prevented from communicating with me, either by
writing with my hand, talking, or distinctly impressing
the words upon my mind.

Answering letters without opening tlzern. How a medium
could answer a letter sent him from a distance of several
hundred miles, without opening it, was formerly about as
much of a mystery to me as any part of the phenomena.
But the explanation is very simple. The operation
is the same as if the writer was present; the contents of
the letter are obtained from his mind at the time he
writes it.
If an individual who had never at all investigated
the subject termed spiritualism, or thought about it,
should happen to see an advertisement of one of these
mediums, and on the impulse of the moment should
write and enclose him a letter, the probability is that it
would not be answered; for none of these mediums
answer all letters sent them, or even pretend that they
can do so.
But very few, if any, of the letters are tl1t1s written.
In almost every instance the writer has been for some
17

.
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time previous In ore or less interested in the subject. He
has probably visited '(circles," or mediums, or meetings
of spiritualists, and has thus attracted to himself one or
more beings of the other world who endeavor to increase
his interest.
\Yhen therefore he sits down to write the letter, one
of the other world is with him, and obtains from his
mind a knowledge of what js written. This being,
having a mode of identifying the envelope, (not fi·om the
hand-writing, however), goes and communicates the contents of the letter, with such information as he has been
able to obtain fi·om the wdter's mind for reply, to the
one in control of the medium. The distance is comparatively nothing to them, and these public mediums are
better known to this class of the other world than to us.
l\Iany spiritualists seem to have a11 idea that mediums
for answering sealed letters are a peculiar class. But
this is not the fhct, it can be done through any ·wellknown medium; but a rapping or tipping medium conld
not well serve for answering lengthy letters, as the process is too tedious.
The operation of answet·ing questions wri tt.en on
several pieces of paper, each rolled in_to a ball, and the
whole so mingled that the writer does not know what is
written on the particular piece presented for an answer,
js the same as the foregoing, whether the papers were
prepared in the presence of the rnedium, or before visiting him.
If these statements are correct, some idea can be
formed of the_ vast number of these miserable creatures
of the other world, spending most of their time about
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ours; and also, of the interest they take in continuing
this intercQm·se.
C lairvoyance, spiritual-s ight, second -sight, and everything of t hat character, designated by various nmnes, are
delusions: these v is ions are either caused by disease, or by
impressions fl'om the mind either of an individual of
our world or the other.
I have described and explained all t.he most prominent
phenomena. If the reader has witnessed any other of a
genuine character, he can, I think, understand how t hey
are performed, from t he foregoing explanations. It must
be borne in mind, however, that an claiming to be mec1iums are not rea1ly such, and from what I have heard,
I thin k it possible t hat sn me real mediums do occasionally perform tricks when th e pheuomena are not otherwise satisfactory.
I refer to the class who make a livelihood by this
means; some of whom I know, profess to "tell fortunes,"
or rather, that t he " spirits'' do so through t hem. This
is a deception, either by the "spiritg,'' or the mediums,
or both.
I am a'Yare that the power of changing material,
which I bave sta;te(l those of the ·other wor1d possess, is
something unkno·wn to us. I t js owing, as I understand, to the greater power of t heir ch emicals. As we
can by the same process effect a somewhat a nalogous
change, t.be statement, it appears to me, is not incredible,
although to most of those who have never witnessed the
phenomena described, it will perhaps appear so. To
those familiar with th e phenomena, the statement can ber
no more astounding t.ban what they have aotually witnessed ; and I can conceive of no other explanation so
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much in harmony with operations constantly taking
place in our worhl.
.
The question may occur to some, "If these beings are
so very ignorant and unintellectnal as you state, how is
it that they understand and can execute this wonderful
process?"
The djscovery was made by educated persons, and
sometimes individuals more intelligent tl1an those able
to control the medium, assist in the deceptions. But
when an individual is once shown how to 1nake 1n01·tar,
for example, it requires but little intellect to 1nake it
again, and the same is true of most other chemical
operations.

(t

CHAPTER V.
REVIEW OF OTHER NARRA!l'flTES.

FoR tl1e purpose of, in some measure, testing the
theories I have given, I will notice a variety of narratives bearing upon the subject, contained in other works.
The best authenticated collection of narratives that I
have seen is contained in a work of Hon. Robert Dale
Owen, entitled, "Footfalls on tl~>e Botmdary of Anotl~er
World."*
I have read a larger and more pretentious work by
'Villiam I-Iowitt,t of England, but it is mainly filled
with the belief.s of ancient nations in supernaturalism,
and with statements not ·well authenticated; in short,
facts are so mingled with fables in the work, that it is
not suitable for my purpose. I will therefore confine
n1yself mainly to the former work; but as lVIr. Owen
says very little about "seers" or "see'resses," I will give
a few extracts from l\1:r. Howitt's work relative to this
class of individuals.
First, however, I will give Th1:r. Howitt's idea of the
supernatural, as stated in his preface.
"The author of this work intends by the super!:'< r' Footfalls on tl~e Boundary of A nothe1· ·world," by Robert Dale Owen,
Philadelphia; J. B. JJippincott and Co., 1865.
t u Hisi<J1'Y of the Supernatural," by Wm. Howitt, Philadelphia; J.
B. J_~ippiucott and Co., 1863.
17 •:*
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natnral the operation of those higher and more recondite laws of God, with which, being yet but most imperfectly acquainted, we either denominate their effects
miraculous, or, shutting our eyes firmly, deny their existence altogether. So far fr01n holding that what are
calJecl miracles are interruptions or violations of the
course of nature, be regards them only as the results of
spiritual laws, which in their occasional action subdue,
suspend or neutralize the less powerful physical laws,
just as :1 strouger chemical affinity subdues a weaker
one, producing new combinations, but combinations
strictly in accordance with the colJective laws of the
universe, whether understood, or not yet understood
by ns."
This is very far from being the true meaning of the
word supernatnral. 'Vebster's definition is, ''Being
above or beyo·n d tlw laws of nature," and this is the seuse
in which the word is generally used. lYiy own belief
on this point is about the same as that of 1\Ir. Howitt,
but instead of giving a new defin ition to the word supernatural, it appears to me more proper to say that I do
not believe in the snpernatural at all.
B ut as to 1\Ir. I-Iowitt's idea that the laws governing
the intercourse between the other world and ours,-for
this is the subject of his work, and therefore w·h at I suppose he alludes to-are higher and more recondite than
those with which we are familiar, if I have given a correct explanation of the phenomena, there are here no
laws high~_r or more recondite than those, the operatiou
of which we witness every day. In fact so far as regards the phenomena ·which we witness, the laws appenr
to be the same as those with which we are familiar.
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I will now uotice very briefly what J\Ir. Howitt says
about seers and seeresses, in whose marvelous faculties
he has the most implicit confidence.
He reviews Dr. Kerner's life of the "Seeress of Prevorst," or Niadame Hauffe, a German lady who died
in 1829.
I have read the work of Dr. Kerner, and conclude
Madame I-Iauffe was what is now called a medium and
nothing n1ore; and that she was deceived as other mediun1s are. One of these deceptions was, that the "spirits'' came to her to be prayed for.
"They came, it is stated, often very black or gray,
fot: n1oral purity or impurity is no metaphysical quality,
hut a real one, and as conspicuous in spirits as a dirty
or clear complexion in human beings. She granted
their requests, prayed \vith them, sang hymns with
them, and growing clearer, whiter and brighter, they
eventually took their leave, with thanks, for a higher
sphere."
It is the belief of many spiritualists at the present
day that spirits visit them, and visit circles for the purpose of being prayed for, and that they are benefitted
by such prayers. 'Yhy they could not be as much
benefitted by the prayers of people of their own world
I have never heard explained.
The trnth is, this class of beings-those who communicate "\vith mediums-have no religious sentiment
·whatever, nor the slightest desire to become better.
\Vhen in our world 1nost, or at least many of them, had
probably at times, more or less of what passes with most
people for religious feeling, that is, they were fearful of
future physical punishment. But on entering the other
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world and finding they are not physically punished, uncl
seeing no more evidence of there being a God than they
clid while here, any desires they may have here felt to
Hve a better life, have entirely left them, and their
soliciting prayers, or giving religions advice, is _merely
in mockery or for amusement, . .or to carry out their
deceptions.
I copy further relative to the seeress.
"Other extraordinary developments in her, were l1er
Sonnenkreise and Lebenskreise, sun-circles and lifecircles. After a time of great suffering in October,
1827, she said that she felt a ring encircling her, and
fastened to her left side. That it was no imaginary,
but a real ring, lying heavy upon her, and it ]ay upon
the nerves, and consisted of nerve spirit. Under this
ring she felt six other rings. \:Vi thin this larger ring
she perceived an inner ring of three circles. This inner
ring she called her life-circle, the soul residing jn the
center, and looking forth into the large outer circle,
which she eaBed her sun-circle.
"There is some little confusion in her description, for
the s~x lesser circles under the large circle, and which
eventually became seven, she also calls sun-circles. The
meaning seems to be that the juner or life-circle is the
sphere of the spiritual life, the onter circle with its lesser
circles is the circle of the outer life, the lesser circles so
many years. These represented her outer experiences
since she fell into the magnetic state, and the last was
cnt in two in a particular direction, rendering a certain
number of months quite blank. During this time she
had no consciousness of what passed outwardly. This
period was a blank in her memory. The outer or sun-
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circle was divided into twelve sections-months; the
inuer one into thirteen and a half. These circles, she
said, were always in motion, and every seven years the
seven snn-circ1es fell away and seven more appeared.
Every person, she said, had two numbers connected with
their lives. I-Ter numbers were seven and ten, and
within these nnmbers events came round in cvcles.
"
"But the most remarkable thing connected with these
circles is, that the balance of every day's good and evil
is summed up and expressed in a cypher, and carried
into the next day; the weeks, the months, and the years
the same. At the end of every day, week, month, and
year, this cypher, expressing the exact balance for or
against the individual, stands self-registered; and so, at
the end of his life there stands a cypher expressing the
exact moral account of the individual. Therefore the
moment the soul steps out of the body, it carries with it,
written on its breast, the exact sum of the good or evil
of its whole existence."
And l\!Ir. Howitt adds, "This is a startling idea.
That we have in our own souls a self-registering principle, going on in its operations independent of our control, and presenting our exact spiritual condition at the
moment of our entrance into the spirit-world."
Rather startling, and a very \Yonderful machine.
But as only the balance of the account is expressed
by the cypher, in case the •debit and credit columns
footed up the satne at the individual's death he would
enter the spirit world with no spiritual condition at alL
In that case what sphere would he go to?
"Swedenborg, of whom the seeress knew nothing
whatever, alludes to exactly such circles. 'The base
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and false have t heir seat in the natural mind, whence it
comes that this m]nd is a world in small or in fonn;
anr1 the spiritual mind a h eaven in small or in form,
and into th e heaven n othing evil can come. Both
1ninds are bowed out into circles.' The seeress, kno,ving nothing of S"~;redenborg, asserted the same doctrine
as the Swedish seer, that there is a spiritual sun as well
as a uatural sun-the spiritual sun she termed the sun
of grace.
·
"'There is a higher sun than that visible to us,' says
Sweden borg. 'Above the angel-heaven is a s nn, pure
love. It sb jnes as fervently as tl1e s un of the world .
The warmth of t his sun gives will and love to angels
and to .men. Light, wisdom, understanding, flowing
from it, are cal led spiritual.'"
This is, if po5sible, more silly than the seeress' acconnt
of the won derful 1nachine.
I wil l next notice what lVIr. Howitt says about two
A merican "Seers,"-Aodrew Jackson Davis and Thomas
L. Harris.
Of J\Ir. Davis he says,- " His clairvoyance was advanced into olairsoienoe. He beheld all the essential
natures of things : saw the interior of men and ani1nals
as perfectly as their exterior, and described them in
language so correct that the most able technologists could
not surpass l1im. H e pointed out the proper remedies
for all the complaints, and~ the shops where they were to
be obtained. The life of all nature appeared laid before
him; and h e saw t he metals in the earth like living
flames, and ligh ts and flames emanating from every
portion <?_f the living structure of men and animals.
The most distant regions and their various productions
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were present before him. Everything appeared to him,
as to all clairvoyants, clothed with its peculiar atmosphere j not only living forms, but every grain of salt or
sand, the minutest bones and tendrils, 1nineral and earthy
substances, had this colored atmosphere. As George
Fox and Swedenborg before him, he declared that the
whole of creation was opened to him; that. he saw the
names of all things in their natures, as Adam saw them.
He saw how every animal represented some one or more
qualities of men and their vices and virtues, just as Fox
and SwedelJborg had asserted; and he gave even Greek
and Latin names to things, whilst in his ordinary state
he could not even write or speak dece:nt English."
I-Iere is a phenomenon which, although common, is
about as unaccountable as any connected with this
subject, namely, that intelligent and in other respects
apparently sensible persons, should believe that an
individual possesses such a facnlty, simply upon his own
unsupported assertion.
It should be evident to every one of common sense
that if 1\fr. Davis possesses t his power he could prove
tbe fact beyond all question. Neither 1\Ir. Davis nor any
other a seer" or "clairvoyant" can see through a single
sheet of opaque paper, nor can they see any further than
others of good natural eyesight. This matter has bee1~
tested time and again, but when tested some paltry
excuse is given, such as that the ,"conditions" are not
right, or something of the kind.
"One of the characteristics of 1\ir. Davis's spiritualism is, that it is not Christiai1 but simply theistic. This
no doubt belongs to his place in the progressive order
of development. He is in the hands of pagan or
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rather pantheistic spirits, and ropTesents the ancient
philosophic paganism.''
If lVIr. Davis is deceived in thi~ respect, as I infer, it
must be that paganisn1 does not affect the color, for
otherwise ns he can see a spirits," he would see that he
is in bad hands. But I can't understand how these
a nejent pagans can have been in a situation to learn the
n1o<.lern English language, and not have learned as to
the trnth of Christianity. At all events, I should suppose t hat so situated they ·were in a better position for
learning the truth about it than we are.
As Davis is in the pagan sphere, out of his sphere,
l\Ir. Howitt says, "was d eveloped Harris, who step by
step has ascended into the hig hest region of Christian
s piritualism.''
'· \Ve fmd that 1\fr. IIarris, wonderfully attracted by
the 'Divine Revelations of Nature' of Davis, became
one of his most en thusiastic disciples. B ut that was
not the place where he was to stay. The Christian
must develop out of the pagan cycle. In his earlier
spiritual inspirations I-Iarris became a poetic medium
and dictated whole epjcs, under the ·supposed inflnence
of Byron, Shelley, !{eats, Pollok, etc. 'VhoeYer were
the poetic spirits who infm;ed those poems, they are
sp ecimens of poetry of the highest order. Speaking of
t he 'Lyric of the Golden Age,' l\I r. Brittan, t he publisher, says, and not more eulogistically than justly,
'This lyric has scarcely less than lVIiltonic grandeur.
The descriptive parts are wonder ful as illustrations of
the compass of our language. It would severely tax
the capabilities of the most gifted 1nind to coin its
phraseology a!one, which however is neither strained
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nor far-fetched, but natural, flowing and melodious as a
va1ley brook.'"
\Vhy this poetry has been so poorly appreciated by
literary critics and the reading community, 1\'Ir. Ho\ritt
does not attempt to explain. It can't be claiiued that
it is because the poetry is not beHeved to be true, or a
poetic narrative of facts, for lVfilton's Paradise I.Jost is
not ihns believed.
"But the progress of I-Iarris into an insphational
oratory is still more surprising. lie claims, by opening
up his interior being, to receive influx of divine intuition
in snch abundance and power as to throw off nncler its
influence the most astonishing strains of eloquence.
This receptive and communicative po·wer he attributes to
an internal spiritual breathing, corresponding to the
outer natural breathing. As the bodily' lungs imbibe
and respire air, so he contends, the spiritual lungs imbibe
and respire the divine aura, refluent with the highest
thought and purest sentiment, and that without any
labor or trial of brain. Swedenborg tejtches the same
mystery, and catholics also of devotional temperament ."
If Swedenborg teaches this it is not surprising tltat
IIarris should, for the latter is a close imitator of the
former. The idea of spiritual lnngs imbibing and
respiring "the divine aura refluent with the highest .
thqught and purest sentiment," is abont on a par with
that of the "sun pure love'' from which flows love,
wisdom, understanding, etc.
"That the preacher was also the prophet was most
clearly proclaimed by his suddenly hastening home,*
declaring that it was revealed to him that 'the nether-

* He was at this time in Engla.n d.
IS
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most hells were Jet loose in America.' This was before
the public breach betwixt North and South had taken
place; but it soon followed, only too deeply to d emonstrate the truth of the spiritual intimation.''
If 1\Ir. Har1·is intended to predict civil war, it would
have been as easy to say so, as to say that "the nethermost h ells were let loose." But in using the former
language he might have made a false prediction, in
nsing the latter he was perfectly safe from conviction in
any event.
But at the tjme this prediction is said to ~1ave been
made, many pe1·sons in this country, and I presume in
:England, predicted-not in ambiguous, but in clear and
precise language-that there would be war between
North and South, yet these individuals now make no
claim to being prophets. \ Vhat nonsense it is then for
lVIr. Howitt to assert that I-Iarris "\Vas most clearly proclaimed'' by this event to be a prophet.
In my brief notice of seers and seeresses, I have confined myself to the work of nfr. Howitt, instead of extracting from the works of the form er, because I have
at present none of these before me, and also, because it
may be presumed that Mr. Howitt would present their
• claims in what he considers the strongest light. l\fy
main object was to show what nonsense is believed by
sp i ri tuaJ i sts.
.
l\Ir. Howitt gives a narrat ive in support of the
theory of vision by abnorn1al means, which I will
copy. It is taken from a work of Townshend on l\IesmerJsm.
"A doctor of Antwerp was allowed at a seance to
impose his own tests; the object of the .'Jeance being to
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demonstrate vision by abnormal means. He said beforehand, 'If the somnambulist tells me wbat is in my
pocket., I will believe.' The patient having entered
into somnambulism, was asked by him the question,
' \Vhat is in n1y pocket?' She immediate} y replied, 'A
case of lancets.' 'It is true,' said the doctor, son1ewhat
startled; 'but the young lady may know that I mn one
of the medical profession, and that I am likely to carry
lancets, and this may be ft. guess ; but if she will tell me
the nnrnber of the lancets in the case I will believe.'
The number of lancets was told. The skeptic still
said, 'I cannot yet belieYe; but if the form of the case
is accurately described, I n1ust yield to conviction.'
The for1n of the case was accurately described. 'This
certainly is very singular,' said the doctor, 'very indeed;
but still I cannot believe; but if the young lady can
tell me the color of the velvet that lines the case that
contains the lancets, I really must believe.' The question being put., the young lady directly said, 'The color
is clark blue.' The doctor allowed that she was right;
yet he went away repeating, 'Very curious, yet still I
cannot believe.'"
JVIr. Howitt says, "Nor could the doctor have believed
had he received an a1nouut of evidence as large as the
Cathedral of Antwerp.''
The doctor must have had several pockets in his
c]othes, and probably there was something in e~ch one.
At all events it is not reasonable to suppose that the
case of lancets was all they contained. But instead of
indicating any particular pocket, he simply asked" ' Vhat
is in 1ny pocket?" and when the young lady replied, "A
case of lancets,'' he received that as a precise answer to
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his question. Is it not very evident that when he
asked the question he had the case of lancets in his
n1ind?
Again, if the young lady could really see what was
in his pockets, and could not read his mind, wl1en asked
such a question, she wonld either have inquired which
pocket he meant, or have indicated herself the particular
pocket, or have told what was in all. It is evident then
that she could at ]east read the doctor's mind so far as to
know which pocket he was thinking of, and if she could
do that, is it not also very evident that she could
perceive ·be was thinking of a case of lancets, also the
nnmber of lancets he thought the case contained, etc.?
It will be noticed that the doctor did not l1ave to
examine the case to see if the answers were correct.
He had the answers in his 1nind wh en he asked the
questions. If he had thought of h is pocket-book when
he asked the first question the young lady wonld have
named that, and would have dcscr]bed the contents so
far, and so far on ly, as the doctor knew the same.
I will now pass to the work of 1\Jlr. Owen. The narratives in this work are clasRified under the following
heads:"Dreams," "Disturbances popularly termed hauntings," "Apparitions of the living," "Apparitions of
the dead,'' "Retribution," and "Guardianship."
First, then, in reference to dreams. In certain stages
of sleep d1e mind is in a more receptive or impressible
condition than when the individua] is fully awake, and
his mind or thinking faculties in active exercise. Hence
inhabitants of the other world, who are unable at any
other time to do so, are sometimes able to com1uunicate
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impress·ions to those of our world when the latter are
asleep, or partially so.
Sometimes, when unable to convey idea.s, or the impression of words being spoken, it is possible to produce
an impressional apparition; and the latter is occasionally
done to convey the intelligence of the decease of a relative or friend of a person receiving the impression; it
being of course as well known in tl1e other world as in
ours, that most individuals of the latter, when they see
an apparition, conclude that the person supposed to be
seen is an inhabitant of the other world.
These imprcssional apparitions, conveying intelligence
of deaths, I will here state, though the remark does not
solely apply to the subject of dreams; are occasionally
produced in individuals who never before or afterward
experienced anything of the kind.
So frequently do these apparitions <;>ecur immediately
upon the death of the individual whose appearance is
seen, and before the person seeing the apparition had
otherwise learned of the death, that it is believed by
some that individuals or spirits, can appear to us immediately after their death, but not at any considerable
time afterward.
I have 1nyself heard this opinion expressed ; and 1\fr.
Owen states that a society was formed jn the year 1851,
by members of Cambridge University, England, "_for
the purpose of instituting, as their printed circular* expresses it, 'a serious and earnest inquiry into the nature
of the phenomena which are vaguely called supernatural.';, And in a note, ~fr. Owen states that the son of
a British peer, who was one of the leading 1nembers of
*'Which is published in an Appendix to Mr. Owen's work.
18
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the society, informed hiln, "that the researches of the
society had resulted in a con\'iction, shared he believed,
by all its members, that there is sufficient testimony for
the appearance, about the time of death or after it, of
the apparitions of deceased persons; while in regard to
other classes of apparitions the evidence, so far as obtained, was deemed too slight to prove their reality."
Yet, fi·equent as these apparitions are, compared with
the D nm ber of deaths they are very rare, and for several
reasons,fi7·st, it is only occasionally that a friend in the
other world, of the person dying, is able to produce the
apparition to a friend in our world, second, the death of
the individual is not always known at the time to his
friends in the other world, and thi1·d, there is not usually
any good reason for atte~npting to convey intelligence
of the deatb in this way, as the fact would soon be
learned through ordinary sources.
It 1nust be borne in n1ind, in reference to dreams and
impressional apparitions, that the thoughts and images
in the n1ind of one person, may under favorable circumstances, be impressed upon the 1nind of another, where
both individuals are inhabitants of our world; as in the
case of the doctor and somnambulist, copied fi·om l\Ir.
Howitt's work. If ] t is doubted whether this is the
correct explanation of that case, there can be no reasonable doubt as to the fact stated, and I believe there is
none in the minds of those vvho have investigated the
subject. Another fact very well demonst.rated is, that
this impression can be produced at a distance, that is,
where the two individuals are not in contact.. .A.t how
great a distance this impression can be produced, can
only, in my opinion, be determined by cases like those
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nari·ated in the work of Nfr. Owen; for the most favorable condition possible of the two minds rarely occurs,
and only, as it may be termed, accidentally. It is therefore not always easy to decide whether the dream or
apparition was caused by the mind of a person in the
other w.9rld, or of one iu our own. The :first narrative
that I shall notice is of this ambiguous class.
Signor Romano, being at Patu, in the kingdom of
Naples, dreamed one night that the wife of the Cava~ Here Libetta, his friend and legal adviser, and who at
the time bad in charge for him a lawsuit of importance,
was dead. The Cavaliere Libetta was then in the city
of Naples, fro In which Patu is two hundred and eighty
miles distant. Signor Romano had not heard of the
Signora Libetta being ill, but the dream was so vivid
that it prodnced a great impression upon him, and in
the morning he repeated it to his family. Several days
afterward he received a letter from the Cavaliere Libetta, informing him that be had lost his wife by death
on a certain night, the date of which was the same as
that of the dream.
This fact was communicated to ~1r. Owen, in 1858, *
by a son of Signor Romano, who stated that he heard
his father relate the dream the 1norning after it occurred.
'
If the mind
of one person can produce an impression
upon that of another at the distance named, which I
think possible, then it is impossible to decide from the
narrative whether the dream was caused by a being of
the other world, or by the Cavaliere Libetta, who was
probably by the bed-side of his dying wife, and may
have been thinking at the time of his friend. If we
ii;-

.Mr. Owen was at the time American Minister to Naples.
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were informed as to the latter fact, it won1d assist in
forming an opinion upon the point.
The following narrative, in my opinion, admits of but
one interpretation, namely, that the drean1 was caused
by an inhabitant of the other world, probably by the
dreamer~s mother.
·
" :Nirs. S -- related to me* that, re~iding in Rome
in June, 1856, she dreamed on the 30th of that month,
that her mother, who had been several years (read, appeared to her, gave her a lock of hair, and said, 'Be
especially careful of this lock of hair, 1ny child, for it
is your father's; and the angels wil1 call him away from
you to-morrow.'"
J\frs. S- - learned that her father, who was in England, died tl1e next morning at nine o'clock, and that,
''two days before his death he had cau~ed to be cut off
a lock of his hair, and handed it to one of Lis daughters, who \vas attending on him, telling her it was for
her sister in Rome."
It is, to say the least, very improbable that this dream,
the fulfilln1ent as to the death, and the fact that a lock
of hair was cut off for Mrs. S--, ·were accidental coincidences, especially as it is stated that, although the
father had been ill, the last advices 1\Irs. S- , had received of his health had been favorable.
And it is difficult to perceive how the dream could
have been caused by the father of ]\Irs. S
, or any
of her relatives in England, for the lock of l1air was cut
off two days previous. It is true, her father or relatives
might have the lock of hair in their mind when thinking of lVIrs. S
, but they could hardly have thonght
·:i:

:Mr. Oweu.
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of her mother presenting it to her, neither would they
be likely to have the idea definitely fixed iu their mind
that the father would die "to-morrow.''
As I know that beings of the other world can and do
cause dreams, as well as influence the waking thoughts
of n1any in onr world, what appears to me the .most
reasonable solution of this dream is, that it was caused
by the mother of J\1Irs. S--, who had been watching
over her dying husband, had witnessed the cutting off
the lock of hair, and could read the mind either of her
husband or the daughter with him well enough to perceive that it was intended for J\Irs. S
, and who perceived that the death would occur next day.
It may be asked, if the dream was caused by lVIrs.
S- - 's mother, why was it not accurate? \Vhy did
sh.e dream that her mother presented her the lock of
hair?
..
The mother could probably only produce certain ·impressions upon the mjnd of lVlrs. 8--, which caused
the dream. The points which the mother would be
likely to \-vish to impress upon the daughter's mind are,
her own presence and the approaching death of the father, and as the latter desjred that l\irs. S- - sbon.ld
receive a lock of his hair, whjch he had caused to be cut
off for that puqlose, this ~ct it may be presumed would .
be in the mother's mind, and would therefore be jmpressed upon that of the daughter. \Vith the knowledge we have of the nature .of dreams when caused by
impressions, however received, it appears to me that
these impressions, namely, the mother's presence, the
approaching death of the father, and an indefinite one
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relative to the lock of hait·, being received by ~Irs.
S--, the dream was a very natural one.
For the explanation of the fo11owing drean1, it ·seems
to me not necessary to snppose that there was any foreign influence, either of this world or the other. The
account is taken from Abercrombie's "Intellect-ual

Pmve1·s."
"The gentleman was at the. time connected with one
of ~he principal banks in Glasgow, and was at _his place
at the teller's table where money is paid, when a person
entered, demanding payment of a sum of six pounds.
"There were several persons waiting, who were in
turn entitled to be served before him; but he was extremely impatient and rather noisy, an(l, being besides
a remarkable stammerer, he became so annoying that
another gentleman requested n1y friend to pay him his
1uoney and get rid of him. He did so accordingly, but
with an expression of impatience at being obliged to
attend to him before his turn; and he thought no more
of the transaction. At the end of the year, which was
eight or nine months after, the books of the bank could
not he made to balance, the deficiency being exactly six
pounds. Several days and nights had been spent in en:deavoring tcf- discover the etror, bnt without success;
when at last my friend returned home much fatigued,
and went to bed. He dreamed of being at his place in
the bank, and the whole transaction with the stammerer
as now detailed, passed before him, in all its particulars.
He awoke under a fu]l impression that the dream was
to lead him to the discovery of what he was so anxiously
in search of; and on investigat~on he soon discovered
that the sun1 paid to this person, in the manner now
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mentioned, had been neglected to be inserted in the book
of interests, anti that it exactly accounted for the error
in the balance."
l\Ir. Owen copies the following comments of Abercrombie upon the case.
u The fact npon which the i1nportance of the case
rested was not his having paid the money, but having
neglected to insert the payment. Now, of this there
was no impression made upon his mind at tne time, and
we can scarcely conceive upon \vhat principle it could be
recalled. The deficiency being six pounds, we may
indeed suppose the gentleman endeavoring to recollect
whether there could have been a payment of this snm
made in any irregular tnanner, that might have led to
an omission or an error; but in the transaction~ of an
extensive bank, in a great commercial city, a paym~ut
of six pounds, at a distance of eight or nine 1nonths,
could have 1nade but a very faint impression. And,
upon the whole, the case presents perhaps, one of the
most remarkable mental phenomena connected with this
curious subject."
l\fr. Owen evidently thinks the dream was a spiritual
suggestion. He says, "The difficulty in the above case
is, not that something was recalled which, in the waking
state, had passed from the memory; for this, as in the .
example already cited fi·om Brodie, is a phenomenon
known to show itself occasionally in dreams; the true
(lifficulty is that the fact of which the teller was in
search, namely, the omission to enter a sum of six
pounds, was not recalled by the dream at all.
"The dream, indeed, did recall and present again to his
memory, in all its details, a certain forgotten circum-
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stance, namely, that he had made a 1)ay1nent eight or
nine months before, in a somewhat irregular 1nanner, to
a certain troublesome stammerer; and the impression
was produced ou his mind (that the drean1 was to lead
him to the discovery of what he was so anxiously in
~earch of;' nothing 1nore. It was only a hint given; a
1nere suggestion, as if some one had said, (See if that
affhi r of the stammerer be not in some way connected
with the error that has so long escaped you.' And we
are expressly told that it was only on investigation the
teller discovered that the payment to the annoying customer was the one actually on1itted. If this be not an
example of a suggestion made from some foreign source,
j nstead of being a 1nere instance of old associations
revived, it has at least very much the appearance of it."
Supposing Abercrombie's understanding of the case
to be correct, namely, that the teller had made a payment of six pounds which he had neglected to enter, and
that he had been endeavoring to recollect the payments
of that precise sum which he had made, I can see
nothing wonderful or uncommon in the fact that he
should dream of tbe payment to the noisy stammererwhich 1nust have made a decided impression upon his
mind at the time-nor, that on awaking after such a
drean1, he should think that that was the payn1eut
omitted to be entered.
But any one familiar with the banking business will, I
think, percei vethat Abercrombie nlisunderstood the teller.
Bank tellers balance their cash account every day.
This is the universal rule in this country, and I presume
they are equally particular in Glasgow. An error of the
kind supposed would therefore have been discovered on
I
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the same day. In fact it is evident from the narrative
that the difficulty was not that the teller's cash account
would not balance, but that the books of the bauk
would not, and the error appears to have consisted in
not posting, or ent~ring the sum in the interest account.
The dream therefore coulrl not recall the omission to
enter the sun1 at the time of payment, because thet·e was
· no such omission; and instead of there being anything
wonderful about this dream, jt appears to me one of the
most natural of which I ever heard.
It is unnecessary to notice any further, dreams of
.... either of the th t·ee classes embraced in tl1e foregoing
narratives. I will notice several which 1\{r. Owen
seems to think indicate prevision; and, that it may not
be thought by those who have not seen the work of 1\fr.
Owen- if I should have any such readers-that I select
generally such narratives as favor the theories advanced
by me, I will here state that I design taking the opposite course, namely, to confine myself mainly to reviewing
those which appear to conflict with these theories; in
fact I shall notice every narrative in the work "vvhich I
think decidedly conflicts with either of the theories I
have given in explanation of the phenomena, and which
lVIr. Owen considers well authenticated. As regards
dreams, however, I consider it unnecessary to notice
any of a class which are frequent, and the cause of
which is evident, such as, for example, that a ship in
which a friend has embarked, or is about to embark, is
lost, or that a boat, in which the drea.mer or his friends
intend sailing, is upset. Such dreams, caused by natural apprehension, occurring frequently, it is not strange
that occasionally one is fulfilled.
19
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I f I understand l\Ir. O wen, he does not think that
such instances prove the faculty of prevision.
T he fo1lowing narrative is taken fr01n Wlacnish's
"Philosophy of Sleep," and t he dream occurred to lVI acnish himself.
"I was t hen in Caithness, when I dreamed that a near
relative of my own, residing three hundred n1iles off,
l.u td suddenly died ; and immediately thereafter awoke .
in a state of inconceivable ter ror, similar to that prod nced by a paroxysm of njght mare. T he same day,
happening to be writing home, I mentioned the circumst ance in a half-jesting, half-earnest way. To tell t.he
truth, I was afraid to be seri ous, lest I should be laughed
at for putting any fai th in d reams. However in the
inter val between writing and receiving an answer I
remained in a state of m.ost un pleasant suspense. I felt
a presentiment that something dreadful had happened
or wonld happen ; and, t houg h I conld not lJelp blaming
myself for a childish weakness in so feeling, I was
unable to get rid of the painful idea which bad taken
snch roqted possession of my mind. T hree days after
send ing away the letter, what was my astonishment when
I received one written the day subseqneut to mine, and
stating t hat t he relative of whom I had dreamed had
been strnck with a fatal shock of palsy the day before,
-that is, the very day on the morning of which I had
beheld. the appearance in my dream! I may state that
my relati ve was in perfect health before the fatal event
took place. It came upon him like a thunderbolt, at a
period when no one could have the slightest anticipation
of danger.''
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I infer from t he following note by 1\Ir. Owen, that
l\1acnish considered the coiucidenee accidental.
" Speaking of the hypothesis that dreams may at times
gi ve us an insight into futurity, Niacnish says, 'This
opinion is so singularly unphilosophical that I would
not have noticed it., were it not advocated by persons of
good sense and education.'''
In reply to which ~.fr. Owen says, "But after all it
avails nothing to allege that an opinjon is unphilosophical if it should happen t hat facts attest its truth."
The dream, it will be noticed, occurred several hours
before the shock, and as the individual is represente~ ·as
having been in perfect ·health up to the momrnt of the
stroke, l\fr. Owen 'thinks th is an instance of prevision.
But no one in perfect health is ever suddenly stricken
down ·with palsy, or any ot.her disease. A change must
have been going on in this person's ner vous system for
some time. previous to what is called the fatal shock; and
a change of this kind-affecting the nervous systemcould be perceived by those of the other world. If
then this dream was caused by a being of the other world,
and the coincidence of the dream and death was not
accidental, there was no prevision, any more than there
is when a physician of our wor1c1, f1·om facts within his
knowledge forms the opi nion that a patient will not live
beyond a certain period.

" The Visit fo'retolcl."

This narrative is taken from a
work on Sleep by J\'Ir. lVIacario. I will give the substance.
l\iadame lVIacario and daughter went to the Bourbon
baths. A cousin of l\fadame l\1acario, residing at 1\Ioulins-which it appears was the point at which they left
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the rail-road, and took the diligence for the bathsdreamed on the night before they started, that he saw
them take the rail-road cars fot· the baths, aud in the
morning told his wife to prepare t.o receive them, as they
\Vonld pay them a visit.
As it was raining when l\iadame J\facario and daughter arrived at ~Ioulins, they did not visit the cousiu,
who lived iu a distant quarter of the town, but stopped
at the house of a friend near the rail-road station.
The dream and impression of the cousin were accurate
as to what .1\fudame I\Iaeario intended, bot oot as to what
actually occurred. J\fadame l\1acario in the night, either
asleep or a·wake, probably thought of the journey, and
of a visit to her cousjn, and this produced an impression
on the mind of the latter, who, it is stated, "habitually
dreams of anything extraordinary that is to happen to
him," in other words, he \Vas very impressible.
If the cousin was really gifted with the "prophetic
instinct," he should have known that the party would
not visit him; and if we suppose-which seems to me
unnece<Ssat-y-that the dream \vas caused by an inhabitant
of the other wor1d, who might have got 1\!Iadame 1\Iacario's intention from her mind, even this would be no
instance of prevision, any more than if one of our world,
having learned of the intended visit, had informed him.

''The Indian muNny." In this dream, l\Ir. Owen says,
''A highly improbable event was foreshadowed with
distinctness, a year before it occurred. I had the narrative in writing from a lady, whose name, if it were
proper for me to give it, would be to the public an all ..
~ufficient voucher for the truth of the story."
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"l\1rs. Torrens, the widow of General Torrens, now
residing at Southsea, near Portsmouth, about a year previous to the Indian mutiny, dreamed that she saw her
daughter, 1\frs. Hayes, and that daughter's husband,
Captain Hayes, attacked by sepoys ; and a frightful
murderous struggle ensued, in which Captain Hayes was
killed."
Captain Hayes and his wife were at Lucknow during
the siege of thnt place, where the former was captured
by the sepoys and killed. It does not appear t.hat his
wife was attacked or molested in any way, except that
she shared in t.he privations of the siege.
This is ca11ed a clear foreshadowing of the great
Indian mutiny. If the narrative was not. headed, "The
Indian mutiny,'' I venture to say most readers woulrt
see no intimation of that event in the dream. The
lady's dream was confined to her daughter and son-inlaw, and is of the same class as where one dreams t.hat a
vessel in which a friend has sailed, js lost; both dreams
being caused by natural apprehension. I have no doubt
that such dreams occur frequently to persons in England
who have relatives in India.
But I think most persons will agree with me in the
opinion, that if one or a dozen individuals in England,
had, befot·e the event, dreamed of a mutiny in India,
the fact would be no proof of prophetic instinct, or prevision; becanse more or less apprehension upon the
subject was felt; the matter had been discussed, and I
venture to say the occurrence predicted.
"The N eg1·o Servant.'' "A lady dreamed that an aged
female relative had been murdered by a black servant;
19
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a nd th e dream occurred more than once. She was then
so 1nuch impressed by it that s he went to the honse of the
lady to whom it related, and prevail ed upon a gentleman
to watch in an adjoini ug room during the fo1lowing night.
Abont t hree o'clock in the morning, the gentleman hearing footsteps on the stairs, left his place of concealment,
and met the servant carrying up a quantity of coals.
Being questioned as to where he was going, he replied,
in a confused and hurried manner, that h e was going to
mend his mistress's fire; which at t.hree o'clock in the
morning, in the middle of summer, was evidently impossible; and on further investigation, a strong knife
was found concealed beneath the coals."
This narrative is mken from Abercr01nbie's Intellectual Powers, and its accuracy is vouched for by him.
1\Ir. Owen, while in Edinburgh in 1858, obtained an
additional vouch er, with the names of the parties,which he gives- and the following additjonal facts,
namely, that the dreamer did not know until slle went
to her relative's house after the dream, that the latter
had a black servant, h e hav ing been recently engaged;
and that the servant was afterward hung for mnrder,
aucl confessed before his execution that he h ad intended
to assassinate the lady.
I can account for this dream upon no other hypothesis
than that it was caused by an inhabitant of the other
world. The difference between l\1r. Owen and myself
upon this p oint is, that h e evidently believes spirits
possess the power of seeing into futurity, in other
words, have ·what is called the faculty of prevision.
I am well satisfied tltat they have not the po\Yer of
seeing into futnrity, in any different sense from our•
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se]ves; and I think this naiTative does not at aJI support
l\f r . Owen'E: theory.
The ser vant had probably thought of murdering his
mistr<'ss for some ti1ue previous to the night when he
was discovered going to her room; and Thfr. Owen
believes that spirits can read our thoughts. If then a
fi·iend of the lady from t he other world, was with her,
he (or she) could discover that this servant was a very
bad character, and by watching closely his thoughts,
could discover his intention to comn1it the murder.
This is n ot prevision.
The drean1er was either a daughter, or step-daughter,
(I infer the latter), of t he aged lady, and generally
resided with her, but at that time was absent from home.
S he was probably the most impressible of any of the
family.
Such occurrences are rare for several reasons; our
fr1encls of the other world are not getwru.lly with us,
t here is not often th e same opportunity, even if they
were with ns, for discovering s~1ch an intention, and if
disco,Terecl, only certain individuals can reccj ve such an
impression even 'When asleep.
lVIr. Owen says, "It is trne that, with that inexplicable dimness of vision which seems so often to ch aract erize similar phenomena, the coming event is indicated.
only, not distinctly foretold. The daughter's dream
was that her mother had been murdered; and this had
not taken place."
I see nothing inexplicable in the matter. The prominent idea in the mind of the one causing the dremu
would be the murder of the lady by the negro servant.
This impression would naturally cause such a dream
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as the young lady had. But suppo.'::ie a person siwulrl
be told that a certai n individual intended to kill a certain other individual, and on going to bed should dream
of the matter; nine times out of ten, the ~remn would
he thnt the murder was committed.
So far as I have observed or read upon the subject,
we but rarely dream that a n event is to take place.
The following anecdote is the only one in the chapter
on dreams, which appears to me to indicate prevision.
It is taken frorn Dr. Binns' "Anatomy of Sleep,'' the
communication bejng addressed to the above author.

"Bell and Stephenson.

In the year 1768, my father,

1\'Iatthew Talbot, of Castle Talbot, County vVexford,
was much surprised at the recurrence of a dream three
several times during the same night, which caused h itn
to Tepeat tl1e whole circumstance to his lady the next
morn1ng. l-Ie dreamed that he had arisen as usual, and
descended to his library~ the morning being hazy. He
then seated himself at his secretaire to write, when, happening to look up a long avenue of t rees opposite the
window, be perceived a man in a blue jacket, mounted
on a white horse, coming toward the house. l\1y father
arose and opened the window; the man advancing, presented him wit.h a roll of papers, and told him they were
invoices of a vessel th at had been wrecked and bad
drifted in during the uight on bis son-in-law's (Lord
Mount 1\forriss') estate, hard by, and signed 'Bell and

Stephenson.'

"My father's attention was called to the dr eam only
from its frequent recurrence; bnt when he fonnd him self seated at his desk on the misty morning, and be-
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held t he identical person whom he h ad seen in his
dream in the blue coat, r iding on a gray horse, he felt
surprised, and opening the window waited the man's
approach. He immediately rode np, and drawing frotn
his pocket a packet of papers? gave them to n1y father,
stating that t.hey were invoices helonging to an Amer ican
vessel ·which had been ·w recked and drifted npon h is
lordship's estate ,; that there was no person on board to
lay claim to the 'vreck; but that the invoices were
signed ' Stephenson and Bell.' ·
"I assure yon, my dear sir, that the above actually
occurred, and is most faithfully given ; but it is not
more extraordinary than other examples of the prophetic powers of the mind or soul during sleep, which I
have frequently heard relatecl.
"Yours, most faithfully,
"WrLLIAU TALBOT."
"Alton Towers, Octobe1· 23, 1842."

I do not doubt that lVIr. Talbot has stated what he
believed to be strictly correct; nor do I donbt his statement that he bas frequently heard as extraordinary examples of prophetic power related; but his opinion as
to the authenticity of the acco.unts is of very little
weight, since he does not seem to understand the common rn les for receiving testimony, and would therefor~
be about as likely to believe one story as another.
The :first questions, when a pe1-son is called on to test ify relative to any occurrence, are, "vVhat do you
kno·w ?" and ''How do you know?" l\1r. Talbot has
stated, as he believed, what he knew, but not how be
knew.
The occurrence took place seve:nty-jour year.~ previous
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to the date of his co1nmunication; \vhetl1er b efore or
nfter his birth is not stated, and is not material, as in..
t he latter C\lSe (unless a ver,y old man w hen he gave t he
nanative), he must have been .a child at the time.
If, as seems probable, 1\ir. Talbot merely stated his
recollections of what he .had heard when a boy, t his certainly cannot be considered sufficient authority for so
extraordinary a narrati \'e, unsn pported . by m1y other in
the volume,* or by any well autlwn ticated narrative that
I have seen.
I t will be noticed the narrative states that in the
dream the invoices were signed "Bell and Stephenson,"
while the man who brought them said they were signed
u su~ph enson and Bell."
This 1\Ir. 0\Yen considers another instanee of inaccuracy in the dream. But I think
l\1r. T al hot was a careless writer, and that the inaccuracy
was with hi1n. In the dream it appears that the vessel
had drifted upon the 'estate of ~fatthew Talbot's son-h11aw ; bnt the man who. brought the invoices stated, as
I understand the s~n tence, that it had drifted upon the
estate of the person to whom he handed the package.
If this is n ot the meaning, t hen no particulm· estate is
designated, for Lord 1\fount ~Iorris is not named in this
part of the narrative.
I wi ll next notice a class of dream~ which ~fr. Owen
thinks cxmnples of "farsight or natural clairvoyance.''
The following narrative is taken from Abercrombie's
\

Since writing the a bo-.;re, I find in a subsequent chapt.er, a,n account
of a dream occ urring to a Mrs. Higgins, a rel ati-.;re of the Fox family,
in dicating this u power." Mr. Owen doe.s not state how he obtained
the narrative. and as he h as not placed it in the cha.pter on dl'eams, I
don't know whether he considers it authen tic or not. 'l'o m e it appears
a very silly story.
~'
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"A lady in Edinburgh bad sent
J1er watch to be repaired. A long time elapsed without
her being able to recover it ; and after many excuses, she
u l ntellectttal Powers."

began to snspect that somAthing was wrong. She now
dreamed tbat the watch-maker's boy, by whom the watch
was sent, had dropped it iu the street, and had injured
it in such a mann er that it could not be repaired. She
· went to the master, and, without any allusion to her
dream , pnt the question to him dil'ect1y, when he confessed that it was true."
~1:r. Owen remarks, "In this case, n·o thing can be
more ridiculous than to imagine t11at there was miraculous iuteryention for the purpose of informing a lady
wh y her watch was detained at the maker's; yet how
extreme the improbability, also, that among the ten
thousand possible causes of that detention, chance should
indicate to her, in dream, the very one, thoug·h apparently
among the most Jar-fetch ed and uniike1y, that was found
exactly to coincide with the fact as it occnrred!
"The attempt is futile to explain away even such a
simple narrative as the foregoing, unless we impeach the
good faith of the narrator; imagining, let us s uppose
that he has willfully concealed some essential attendant
circumstance, as, for instan ce, that the lady whose \vatch
was injnred had reason, from information obtained, to .
Rurmise that the boy might have dropped it. But, when
A bererom hie vouches for the narrative as authentic, his
voucher excludes of conrse, suppositions which would
dept·ive the anecdote of all val ue whatever in the connection in which he publishes it."
JVIr. Owen seems to admit that if the Jachr
had reason
•'
to surm·iRe that the boy 1night lwft:e dropped th e watch,
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then the tlream may have occurred from natural causes,
and does not substantiate the faculty of farsight or clairvoyance.
Bnt it is evident that if the lady surmised the same
without any reason, the dremu would be equally probab1e.
The question then is, as to the probability of the lady
having felt any apprehension that the boy had dropped
the watch.
In the first place, under the circumstances as stated, is
this accident the most "far-fetched and uulikely" cause
of the detention, among "ten thousand possible" ones?
I can conceive of hut three probable reasons for the
detention,-First, that the watch-maker was irresponsible
and dishonest, and had sold-or designed selling the
watch-Second, that he wus so crowded with business
that he neglected it-and Tltinl, that the watch had been
so injured-either by himself or some one in his employ,
that it could not speedily be repaired. Possibly on
reflection I might think of one or two other reasons, but
these a1·e all that occur to me at this 1noment as being at
a ll probable, and I feel confident they are the causes that
would be most eeadily surmised by any one.
In the present case, however, the inquiry as to what
causes would probably occur to the lady, is much narrowed from the 'fh.ct that it is stated, "She began t.o
suspect that something was wrong.n
\Vhat would she be likely to snspect this "som.ething"
was? It appears to me the suspicion would be one of
the three named, namely, either that the watch-maker
was dishonest-that the watch had been 1ost-or that it
had been injured. \Ve may I think assume that in this
cm;;e the fir;;t-named suspicion was not likely to occnr.
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Now, that the boy would drop the watch, was, I
ad1nit, when he took it, an improbable event; that he
lw,d dropped it, was at the time the lady's suspicions were
excited, much less improbable. But this is not the
question for consideration; the question is as to the
probability of the lady being apprehensive that he had
dropped it.
- I venture to say, that nine out of ten ladies sending
their watehes by a boy, would feel a little- in some eases
perhaps almost unconscious-apprehension that he might
drop it. I am frequently co~1scious of this feeling in
myself, when even banding a watch, or any delicate
instrument to a gentleman for examination.
It appears to me therefore, that there is nothing improbable in the supposition that thi~ clream occurredfrom natural apprehension.
If the reader thinks this attempt at explanation is
futile, be should consider the possibility of tlJe lady
seeing, by "farsight or natural clairvoyance," the boy
.drop the watch, not at the time of the occurrence but a
long time afterward.
I can imagine that there might be such a faculty as clairvoyance, but I cannot even i1nagine a faculty by
which we could see an occurrence not taking place at
the time.
•
I have said nothing as to the possibility of the lady's
mind having been influenced by that of the boy or of
the watch-maker, because I think the dream explainable
otherwise; qut I should consider this supposition far
more probable than the theory of l\fr. Owen.
I shall not review any more narratives of this class,
which I think can be explained upon other theories than
20
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that of clairvoyance, bnt will next notice those which I
think cannot. There are two such in t.he chapter, both
given by sailors ; very doubtful authority in such matters. I will gi ve the substance· of the one which l\1r.
· Owen received direct. It is entitled, "Tlte two field-

'lnice."
"On the night of the 17th of February, 1836, Captain Clarke, then on board the schooner referred to,*
h~1d a clrea1n of so vivid a character that it produced a
g t'eat in1pression upon him. He dreamed that, being at
Lyme-Regis, he saw pass before him the funeral of his
grandmother. He took note of the chief persons -\vho
composed the procession, obs~rved who were the pallbearers, Yrho were the mourners, and in what ~rder they
~walked, and distinguished who was the officiating pastor. I-!e joined the procession as it approached the
church-yard gate, and proceeded with it to the grave.
He thought. (in his dream) that the weather was stormy,
and the grounii wet, as after a heavy rain ; and he noticed that the wind being l1igh, blew the pall partly off.
t he coffin. The gt'ave-yard which th ey entered, the old
Protestant one, in the center of the town, was the same
in which, as Captain Clarke knew, their family buryingplace was. He perfectly remembered its situation; but,
to his surprise, the funeral procession did not proceed
thither, but to another part of the church-yarcl, at some
distance. There (still in his drean1) he saw the open
grave, partial1y filled with water, as from the rain; and
looking into it, he particularly noticed fl<;>ating in the
* A sch ooner frozen up in the Bay of Funfly. It is stated th a t Cnpt ain Clarke h ad n ot h eaJ"d of his g randmoth er's illness, who r esH1 ed at
L y me-Regis, Engbncl.
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water two drowned field-mice. Afterward, as he
thonght, he conversed with his mother; and she told
him that the morning had been so tempestuous that the
funeral, originally appointed for ten o'clock, had been
deterred till four. He remarked, in reply, that it was a
f()l'tunat~ circumstance; for, as he had just arrived in
tin1e to join the procession, had the funeral taken place
in the forenoon he could not have attended it at a]J.
"This dream made so deep an impression on Captain
Clm·ke, that in the morning he noted the date of it.
" Some time afterward there came the news of his
grandmother's death, with the additional particulars that
she was hnried on the same day on which he, being in
North America, had dreamed of her funeral.
" 'Vhen, four years afterwards, Captain Clarke visited Lyme-Regis, he found tl1at every particular of his
dream minutely corresponded with the reality. The
pastor, the pall-bearers, the mourners, were the same
persons he hac1 seen. Yet this, we 1nay sup pose, he
might naturally have anticipated. But the funeral had
been appointed for ten o'clock in the morning, and in
consequence of the tempestuous weather and the heavy
rain that. was falling, :it lw.d been delayed until four in
the afternoon. ~is mother, who attended the funeral,
distinctly recollected that the high wind blew the pall
partially off the coffin. In consequence of' a wish ex-·
pressed by the old lady short.ly before her death, she was
buried, not in the hnrying-place of the fiunily, but at
another spot, selected by herse~f; and to this spot Captain Clarke, without any indication from the family or
otherwise, proceeded at once, as directly as if be hacl
been present at the burial. Finally, on comparing notes
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with the Qld sexton, it appeared that the heavy rain of
the morning had pm·tially :filled the grave, and that
there were actually found in it two :field-mice, drow·ned.
"This last incident., even if there were no other,
might suffice to precl ucle all idea of accidental coin•
cidence."
· This narrative was communicated to 1\.Ir. Owen by
Captain Clarke, in July, 1859.
I at once admit my inabi]it.y to explain the dream.
It conld not have occurred from natural eanses, neither
could it have been produced by the rnincl of any other
person either of onr world or the other, for no one person would ha,re noticed so many particulars, and if they
had, it is <loubtful if so 1ninntely accurate a dream, embracing so many particulars could be produced in this way.
I can only say then, that I do not believe the narrative, and as I shall have occasion hereafter to notice a
still more wonderful narratj ve by this Captain Clarke,
I think most readers will bec01ne convinced that he is
entirely unworthy of credit.
The other nan·ati ve indicatiug clairvoyance, which as
stated, I am nnable to explain, is entitled " Tlte nut?~der
near lFadebrid,ge." It is taken from a work entitlecl,
"Early Yea1·s ancl Late Reflections," written by a Dr.
Carlyon. The dream, as stated, occurred to a Captain
Norway, on board his vessel, and was about as minutely
accnrate as that of Captain Clarke.
lVIr. Owen states that the account "is an extract taken
ve1·bati1n from the ship's log.-" There is nothing in the
narrative as he gives it, showing this fact, but if this
assertion is made in the work of Dr. Carlyon, unless he
sa\v the log himself, the statement is sufficient to d is-
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credit t.he narrative, for it cannot be the custom to enter
dreams, especially \vhen they have no reference to the
ship or yoyage, in the ship's log.
~fr. Owen's belief seems to be about the same as that
- of spiritualists generally in reference to the ability of
the spiritual body,-or as he describes it in one place,
"the counterpart of a living person''-to "show itself
at a greater or less distance from where that person
actually is.''
There are two or three narratives in the chapter on
dreams, which he appears to think confirms this theory.
The following is taken from Abercrombie's Intellectual Powers. The dream occurred to ,Joseph \Vilkins,
at the time usher of a school in Devonshire, E ngland,
afterward dissenting clergyman at \Veymouth; and the
narrative was written by himsel£

rPhe JJ:Iothet and Son. "One night, soon after I was
in bed, I fell asleep, and dreamed I was going to London. I thought it would not be much out of my way
to go through Gloucestershire and call upon my friends
there. Accordingly I set out, but remembered nothing
that happened by the way till I came to my father's
house; when I went to the front door and tried to open
it, bnt found it fast. Then I went to the back dom·,
which I opened and went in; but finding all the family
were in bed, I crossed the rooms only, went up-stairs,
and entered the chamber where my father and 1nother
were in bed. As I went by the side of the bed on
which my father lay, I found him asJeep, or thought he
was so; then I went to the other side, and having just
turned the foot of the bed, I found my mother awake,
20
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to wh01n I said these words ;-'J\fother, I am going
a long journey, and am come to bid yon good-bye.'
Upon which she answered, in a ~right, 'Oh, dear son,
thou art dead." \Vith this I awoke, and took no notice
of it more than a common dream, except that it appeared
to 1ue very perfect. In a few days after, as soon as a
letter cou1d reach me, I received one by post frmn my
:fi1ther; upon the receipt of which I was a little surprised, and concluded something extraordinary must
have happened, as it was bnt a short time before I had
a letter from my friends, and all were well.
Upon
opening it I was mol'e surprised still; for my father
addressed me as though I was dead, desiring me, if
alive, or whoever's hands the letter n1ight fa]] into, to
write immediately; but if the letter should find n1e
living they concluded I should not live long, and gave
this as the reason of their fears :-That on a certain
11ight, naming it, after they were in bed, ruy father
asleep and n1y mother awake, she h eard somebody try
to open the front door; but finding it fast, he went to
the back door, which he opened, came in, and came
directly through the rooms up stairs, and she perfectly
knew it to be my step; but I came to her bed-side and
spoke to her these words:-' lVIother, I am going a long
journey, and have come to bid you good-bye.' Upon
which she answered me, in a fright, 'Oh, dear son, thou
art dead !'-which were the circumstances and words of
my dream. But she heard nothing more, and saw
nothing more; neither did I in my dream. Upon this
she awoke and told my father what had passed; but
he endeavored to appease her, persuading her it was
only a. dream. She insisted it was no dream, for that
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she wa.s as perfectly awake as ever she was, and had not
the least inclination to sleep since she was in _bed.
From these circumstances I am apt to think it was at
the very same instant when my dream happened, though
the distance between us was about one hundred miles;
but of this I cannot speak positively. This occurred
while I was at the acade1ny at Ottcry, Devon, in the
year 17 54; and at this 1noment every circumstance is
fresh npon my mind. I have since had frequent opportunities of talking over the affair with my Inother, _;tnd
the who]e was as fresh upon her n1ind as it was upon
1nine. I have often thought t hat her sensations, as to
this matter, were stronger than mine. \Vhat may
appear strange is, that I cannot remember anything
remarkable happening hereupon. This is only a plain,
simple narrative of a 1natter of fact."
Whether the 1nother was asleep or awake, is not
material; she was lying in bed, her mind in a receptive
condition, and my belief is that the mind of the son
impressed its thoughts upon the mind of the mother.
It is hardly necessary to say that .Abercrombie was
not a spiritualist; but he does not give any distinct
theory as to these, or other dreams, the accounts of
which are taken from his work. It appears however
that Mr. Owen has seen, in a work entitled, "Philosophy .
of J.'J-Iysteriou,s Agents," 1-Iwman and JJiundane, by E. C.
Rogers-which I ha_ve not seeu-a theory relative to
this very narrat.i ve, similar to that I have given. J\Ir.
Owen notices his theory as follows.
"The ingenious an thor of the 'Philosophy of JJiyste1'iO'lts Agents,' who eschews everything like spiritualism, in
dealing with the \Vilkins narrative, of \yhich he admits
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the authenticity, says, 'It certainly shows a strange and
hitherto unknown physical agent in or by which the
brain may act even at a great distance, and produce
physical results perfectly representing the cerebral action
when the mind's controlling power is suspended.'
"If this, as may happen, should seem to the reader
somewhat obscure, let him, to aid his conceptions, take
another paragraph. After copying the story itself, ~fr.
Rogers subjoins, 'This is easily accounted for by the
method ·we are considering this class of phenomena; and
v,re can see no other in which there a1·e not insuperable
difficulties. In this ca.'3e we have again the condition
required for the play of 1nnndane powers in reference to
the brain; and that in which the brajn, as a point, being
irritated, may act, and by the mundane agency represent
it.s action (as in this case) fifty miles or more distant.'
"It does not strike me that by this method of l\1r.
Rogers' the strange phenomenon we have been considering is, as he thinks, easily accounted for. How does he
account for it? The doctrine of chance, he sees, is quite
untenable. The doctrine of Spiritualisn1 he repudiates.
To avoid both
suggests that the brain of the son, in
Devonshire, being in activity during the suspended
volition inci<1ent to sleep, represented its action on the
brain of the tnot.her, a hundred miles off, in Gloucestershire; and that this represented action was due to a
mundane agency strange and unknown.
"To· say that the two minds were, in some mode or
other, placed in relation, is only an admission that the
coincidence of sensations and ideas in both was not fortuitous. If as we may freely further admit, the agency
be, as l\fr. Rogers alleges, strange and unknown, why

he
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assume it to be physical? And by snch assumption do
we account for the phenomenon,-not to say easily, but
at all ? Have we done more than employ vague words,
-and words, vague as they are, which we do not seem
justified in employing? \Vhat do we know about a
brain, irritate~, acting physically at a hundred 1niles
distance? \Vhat do we mean by such a brain rep1·esenting its act-ion, at that distance on another? \Vhat sort
of mundane agency can we imagine as the instrument
of such action? · Ancl if we are to esteem a mere physiCHl agent capable of thus connecting, without regard to
distance, mind wHh mind, what need of any hypothetical
soul or spirit to account for the entire wondrous range
of mental phenomena?
"Here again it behooves us to ask whither, in an
attempt to escape the hypothesis of spiritual agency, our
steps are invited? To the confines, it would seem, of
materialism.''
I see no force in the last paragraph, or in the suggestion that J\Ir. Roge1·s' theory does away with the necessity
for a "hypothetical soul or spirit,'' unless lVIr. Owen
means by the expression, a spirit such as he beljeves in.
At the same time, it does not appear to me that l\f r.
Rogers has made the subject any clearer by his attempt
at explanation, and until we have a clear conception of
the action of om· own mind upon our own brain, or of·
the brain upon the mind, it seems to me idle to attempt
t.o explain the action of either upon the mind or brain
of another person. At all events, I do not consider
myself competent for snch an undertaking, and sha1l
mere]y notice the probabilities or consistencies of the
two theories.
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The phenonwnon does not show "a strange and hitherto unknown physical agent," as l\fr. Rogers asserts,
for it is a fact well known that the mind of one person
can, under certain conditions not fnlly understood, produce an impression upon the mind of another, and the
phenomenon is tl1e same, and governed by the same }a,vs,
when the effect is produced at a distance of one hundred
1niles, as where the distance is only one inch. The on1y
difference is, that in the former case the conditions must ·
be mor~ favorable than is necessary in the latter.
Now look at the absurdity aud inconsistency of the
spiritual hypothesis as applied to this case.
The spiritual body of the son, according to this theory, could leave the outer or "natural" body, and the
room and house in which it lay, without difficulty, and
could travel a ~uwclred miles in a few minutes, or at
farthest in a very brief space of time; but when it came
to the residence of the parents, it could not enter without opening the door, and find ing the front door fastened,
was obliged to go to the back door. On entering, it
walked precisely as the "natural body'' would have done,
(it could scarcely have traveled the hundred miles in
that way), and the tread was so firn1 that the mother,
up-stairs, heard and recognized it; and finally, it entered
her room and spoke. to her in an audible voice. It
appears to have got out of the house however without
opening any door, a1td without its footsteps being beard.
Now, unless tbe mother did hear the "spirit," try
first to open the front cloor, then open the back door
and walk through the rooms, if all this wa..-:; an illusion
then the whole was an illusion.
Again, ·why should s uch a being as this- one that

'
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opens doors, walks and speaks like an ordinary inhabitant of our world- leave so suddenly when the mother
spoke? 'Vhy not converse further with her, at least so
far as to assure her that he \\>·as not dead?
. The reply of ~Ir. Owen would be, I presume, that
the spiritual body can only ]eave the natural body when
the latter is asleep or i11 a trance ; (I am not snre that
this is the belief of all spirituaHsts, but it seems to be
that of l\ir. Owen)., and that the waking of the natural
body of the son recalled the spiritual body.
Then, even according to this theory, there was some
kind of an infl uence extending from the natural body
of the son, one hundred miles, to the residence of the
parents. It strikes me that it is just as difficult to understand this, as to understand how the mind of the
mother could be impressed at that distance.
It may be thought by some that the fact of the
mother being, according to her statement, a\vake, has
some weight in favor of the spiritual hypothesis.
I will give the substance of a similar narrative, where
both parties, several hundred* miles apart, state that they
were asleep, and dremned of the occurrences.
It was communicated to 1\Ir. Owen, he says, "in
1\Iarch, 1859, by l\iiss A. l\1. H - -, the talented daughter of a gentleman well known in the literary circles of
Great Britain." I reverse the order in which lV[r.
Owen gives the narrative, because I think the impression was produced on the mind of the Jady by that of
the gentleman.

" One drearn the counterpm·t of another."

J\!Ir. S - ,

a friend of l\iiss A. lVI. H--, dreamed as fh1lows : -

* The precise distance is uot stated.
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"I seemed to 1nyself on the point of death, and was
taking final leave of my brother. 'Is there anything,'
he said, 'I can do for you before you die?' 'Yes,' I
replied, in my dream ; 'two things. Send for my friend
A. ~L H- -, I must see her before I depart.' 'Iru..:
possible!' said my brother; 'it 'voulcl be an unheard of
thing; she would never come.' 'She would,' I insisted,
in my dream, and added, 'I would also hear my fa-rorite sonata by Beethoven, ere I die.' 'But these are
t1·ifles,' exclaimed my brother, almost sternly. 'H~ve
you no desires more earnest at so so1em n an hour?'
'No, to see 1ny friend A. 1\L and to hear that sonata,
that is all I 'wish.' And, even as I spoke, in my dream
I saw you* enter. You walked up to the bed with a
cheerful air; and, while the n1usic I bad longed for
fi11ed the room, you spoke to me encouragingly, saying
I should not die.' "
On the same night, as we are led to infer, though this
i~ not distinctly stated, the follo·wing dream occnrred to
1\liss A. 1\f. H - -, as related by her.
"One night, when there was no special cause for my
mind reverting to our friend or to his state of health, t
I rtreamecl that I had to go to the town where he resided. In my dream I seemed to arrive at a particular
house,! into which I entered, and went. straight np-stairs
into a dal'kened chamber. There, on his bed, I saw
8- -, lying as if about to die. I walked up to hin1;
and, not m6tunft1llyJ but as if fil1ed with hopeful assurance, I took his hand, and said, 'No, you are not going to die. Be comforted; yon will 1i ve.' Even as I
* He was giving the account to Miss A. M. H - - .
i Which was delicate.
t The lady did not know his residence.
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spoke, I seemed to hear an exquisite strain of music
sounding through the room."
It is, I think, very evident that in this case, if the
spiritual body of I\1:iss JI-- visited Mr. 8--, the
desire of the latter for the visit was first impressed upon
her mind, and this was the cause of the visit. But I am
unable to perceive why, if his n1ind conld impress hers
to that extent, a dream may not ha.ve occurred to her
from the same influence.
As JYir. Owen believes that individuals can see and
converse with spirits i.n their sleep, he of course would
have no difficulty on that point. But are we to assume
that the spiritual body of ~1r. 8- -'s brother was. also
present? If that was an illusion, though not perhaps
))ositive, it is at least partial evidence, that the whole
was an illusion.
Then as to the music-what produced that.? Mr.
S- - had wished that JVIiss I I - - would come, and
that he might thns hear his favorite sonata; but, with
the incoherence common in dreams, although he heard
the music when she came, it was not executed by her.
Miss H--'s dream was on this point the same ; she
did not dream that she performed, but simply that she
heard the music.
If he had drearnt that she executed the music, she
would probably have dreamt the same.
I presume that examples of these synchronous dreams
are much more numerous than is generally supposed.
People rarely tell their dreams, and even when one is
n1entioned, it is far from a certainty that the individual
who had the corresponding dream will hear of the other.
In the ease of 1\fr. S
and lVIiss H--, so vivid
21
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W(lre the impress1ons on the 1nind of t he· latter, that the
next day she related the dream to her mother, and wrote
to l\1r. 8- - , inquiring after his health; but she said
nothing in the Jetter about her dream, and it was three
years after the occurrence before either party heard of
the other's dream.
The next chapter of 1\ifr. Owen's work is on "D~tnrb
ance.s populady terrned haunt·ings.''
If a portion of the inhabitants of the other world are
such as I have described, we can readily imagine that
some of these would haunt the places where they
formerly lived, or where some event in which they were
greatly interested had transpired .
It is not true, however, that there are now, or ever
were, houses in which disturbances of the kind alluded
to could be made, ''d thout the presence of what are now
ca11ed 1nediums,-that is, ·wjthout the presence of one of
our ·world, by means of whose electricity the material
of the other world can be so changed that th e inhabitants of the latter can nse it. to create the disturbances.
The foliowing narrat ive conveys more nearly than
any other in the chapter the popular idea of a haunted
house, as the building appears to have been uninhabited
previous to the visit of the parties nmned in the narr·ative.
"The Castle of Slawen.~i/.;,." In the month of November,
1806, Councilor Hahn, attac.hed to the court of the then
reigning Prince of Hohen lohe, N enenstein-Ingelfingen,
received orders fron1 the prince to proceed to the above
castle, situated in Upper Silesia, and there await his
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orders. Hahn \Vas accompanied by Cornet Charles
l{ern.-They both occupied t he same room in the castle,
which was a corner roo1n on the first floor, having no
opening without except the windows. The only residents of the castle at the time were Hahn, J{ern, Hahn's
servant, and two of the prince's coach men.
''On the third evening after their arrival in the
castle, the two friends lvere sitting reading at a table in
the middle of the room. About nine o'clock their
occupation was interrupted by the frequent falling of
small bits of lime over the room. They examined the
ceiling, but could perceive no signs of their having
fallen thence. As they were conversing of this, still
]arger pieces of lime fell aronnd them. This lime was
cold to the touch, as if detached from an outside wall.
"They finally set it down to the account of the old
walls of the castle, and went to bed and to sleep. The
next morning they were astonished at the quantj ty of
lime that covered the floor, the more so as they conld
not perceive on walls or ceiling the slightest appearance
of injury. By evening, however, the incident was forgotten, until not only the same phenomenon recurred,
but bi ts of lime were thrown about the room, several of
which struck Hahn. At the same tirne loud knockings,
like the report of distant arti1Jery, were heard, sometimes as if on the floor, sometimes as if on the ceiling.
Agaiu the friends went to bed; but the loudness of the
knoeks prevented their sleeping. l{ern accused Hahn
of causing the knockings by striking on the boards that
formed the under portion of his bedstead, and was not
convinced of the contrary till he had taken the light
and examined for himself~ Then I-Iahn conceived a
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similar suspicion of }{ern. T he dispute was settled by
both rising and stand ing close together, during which
time t he knockings continued as before. Next evening,
besides the throwing of lime and the knockings, they
hea,rd another sound, resembling the distant beating of
a <..hum.
"Thereupon tl1ey requested of a lady who had charge
of the castle, J\iadame Knittel, the keys of the rooms
above and below them; which she immediately sent
them by her son. Hahn remained in the cl~am her
below, while Kern and young l(nittel went to examine
the apartments in question. Abo\Te they found a n
empty room, below a kitchen. T hey knocked; but the
sounds were ent irely different from those that they had
heard, and which Hahn at that very time continued to
hear, in the room below. \V hen they returned from
their search, Hahn said, j estingly, 'The place is haunted.'
They again went to bed, leaving the candles burning;
but things became still more serious, for they distinctly
heard a sound as if some one with loose slippers on were
walking across the room; and this was accon1panied also
with a noise as of a walking-stick on which some one
was leaning) striking the floor step by step; the person
seeming, as far as one conld judge by the sound, to be
walking up and do·wn the room. Hahn j ested at this,
I{ern laughed, and both went to sleep, still not seriously
disposed to ascribe t hese strange phenomena to any
supernatural source.
"Next evening, however, it seemed impossible to
ascribe the occurrences to any natural cause. The
agency, whatever it was, began to throw various articles
about the room; knives, forks, brushes, caps, slippers,
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padlocks, a fun11el, snuffers, soap, in short, whatever was
loose abont the apartment.. Even candlesticks flew
about, first from one corner, then from another. If the
things had been left. lying as they fell, the whole room
would have been strewed in utter confusion. At the
same time there fell at intervals more lime; but the
knockings were discontinued. Then the friends called
np the two coachmen and :Hahn's seryant, besides yonng
l{nittel, the watchman of the castle, and others; all of
whom were ·witnesses of these disturbances.''
It is not necessary for my purpose to copy the whole
narrative, which occupies eight or nine pages of 1\:Ir.
Owen's work.
After the distm·bances had continued about three
·weeks, Hahn and Kern removed into the room immediately above the one they were occupying; but the same
disturbances foJlowed then1 to their new apartment.
The story ·of the disturbances spread over the neighborhood, and others visited the castle and witnessed them.
:F'inally the two friends moved into another roomthe third occupied-when the disturbances appear to
have ceased.
The narrative is taken by 1\f.r. Owen from Dr.
Kerner's life of tbe Seeress of Prevorst, it having been
communicated to the Dr. by Hahn; and is attested by
the latter as follows:"I saw and heard eyerything, exactly as here set
down; observing the whole carefully and qnietly. I
experienced no fear whatever; yet I a1n wholly nnable
to account for the occurrences narrated.
"\Yritten this 19th of November, 1808.
"CouNCILOR HAHN ."
21
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Two subsequent letters frorn 1-Iahn to Dr. l{erner,
upon the subject are published, the latel:it dated l\Iay,
1831.
It is also stated that a gentleman of the utmost
respectability, residing in Stuttgart, visited Slawensik in
t he year 1830, for the purpose of verifying the narrative; and that, while some ridiculed it, the only two
n1en he met with, survivors of those who had witnessed
the events, confirmed the accuracy of the narrativfl· in
every particular.
''This gentleman further ascertained that the castle of
Slawensik had been since destroyed, and that in clearing
away the ruins, there was found a male skeleton walled
in and without coffin, with the sknll split open. By
the side of this skeleton lay a sword."
This last story is not very well authenticated. There
may have been some tragedy enacted in the castle which
was the cause of its being haunted by beings of the
other world, bnt it is equally probable that the cause
was, the latter having lived there a life of pleasure.
The disturbances were never,-so far as appears from
the narrative of IIahn, and the statement of the gentletnan who subsequently visited the place-witnessed
before or since t.he visit of Hahn and l{ern; and it is
evident on reading the whole narrative, that Hahn was
the med ium.
In the portion I have copied it is stated that when
J{ern and young Knittel went into the room above,
I-Iahn continued to hear the knocldngs, but the two
former heard nothing j ancl it does not appear that any
disturbances were witnessed when Hahn was not present,
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while it is stated that Hahn witnessed the1n, when
entirely alone in the castle.
"Hahn resolved that he would investigate them seriously. He accordingly, one evening, sat down · at his
writing-table, with two lighted candles before him;
being so placed that he could observe the whole room,
and especially all the windows and doors. He was
left, for a time, entirely alone in the castle, the coachmen
being in the stables, and Kern having gone out. Yet
the very same occurrences took place as before; nay,
the sn nffers, undm· his very eyes, were raised and whirled
about.''
The disturbances in the residence of the Fox family,
at Hydesville, N. Y., also commenced soon after the
family had moved into the house. They-or certain
membe~·s of the family-were probably the first occupants, through whom the beings of the other world
visiting the honse, conld cause the disturban ces, as Hahn
was the first at the castle. The great difference in the
two cases is, that a n1emher of the Fox :fi1.mily dis-·
covered a mode of communicating with the" spirits," and
therefore she, and one or two of her sisters, became
know1~ as mediums, and ·were followed wherever they
went by the "spirits." I-Iad Hahn made the same discovery, he undoubtedly would _also have been followed
from the castle.
.
This explains the fact, that before the rise of modern
spiritualism, stories of haunted houses- that is, of
houses in which any visitor was liable to be visited by a
"ghost"- were more freqnent than at present.
An individual visiting t.he honse, would see an apparition, or hear strange noises, or see articles moved by
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invisible ageucy; possibly out of a considerable number
visiting the house, two or three would have similar
experience, others would imagine they saw a "ghost/' or
heard strange noises, and thus the house got the reputa~
tion of being haunted.
The popular belief was probably correct on the n1ain
point, the error being in supposing that one person was
as likely as another to witness tbe occurrences.
Since a m.ode of communication has been discovered,
and "mediums'' have bec01ne common, the class of
beings of t he other world who haunt ours, mostly gather
around the mediu1ns: and their desire for communication
with our world is so great, that, when this desire is
gratified, they will generally cease their annoyances.
It may be thought by some, that if Councilor Hahn
was a 1nedium through wh01n such disturbances could
be produced, the fact goes to disprove the theory that
mediums of this class are never very intellectual.
I presume the title "councilor" indicates that he was
a member of the prince's council, and nothing more.
This is no evidei10e that he either was, or was not, an
intellectual man. The council of a petty German prince
could have no large amount of intellectual labor to perform
in its official capacity. The princes themselves are not,
even at the present time, remarkable for intellectuality.
There is in this narrative an account of an apparition,
which, .I think, supports rny st.'l.tement that they are
mostly impressional, or hallucinations.
One evening, when the disturbances were going on,
"Kern, half undressed, paced the room h1 deep thought.
Suddenly he stopped before a 1nirror, into which l1e
chanced to look. A.fter gazing upon it for some ten
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minutes, he began to t remble, turned deadly pale, and
1noved away. 1-Iabn, thinking t hat he had been suddenly taken ill from the cold, hastened to him and threw
a cloak over his shoulders. Then Kern, naturally a
fearless man, took courage, and related to his friend,
thongh still with quivering lips, that he had seen in the
mirror the appearance of a female figure, in white, looking at him, and apparently before him, for he could see
the reflection of himself behind it. It was some time
before he could persuade himself that he really saw this
figure; and for that reason he remained so .long before ·
the glass. 'Villingl.y would he have · believed that it
was a 1nere trick of his imagination; but as the figul'e
looked at him full in the face, and he conld perceive its
eyes move) a shudder passed over him, and he turned
away. Hahn instantly went to the mirror and called
npon the image to show itself to hin1; hut, though he
remained a quarter of an honr before it, and often repeated his invocation, he saw nothing."
As I have frequently heard of apparitions being seen
in mireors, and of p~rsons "divining" by looking into
crystals, I a1u inclined to believe that the aet of gazing
steadily into these will sometimes produce hallucinations.
Bnt, whether produced in this way, or by one of the
beings of the other world, the vision of !{ern wns .
evidently an instance .of hallncination. He saw the
refleetion of himself behind the other reflection, th.et·efore
the objeet reflected, if there was any, 1nnst have been
between hin1 and t he mirror. Now a plane mirror does
not increase the distinctness of an object; on the contrm·y, the reflection is less distinct than the objec~ itself.
Therefore if there had been any object between him and
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the mirror capable of being r eflected, he would have seen
the object, and not merely the reflection.
The narratives in this chapter are so much alike, and
the phenomena described, so similar to what has been
w itnessed by thousands since the rise of modern spiritualism, that I will only notice the several narratives so
far as they appear to confirm 'or negative the theory
I have given.

" The Glanvil Nar-rai'i·ve" is an account gi ven by the
Rev. Joseph Glanvil, chaplain-in-ordinary to Charles
II. of dist nrbauces in the house of 1\Ir. l\f01npesson, at
Tedworth, E ngland, continuing from A.pril, 1661, until
April , 1663.
From t he first part of the narrative it would be impossjble to decide who was the me.d inm; no particular
tnember of the £'lmily is indicated . But on reading the
whole, it appears pretty evident t hat a daughter, about
ten years of ·a ge, was a Inecl ium, and I should infer, the
only one in the honse ; but upon t his point it is somewhat difficult to decide.

" The TVesley Nm·rative" gives an acconnt of s hnilar
disturbances in the par sonage of Rev. Samuel \Vesley,
father of the celebrated John \Vesl ey.
It is impossible to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion
as to the medium, or mediums, in this case. It. would
appear from this uan·ati ve, as well as from a portion of
the GlanvH nanative, t-hat the occurrences could not
have been owing to the presence of any one, two, or
three indi viduals in the bonse. But. all observations of
the phenomena by persons not fami liar with the same,
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are usually at first equally inaccurate. The first portion
of the Glanvil narrative was derived by that gentleman
from 1\llr. ~Io mpesson and others. ~Ir. Glanvil states
that when he visited the house, the "demon or spirit"
haunted two children-girls between seven and eleven
years of age; and he witnessed no disturbances except
in the presence of these children.
The fo11 owiug 11arrative shows more clearly inaccuracy in the first observations. It is taken from a work
by l\Iackay, on "Popular Delusions," he considering it
an example of the kind.

" Tlw Far·nt-Ho1t.'ie of Baldan·oclL, Scotland. On the
5th of December, 1838) the inmates of the farm-house
of Baldarroch, 'in the district of Banchory, Aberdeenshire, ·were alarmed by observing a great number of
sticks, pebble-stoues, and clods of earth fly ing about
their yard and premises. They endeavored, but in vain,
to discover who was the delinquent, and th e showe1· of
stones continuing for five days in succession, they cmne
at last to the conclusion that the d evil and his imps
were alone the cause of it. The rumor soon spread all
over that pat't of the country, and hundreds of persons
came from far and near to witness the antics of the devils of Baldarroch. After the fifth day, the showers of
clods and .stones ce~se<l on the outside of the premises,
and the sceue shifted to the interior. Spoons, knives,
plates, mustard-pots, rol1ing-pins, aud flat-irons appeared
suddenly endued with the power of self-motion, and
were whirled fr01n room to room, and rattled down the
chimneys, in a manner nobody conld account for. The
lid of a mustard-pot wns pnt into a cupboard by a ser-
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vant girl, in the presence of scores of people, and in a
few minutes afterward came bouncing clown the chimney, to tl1e consternation of everybody. There was also
a tremendous knocking at the doors and on the roof,
and pieces of stiek and pebble-stones rattled against the
windows and broke them. T he whole neighborhood
was a scene of alar1n; and not on]y the vulgar, but persons of e<lucation, respectable £.·u1ners within a circle
of twenty miles, expressed their belief in the supernatura] character of these events.''
If the narrative terminated here, it wonld be impossibl e to account for the disturbances consistently with
the theory I have giYen; far more difficult than to account for those described in the Gbnvil and 'Veslev
"
narratives. But 1\fackay's narrative closes us follows:"After a fortnight's continuance of the noises, the
whole trick was discovered. The two servant-lasses
were strictly examined, and then com1nitted to prison.
It appeared that they alone were at the oottom of the
whole affair, and that the extraordinary alarm and credulity of their master and mistress in the first instance,
and of the neighbors and country-people _afterwards,
made their task emnparatively easy. A little common
dexterity was all they had used; and, being themselves
unsuspected, they swelled the alarm by the wonderful
stories they invented. It was they who loosened the
bricks in the chimneys and placed the dishes in such a
manner on the shelves that they fell on the slightest
motion."
1\fr. Owen adds, "The proof that the girls were the
a.uthors of all the mischief appears to have rested on
tl)e fact that 'no sooner were they secured in the county
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gaol, than the noises ceased;' and thns, says 1\fackay,
'most people' were convinced that human agency alone
had worked all the wonder.' Others, however, he adlnits, still held out in their first belief, and were entirely
dissatis fi~cl with the explanation, as indeed they very
well might be, if we are to trust to the details given by
1\![ackay himself of these disturbances."
It appears then, that it was finally observed that the
disturbances occurred only in the presence of the two
servant-girls; (a closer observation would possibly have
showed that they occun·ed on] y in the presence of one),
and when they were removed the distnrLances ceased.
The account then, especially the description of the
showers of sticks, stones and clods of earth, flying abont
the yard and premises, must be an exaggeration.
The other narratives in this chapter, wi th a single exception, clearly indicate that the disturbances occurred
only in the presence of certain individuals. lV[r. Owen
seems to have noticed this fact. In reference to the
Mackay narrative he says : "One can understand that a court of justice should
admit, as presumptive proof against the girls, the fact
that fr01n the time~they were lodged in jai], the disturbances ceased. \Vith the lights before them, the presumption was not unreasonable. But I have already
adduced some proof, and shall hereafter add more, that ·
such disturbances appear to attach to individuals, (or, in
other words, to occur in ce1·tain localities in thejr presence) without any agency-at least any conscious agency
-on the part of those persons themselves."
But the next narrative he gives is the one I have re22
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fen·ed to, as being the only one in the chapter confuting
this theory. I 'viii give a pretty fnll synopsis.

" Tll,e Cemete:1·y of Ah1·e:nsb1.trg. In the immediate
vicinity of J-Uuensburg, the only town in the Island of
Oese1, * is the public cemetery. Tastefully laid out and
carefu1ly kept, planted with trees and partly surrounded
by a grove dotted with evergreens, it is a favorite promenade of the inhabitants. Besides its tombs,-in every
variety, from the humblest to the most elaborate)-it
contains several priYate chapels, each the burying-place
of some family of distinction. Underneath each of
these is a vault., paved with wood, to which the descent
is by a stainvay from inside the chapel and closed by a
door. The coffins of the 1nembers of the family more
recently deceased nsua]]y remain for a time in the
chapel. They are afterward transferred to the vaults,
and thet·e placed side by side, elevated on iron bars.
These coffins it is the custom to make of massive oak,
very heavy and strongly put together.
"The public highway passes jn front of the cemetery
and at a short distance t herefrom. Conspicuous, and to
be seen by the traveler as he rides by, are three chapels,
:f~tcing the highway.
Of these the most spacious,
adorned with pi liars in front, is that belonging to the
family of Buxhoewden, of patrician d escent, and originaJly from the city of Bremen. It has been their place
of interment for several generations.''
It was in this chapel, which for some eight or ten
years previous to the incidents narrated, had the reputation of being haunted, that the disturbances took place.

* In the Baltic.
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It was t he habjt of the country people visiting the
cemetery, to fasten their horses immediately in front of,
and close to this chapel.
On the second day of Pentecost, JHonday, the 22d of
June, in the year 1844, a woman visited the cemetery,
and fastened her hurse, as usual, in fi·ont of the chapeL
" Thile kneeli ng in prayer by the grave of her mother,
situated behind the chapel, the woman had an indistinct
perception, as she afterward remembered, that she heard
noises in the direction of the chapel. On completing
her prayers, and returning to her horse, she found it
covered with sweat and foam , its limbs trembling, and
app~'tring to be in mortal terror. It was scarcely able
to walk, and she was obliged to call a veterinary surgeon,
who said the horse must have been excessivelv terrified
"'
from some cause or other. He bled it, administered a
remedy, and the animal reoovered.
The following Sun(1ay several persons who l1ad fastened their horses in front of the chapel, reported that
they found them jn a somewhat similar condition; and
some of them stated that they heard, seeming to proceed
from the vaults of the chapel, rumbling. sounds which
occasionally assumed the character of groans.
"And this was but the prelude to further disturbances,
gradually increasing in frequency. One day in the
course of the next month (Jnly) it happened that eleven ·
horses were fastened close to the columns of the chapel.
Some persons, passing near by, and hearing, as they
alleged, loud voices, as if issuing from beneath the
building, raised the alar1n; and when the owners reached
the spot they found the poor animals in a pitiable condition. Several of them, in their f1·antic efforts to
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escape, had thrown themseh·es on the ground, and lay
struggling there; others were scarcely able to walk or
stand; and all were violently affected, so that it became
necessary immediately to resort to bleeding and other
means of relief. In the case of three or four of them
these means proved unavailing. They died within a
day
"
.. or two.
"This was serions. And it was the canse of a formal
eomplaint being made by some of the sufferers to th~
eonsistory,-a court holding its sitting at A hrensburg
and having charge of ecclesiastical affairs.
' 'About the same time a member of the Buxhoewden
family died. A t his funeral, during the reading in the
chapel of the service for the dead, what seemed groans
and other strange noises were heard from beneat h, to
the great terror of some of the assistants, the servants
especia1ly. The horses attached to the hearse and to the
mourning coaches were sensibly affected, but not so
violently as some of the others had been. After the
interment three or four of those who had been present,
bolder than their neighbors, Gfscended to the vault.
'Vhile there they heard nothing; but they found, to
their infinite surprise, that, of the numerous coffins
which had been deposited there in due order side by side,
almost all had been displaced and lay in a confused pile.
They songl1t in vain for any cause tl1at might. account
for this. The doors were alwnys kept carefully fasten ed,
aud the locks showed no signs of having been tampered
with . The coffins were replaced in dne order.''
The excitement increasi ng, and renewed complaints
reaching the consistory, an inquiry was proposed, 'vhich
the family at. first objected to, treating the matter as a·
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trick or scandal set· on foot by their enemies. But the
Baron de Gnldeustubbe, president of the consistory,
having visit.ed the vault privately in company with two
n1embers of the family, and found the coffins again in
the same disorder,-which were again replaced- an
official investigation was assented to.
"The persons charged with this investigation were the
Baron de G:uldenstubbe as president, and the bishop of
the province, as vice-president of the consistory; two
other n:ie1nbers of the same body; a phy_§.ician named
Lnce; and, on the part of the magistracy of the town,
the burgomeister, named Schmidt, one of the syndics,
and a·secretary.
"They proceeded, in a body, to institute a careful
exam}nation of the vault. All the coffins there deposited, with the exception of three, were found this time,
as ·before, displaced. Of the three coffins forming the
e~ception, one contained the remains of a grandmother
of the then representative of the fmnily, who had died
abont five years previous; and the two others were of
young children. T he grandmother had been, in life,
revered almost as a saint, for her great piety and constant
deeds of charity and benevolence.''
The commission found, on examination, that nothing
had been carried off; the ornmnents of the coffins were
found untouched, and the articles of jewelry, which haf1
been buried with the corpses, remained in the coffins.
They had the pave1nent of the vault taken up, and the
foundations of the chapel carefully examined, to ascertain
if there was any subtmTanean entrance, but found none.
"Nothing re1nah1ed but to replace everything in due
o~·der, taking exact note of the position of the coffins,
22
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and to adopt eApccial precautions for the detection of any
future intrusion. This, accordingly, was done. Both
doors, the inner and the outer, after being carefully
locked, were doubly sealed ; first with the official seal
of the consistory, then with that bearing the arms of the
city. Fine wood-ashes were strewed all over the wooden
pavement of the vault, the stairs leading down to it from
the chapel, and the floor of the chapel itself. Finally,
g uards, selected from t he garrison of the town and re2
lieved at short. intervals, \Yere set for three days and
nights to watch the building and prevent any one from
approaching it.*
"A.t the end of that time the commission of inquiry
returned to ascertain the result. Both doors were found
securely locked and the seals inyiolate. They ent.ered.
The coating of ashes still presented a smooth unbroken
surface. Neither in the chapel nor on the stairway
lead ing to the vault was there the trace of a footstep of
man or animal. The vault was sufficiently lighted from
the chapel to make every object distinctly visible. They
descended. \ Vit h beating hearts, they gazed on the
spectacle be:fiwe them. Not only was every coffin, with
the same three exceptions as before, displaced, and the
·whole scattered in confusion over the place, bnt many
of t hem) weighty as they were, l1acl been set on end) so
that the head of the corpse was downward. N or was
even this all. The lid of one coffin had been partially
forced open, and there projected the shriveled right arn1
of the corpse it contai ned, showing beyond the elbow;
the lower arm being turned up toward the ceiling of the
vanltF'

* It does not ~tpp ear that the guard h eard noises of any kind.
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No trace of footstep was discovered in the vault, and
this time, as before, the c_9mmission found ·that nothing
had been carried oft~
"They approached, with some trepidation, the coffin
from one side of which the arn1 projected; and, with a
shudder, they recognized it as that in which had been
placed the remains of a member of the Buxhoewden
family who had commit.t.ed suiciile. The matter had
been hushed up at the time, through the influence of the
family, and the self-destroyer had been buried with the
usual ceremonies; but the fact transpired, and was known
all over the island, that he was found with his throat
cut and the bloody razor still grasped in his right hand,*
- the same hancl thttt was now thrust forth to human
view. from under the coffin-lid; a ghastly memorial, it
seemed, of t.he rash deed which had ushered the unhappy
man, uncalled, into another world!''
The commission, it is stated; made an official report,
which is to be foun\1 in the archives of t.he consistory.
l\1r. Owen however has not seen it.
"It remains to be stated that, as the disturbances continned for several months after this investigation, the
family, in order to get rid of the annoyance, resolved to
try t.he effect of burying the coffins. This they did,
covering them up, to a considerable depth, with earth.
The expedient succeeded. Fr01u that time forth no
noises were heard to proceed from the chapel; horses
could be fastened with i1npunity before it; and the inhabitants, recovering from their alarm, frequented with
their children, as usual, their favorite resort."
This narrative was given 1\!Ir. Owen, by J\1:ademoisel1e
*! The first instance of the kind I have read of, so far as I can recollect.
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de Guldenstubbe, daughter of the baron referred to. It
is impossible to account for the disturbances consistently
wHh the theo1'Y I have given, for they appear to have
occurred when no one of our world v\'as in or near the
chapel. The question then is, as to the authenticity of
the narrative.
In the copy of 1VIr. Owen's W'ork which I have, I find
on page 345, the following, "l+lote to tenth tlwu.sa;nd."
"In the first editions of this work, another narrative,
bearing upon the habitual appearance of a living person, was here given. It is now replaced by that of the
'Two Sisters,' for the followii1g reasons. A friend of
one of the parties concerned, having m~de inqun·1es regarding the story, kindly furnished me with the result;
and the evidence thus addnced tended to invalidate essential portions of it. A recent visit to Europe enabled
me to make further inquiries into the matter; and
though, in some respects, these were confirmatory, yet I
learned that a considerable portion of the narrative in
q nestion, whioh had been 'represented to me as cl'iTeotly attested, was in 1':eality sustained only by second-hand evidence. Tltis circumstance, taken in connection with the
conflicting. statements above referred to, places the story
outside the rule of authentication to which ju these
pages I have endeav01·ed scrnpnlously to conform; and
I therefore omit it. altogether."
On examination of a copy of the first edition, I find
that the nar rative since omitted, is entitled, u H'hy a
.Livonian Sohool-'leaoher lost her situat-ion/' and that it·
was given :Nir. Owen, hy l\1:ademoise1le de Guldenstubbe. It is about as- wonderful a story as that of the
chapel. I infer that some friend· of the school-teacher,
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having read Mr. Owen's work, took the trouble to examine into t he matter, and the result was as stated by
I\1r. Owen. I n this case l\iademoiselle de Guldenstubhe was, as she stated, a pupil at the school, and she
professed to describe what had taken place under her
own observation. That narrative therefore was far more
likely to be accurate than the one relative to the chapel,
in which she only professed to state what she had heard
through various sources. It appears to n1e, that under
such circumstances, lVIr. Owen should have omitted the
latter narrative also.
It is true, 1\fr. Owen says, the brother of the l~dy
confir1ned the story. But confirn1ing a story in a general sort of _way, and giving the particulars of the same,
are very different things. I presume the brother would
have confirmed the story r elative to the school-teacher,
for h e must have heard something about the matter.
It appears from 1\Ir. Owen's note, which I have
copied, that the narrative relative to the school-teacher
was not wholly fictitious; I presume that relative to the
chapel was not; and we can easily conceive that au
imaginative and credulous lady, who was quite young
at the time of the occurrences, stated in each case what
she believed to be the facts; but the attempt to explain
either narrative would be idle.
In reference to the disturbances having ceased when
the coffins were buried, Mr. Owen says : " Finally, if these disturbances are to be ascribed to
trickery, why should the tricksters have discontinued their
persecution as soon as the coffins were put under ground?
"This ]ast difficulty, however, exists equally in case
we adopt the spiritual hypothesis. If to interference
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from another \Yorld these phenomena were due, why
s11ould that interference have ·ceased fi·om the moment
the coffins were buried?"
It wonld be very difficult to account for this, supposing the narrative to be strictly accurate; for even if
burying the coffins prevented their being disturbed- and
I see no reason why it should, upon any other theory
than that I have given-yet this would not prevent the
groans, and other terrible noises, which frightened the
horses to death.
But supposing the coffins were moved by beings of
the other world, when some particular individual of ours
was in, or very near the chapel, in the way I have stated
such things are done; evidently they could not be thus
moved when buried several feet deep in the earth; and
if the only noises heard, were caused by- moving the
coffins, these would also cease.
In refereuce to the point I have endeavored to establish, namely, t hat these occurrences only take p]ace in
the presence of certain individuals, called mediums, the
fact that withjn t he past few years they have been witnessed in the presence of such individuals, by thousands
who never witnessed them elsewhere, is very strong, if
not conclusive proof of the truth of the position.
The n ext two chapters are on, uApparitions of the
L -ivin.r;," ancl "Appa?~itions of the Deacl."
It will be perceived from the following extract from
the latter chapter, that J\Ir. Owen, in comn1on with
tnost-if not all-spiritualists, considers the phen01nena
in each case to be of the satne character.
"If, as St. Paul teaches and Swedenborgians believe,
there go to make up the personality of man a natural
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body and a spiritual body; if these co-exist, while
earthly life endures, in each one of us; if, as the apostle
further intimates and the preceding chapter seems to
prove,* the spiritual body-a counterpart, it would
seem, to human sight, of the natural body-may, during
life, occasionally detach it'"3elf, to some extent or other,
and for a tjme, from the material flesh and blood which
for a few years it pervades in intimate association; and
if death be but the issuing forth of the spiritual body
from its temporary associate; then, at the moment of its
exit, it is that spiritual body which through life may
have been occasionally and partially detached from_ the
natural body, and which at last is thns entirely and forever divorced from it, that passes into another state of
existence.
"But if that spiritual body, while still connected with
its earthly associate, could under certain circumstances,
appear distinct and distant from the natural body, and
perceptible to human vision, if not to human touch,
what strong presumpt ion is there against the supposition that after its final emancipation the satne spiritual
body may still at times show itself to man?"
Admitting the premises to be correct, the supposition
is a natural one. The question then· is as to whether a
spiritual body is ever seen by persons of our world .
I will next notice ~Ir. Owen's remarks about haiJncinations. H e makes the following distinction between
hallucinations and illusions. By the former he underThe reader will understand that the chapter from which this is
taken, follows that on Apparitions of the Living. I give the extract
here, to show that he considers apparitions of the living and the dead
to be alike.
·
l!<
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stands, a a false perception of that which has no existence whatever;" by the latter, "an incorrect perception
of something which actually exists.''
"An illusion, unlike a hallucination, bas a foundation
in reality. \Ve actual1y see or hear something, which
we mistake for son1ething else." * * *
('There are collective illusions; for it is evident that
the same f:'1lse appearance ,.vhich deceives the senses of
one 1nan is not unlikely to deceive those of others
also."
"But I know of no well-authenticated instance of
collective hallucinations. No two patients that I ever
heard of imagined the presence of the same cat or dog
at the same moment. None of Nicolai's* friends perceived the :figures which showed themselves to him .
vV hen Brutus)s evil genius appeared to the Roman
leader, no one bn't himself saw the colossal presence or
heard the warning words, t 'Ve shall meet again at
Philippi.' It was Nero's eyes alon e that were haunted
with t he specter of his murdered mother.
"This is a distinction of much practical importance.
If two persons perceive at th e same tilne the same
phenomenon, we 1nay conclucle that that phen01nenon is
an objective reality,- has, in some phase or other, actnal
existence."
Instances of collective hallucinations are probably not
as common as those of collective illusions, for t he reason
that the former .can only occur by the. mind of one
person, who first experiences the hallucination, acting
on that of others. This could not be expected to

* Au individual who imagined t hat his room was full of human
figures, moving about.
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hap1)en vet>y ofwn. But, as l\fr. Owen has been investigating this subject, if he has 1net with no well-authenticated instances of col1ective h~llucinations, he has, I
think, been singularly unfortunate. I atn quite confident that I have occasionally heard of such instances,
but cannot now recollect them, or the authority for the
same. But as 1\tir. Owen cites Catharine Crowe's
"Nigltt Side of Nature," I will copy one or two natTatives
from that work, which appear to be as authentic as any
in the volume. It is a peculiarity of this authoress that
she seldom gives the authority for the narrative.
As ~ir. Owen says that he never heard of two
patients who, at the same moment, imagined the presence of the same cat or dog-meaning, I suppose,
animals of any kind,-I will first copy an instance of
that nature.
"During the seven years' war in Germany, a drover
lost his life in a drunken squabble on the high road.
"For some time there was a sort of rude tombstone,
with a cru;:,~ on it, to mark the spot where his body was
interred; but this has long fallen, and a mile-stone now
fills its place. Nevertheless, it continues com1nonly
asserted by the country people, and also by various
travelers, that they have been deluded in that spot by
seeing, as they imagine, heeds of beasts, which on .
investigation prove to be merely visionary. Of course,
many people look upon this as a superstition; but a
very singular confirmation of the stm:y occurred in theyear 1826, when two gentlemen and two ladies were
passing the spot in a post carriage. One of these was a
clergyman, and none of t.hmu had ever heard of the
phenomenon said to be attached to the place. They
:&3
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had been discussing the prospects of t he minister, who
was on hjs way to a vicarage, to which he had just been
appointed, when t hey saw a large flock of sheep, which
streched quite across the road, and was accompanied by
a shepherd and a long haired black dog. As to meet
cattle on that road was nothing uncommon, and indeed
t hey had met several droves in the course of the day,
no remark was made at the moment, till suddenly each
looked at the other and said, ''Vhat is become of the
sheep?' Quite perplexed at their sudden d1sappearance,
they called to the postillion to stop, and all got out, in
order to mount a · littl e elevation and look around, but
still unable to discover them, they now bethought thenlselves of asking the postillion where they were; when,
to their infinite surprise, they learnt that he had not
seen them. Upon this, they bade him quicken his
pace, that they might overtake a carriage that had
passed them shortly before, and inquire if that party
had seen t he sheep; but they had not. " Four years later, a postmaster named J
, was on
the same road, driving a carriage in which were a clergyman and hi.s wife, when he saw a large flock of sheep
near t.he same spot. Seeing they were very fine wethers,
and supposing them· to have been bought at a sheep-fair
that was then taking place a few miles off, J
drew
up his reins and stopped his horses, turning at the same
time to the clergyman to say, that he wanted to inquire
the price of the sheep, as he intended going next day to
the fair himself. \Vhilst the n1inister was asking hi1n
what sheep he meant., J
go~ down and found himself in the midst of the- animals, the size and beauty of
which astonished him. They passed him at an unusua~
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rate, whilst he made his way through th em to find the
shepherd, when, on getting to the end of the flock, they
suddenly <1isappeared. He then first learnt that his fellow-travelers had not seen t hem at all."
In the first case, if we are to credit the narrativeaud it bears the mark of probability-four persons saw
at the same moment, the same black dog and a flock of
sheep. \Vhether these four were connections by blood
or 1narriage, we are not informed; but we may assume
that they were at least acquaintances, aud they had been
riding for some time jn the same carriage, engaged in
conversation, thus having become to some extent. en n:rppo1·t, so that the mind of one experiencing a hallucination would affect that ·of another. The post-illion, who
was not in a position to become en ?"apport with the
party, did not experience the hallucination.
In the second case, we have no reasou to suppose that
the mind of 1\Ir. J
, t he driver, would have any
effect upon the two persons in the carriage, and the latt er did not experience the hal lnci nation.
If neither of the parties experienci ng the hallucination, had previously heard of the pheuomenon as being
connected with the locality, I can imagine but two .
causes which might pro{liJCc it.
Owiug to the experience I have had, it is not in my_
view so improbable a ·supposition as it will doubtless
appear to t he reader, that a being of the other worldthe drover or the one who killed him-may have
haunted, or occasionally visited the locality, and caused
the hallucinations.
The other idea is, that there may have been some peculiar formation of grouml, or other objects at the lo'
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cality, tending, in connection with the fact that the party
had met flocks of sheep, to prod nee, what JYlr. Owen
calls an illu.sion, and an illusion will frequently cause a
hall nci nation.
That the phenomenon cannot be accounted for by calling it an "illusion" is very evident. It would be very
strange, if, while it was a very rare circumstance that
any one passing the spot experienced anything of the
kind, all four in the earriage should, the mind of eac_h
uninfluenced by thnt of another, experience p1·eci.sely the
same ill usioo, which disappeared in all at the same instant. Besides, a very slight change of position on the
ixtrt of the spectator will dispel an illusion, but J\fr.
,J
co11tinued to see the sheei), thinking himself in
the miclst of the flock, after he had got clown from the
.
carnage.
The following narrative is from the same work:" About the year 17 50, a visionary army of the same
description* was seen in the neighborhood of Invetness
by a. re.spect.able farmer of Glenary, and his son. The
number of troops \Yas very great, and they had not the
slightest doubt that they were otherwise than ·substantial
forms of flesh and blood. They counted at least sixteen
pairs of columns, and had abundance of time to observe every particnlar. The front ranks ma.rclH~d seven
abreast, and were accompanied by a good many women'
and children, who were carrying tin cans and other implements of cookery. The nwn were clothed in red,
and their arms shone brightly in the sun. In the 1nidst
of them was an animal, a deer, or a horse, they could
not distinguish which, that they were driving furiously

* Referring w a preceding narrative.
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forward with their bayonets. The younger of the two
1nen observed t<.l the other, that every now and then, the
rear ranks were obliged to run to overtake the van; and
the elder one, who had been a so1dier, remarked that
that was always the case, and recommended him, if he
ever served, to try and march in the front. There was
only one mounted officer; he rode a gray dragoon horse,
and wore a gold-laced hat, and blue Hussar cloak, \vith
wide open sleeves lined with red! The t:wo spectators
observed him so particularly, that they said afterwards
they should reognize him anywhere. They were, however, afraid of being ilJ-treated, or forced to go along
with the troops, whom they concluded had come froni
Ireland, and landed at Kyntyre; and whilst they were
climbing over a dyke to get out of their way, the whole
thing vanished."
Here, whatever caused the hallncinaHon, there was
probably formed in the mind of the father, who had been
a soldier, a likeness of what he had actually seen, and
his mind impressed the image on that of the son.
As to Thir. Owen's remark that none with Nicolai and
others, saw the figures that those persons imagined they
did, I cannot pet·ceive how this fact proves that there
are no collective hallucinations. I presume he would
not deny that one person may be the snl~ject of an illn- .
sion, while others present, who saw the s~me object, were
not; and if this does not prove that there can be no collective illusions, how does a silnilar instance of haUuci- nation, prove that there can be no collective hallncinat.ions?
In reference to his position that there are 11one such,
ltfr. Owen says, ''The results of what have been usually
2:P•
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called electro-biological expflriments cannot with any
p1·opriety be adduced in confutation of this position.
The biologizecl patient knowingly and voluntarily subj ects himself to an artificial influence, of which the
temporary effflct is to produce false sensations; just as
the eater of hasheesh, or the chewer of opium, conjures
up the phantasmagoria of a partial insanity, or the confirm~J clrnnkaed exposes himself to the terrible delusions of delirium-tremens. But all these sufferers know,
when the fit has passed, that there was nothing of reality jn the imaginations that overcame them."
The biologized patient is not given anything to eat or
drink; he simply remains, as far as possible, passive,
anrl the effect is wholly produced by the mind? or will
of the operator. It is true there is something different,
or rather something more · in his case, than in that of
one who is merely the subject of a hallucination; for in
the former case, the patient's 'Will seems to be subject to
that of the operator. The experiments simply prove
tha.t the mind of one person ca.n, under certain conditions, produce hallucil1a.tions in those of several other
persons, at the same moment.
Of course the patients know, when the experiments
are over, that there was nothing of reality in what they
imagined they saw, because they are told in the first
place the nature of the experiments. But snppose this
was never explained to them; and let us fLll·ther suppose them to have h eard of spiritualism; now, if the
operator told th em that he could open their "spiritual
vision," or "interior perception," so that they could
perceive objects invisible to them in their norma.] state,
can any one doubt that some of them would continue to
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believe that they had really perceived the object? Certainly, jf they were made to think they saw human
figures, there can be no doubt that many would afterward believe they had seen "spirit.s."
.
1\tir. Owen maintains, that while the fact that two or
n1ore persons perceive at the same time, the same object,
is evidence that it is not a case of ha.Jlncination, it does
not follow that if only one person among many perceives ·au object, it is a case of hallucination.
"There is nothing, then, absurd or illogical in the
supposition tl1at some persons may have true perqeptions
of which we are unconscious. 'Ve may not be able to
comprehend how they receive these ; but our ignorance
of the mode of action does not disprove the reality: of
the effect. I knew an English gentleman who, if a cat
had been secreted in a room where he was, invariably
and infallibly detected her presence. How he perceived
this, except by a general feeling of uneasiness, he could
never explain ; yet the fact was certain.''
I doubt the ability of the gentleman to detect the presence of a cat, unless some person present knew it was in
the room. But suppose the case as stated. Then the gentleman did not think he saw the cat. But most persons
who believe that they have when awake, perceived
"spirits," state that they saw them with their eyes, in
the usnal way. Now if they do not see them in the
natural way, bnt have some other mode of perception,
how is it that they are liable to this deception? 'Ve are
not thus deceived by our other senses: we do not imagine that we see sound, or hear oo1or, or smell forn1.
But the first narrative I sha11 copy contradicts, I
think, 1\'[r. Owen's theory. He says, in reference to it,

/
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"In the next case, if it be one of hallucination, two
senses wel'e deceived.''
He n1ust either mean, our natural senses of seeing
and hearing, or that the observer had ·two senses of this
nature, in addition to those of most persons.

"Sight and Sound. During the winter of 1839-40,
Dr. J
E
was residing, with his aunt, Mrs.
L - - , in a house on Fourteenth Street, near New
York Avenue, in the city of \Vashington.
~
"Ascending one day frmn the basement of the house
to the parlor, he saw his aunt descending the · stairs.
He stepped back to let her pass, which she did, close to
hhn_, but without speaking. He jnstantly ascended the
stairs and entered the parlor, where he found his aunt
sitting quietly by the side of the fire.
"The distance from where he first saw the ngnre to
the spot where his aunt was actually sitting was between
t hirty and forty feet. The figure.seemed dressed exactly
as his aunt was; and he distinctly heard the rustle of
her dress as she passed."
The narrative was related to JVlr. Owen by Dr. E- himself in 1859.
That the hallucination of sight should cause the hallucination of hearing, is not at all strange; but is it
credible that. Dr. E
could not only see, but hear
the rustle of a dress, which other persons could not
perceive.- at all ?
"Tlw figure seemed dr~sed exactly as ltis a'unt was;"
and this is universally the case,-the dress of the spiritual body exactly corresponds wHh that worn by the
natura] body. If not a hallucination, why is this?
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And what is the dress n1ade of? And how does the
spiritual body so speedily procure one, precisely resembling that worn by the natural body; and so substantial
that the rustling of it can be heard? Questions as to
the dress, spiritualists. always evade, and 1\!I:r. Owen
makes no attempt to explain the matter.
Some narratives of apparitions would be very absurd,
viewed in any other light than as being an instance of
hallucination. The following is one of the kind.

"Appa:rition in Ireland.

\

In the summer of the year
1802, a clergyman of the Established Church, living in
Ireland, was invited by the bishop to dinner. Returning from the bishop's about ten o'clock, the clergyman
approached his own residence t-hrough the garden attached to it. 1-Iis wife had been left at lwme, being
unwell.
"It was bright moonlight. On issuing from a_small
bed of shrubbery into a garden walk, he perceived, as
he thought, in another walk, parallel to that in which
he was, and not more than ten or twelve feet from him,
the figure of his wife, in her usual dress. Exceedingly
astonished, he crossed over and confronted her. It was
his wife. At least, he distinguished her features, in the
clear moonlight, as plainly as he had ever done in his_
life. ''Vhat are yon doing here?' he asked. She did
not reply, but receded from him, tnrning to the right,
toward a kitchen-garden that lay on one side of the
house. In it there were several rows of peas, staked
and well grown, so as to shelter any person passing
behind them. The figure passed round one end of
these. l\1r. - - followed quickly, in increased m:to-
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nishment, mingled with alarm; but when he reache<l
the open space beyond the peas the fi gure was nowbere
to be seen. ..A.s there was no spot where, in so short a
time, it cou ld have sought concealment, the husband
concltHled that it was an appari tjon, and not his wife,
that he had seen. He returned to the front door, and,
instead of availing hi1nself of his pass-1\:ey as usual, he
rang the bell. 'Vhi1e on t he steps, before the bell was
answered, looking round, he sa 'iV the same figure at the
corner of the honse.''
This was commnnjcated to 1\Ir. Owen by a son of the
clergyman, in the year 1859.
Can any one believe that the spiritual body of the
wife-who was living at the time-was dodging around
the peas, and the corner of the house? Supposing the
existence of a spiritual body, what possible motive could
there be for such condnct? I think an unusual qrwntity of wine, drank by the clergyman at the bishop's,
1nay account for this apparition. This idea is confirmed
by the L'lct, that he did not avail himself, as usual, of
his pass-key, which, I infer, he had wit.h him.
The following narrative l\ir. Owen considers very
conclusive in favor of the spiritual theory, as the
apparition was perceived at the same time by two
persons.

"Apparit,ion of th.e li-t:ing, seen by mothe1~ and daughter.
In the 1nonth of lVIay and in the year 1840, Dr.
D
, a noted physician of "\Vashington, was residing
with his wife and his daughter Sarah (now lVIrs. B- -)
at their country seat, near Piney Point, in Virginia, a
fashionable pleasm~e resort during the summer months.
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('One afternoon, about five o'clock, the two ladies
were walking out in a copse-wood not far from their
residence; when, at a distance on the roa<l, coming
toward
them, they saw a gentleman. 'Sally,' said
.
. J\!Irs.
D- -, 'there comes your father to meet us.' 'I think
not,' the daughter replied; 'that cannot he papa; it is
not so tall as he.'
"As he neared them, the daughte1·'s opinion was confirmed. They perceived that it was not Dr. D--, bnt
a l\1r. Thompson, a gentleman with whom they were
well acquainted, and who was at that time, though they
then knew it not, a ·p atient of Dr. D--'s. They
observed also as he came nearer, that he was dressed in
a blue frock coat, black satin waistcoat, and black pantaloons and hat. Also, on comparing notes afterward,
both ladies, it appeared, had noticed that his linen was
particularly fine, and that hjs whole apparel seemed to
have been very carefully adjusted.
"He came up so close that they were on the very
point of addressing him; but at that moment he stepped
aside, as if to let them pass; and then, even while the
eyes of both the ladies were upon him, he suddenly and
entirely disappeared."
The ladies learned from Dr. D- - that l\1r. Thompson had been confined to his room during the entire
day.
The narrative was communicated to l\fr. Owen by
1\frs. D- - in the year 1859.
"How· strong in this case,'' l\fr. Owen remarks, '(is
the presumptive evidence against hallucination! Even
setting aside the received doctrine of the books,* that
~

"The received doctrine of the books," is a common, but very
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there is no collective hallucination, how can we imagine
that there should be produced, at the very same moment,
without suggestion, or expectation, or unnsual excitement of any kind, on the brain of two different persons, a perception of the self-s:une image, ·minutely
detailed, without any external object tto produce it?
\Vas that image irnprinted on the retina in the case both
of n1other and daughter? Flow could this be if there
was nothing existing in the outside world to in1print it?
or was there no image on the retina? 'Vas it a purely
subjective impression? that is, a false impression due to
disease? But among the millions of impressions which
may be produced, if imagination only is the creative
agent, how infinite the probability against the contingency tlutt, out of these millions, this one especial
object shonld present itself in two independent cases!not only a particular person, dressed in a particular
manner, but that person advancing along a road, approaching within a few steps of the observers, and then
disappearing [ Yet even this is not the limit of the
adverse chances. There is not only identity of object,
but exact coincidence of time. The two perceive the
very same thing at the very same moment; and this
coincidence continues throughout several minutes.
"'Vhat is the natural and necessary conclusion?
That there wa~ an image produced on the retina, and
that there was an objective reality there to produce it.
'(It may seem marvelous, it may appear hard to
believe, that the appearance of a human being, in his
usual dress, should present itself where that human
indefinite term; there is scarcely any doctrine, of a speculative nature,
a.bout which scientific men clo not difrer.
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being is ,not. It would be a thing a thousand times
more marvelous, teu thousand times harder to believe,
that. the fortuitous action of disease, freely ranging
throughout the infinite variety of contingent possibilities, should produce, by mere chance, a mass of coincidences such as make up, in this case, the concurrent and
cotemporaneous sensations of 1nother and daughter."
To make ~fr. Owen's idea of hallucinations more
clearly understood, I will here give another extract frou1
the chapter introductory to the subject.
"De Boismont reminds ns that considerable asseinblages of men (des 1·eunions consiclerables) have been the
d1,1pes of the same illusions. 'A cry,' he says, 'suffices
to affright a multitude. An individual who thinks he
se~s something supernatural soon causes others, as little
enlightened as he, to share his conviction.' As to illusions, both optical and oral, this is undoubtedly tt·ne;
more especially when these present themselves in times
of excitement,-as during a battle or a plo.gue,-or
when they are generated in twilight gloom or midnight
darkness. But that the contagion of example, or the
belief of one indi vidnal under the actual influence of
hallucination, suffices to produce in others around,
disease of the retina or of the optic or auditory nerve,
or, in short, any abnormal condition of the senses, is a
supposition which, so far as n1y reading extends, is
unsupported by any reliable proof whatever.
"The hypothesis of hallucination, then, is, in a general way, untenable in cases where two or more independent observers perceive the same or a similar appearance."
I consider 1\tlr. Owen's ideas upon this subject entii·ely
24
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erroneous. He seems to think that hallucination of
sjght or hearing can only be caused by disease of the
organs. Of course hallucinations are frequently caused
in that way, bnt that is an entire1y different branch of
the subject from the one we are considering. \Vhether
in all cases of hallucination of sight or hearing, the
optic or auditory uerves are aff~cted at all, or not, I do not
know; but if so, in the class of ha11ucinations we are
now considering, the nerves are affected by the brain;
the hallucination is not produced by the nerves conveying a false sensation to the brain. In other words, the
hallucination originates in the mind or brain, and not in
the retina, or optic or auditory nerves.
In dreams we imagine that we see and hear distinctly,
but I have never heard the theory advanced, t.hat in all,
or e\Ten in most such cases, the optic or auditory nerve
became first disordered, and cansed the impression.
Again, hallucinations of sight are often produced, as
for example, in electro-biological experiments, by one
individual speaking to the subject; telling hirn that a
certain object is before him : to suppose that in snch a
case the retina or optic nerve of the subject is first affected, and afterward the imagination, would appear to
me very absnrd.
\Ve cannot think of an indi vid nal, even if we never
saw l1im, without forming more or less distinctly in the
mind an image of the person, and when we think of
a particulat· acquaintance, the image is quite distinct.
The q nest.ion in the present case is not, whether "the
fortuitous action of disease, freely ranging thronghont
the infinite variety of contingent possibilities, shou ld
produce by mere chance, a mass of coincidences such as
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make up in this case, the concurrent and cotemporancous sensations of mother and daughter;" nor .is it
whether the mind of one of the ladies could affect the
retina or optic nerve uf the other. The question is,
whether the mind of one could affect the mind of t he
other. The case does uot differ from those of synchronous dreams, whiuh I have noticed, except, that where
both persons are a.wake, the phenomencm is probably
less likely to occur.
lVIr. O wen seems to believe that such an impression
can Le produced on the mind of a person of our
world, by a" spirit." The dream narrated under the heading of ''The 1Vegro servant," was caused, as he evideutly
believes, by a being of the other world. It is stated
that the lady who dreamed "was astonished, on entering
her mother's house, to meet the very black servant whom
she had seen in her dream, as he had been engaged
during her absence."
N ow, if the dream was produced as ~ supposed, there
is but one mode by which the lady could be made to see
the servant; namely, by the "spirit" 'first forming the
image in his, or her, own mind, and reproducing the
same in the mind of the lady.
And l\{r. Owen has no grounds for assuming that the
power of one individual of our world to produce an impression on the 1nind of another, is not of the same
kind as that of beings of the other world.
It is true that in one case the 'person receiving the
h:npression was asleep, while in the other both ladies
were awake. But it seems to me not unreasonable to
suppose, t hat if such an impression can be produced in
the mind of an indivirlnal asleep, it may sometimes,
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where the two persons are en ?·app01·t, and the mind in
a tranquil and impre~sible state, be produced in an iudi viclua] awake.
The phenomenon undee consideration may, I think,
be accounted for as follows :-The two ladies were walking in a copse-wood, when an ·ill-usion occurred to the
mother. Such illusions are very common under such
circumstances with individuals not accustomed to walking in woods. The body of a tree, a stump, or some
other ol~ject, is mjstaken for a human figtire.
The mother then thought she saw indistinctly, a human figure, which . she also thought resembled her husband; and said to her daughter, "Sally, there comes
your father to meet us." The two being en ?Ytppo1't, the
rni nd of the mother, uncler illusion, produced a con·esponding image, which wonld be hallucinat·ion, in the
mind of the daughter. If the image of the fhther had
been clear and distinct in the mind of the mother, the
daughter would, probably, have also thought that she
perceived the father. But the irnage in the 1nind of
the 1nother being indistinct, that in the mind of the daughter was so also, and the latter; from some cause
·which we do not know, thought it was not her father,
but some other person. The probability is, that the first
thought of the daughter, on receiving an impression
from the mother, was of the acquaintance, l\ir. Thompson, and that she named him to the mothee. At all
events, as the daughter's was a case of hallucination, we
may assume that the image and belief was clearer and
stronger in her ruiud than in the mother's, consequently
the mind of the former reacted on that of the latter,
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producing a hallucination in the 1uother, when the
image became quite distinct in the minds of both.
That this was an unusual phenomenon I ad1nit, hut
that fact is as strong evidence against the spiritual
theory, as it is against the theory I have advanced.
~Ir. Owen insists, ''That there was an image produced
on the retina, and that there was an objective reality
there to produce it."
Then the theory of the observers having a different
faculty, or mode of perception, from that of 1nost persons, is all nonsense. If an image is produced on -the
retina by an objective reality) in such. cases) it is merely
a question as to natural eye-sight. . . An apparition cannot be seen by one person which could not be seen by
another present, ha¥ing equally good natural eye-sight.
Then why is it that "spirits n are not seen at the siuue
time by a greater number of persons? " Thy are they
never seen in Broad,vay, New York, or in the crowded
streets of London or Paris ?
Again, if we adopt the spiritual hypothesis in this
case, we must believe that there were for the tin1e being
two distinct Thompsons; one in his room, the other
c1othed in real garments, resembling those worn by the
"natural body"-taking a walk in the copse-wood.
In this case we are not informed whether the "natural body'' was asleep or awake; but in some of thenarratives it appears that it was awake. In the narrative entitled," Si,ght and Sowul," which I have copied, we are led
to infer that the lady whose appearance vvas seen, was
awake. So that there are in sucli cases, according to the
spiritual hypothesis, actttally two beings, distinct both
24*
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in body and mind, who, for a while have separated, and
afterward (for what object I cannot perceive) reunite.
Suppose that during the separation, the "natural" being should commit some crime, would the "spiritual"
being who is to live after the death of the former, be
responsible for the act?
"\Vhether I have given a correct explanation of the
phenomenon or not, may be a question; but to me, the
idea that the "spiritual body" of 1\ti r. Thompson,
"dressed in a blue frock-coat, black satin· waistcoat, and
hlack pantaloons and hat," was actually seen ~y the
ladies, appears very absurd.
" The dying mother and Iter babe," is a narrative somewhat similar to that of l\1r. vVilkins'· dream; but in this
case the individual producing the· impression was awake,
the one receiving it being asleep, or in a state resembling sleep.
A lady residing iu Cambridgeshire, England, being ill,
went to London for medical advice, leaving a child at
home. The mother be~'tm e \VOrse, and was unable to
return. In the mean time the child died. .A. young
lady, staying in the house, who it is stated, had from infancy been accustomed to the occasional sight of apparitions, went alone into the room where the body of the
infant lay in its coffin, and saw there., reclining on a sofa
near the coffin, the figure of the mother.
On account of her crit~cal condition, the mother had
not been advised of the death of the child, but reviving
as from a swoon, about the time of the appearance to
the young lady, as was afterwards ascertained, she asked
her husband why she had not been informed of the
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death, and said, "It is useless to deny it, Samuel; for I
have just been home, and have seen her in her little
coffin."
This occurred in the year 1843, and was related to
lVIr. Owen by the lady who saw the apparition in 1859.
In this case; I presume, the young lady who was subject to hallucinations, having mrperienced the one described, produced a corresponding impression in the
mind of the mother. The scene or picture, in the mind
of the young lady, representing the mother viewing the
infant in its coffin, was reproduced in the mind of the
mother. It is probable, that if the mother had been
qnestioned on the subject, she would have stated that
she rec~ined on th~ sofa; though it appears in some cases
only the more prominent, or strongest impressions are
reproduced.
There is in this chapter(" .Apparitions of the living/')
a narrative of a dream. 'Vhy it is placed here, instead
of in the chapter of dreams, is not apparent. But as l\fr.
Owen, in commenting upon it, expresses his views relative to apparitions of the living, I will give the substance of the narrative.

"The Vis-ionary exmwswn.'' In June of the year
18577 a lady designated as l\{rs. A · , was residing
with her husband and their infant child, on vVoolwich
Common, near London.
"One night in the early part 9f that month, suddenly
awaking to consciousness, she felt herself as if standing
by the bed-side and looking upon her own body, which
lay there by the side of her sleeping husband.
"Her first impression was that she had died suddenly;
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and the idea was confirmefl by the pale and lifeless look
of the body, the .fitee void of expression, and the whole
appearance showing no signs of vitality. She gazed at
it with cnriosity for some time, comparing its dead look
with that of the fresh countenances of her husband and
of her slumbering infant in a cradle hai·d by. For a
1noment she experienced a feeling of relief that spe had
escaped the pangs of death; bnt the next she reflected
what a grief her death would be to the survivors, and
then came a wish that she could have bt:oken the news
to them gradually". ·\Vhile engaged in these thoughts,
she felt herself carried to the wall of the roon1, with a
fee1ing that it must arrest her farth er progress. But no;
she seemed to pass through it into the ppen air."
The lady was thus c.arried along, without any ?-Ction
or volition on her part, past familiar objects, until she
found herself in the bed-chan1ber of an in6mate friend,
lVliss L - - l\f
, at Greenwich; with whom she
entered into conversation, the purport of which she did
not afterward recollect.
The above occurred during a \Vednesrlay night, and
the next Friday l\Iiss L - - 1\1
visitedl\Irs. A,
when the. two ladies began conversing about bonnets,
and l\frs. A-said, "1\Iy last was trimmed with
• violet; and I like the color so much I think I shall
select it again." "Yes," her friend replied, "I know
t hat is your co] or." "How so?" lVfrs . .A- - asked.
"Because when you came to me the other night-let me
see; when was it?-ah, I remember, the night before
last-it was robed in violet that you appeared to me."
"I appeared to you the other night?'' "Yes, about
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three o'clock; and we had quite a conversation together.
Have you no recollection of it?''
It is stated that nliss L - - l\I- - had fro m her
. childhood habitually seeu apparitions; the occurrence
therefore as it appears, did noJ surprise her.
The narra.ti \'e was given l\Ir. Owen ·in the year 1859,
by one of the ladies-the visitor-and confirmed by the
other.
l\Ir. Owen says, "Resembling in its general character
t he '\Vilkins dream, the above differs from it chiefly in
this, that the narrator appears to have observed more
minutely the succession of her sensations; thus suggesting to ns the idea that the apparently 1ifeless body
which seemerl to her to remain behind might, for the
time, . have parted witl: \Yhat we may call a spiritual
portion of itoelf; which portion, Inoving o'ff with out the
usnal means of locomotion, might make itself perceptible, at a certain distance, to another person.
"Let him "·ho may pronounce this a fantasti cal
hypothesis, absurd on its face, suggest some other sufficient to explain the phenomenon we are here examining.''
'Vhether any satisfactory explanation can be given or
not? the above hypothesis does not explain the phenomenon at all, for the principal portion of the figure that
]\{iss L - l \ I - saw was a violet clress. The only
spiritual portion of the body of 1\frs. A - that she
could l1ave seen, were the head and hands-a very small
portion of the figure.
And in this case, the dress conld not have been a
spiritual portion of the dress which l\frs. A- - was
wearing, for she was in bed, and would not be likely to

'I
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have on a violet robe. The hypothesis of D1r. Owen,
therefm·e, does not meet the case at all. It is very
strange that spit·itualists will persistently ignore the
dre;s ·o f the spirits. 1\Ir. Owen's work contains about
five hundred duodecimo pages, a.nd I cannot find in it
the slightest attempt to explain the matter of dress.
It is not stated that l\Irs. .A- - thought she was
robed in violet, but that appears to have been a favorite
color of hers, and she had probably b~fore the dream
occurred, designed having a new bonnet trimmed with
that color; we may the1·efore assume that when she
thought herself conversing with her friend- the same
friend to whom she soon after mentioned her preference
for violet-she would have that color in her mind. It
1s stated that the visit of l\Iiss L - - 1\I-- on Friday,
was expected before the dream occurred, and it is not
improbable that l\Irs. A - - had thought of t-elling her
that she liked violet; if so, it increases the probability
that she would think of the color on her imaginary
visit.
And observe the apparently precise coincidence of
impressions upon one point, which would not be likely
to occur if the visit was a real one.
l\Irs. A-- thonght she entered into conversation
with her friend, but cou]d not recollect the purport;
1\:Iiss L - 11- - also thonght they had a conversation, and we are left to infer that she could not 1~ecollect
its purport; if she could, she would have stated what
the conversation was about.
There is in the chapter on "Apparitions of the living,''
oue narrative which cannot be explained otherwise than
upon the spiritual hypothesis. It ·was given J\ir. Owen
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by the Captain Clarke who also gave hirn the account
of a woriderful dream, the narrative of which is entitled,
'(The two field-mice." The following is t.he substance
of the second narrative.

"Tlte Rescue."

"l\Ir. Robert Bruce, originally descended from some branch of the Scottish family of
that name, was born, in humble circumstances, abont
the close of the last century, at Torbay, in the south of
England, and there bred up to a seafaring life.
u \Vhen about thirty years of age, to wit, in the year
1828, he was first mate of a bark trading between
Liverpool and St. John's, New Brunswick."
On a voyage of the bark, bound westward, the captain and mate, having taken an observation at noon,
descended to make their calculations- the captain to the
cabin, and the mate to his stat~-room, from whieh he
could see into the cabin.
The mate, having completed his calculations, spoke
without looking at the captain, telling him what he
made their latitude and longitude, and inquiring as to
the captain's calculations. Receiving no answer, he
t·epeated his question, glancing ove1· his shoulder, and
perceiving, a.s be thought, the captain busy writing on
his slate. As he received no reply to his s~cond question, the mate rose, when the figure he had mistaken for the captain raised its head and disclosed to the astonished
mate the features of an entire stt·anger.
"Bruce was no co'Yard; but, as he met that fixed gaze
looking directly at him in grave silence, and became
assured that it. was no one whom he had ever seen
before, it was too much for him; and, instead of stop-

.
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ping to question the seeming intruder, he rushed upon
deck in sueh evident alarm that it instantly attl'acted
the captain's attention.''
On telling the captain what he had seen, Brnce was
ordered to go down again, and see who the individual
was; but tlli!:i he refused to do un!css the captain would
accompany him. The captain therefore went down, and
the mate followed him, out they found no one either in
the cauin or ~tate-rooms. On examini~g the slate, they
found written on it the followiug words:-" Steer to the
Nor' west."
Every one on board the vessel, who conld write at all,
was requested to write the same words, but the handwriting of none of them corresponded with that on the
s late. The vessel was then searched, but no stranger
found.
Finally the captain decided to change his
course to the north-west. After steering in that direc- ·
tion several hours, they discovered a vesse1, with passengers on board, which had become entangled in a fie1d
of ice, and wrecked .
\Vhen the passengers were brought on boa1·d the bark,
Bruce :ecognizecl one of them as being the person he
had seen writing on the captain's slate. This individual
was asked to write on the opposite side of the slate from
that on which the my~terjous writing was, the same
words, namely, "StPer to t he Nor' west," which he did;
and the hand-writing so precisely rese1nbled the othcr,the mysterious writing-that when he was shown the
lat.ter, he supposed it was what he had just ·written.
On being told what the mat~ had witnessed, the
captain of the wrecked vessel stated, that auout noon
tlu:~ passenger fell into a h eavy sleep, and on awaking
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said that they would be relieved that day, giving as his
reason for the prediction, that he had dreamed of being
on board a bark which was coming to their rescue, and
he described the appearance of the bark, which description correspo~ded exactly with the bark that rescued
them. The passenger said that he had no recollection
of dreaming that he wrote on the slate, but that everything on board the bark seenied familiar to him.
The hallucination hypothesis will not answer here, as
it is stated there was actual writing on the Rlate. The
question then is, as to the authenticity of the narrative.
~Ir. Owen says it was communicated to him by Capt.
J. S. Clarke, of the schooner Julia Hallock,' then
lying at the foot of Rutgers Slip, :Kew York-in July,
1859. Th·e narrative of the dream was given him at
the same date.
How 1\Ir. Owen happened to learn that Captain
Clarke was, or pretended to be, in possession of these
facts, he does not inform us; nor does it appear that he
made any inquiry as to the character for veracity of the
captain. If l\Ir. Owen had continued his inquiries
along the New York docks, he could, I have no doubt,
have obtained, of equally wonderful narratives, enough
to fill another volume.
This narrative- one of the most wonderful in the .
vol ume~ould be, if true, €asily verified; for a large
number of persons- the owners of the two vessels, those
on board of them, their friends, and others-must have
known of the occurrence, which was oi1e not likely to
be forgotten.
But Captain Clarke has not given the slightest clew
by which the matter might be investigated. He stated
25
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that he was in the same ship with Bruce f'or seventeen
months, and that they were as intimate as brothers; he
told all about Bruce's birth and descent, where the bark
was from, and where bound to; but gave the name of
neither vessel, nor of either captain; and said he did
not know what harl become of Bruce.
If Captain Clarke sailed seventeen months with
Bruce, and was as intimate with l1i1n as stated, he undoubtedly heard the name of every vessel in which
Bruce had sailed. At all events, it is ve~•y improbable
that Clarke was to1d so marvelous a story, and did not
learn the uames of the vessels.
The story in my opinion, is not entitled to the slightest credit; and this being the case, we n1ay assume that
the story of the dream was a fiction also.
As "apparitions of the living," are of the same character as "apparitions of the dead," I will only notice,
in the chapter on the latter subject, two well authenticated instances of apparitions, which were produced as
I think, by beings of the other world; and also such
narratives as I am unable to explain.
" The stains of blood." In the year 185-, a gentleJuan visited, remaining one night at, a residence where
his sister was theu staying. As I infer, the gentleman
had never before been iu the house, having but recently
made the acquaintance of the occupants.
Awaking in the night, the gentleman noticed there
was a light in the room. He next perceived a fema]e
figure, but the features were not perceptible. He now
observed that the light by which he saw the figure em-
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anated from itself. .After moving a little distance, the
fignre suddenly disappeared.
In the morning tbe gentleman told his sister what
had occnrreJ; and the sister then informed him that a
lady had been murdered some years previous in the
house, but not in the room in which he slept.
The gentleman left wi tbout having any further conversation upon the subject; but shortly afterward he
received a letter from his sister, in which she informed
\
him that since he' left, she had ascertained that the murder was committed in the room in which he had slept.
She added, that she purposed visiting hi m the next day,
and requested him to write out an account of what he
had seen, and draw a plan of the room, marki ug on the
plan the place of tbe appearance, and disappearance of
the figure.
This the gentleman did; and when his sister arrived
-before seeing his account or plan-she informed him,
that she had had the carpet taken up in the room he had
occupied, and that marks of blood were plainly visible
on a particular part of the floor.
The sister then drew a plan of the room, marking on
it the spots which still bore traces of blood, and on comparing the two plans, the places marked on one, as exhibiting traces of blood, coincided exactly with those .
marked on the other, as being the spots where the figure
ha.d appeared and disappeared.
This was communicated to 1\:[r. Owen, in the year
1859, by a clergyman of the Church of England, who
was a brother of the gentleman that saw the figure, and
who received the account fr01n the latter.
If the narrative gives all the facts bearing upon the
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case, this cou ld not have been an accidental hall ncination, nor could the apparition have been caused by the
mind of any one of our world. It was, I conclude,
what I have called an impressional apparition, produced
either by the murdered Judy, or some one of the other
wor1cl cognizant of the murder.
The light was a hallncination like the rest. I have
seen s01nething similar rnyself: I recollect seeing, I
think some time in the fall or winter of 1863, while
1ying in bed, what appeared to be a marble statue of a
female, draped as statnes nsnally are. It was standing
a few feet distant from the foot of the bed, and at first
was somewhat indistinct; bnt while I was looking at it,
it became sudd enly brilliantly illuminated, and as suddenly disappeared altogether. The features, when illuminated, were distinctly visible, but I did not recognize
them as being the likeness of any individual, or of any
statne that I had ever seen. Although ful1y awake, my
eyes were closed, (if I had opened them, the appearance
would have vanished), and therefore, whether a natural
halJncination, or one caused by a being of the other
wcrl<l, the light could not have been real.
The following narrative appears to be authenticated
beyond all question. I recollect reading not long after
the date of the occurrences, an article upon the subject,
written by an Englishman, in which it appeared that
there was no question as to the main facts, but the position was taken that the coincidences might have been
accidental, and that the facts were not sufficient to prove
that there was any spiritual agency in the matter. At
least such is 1ny recollection as to the substance of the
article.
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In the month of

September, 1857, Captain G--\V- -, of the Sixth
(Inniskilling) Dragoons, went out to India, to join his
regiment.
"His wife remained in England, residing at Cambridge. On the night between the 14th and 15th of
November, 1857, toward morning, she dreamed that she
saw her husband looking anxious and ill, upon which
she immediately awoke, much agitated. It was bright
moonlight; and looking up, she· perceived the same
figure standing by her bed-side. He appeared in his uniform, the hands pressed across the breast, the hair disheYeled, the face very pale. After remaining visible
'
about a minute, the figure disappeared.
''Next morning she related all this to her mother,
expressing her conviction, though she had noticed no
marks of blood on hjs dress, that Captain \ V - was
either killed or grieYously wonnded. So fully impressed
was she with the reality ·of that apparition, that-she
thenceforth refnsed all invitations. A young friend
urged her soon afterward, to go with her to a fashionable
concert, reminding her that she had received frOin
1\falta, sent by her husband, a j1andsome dress-cloak,
whjch she had never yet worn. But she positively declined, declaring that, uncertain as sl1e was whether she . was not already a widow, she would never enter a place
of amusement until she had letters from her husband,
(Jf indeed, he still lived) of later date than the 14th of
November."
·
Some time in the succeeding month (December) a
telegrmn was publ ished in London to the effect that
Captain \V- - was killed before Lucknow, on the 15th
25$
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of November, and official intelligence was afterward received at the \Var Office, to the same effect.
J\fr. \Vilkiuson, a London solicitor, who had in charge
Captain \V
~s affitirs, seeing the telegram, called on
J\Irs. \V--, and was then informed by her of the apparition, and t.hat it appeared during the night beteen the 14th and 15th of November.
1\Ir. \Vilkinson was afterward visiting a friend, called
1\:h.-. N
, "whose lady has all her life _had pereeption
of apparitions, while her husband is what is usually
called an impressible medium."
'' 1\fr. \Vi lkinson related to them, as a wonderful circumstance; the vision of the Captain's widow in connection with his death, and described the figure as it had
appeared to her. 1\1rs. N
, turning to her husband,
instantly said, 'That must be the very person I saw, the
evening we were talking of India, and you drew an
elephant with a howdah on his back. 1\{r. Wilkinson
has described his exact position and appearance; the
unifonn of a British officer, his hands pressed across his
breast, his form bent forward as if in pain. The figure,
she added, to JHr. \V--, appeared just behind my husband, and seemed looking over his left shoulder.'
"'Did you attempt to obtain any communication fr01n
him?' 1\fr. \Vilkinson asked.
"'Yes: we procured one through the medium of my
husband.'
"'Do you remember its purport?'
" ' It was to the effect that he had been killed in India that afternoon,-by a wound in the breast; and adding, as I distinctly reme111ber, "That thing I used to
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go about in is not buried yet." I particularly marked
the expression.' "
This occurred, as was found by looking · at a bill
whjch had been paid the same evening, on the 14th of
November.
In the month of ~farch, 1858, the family of Captain
W-- received a letter from India, informing them
that Captain \Vhad been killed in the afternoon
of the 14th of November; having been struck in the
breast by a fragment of shell.
The \Var Office, more than a year after the event occm-red, made the correction as to the date of the death,
altering it from the 15th to the 14th of November.
"This extraordinary narrative,'' 1\fr. Owen says,
"was obtained by 1ne directly from the parties themselves. The widow of Captain 'V
kindly consented
to examine and correct the manuscript, and allowed me
to inspect a copy of Captain C -- 's letter, giving the
particulars of her husband's death. To l\ir. \Vilkinson
also, the manuscript was submitted, aud he assented to
its accuracy so far as he is concerned. That portion
which relates to ~frs. N
, I had from that lady hersel£ I have neglected no preeaution, therefore, to obtain
for it the warrant of authenticity."
Although the inhabitants of our world are not so.
constantly attended by their friends of the other as some
persons seem to imagine, still they are sometimes thus
accompanied; and more often, we may suppose, when
dangerously exposed, than when they are not.
I presume theu, that some friend of Captain W - ,
of the other world, was with him when he was killed,
and conveyed the intimation of his death to 1\{rs.

\
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1V
, by the only mode in his power. Producing
:first the impression when she was asleep, he (or she) was
able to continue it after she awoke.
That. portion of · the narrative relating to lVIr. and
l\Irs. N - - , is, in my opinion, of no importance whatever. The portion of the communication to lVIr. N - which is given-namely, "That thing I used to go
about in is not buried yet," indicates that it was from
one of the same low class of beings that communicate
through other mediums. Captain \V- -· would be no
more likely to make use of such an expression after l1is
death than before. Besides, if Captain 'V
had
been present, and able to communicate, he wonld of
course have given his name, and would probably have
given a message to 1\'Irs. "\V--.
.All that the appearance and communication to Mr.
can possibly demonstrate is, that the
and lYfrs. N
beings en rappoTt with them, had learned in some way,
that a battle had occurred in India that day. If they
had learned the name of any English officer ki1led, they
wo.uld undoubtedly have given it.
This case, and other similar ones, confirm the statement, that none but a certain class of the other. world
have hitherto been able to communicate through mediums; and that others are unwilling to entrust messages
to this class.
If the friend of Captain \V
could have himself
communicated throngh any medium, or had been willing to give any particulars to such as could do so, it is
not probable that he would have contented himself with
merely producing an apparition; a message would have
been sent to ~Irs.

'V-.
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The following narrative, in the chapter on "apparitions of the dead," I am unable to explain.

"The 1Vobleman ancl his servant. The late Lord
M--, having gone to the HighJands about the end of
the bst century, left his wife perfectly well in London.
The night of his arrival at his I-lighland home, he was
awakened by seeing a bright light in his room. The
curtains of his bed opened, and he saw the appearance
of Lady l\{-- standing there. He rang for his servant) and inquired of hin1 what he saw; upon which the
man exclaimed, in terror, 'It's my lady!' Lady l\1:-had died suddenly in London that night. The story
n1ade a great noise -a t the time; and George the Third,
sending for Lord l\1- - and ascertaining ft·on1 him the
truth of it, desired hin1 to write out the circumstances
as they happened j and the servant countersigned the
statement.
'' Abont a year afterward, a child five years old, the
youngest daughter of Lord l\I
, rushed breathlessly
into the nursery, exclaiming, 'I have seen mamma
standing at the top of the stair and beckoning to me.'
That night the child, littl e Annabella lVI- - , was taken
ill, and died."
The above account Thir. Owen received from a 1nem- ·
her of Lord J\1:-- 's family . .
I have no doubt that it is 1naiuly correct, but 1VIr.
Owen received it at secon-d hand, and a long time
after the occurrences took place. It wonld not be
strange, therefore, if there were s01ne slight inaccuracies.
As I understand the narrative, the curtains of the
bed were opened without the agency of Lord 1\II-- .

-
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T his con ld be done by, wlmt I have cal1 ed, an artificial
apparition, but these are not so speedily created.
Besides, it does not appeal' that the servant saw anything until asked by Lord l\I-- what he saw; nor did
he then express any astonishment at the unnatural light
j n the room.
/
Now, as Lo1'd Iv[-- was in bed, the nrst things that
the servant would have noticed on entering the room,
if the appearances were real, were the light and Lady
1\I- ; aud he would hardly have been so self-posse.~sed,
as to manifest no f1·ight or astonishtnent, until qtiestioned
by Lord 1\f--.
I conclude it was an impressional apparition, the
account of which is not precisely accurate.
It is not necessary that I should review the chapter
on "Retribution," which is designed to show that beings
of the ot.her world so~1etimes, pnnish or annoy persons
of our world, who have injured the1n while liYing
here.
As they frequently persecute those who have done
them no injury, there is uo reason to doubt th~t they
sometimes annoy those who have, and I presume the
only reason this is not oftener done is, the lack of
ability.
.
I will therefore pass to .the final chapter of narratives,
which is on the subject of "Gua'rdiansldp.''
In opening the chapter, l\Ir. Owen says, "A pleasanter task remains; to speak, namely, of the indications that rea,ch us of ultramundane aid and spiritual
protection.''
'Vith the idea advanced in the above paragraph my
L
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own belief fullv coincides. One of the 1nost remark'
"
able instances of prot~ction in the volume, is given in
the narrati '?e which I have copied, entitled "The Negro
Servant," in which it is stated that a murder \vas prevented by a dream; and I wondet· that Mr. Owen did
not place that narrative in this chapter, instead of some
which I find here.
I do not believe, ho·wever, that any desirable guardianship is ever exercised by that class of beings of the
other world, who are able to rap, move furniture, or
make any similar disturbances in our world. I will
first notice the narratives embracing this class of phe.nomena, of which there are but two in the chapter.
The first is entitled, "Gasper," and was communicated
to 1\{r. Owen by 1\Ir. S. C. Hal1, of England.
'Vhy this narrative is placed in the chapter on
Guardianship, it is difficult for me to perceive. If
the chapter was on Deviltry, the narrative would be
appropriate.
It is too lengthy to copy, but the following is tl1e
substance.
About the year 1820, an English family were residing
in France. One evening the father saw in front of the
door, what he called, a ghost, and that night noises and
disturbances were commenced in the bouse, similar to. .
those related in the chapter on Hauntings.
After these annoyances had continued for several
weeks, the family" as stated, became able to hear the
spirit speak; hut he refused to give any account of himself, except that his name was Gasper, or why he had
annoyed them, or, in short, why he stayed there. I
infer that when he .becnme able to communicate with
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the family, the annoyances-as usual in such caseseeased. He remained with the f:imily for more than
three years, continually giving advice, "und always for
good."
Shortly after the family returned to England, Gasper
left them, assigning as a reason for doing so, that harm
would come to the1n if he remained with them in
England.
'Vhile they were in France, "On one occasion n1y
father was extremely desirous to recover . some valuable'
papers which he feared might have been lost. Gasper
told him exactly where they were, in our old house in
Suffolk; and there, sure enough, in the very place he
designated, they were found.''
That is a11 there is in the narrative going to show
that Gasper was a "guardian spirit." fie was always
giving good advice, and told the father where he had
left certain papers-which fact he unquestionably learned
from the father.
Gasper commenced and continued his annoyances, as
all other" spirits" of his class do, out of pure deviltry, for
it appears that he had nothing to com1nunicat'e when
able to converse.
'Vhat the good advice was, we are not informed;
but they· will all give good ad vice, that is, they wi II
give such advice as they think will be ac.ceptableauything to continue the intercourse. Bnt what would
be thought of a person of our world, who should intrude himself into a family, c01nmence making noises
a11d disturbances in the house, continue these for several
weeks, until the family consented to hold intercourse
with him; then refuse to give ·any account of himself,
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or explain his conduct, buf simply give good advice?
'Von]d he be considered a desirable guardian?
As the language used by Gasper was French, and he
first met th~ family in France, the probability is that he
was a native of that conntry, and that a desire to return
there, was his motive for leaving the family when they
returned to England.
It is stated in the narrative that, "Every 1uember of
the family, including the servants, had heard the voice."
The narrative was given to ~Ir. Hall by a member of
the family-one of the daughters-in the year 1859,about thirty-nine years after the occurrences took place,
and the 1ady must have been at the time quite young.
It is not to be expected, therefore, that the accoun.t
should be strictly accurate. It appears to me very evident, that if all the family-five in number-and the
servants, could hear the "spirit" talk, then any one could
hear him; and conseqnently, any one could hear other
"spirits."
In another wel1-authenticated narrative, entitled "'lYze
old ]{ent JJ.Ia,nor-Flouse," it is stated that, "every inmate
of the house had been more or less disturbed at nightnot usually dnring the day-by knockings and sounds
as of footsteps, bnt more especially by voices which
could not be accounted for. These last were usually
heard in some unoccupied a(1joining roo1u; sometimes as
if talking in a loud tone, sometimes as if reading aloud,
occasionally as if screaming." Yet it appears that the
only person in the honse that ever understood anything
spoken by the "spirits," was a visitor called lVIiss S- ;
who, it is stated, "had been in the habit of seeing apparitions, at times, from early ch ildhood."
.26
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J\Iiss S - was probably an impressible medium; the
others heard noises which they mistook for voices in an
adjoi n·i ng room.
So Gasper was probably able to converse with one
or two n1embers of the family, and the others mistook
noises resembling voices at a distance, for the voice of
Gasper.
The oth er narrative is entitled, " The _Rejected Suitm·/'
J\1r. and J\frs. \V
resided in 'England, not far
from London. A short time previous to the date of the
fi>llowing occm-rences, an aged gentleman, who had re~ided with them about fonr years, died.
1\frs. \V
had been to some extent interested in
the su~ject of spiritualism, and had on one or two occasions, held her hand, as writ.ing mediums do, to see if
the "spirits" \Vould write with it; and, "a few unintelligible figures or unim11ortant words" written, were the
result.
She went one morning into the garden, feeling much
depressed on account of her aged friend's death; and
had been there but a few minutes, when she felt a strong
impu lse to return to the house and write.
"The impulse to wrHe gradua11y increased, and attended with a nervous and uneasy sensation in the right
at·m, became so strong that she yielded to it; and, retnrning to the house and picking up a sheet of notepaper and a s1nall portfolio, she sat down on the steps
of the front door, put the portfolio on her knee, with
the sheet of note-paper across it, and placed her hand
with a pencil, at the i1pper left-hand corner, as one usua lly beginR to write. After a time the hand was gradu-
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ally drawn to the lower right-hand corner, and began to
write backwm·d ,· completing the first line near the lefthand edge of the sheet, then commencing a second line,
and finally a third, both on the right., and completing
the 1vriting near to where sh e had first ptit down her
pencil. Not only was the last letter in the sentence written first, and so on until the commencing letter was
written last, but each separate letter was written backward, or inversely; the pencil going over the Jines which
composed each letter from right to ]eft.
'' nlrs. \V- - stated to me that (as may we11 be conceived) she had not the slightest perception of ·what her
hand was writing; no idea passing through her mind
at the time. \Vhen her hand stopped, she read the sentence as s he would have read 'yhat any other person had
written for h er. Th e hand-writing was cramped and
awkward, but, as the fac-simi le will show,* legible
enough.
"The sentence read thus:- ' Ye a1·e smTo1.oing as one
11Jitltout hope. Cast tlzy bw--den upon God, and lw 'Will
l~telp tl~tee.' "

1\irs. \V
much astonished, placed her pencil at
the foot of the paper, that the "spirit" might subscribe
its name- expecting that the name of her aged friend
wouid be written .
"The event, however, wholly belied her expectation.
The pencil, again drawn nearly to the right-hand edge
of the paper, wrote backward as before, not the expected
name, but the initials R. G. D."
These were the initials of a g~ntleman, who, eighteen
*; Fac-similes of the above, a nd a sen tence written afterward. are
given in Mr. Owen's work.
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years before had songht her in marriage, but whom she
had rejected; and the gentleman had died abont six
years previous, a bachelor.
•
"'I'his occurred on the afternoon of Tuesday, l\1arch
1, J859. A." little more than a mont h after ward, to wit,
on 1\Ionday, April 4, about four o'clock in the afternoon,
while l\Its. \Ywas sitting in her parlor reading,
she snddenly heard, apparently coming from a small
side-table near her, three distinct rap~. She listened;
and again there· came t he same sounds. Still uncertain
whether it might not be some accidental knocking, she
said, ' If it he a spirit who annonnces himself, will he
repeat the sonnd ?' 'Vhercupon the sonnds were instant ly and sti ll more distinctly repeated; and l\frs. \V.
became assured that they proceeded from the side-table.
"She then said, 'If I take pencil and paper, can I
be informed who it is?' Immediately there were three
raps, as of assent ; and when she sat do~wn to write, her
hand, writing baclnYard, formed the same initials as before,-R. G. D.
"Then she questioned, 'For wbat purpose were these
sounds?' To whi ch the reply, again written ba~k,vard,
was, ' To slww you that we m~e thinking and wm·king jo1~

yo·n.' "
T en days after the last incident, 1\frs. \V. happening
to recollect that R. G. D. had once given her a be.:'lutifnl black Newfoundland dog, thought she would Hke
to have snch nn animal then, and said to a servant who
happened to be near, "I wish I had a fine large Newfouodland for a walking companion."
T he next morning a gentleman from a neig hboring
town, whom l\[rs. \V. did not remember to have ever
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seen .before, brought and presented to her a noble black
N ewfouudland dog; giving as his 1:eason for doing so,
.. that he did not intend for the future to keep dogs, and
because he felt assured that in 1\frs. \V. the dog would
find a kind mistress.
1\frs. \V. stateJ, t hat she had ascertained to an absoIue certainty, that the girl to whom she had spoken on
the matter, had not 1nentioned to any one her wish to
have a clog.
The foregoing is all there is of the narrative; which
~fr. 0Yl1Gn received from !\Irs. \V. a few days after tl1e
occurrence of the last incident.
The result then of the "thinking and working" of
the "'spi rits" for about a month and a half, was the gift
of a Newfound land dog; that is, supposing this presentation to have been brought abont by them. P eopl_e of
our world can employ their time to better adv antage.
In reference to t.he ungrammatical construction of t.he
senteiwe, " Ye are sorrowing as one"- etc., l\Ir. Owen
says, "If I am asked whence this error in the grammatical construction of the sentence, I reply that I can no
more account for it than I can for the writing itself.
No one could write more correctly or grammatically than
does l\1rs. W . It was not through her, therefore, as in
the case of an illiterate scribe we might have imagined
it, that the error occurred. Its occurrence is additional
proof that her mind had no agency in the matter;
though it would probably be stretching conjecture too
far to imagine that it was so intended."
It is rather strange that he is unable to account for
the error. If he received such a message in writing,
purporting to be subscribed by an educated person of
26

~
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our world, Mr. Owen would at once decide that it was a
forgery.
'
If ~frs. vV. was well educated, we may reasonably
infer that her former suitor had at lea.'3t a common education, and that therefore the sentence was not written
by him. lVIrs. vV. had previously been investigating
spiritualism, had held her band for the purpose of letting
the "spirits'' write with it, and, like all other mediums,
had some low being attached to her, \yho had iu some
way-probably from her mind-learned the name of her
lat.e suitor. ~Irs. \V. assured ~ir. Owen that she could
not recollect having thought of the gentleman for several
years previous; but it would he very strange if she had
not; and a name very familiar is frequently thought of
withont producing any very decided impression; so th3t
afterward we have no recollection of having thought
of it.
Although 1\Ir. Owen has doubts as to the cause of the
error in the gl'ammatical construction of the sentence,
he has none whatever as to the object of the ''spirit" in
\Vriting backward. He says:" \Vhence, again, the writing backward? In that the
will had no agency. .A.s little had expectation. ~frs. "'·
in her normal state, had not the power so to write. By
diligent practice she might, doubtless, have acquired it.
But she !~ad no such practice. She had not acquired it.
And, not having acquired it., it was as n1uch a physical
impossibility for her, of herself, so to write, as for a man,
picking up a violin for the first. t.ime, to execute thereon,
nt sight, some elaborate passage from Handel or BeethoYen.
"Again, whence the intention to write after so unex-
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am pled and impracticable a manner? 'Vhere there is
an intention there must be an intelligence. It was not
J\IIrs. vV. who intended; for the result struck her with
awe,-almost with consternation. It was not her intelligence, therefore, that acted. 'Vhat jntelligence was it?
"Nor can we reasonably doubt what the intention
was. I-Iad l\1rs. \V.'s hand written forward, she \vould,
in all probability, have remained in uncertainty whether,
half unconsciously perhaps, the words ·were not of her
own dictation. The expedient of t he backward writing
precluded any such supposition; for she could not of
herself do unconsciously a thing which she could not do
at all. And this expedient seems to have been ingeniously d evised to cut off a ny supposition of the kind.
Then here we have the invention of an expedient, the
dibplay of ingenuity. But wh~ is the inventor? vYho
displays the ingenuity? I confess 1ny inability to answer these questions."
There was no ingenuity of the kind exercised. The
"spirit'' wrote backward, or fi·om right to left, simply
because it was easier for him to do so, than to write frorn
left to right. It is no unusual thing, especially in the
first attempts to use a person's hand, for the writing to
be executed backward. 1\Iy own hand was at first more
readily moved from right to left, than in the reverse
direction.
vVith 1VIr. Conk lin, whom I have mentioned in Iny
narrative; the writing is al·ways from right to left; but
it differs from that of ~Irs. \V. in that with him, th e
sentence is commenced at the right, that is, the beginning
of the sentence is at the upper right-hand corner of the
paper, and the paper must be re\rersed, and held towards
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the ligh t so that the writing will show through, in orckr
to read it readily, or ft·om left to right, as usual.*
I have stated that the writing 'ras effected by the will
of the individual of the other world inflnencing our own.
B ut the control thns indirectly acquired of our hands,
is slight, compared with the control posse8sed by ourselves.
\Ve have more power to move onr right arm towards
the left, and our left towards the right,. than we have to
move thmn in the opposite directions. In movements
requiring so slight an effort of the will as writing, the
difference is, to us, not apparent; but every one has
noticed the great difference in striking a blow with the
fist, or in any violent effort of t h e kind.
Now this difference in power, which to us in ordinary
movements of the ann is not perceptible, is to those of
t he other world at tempting to control it, v ery material;
hence th ey sometimes write backward, or from right to
left.
\Ve have then, given us by l\fr. Owen as instances of
guardianship, by such of the other wor]d as are able to
rap, or make noises of any kind, tl1e natTati ve of Gasper, who disturbed a fhmily for some time, and afterward gave good advice, and of the illiterate creatuTe
who is supposed to have brought about the gift to l\1rs.
\V
, of a Newfoundland dog .., For my part, I
would prefer being free from such guardianship.
The following narrative I have previously read in a
work by the Rev. Dr. Bushnell, entitled, "JVatur·e and

* This

fact is p:r:etty good evidence that the writing is always done
by the same being.
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the Supernatural," from which lVIr. Owen has taken it,
and prefixed "to it the title of "I-Ielp mnid tl~e Snowdrifts.''
"As I sat by the fire one stormy November night, in
a hotel-parlor, in the Napa Valley of California, there
came in a most venerable and benignant-looking person,
with his wife, taking their seats in the circle. The
stranger, as I afterward learned, was Captain Yount, a
man who came over into California, as a trapper, more
than forty years ago. Here he has lived, apart from
the great world and it~ questions, acquiring an immense
landed estate, and beeoming a kind of acknowledged
patriarch in the country. I-Iis tall, manly person, and
his gracious paternal look, as totally unsophisticated in
the expression as if he had never beard of a philosophic
cloubt or questiqn in his life, marked him as the true
patriarch. Th e conversation turned, I know not ho.w,
on spiritism and the modern necromancy; and he discovered a degree of inclination to believe in the reported
mysteries. His wife, a much younger and apparently
Christian person, inti1nated that probably he was predisposed to this kind of faith by a very peculiar experience
of his owu, and evidently desired that he might be
drawn out by some intelligent discussion of bis queries.
"At tny request, he gave me h_is story. About six or
seven years previous, in a mid-winter's night, he had a
dream in which he saw what appeared to be a company
of emigrants a1·rested by the snows of the n1ountains
and perishing rapidly by cold and hunger. He noted · ·
the very cast of the scenery, marked by a huge perpendicular front of white rock cliff; he saw the men cuttil1g
off what appeared to be tree-tops rising out of deep
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gulfs of snO\\T; he distinguish ed the very features of the
persons and the look of thei r particular distress. He
woke profoundly impressed with the distinctness and
apparent reality of his dream. At length h e fell asleep
and dreamed exactly t h e same dream again. In the
morning he could not expel it frmu his mind. Falling
in, sh ortly, with an old hunter co1nrade, he told him
the story, and was only the more deeply irnpressecl by
his recogn.iziog with out hesitation, the. scenery of the
dream. This comrade had come over the Sierra by the
Carson Valley Pass, and clec1ared that a spot in the pass
answered exactly to his description. By this the unsophisticated patriarch was decided.
He immediate1y
collected a company of men with mules and blankets
and all nece~sary provisions.
The neighbors were
laughing, meantime, at his credulity. 'No matter,' said
he, 'I am able to do thjs, and I will; for I verily believe
that the fact is according to my dream.' The men were
sent into the mountains, one hundred and fifty miles
distant, directly to the Carson Valley Pass. And there
they found the company in exactly the condition of the
dream, and brought in the remnant alive.
" Dr. Bushnell adds, that a gentleman present said to
him, 'Yon need have no doubt of this; for we Californians all know the fact.~, and th e names of the families
brought in, who now look npon our venerable friend as
a kind of Saviour.' These names he gave, together
with the residences of each; and Dr. Bus hnell avers that
h e found the Californians everywhere ready to second
the old man's testimony. ' Nothing could be more
natural,' continues the doctor, 'than for the good-hearted
patriarch himself to aud that the brightest thing in his
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life, and that which gave him the greatest joy, was his
simple faith in that dream.'''
This dream conld not have been caused by the mind
of an individual of our world acting on that of the
dreamer, for it appears that the party of emigrants were
all entire strangers to Captain Yount. Neither is it a
rational hypothesis that the dream occurred by chance.
It would not be at all strai1ge, nor a: coincidence r equiring any explanation, had Captain Yount simply dreamed,
in a winter's night, of p eople perishing in the sno·ws,
and it was afterward learned that ~o rne had thus perished
during the winter. But that the precise spot lvhere the
party were perishing-a locality which he had never
seen, and the scenery of which was peculiar-should be
minutely and accurately pictured in the dreamer's mind
by mere chance, is an incredible hy pothesis. Yet the
authenticity of this n arrative cannot be questioned.
The dream in this case th en, must have been producerl by a being of the other world. I-Iow long previous to the dream, one of the party had died, we are
not informed. Unless such an event had occurred some
time previous, we must suppose t he party of emigrants
were watched during their journey by friends, or a
friend of some one of them of the other world, who, not
being of the class able to "rap,'' or make noises, took
the only course he could take to relieve them, and at
length, after a considerable time, as I infer, found a persol~ of our world, npon whose mind he could produce
an impression when asleep.
It was such a vision as could be produced by one of
the other world, showing nothing more than what be
might have in his own mind at any one moment j dif-
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fering greatly in this respect from the dreams, or narratives of dreams, relative to which I have stated my
doubts as to the authenticity.
'It is a peculiarity of dreams produced by beings of
the other world, especially when the motive is urgent,
that they are repeated. Captain Yount's occnrred twice;
in the nan·ati ve entitled, ''The negro servant,'' it is
stated that the dream of the lady " occurred more than
once;" this is uot usual in ordinary dreams.
Now the class of "spirits" able to·" rap" and "tip"
out communications, have been doing so, almost daily,
for the past fifteen years, or 1norc, and during all this
time they have not done as much good as was effected
by this dream. In fact I have been unable to learn that
they have ever done any good whatever. Yet, if this
dream was produced as I have supposed, it is evident
that those able to rap, or to write, might do much good
jn onr world, if so disposed.
In the work of :Nir. Owen there are about sixty narratives which he considers well authenticated, and which
he thinks indicate spiritual agency. Of these I have
specified six as conflicting more or less with the theories
I have given. This is not a greater proportion, I think,
than we might expect would be somewhat inaccurate.
Tbe six thus specified are, a narrative of J\1r. Talbot,
giving an account of a dream which occurred to his father seventy-four years previous; two other narratiYes
of dreams, one by a Captain Norway, the other by Captain Clarke; another narrative by t.he latter individual;
one by IV1adetnoiselle de Guldenstuhbe, who gave another, afterward found to be incorrect; and a narrative
entitled, "The nobleman and his servant," narrating
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very briefly occurrenC'.es which took place in the last
century, by a pers01i who did not witness them.
Thet·e is not a narrative in the vol ume, as well at..
te;3t.cd, for exarnple, as the last oue copied, which con..
flicts with the explanations of the phenomena which I
have given.
In l\ir. Owen's work there are no instances of a1·tijicial
apparitions, unless those described in the two narrativ.es
en6t1ed, "Louise," and, "AppwritimL of a Strange:;·,''
were of this class.
In the former narrative, it is stated that a femme-d echambre was frightened into convulsions by the apparition.
It would see1n hardly possible that evell a female
could be thus ft·ightened by a hallucination; and as
noises had been for some time heard in the house-had
in fact followed the family from a house previously
occupied-· indicating that so1ue member of the househo1d was a medium through whom material of the other
world cou ld be changed, as described1 it is not impossible
that an artificial apparition was created; but the narrative given by a lady, is so vague that it is impossible to
decide upon this point.
The other narrative," Apparition of a Stranger," was
given l\Ir. Owen by the Baron de Gulc1enstubbe, a bro-.
t her of the l\Iademojselle de Guldeustubbe before named.
The apparition seen by the Baron, if correctly described,
must have been an artificial one. But the story does not
strike me a.s being strictly accurate. He states that "he
experienced little or no alarm, being chiefly occupied
dnring the period of its stay in seeking to ascertain
whether it was a mere hallucination or au objective re27
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ality ;" also, that it was accompanied by light sufficiently
brilliant to enable him ''to distinguish small print, as
he ascertained by picking up a Bible that lay on his
dressing-table, a11d reading from it a verse or two."
Now, as the Baron observed the phenomenon with
such surprising calmness, and was chiefly occupied in
seeking to ascertain whether it was an objective reaJity
or not, it is strange-as it is stated that the figure approached quite close to him several tilnes-that he made
no attempt to touch it, which would at once have satisfied him on the above point.
Again it is stated that the same apparition had been
seen by others in the house before the Baron came there.
Of course these might have been hallucination~, and the
Baron have seen a real figure; bnt, upon the whole, I
have not sufficient faith in the narrative to cite it as an
instance of an artificial apparition.
I will therefore take from another work examples of
this very rare phenomenon.
In the London a Spir·itnal ltfagaz·ine," I find the correspondence of a gentleman called 1\Ir. L
, who it is
stated, is a member of a prominent banking-house in
New York,*-giving his observations of such apparitions.
The correspondence appears to have been carried on
for several years. \Vhen it commenced, or when l\fr.
Lcommenced his investigations, I do not know, as
I have examined bnt a few numbers of the Magazine.
I find it stated in a letter dated) "New Yor·k, J.lfa1·ch,
the name given Jpe by one of th e other world is the right one,
-and I h ave grounds for believing it is-the gentleman is well known
in New York, though I am not myself acquainted with him.
·t· If
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17tA, 1862," that success in producing the apparition,
"only cr·owned months of patient watclLing," fr01n which
it is evident that the apparition was of a different nature
from most of those described in the work of 1\{r. Owen.
I have before me only the volume for the year 1862,
-anrl the number for January, 1866, aud must tl1erefore
confine my extracts to these. First, to show the character of these beings, I will give a few extracts from the
volume. 1\{ost of the articles published, are simply
extracts fro1n the diary of JVIr.
The "n1edium"
, L--.
for communications, as well as for the production of
appat·itions, was JYiiss :E'ox.
'
The following "test'' was, as represented, from Dr.
Franldin ;-"Sunday Evening, Jan. 19th, 1862,- A Test.
The follovYing was written upon a card: '1\Iy son, I see
you have a desire to hear about the country. A Battle
i~ in tlte field and will soon be vict01·ious.-B. F.' The
battle of Somerset, or 1\llill Spring, in l{eutucky, resulting in a decided Union victory and rebel defeat, and in
the death o.f their general Zollikoffer, took place on
Sunday, Jan. 19th, ending l\{onday morning, Jan. 20th.
The news by telegram did not reach Nm.v York, until
l\Ionday, Jan. 20th.''
If so senseless a message had been given l.V1r. L by one of our world, he would, I presume, have thought
the writer ·was a fool, or an ignoramus, but because
given by a "spirit," he accepts it without question, as
coming from Dr. Franklin.
DE~L\..R

\VIFE :-Please for a test tell me of some
little circmnst.ance which happened when we were together in life."
" J\1:Y
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"Answer:-' There are 1nany things that I could mention, and n1any which I will at some futnre time. Do
you remember how often I have held up my finger to
you playfully, rebuking you for being late at dinner?
I cannot now recall these sweet little incidents; they are
~o many, darling.
,, (ESTELLE.'"

One would suppose that an evasion like this would
have excited :Nir. L--'s suspicions, bi.1t it seems to
have had no such effect.
""Then you come in fonn, is your form which we see,
ethereal or real substance?"
"An.swer :-'All of ·earth ~s past. I come ethereally,
spir.itnnlly, purified, 111ade holy. I may have an earthly
wish. Sometimes I wish to be with you; I wish to
talk with you; I wish to kiss you, to put my arm round
yonr neck. You may call these earthly desires, I call
them heavenly.
"'EsTELLE.'"

The answer is not very pertinent, but neither was the
q nestion. 'Vhat ~Ir. L
's idea, either as to substance,
or as to jot'ln, was, it is impossible for me to imagine.
The following is an extract fro1n a communication
purporting to be also from Estelle,. the wife of lVIr.
L-" Our choir comprises a large number of kindred
spirits. "\Ve ascend to a high throne, ·where the holy
hold devotions. \Ve do not see God, but we feel His
influence. \\re are conscious of His invisible presence,
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as you are of ours. We hear His voice and read His
·wishes. 'Ve gather around His throne to pray for our
loved ones on earth, and to sing praise to Him, the
giver of all good."
It will be observed that the above is designed to
be understood literally, not figuratively. The "spirit"
should have stated at about what height the throne of
the Almighty was situated.
I wiH now pass to the nmnber of the J\.Iagazine for
January, 1866, the correspondence published in which,
is dated Kovember, 1865. As J\1r. L - - hacl been
sitting frequently with ]\fiss Fox for several years, for
the purpose of seeing apparitions, it may be presumed
that the beings of the other world had, by this time,.
their arrangements for producing them perfected as far
as possible; and however erroneous the conclusions of
J\fr. L - - may ha;~e been, he is entitled to no little
credit for the accuracy of his observations and descriptions of the phenomena:
In explanation of the following letter, it is stated
that J\fr. L - - first met the lady (Estelle), who became
his wife, at Baden-Baden, jn the year 1851. In th~
summer of 1865, lVIr. L
was again at Baden-Baden,
and happened to occupy the same room that Est~Jle
occupied when he first met her. vVhen in London, on
his way home, ~Ir. L
mentioned the incident to
Mr. Coleman, who is either one of the editors of, or a
Contributor to, t.he Spiritual l\fagazine; and N[r. Coleman suggested that J\ir. L - should make the circumstance a test as to the identity of the apparition which
had frequently appeared to him, ·with Estelle, who is in
the other world.
27 *
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"NEw YoRK, November 20th, 1865.

"~1: Y DEAR

1\IR. COLE~IAN :-You will no doubt be
interested to learn that my first spiritual manifestation
since n1y return from Europe was in my own house, in
the presence of Dr. Gray,* and resulted in the tangible,
real, visible presence of my wife in my own room, where
1 there could by no possibility have been any other persons than Dr. Gray, the n1edium and rnyself. This was
on Friday evening, November lOth, 1865.
"The atmosphere was moderately electrical, cold and
overcast. The n1edium and Dr. Gray having called to
see me, we determined to have a sitting in a room upstairs, there being uo persons in the house but the servants, who were three flights below. The door was
carefully locked, and after seating ourselves at the table
in the middle of the room, I turned out the gas. In
about fifteen n1inutes a spirit-light rose fron1 the floor
on the side of the table opposite - to the medium, and
after describing a se1ni-circle over and above the table
three times consecutively, it rested upon Dr. Gray's head
and disappeared. The medium and 1nyself were then
requested to stan_d up. Upon onr doing so, the light
again made its appearance het.ween us and the window,
pressing us back a little, as though to give it more
room. Vigorous rnstlings succeeded this movement,
and the next instant the figure of my wife stood before
us, holding a single flower in her hand, with every feature radiant, and vividly visible. She was dressed in
white gossamer, which enveloped her head, a transparent
veil falling jnst before her right eye, but thrown back.
The veil was subsequently removed altogether. Her
*

A well-known physician and spiritualist of New York.
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dress, or robe, was carefnlly plaited around the neck,
but with that exception it was loose and flowing. It
was of thicker materia:l than that about her head, and
seemed to be of the texture of silk and gossamer. As
Dr. Gray was seated during this time, (we standing
between him and the spirit) he saw only the light and
drapery as she came and glided away, which she did five
or six times during a period of about three quarters of
au hour. For some cause, unknown to me, the spirit
could not on this occasion remain visible to me when
Dr. Gray approached.*
"You will perhaps rem em her a suggestion you made
to me in London, that upon n1y return I should make
certain interesting ci rcumstances which occurred to n1e
on the Continent, the subje9t of a spiritual test. I am
happy to say that it has been done with a most satisfactory result. I had mentioned the circumstances to no
one on this ~ide of the ocean. At a second .seance, two
days after that which I have just described, I applied
the test as follows :-I wrote two questions \Yjthout the
tnedium's knowledge.
"The questions and answers were as follows:-

"'},fy DEAR WIFE:-I desire you this morning to
write me a word about your appearance on Friday night.
last. Also, something in refet·ence to the interesting
circumstance now on my mind, which occurred on the
Continent during my last visit to Europe.'
I infer tba.t the uspirili" was vi·s ible five or six times during threequarters of an hour, not that she was vi1>ible all that time. As the
electrical arra.ngements of the ''spi ri t.s" did not include Dr. Gray, he
proba.bly placed himself in a position which interfered with them.
-i!<
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"Answer, (written on a card by the spirit).
was most happy to come
to you in form in our own house. It gave 1n~ joy
greater than words can express. The next time I wish
to wear a different dress. One entirely covered with
violets and roses, so "that yon may perfectly see their
color. I was with you at Baden-Baden, and saw your
thoughts of me while there. I was very near you-as
near as at the time when I there promised to be yours
forever. I was near yon when this thought carne. I
heard the echo go forth from your heart, and my spi1~it
was drawn at once to your side. Sacred memories are
attached to that place. Do you rem em her, dear Charles,
how happy we both were then? Be happy now, for I ·
am ever near yon.
' ' 'l\iY DEAR HUSBAND:-I

"' ESTF.I.LE.' ,,

These are about as absurd "spiritual tests" as I ever
heard of. The first question was not even a test as to
whether the spirit present Friday night was then present, much less was it a test as to the spirit being his
wife. As to the second question-jf the spirit conld
not read Mr. L
's mind, she could not know what
was on his mind, or what he r eferred to; and jf sl1e
coulcl read it, the matter was no test at all. Besides the
spirit stated that she saw his thoughts at Baden-Baden,
and heard the echo of one go forth from his heart. If
a spirit could read his thoughts at Baden-Baden, l\1r.
L
l1ad no reason to snppose that one could not in
New York. Yet he considered the resnl t of the tests
"most satisfactory." Aside from t he apparitions, l\1 r.
1..
seems to have had nothing like the amount of
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evidence for believing in the presence of his wife, wl1ich
I had for believing in the presence of n1y friends, when
they 'vere personated.
Tbe idea of the spirits coming in form-as t houg h at
other times t hey were without form- was, as I understand; got by t he spirits from spiri tualists, as were many
other expressions used by t he forn:er.

"Extracts .fi·orn Diary.

Fi1·st even,ing :-Cold and

clear. A bright fire was burning in the grate. I
turned t he gas down partially, but still sufficient to
t11ake all objects distinct~y visible. I then op~ned the
table about six inches in the 1uiddle, placing a large
musical box across one side, and the table cover across
the other, leaving an opening of about six inches square
in the centre. After a few 1ninutes a white fleshy hand
rose, pointing its fingers upward through this opening.
A snow-white envelope encircled it from the wrist
downward. It was nat ural in shape, size and color.
A few moments elapsed, when the hand again made its
appearance, but now h eld a flower, which with its stem,
was about three inches in length. I reached out my
hand to touch it, and t he instant it came in contact with
the flower th ere was a. snap, like the discharge of electricity. By r equest I now t urned up t he gas, n1aking
t he room fully light. The hand again rose, holding th6
flower, which h placed upon a sheet of white paper
which I had placed next the opening. I Jifted the
paper and examined the flower, which was to all appearance a lovely pink rose-bud, with green leaves. 1\IIjss
Fox took it in her fingers and held it up for examination. It was damp, cold and glutinous. As expr cs-
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sions of dissatisfaction from the unseen agents of this
wonder were heee manifested, she replaced the flower
upon the paper, when the hand rose, seized and took it
away instantly. Various flowers of different sizes,
shapes and colors were presented. One was a small
white flower, like a daisy. By raps it was said, 'Obey
directions; yon wither the flowers by your touch.'"
The last incident shows how fearful the spirits were
that some discovery wo~1l d be made, that might lead to
an understanding of their mode of operations. As the
flowers disappeared quickly, whether touched or not, the
reason assigned for not wishing them touched, could not
have been the true one.
asecond Evenin.c;.-Foggy and damt)· Conditions
unfavorable. A. very fine light made its appearance,
demonstrating, or illustrating the method of making
the raps. The light was in the form of a cylinder, with
its nsnal accompaniment of envelope. It was placed in
my hand to test its weight. On closing the hand and
pressing it, I found that the shell, or surface, gave way,
and became indented. I re,cei ved by visible raps, the
follo\ving message:- ' It is trne that this com1nuni01i
brings to yon blessings in your daily life. \Ta lue these
rare b1essings, for there are few whose souls have been
b1·eathcd upon by us. There is a life within a Jife;
1nortal and immortal; perishable and lasting. They
walk side by side; the one is made of changes and
cares; the other is hal lowed by peace and hope; smiles
and tears form one; eternal bliss and happiness the
other.'"
I don't know... what J\1r. L
means by t he statement that the method of making the raps waR denwn-
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strated, or by the expression "visible raps," unless the
idea is intended to be conveyed that the raps were made
by percussion with the cylinder described.
If that is what he means, it is the first instance that
has come to my knowledge, of a spiritualist having any
other idea as to the raps, t han that they we.re caused by
discharges of electricity; and it is very possible t hat this
may have been the idea of 1\fr. L - The communication this evening, was rather better
than the average from the spirits; still the expression,
"There is a life witll.in a life. They walk side by side,"
shows an uncultivated intellect.
"T!tird Evening.- Cold and clear. The spirit-light
soon rose, divided into two, and discovered before us
standing the beaut iful spirit-form of my wife, so often
d escribed . She was v ividly visible, but differently
dressed from h er usnal style, apparently typical of something which I did not understand. A kind of turban
was wreathed abont the head, of gossamer and gold,
sparkling with bright points, like diamonds, her head
resting upon her right hand.
"After remaining visible for some time, we crossed the
room, where sh e again appeared, similarly dressed. The
shining head-dress was entirely new. After she had
disappeared the light floated about., as answering questions by rapid circular motions. The light then rose
near to the ceiling, describing revolut)ons the reverse of
its previous motions. At times these revolutions described circles of six to eight feet in diameter. I asked
that the light might pass around· us, which was immediately done \Vith great rapidity.
"A la.rge roll of drawing paper was taken up during
'-'

'
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these gyrations and carried with th e light. The light
itself, as well as the envelope, was heard occasionally to
strike against the table or ceiling, with cousiderable
force, as it passed about.
'' l?ourth Evening.-Cold and overcast, with threatened
storm. Shortly after the gas was turned out heavy
rustlings were heard, a brilliant electt·ic light rose, and
the well-known countenance of Dr. Franklin beamed
upon us. No words can convey an ide~ of tl?e calm,
peaceful serenity, the dignity, the spirituality 'vhich
shone out from that face. Although I have so often
before seen it, yet on this occasion I "\Yas more than ever
impressed, for hi8 every feature was radiant. The light
was very powerful, rendering him distinctly visible.
He appeared in four different parts of the room, ancl
each time differently draped, or dresseJ. lVIy hat, which
had been left upon the bureau, was worn by hjm a portion of the time, and then taken from his head in full
view, and placed upon tnine by the spirit. Immediate]y .
afterwards, while my hat was still npon my head, he
was seen wearing a three-cornered hat, a ruffled shit't,
white ueckerchief without a collar, his gray hair behind
the ears. He was enveloped in a dark 1·obe, which
passed down by the side of his face, partially shielding
t hat side, and was drawn across his breast about six or
eight inches below the chin. This ITmntle I examined
both by sight and touch, and found that it resembled in
fabric rather coarse dark flannel or worsted ·stuff. Be•
neath this his dress was perfect, the cravat and rufRer
were spotless white, and the Yest and coat real, for I
pulled aside the mantle with my own hand. ·His face
was like the crystallization of e.xpre~~ion, the expression
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changing during the intervals of invis~bility. The
formation being instant and t emporary, no doubt lacks
the nerves and muscles of the human 11hysjcal organization, and hence can of necessity only exhibit one attitude,
or phase of expression, for each crystallization (or naturalization), during which the features and expression
are en pm·manenoe.
''Sixth Evening* :-Atmosphere clear. A bright coal
fire and gas burning, the latter about. half turned off.
"Opened the table about the width of six to eight
inches. Soon a white female hand rose throngh the
opening; answered n1y questions by significant movemenf.s. It touched my own hand, took hold of my
fingers, 'etc. I placed my handkerchief npon a large
musical box on the table. The hand rose; grasped it,
and carried it away. This hanr1 was at times amorphous,
or clumsily shaped. Again it would appear perfect, or ·
1nore nearly so. At tin1es the fingers were widely spread,
seemingly stiff, and moving with difficulty; again flexible and natural.t It was fleshy iu color and to the
touch, but unnaturally white. I did not see it beyond
the wrist. I had frequently, by the spirit-light, seen
that the formation ended at the wrist. There was no
envelope, or covering, such as generally accompanies
these temporary formations in the spirit-light.
· "Sevm~th Evening:-vVeather clear and cold. At the
conclusion of a message, a light Tose from the floor,
~~<

I have omitted the :fifth evening, as nothing of much interest then
occurred.
t Mr. L - of course, supposed that he saw each time the sa.me hand
-that of his wife-but they were probably the artificial hands of different })ersons. some of which had been prepared with more care than
others.
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discovering to us the spirit of my wife standing before
us in all her beauty. ~Iy hat was asked fo~· to shield
the light. I held it with the opening towards the spirit,
the ligh t being shaken quickly inside the hat (by the
spirit) threw ont brilliant radiations until h er face was
radiant. A delicate veil of gossamer (white) depended
from above her forehead, which we took in our hands
for examination. I held it myself before h er face, found
it transparent., and of such delicate tissu~ that it heightened her beauty, and made her seem still more ethereal.
vVe now crossed t he roorn to a sofit. The spirit said (by
raps), 'I wish to recline on the soja.' Loud rustlings and
movements were heard, when we found that a sofa-pillow, forming one end of the sofa, was in the process of
being detached, and afterwards we saw .it placed on end
in the corner of the sofa, against which she was nmv seen
reclining. "\Ve bent ovet·, and examined with great care,
h er face and dress. The dress was white, a narrow
ribbon was across her forehead, over which was a small
white rose, a bunch of violets over her left temple,
and a pink rose behind her ear. H er hair fell loosely,
so that I took locks of it and placed it over the white
robe, which I also took hold of and examined carefully.
It was neatly trimmed wit4 a narrow ruffie, and plaited
in front.
"Some very interesting experiments were made after
she had disappeared. "\Ve stood in the n1iddle of the
room, the spirit-light hanging s uspended in front, swinging like a pendulum. I noticed it was like a glass tnbe,
or piece of crystal, about two inches in dian1eter, six
inches long, and was suspended in its envelope 1ike a
bag. This bag. waR luminous some four to six inches
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above the top of the crystal, fading into a dark 1naterial.
By my request it 'vas placed in n1y hand, (on a ]f;vel
with tny chest) and while I \Vas in the act of holding it,
a hand about two feet above took hold of the 1·im of
my hat, which I had on my head; and I noticed that
the bag in my hand was held by the hand above. This
light was then placed upon the rim of my hat, and
allowed to remain there whilst I moved about the room.
It felt solid and heavy-say from one to two pountls in
weight. Subsequently I made a careful examination of
the light, which at my request was placed in my hand,
and removed again at my bidding. It was harcl and
flint-like, with the appearance of liqnid electricity, or
light flowing inside in livid corruscations. The hand
which held the light thus suspended above, at the same
time took off my hat, and both the light and the hat
were raised and lowered by the same agency. I noticed
that the envelope became coarse and dark in proportion
to its distance from the reservoir of eleclrieal light.
This was made to revolve, showing that it was propelled
by a hand invisible, but holding that portion of the hag
which was dark. The revolutions were rapid, describing
a circle the entire circumference of the room with such
rapidity and effect that it seemed a continuous wheel, or
circle ·o f light.''
_ These figures, especially the drapery, were very perfect, as might be expeeted from the time spent In preparing them.
1\fr. L 's idea as to the crystallization of Dr.
Franklin's face is rather ludicrous. The immobility of
the features, the refusal to exhibit except by a faint electric light, managed by the "spirits,'' and the apparent
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caution taken even then to partially shield the face from
observation, are what might be expeC\ed to occur if the
figures were produced as I have stated; and these thiugs
cannot be satisfactorily explained upon the supposition
that Nir. L--'s wife and Dr. Franklin were really
seen.
Again, if Dr. Franklin has been spending his time
for several years in exhibiting himself, for no apparent
object, he must now he a very diffcren~ being from what
he was when in our world; and how utterly absurd is
the idea that l\Ir. L--'s wife would, -when the ro01n
was partially lighted in the usnal way, get under the
table, and only raise her hand throngh a smal1 opening.
It is, I think, very evident that these apparitions
wel'e entirely different from those described in lVIr. Owen's ·work, t he accounts of which I have copied. It
took considerable tim.e to prepare them, and that too in
the presence of a w.ell-known 1nedium ; their moyements
were very limited, and they did not vanish upon the approach of l\fr. L
; on the contrary, he felt of their
dress, which appeared to be as substantial as onr own. •
Yet his wife wa..s never visible to him except ·when l\tiiss
~~ox was present.
Now, the theory that the "spiritual body" of an individual of our world can leave the "natural body" during the life of the latter, and instantly form for itself
such a dress, is not only very absurd, but a contradiction of facts like the foregoing, which spirituaJists have
themseh·es observed; and if "apparitions of the living"
are hallucinations, then most "apparitions of the dead"
are such also, for most of the latter class precisely reSelnble those of the forn1er; and it also follows, that the
•
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imaginary gifts or faculties, of "seers" and "seeresses".
a re mere del nsions.
Some of the communications to lVIr. L - -, evince
rather more intelligence than do most of those throngh
1nedinms, or even through the same medium, and there
were probably present, assisting in t he deceptions, beings of a higher grade of intellectuality than the one
controlling the medium's brain. But the communication which I have copied, purporting to be from Dr.
Franklin, is about as stupid as the average, and non e
of them if written by one of our world, would be
thought to evince much talent or intellectual culture.
It may by some be thought incredible that such beings sh ould be able to deceive thousands of well e<lncated persons with false theories.
The truth is-anc1 this is one of the st.rangest parts
of the deception-th ~ theories h~ve not been gi ven by
the " spirits," but have been fot·mec} by spiritualists, and
as they are false, they have all, however absurd and contradictory, been confirmed by the form er.
The" spirit'' claiming to be Dr. Franklin, did not
inform J\!Ir. L - - why he could not change the expression of his ~ountenance while he was visible, and
therefore the latter \Vas obliged to form his own theory
upon the subject. But it should have been evident to ·
J\ir. L - -, that if Dr. Franklin was present and able
to conununicate, if he could tell him that a battle 1va.~ ·in
the field, and that ·it wo'ldd soon be victm·ious, then he
could tell him why he could not change the expression
of his countenance. A nd he should have known that
if the individual pretending to be his wife was r eally
her- and especially if she was accompanied by Dr.
28
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Franklin-some satis£.'1ctory reason wou1d be given why
she would not appear to him when the room was lighted,
and why, when it was, she invariably got nnder the
table.
The same remarks apply to all the phenomena-the
"spirits" baye never explained them, but have merely
assented to the theories formed by spiritualists; and the
latter are therefore- as n1ight be expected-contradictory.
One subject of vast importance-that of the ultimate
destiny of these miserable and degraded creatures of the
other world-! must leaYe untouched in the present
work. I have as yet no very clear conception of the
other world, having confined myself, sinr.e able to get
truthfnl communications, to efforts to obtain explanatjons of my' individual experience in this matter, and .of
the seyeral phenomena described. A.ny views which I
might express upon this point wou]d, therefore, be mere
theories of my own, and O\Ving to the great difficulty in
communicating, I a1n advised by my friend? of the ot.her
world that they prefer postponing the attempt to give
information upon this point. One i1npmtant fact I
will, however, state, namely, that the inhabitants of what
I have called "the other world,'' are as strictly confined
to this planet-viewing their world as a part of it-as
we are. It does not seem to n1e probable that we are t.o
be forever connne(l to this one planet, but as to any
future changes wh ich we may have to undergo, I have
formed no definite theory; and if I had, I should not
feel incH ned to state it lwre, as my intention has been to
confine myself to facts, in the present work.
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I am informed by my friends of the other world,
that they still expect to overcmne the power of the
individuals called 11iss Allen and Julia, at least so far
that they will be able to com1uunicate without much
difficu] ty.
If this is accomplished I shall probably write another
work upon this subject, but if not, I shall not make the
attempt.

THE END.
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